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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation describes the creation of new music technology and information 
systems: electronic music interfaces, keyboard and audio networks, a novel 
information system called an electronic student assessment and data management 
system and new intelligent tutoring systems. 

Keyboard systems are used by music teachers. Existing systems offered a range 
of useful features using a number of technologies. However, they also had 
drawbacks, which prevented users from performing efficiently. Students had to 
use the new systems with portable keyboards for their lessons and were required 
to learn how to play the keyboard by the national curriculum. However, students' 
music and keyboard playing skills varied. A new intelligent tutoring system was 
created to overcome this problem by delivering customised tutoring on music and 
keyboard skills through the new systems. 

A broad base of research was completed and the following were the tangible 
research successes. The new music technology systems consisted of a network of 
new electronic music interfaces that could be remotely controlled from a computer 
using a new communication protocol. New object oriented control structures to 
interface with non-computer networks were defined to enable the accurate setting 
and display of the system status, as well as management of communication
problems and abnormalities. The novel information system was a new three-tier 
information system created to help teachers manage students and their work. 

The new music technology and information systems used a new ergonomic 
graphical user interface. A new mobile teaching system using these systems 
(tablet PCs, software remote control and local station control) allowed teachers to 
perform their teaching anywhere. These systems were used as a test bed to 
implement artificial intelligence. A new habits capturer, using a new stamping 
method was created to anticipate user's actions from monitored activity. Also, a 
new computer aided instruction system to teach basic music-keyboard skills was 
created. This new system used the new music technology systems (through a 
novel interfacing method using keylighting, text-to-speech and key capturing 
technologies), and a new music-keyboard skills expert used as a music concept 
translator. 

The computer aided instruction system formed the base for the creation of a new 
intelligent computer aided instruction system (also called intelligent tutoring 
system) to teach basic music-keyboard skills in a custom way. This new intelligent 
system used a new methodology. The new methodology showed that a tutor 
module that gathered knowledge, expertise and assessment functions was viable. 
The new intelligent system also used a new generic tutoring base. Finally1 a new 
learning curves plotter was created to display student modelling information from 
the new intelligent system. 
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It has gone from havin g three computers to boastin g £40�000 worth of equipment 
in a lon g-overdue new music blocly in which two rooms are equ ipped with a KAAN 
(Keyboard and Audio Ne twork) system. 

The teacher says it means students no lon ger have to share a keyboard and can 
work independently. The system divides each keyboard into two an ct with 
headphones � two students can play the ir half at any pitch and in any instrumen t 

Howeve r, they can also play with another person or as part of a larger group 
without havin g to move around the room. ''It gives total flexibility to each student 
as well as lettin g them combine in all so rts of way� " the teacher explains. 

In her vie w, students are not asked to share a piece of paper in a rt,  so they 
should not have to share in music eithe r. 

Holy Trinity is one of the first schools to install KMN, which also allows music files 
to be shared and lets teachers monitor students and record the ir performances. 
Although the system was only installed a couple of months a go ,  it is provin g 
popular with both teachers and students and the teacher believes it is already 
helpin g to improve students' compositions. Another room at the school houses 15 
computers with their own keyboard� and a ran ge of soundcards and music 
software . 

Chris Johnston 10/05/2002 
Times Educational Supplement, Sounds to inspire (extracts) 

Photograph of the new KAAN system (Perins High School, Hampshire)- The new 
KAAN system is marketed by Counterpoint MTC Ltd (Worthing, UK). The design for this 
new system was provided by the author. The detail of this work is described as part of this 

dissertation. 
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PhD Thesis 1 :  Introduction Alexandre Lassauniere 

CHAPTER 1. I NTRODUCTION 

1.1. Teaching music in the United Kingdom (UK) 

Many institutions used music technology systems such as computers or music 

keyboards to assist music teachers [Driver (1994) and So et al. (1994)]. Teachers 

could use computers with specialised software such as sequencing or music 

knowledge assessing tools. Some computers were connected via their sound card 

to a portable keyboard (as shown in Figure 1-1) using the Music Instrument Digital 

Interface (MIDI) standard and were networked to share recorded resources, which 

could also be found in classrooms [Lehrman and Tully (1993), Smoliar et al. 
(1995), Penfold (1995), Buick and Lennard (1997) and Krogh (1998)]. Other 

more sophisticated devices were installed in mini studios to produce high quality 

digital recording. Finally, audio systems were created to connect music keyboards 

together and to record or group students from a teaching position [Aoyagi and 

Hirata (1992), Counterpoint MTC Ltd (n.d.1, n.d.2), Korg Corporation (n.d.), 

Nicholas Haines (n.d.), Rane (n.d.) and Music Central Inc. (n.d.)]. 

Figure 1-1: Example of a portable keyboard 

(Yamaha PSR 225GM model, taken from Yamaha Corporation (n.d.2)) 

University of Portsmouth - 1 -
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Music teachers had a wealth of technological options to assist in their teaching. 

However, none of the cited tools were designed specifically for teaching and many 

had drawbacks for effective use in a classroom. 

In a classroom environment, a teacher might have 30 or more students with 16 or 

more keyboards. Furthermore, in the UK, teachers often had two students 

sharing a single keyboard. To handle this effectively, the teacher needed a way to 

interact with students both individually and collectively. 

1.2. Motivation 

Portable music keyboards were excellent resources for ensemble performance, 

which all students could play. Also, many students were intrigued by them and 

behaved well, which gave a disciplinary advantage to teachers. Thus portable 

keyboards became popular in music classrooms. However, these 'beneficial' 

portable keyboards were not used effectively and raised more drawbacks than 

advantages. This had deterred teachers. 

Music technology systems, connecting portable keyboards, were designed to 

create a music infrastructure for ready-to-use keyboards. Keyboards were then 

used more effectively. Available music technology systems used purely audio, 

with analogue audio signals from standard portable keyboards routed to a front 

desk. There, audio signals could be grouped and mixed together or recorded onto 

a tape recorder. Other music technology systems added some control facilities 

using the MIDI protocol on specifically designed devices. 

With such music technology systems, teachers could listen or speak to any student 

from a teaching position and group them for teamwork. However, these audio 

and MIDI controlled music technology systems were limited as some offered 

inadequate flexibility, a lack of connectivity for other instruments or devices, and 

poor audio performance and/or quality. 

University of Portsmouth - 2-
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1.3. Research Aim and Objectives 

The thesis set out and described in this dissertation is that: 

New intelligent music technology systems and methods 
could be created to assist teachers 

During the research, a new music technology system was created in order to 

assist music teachers more effectively. The new music technology system was 

designed in consultation with music teachers and assessed by them. 

The objectives were to identify and design a new and novel flexible teaching

centred music technology system and to investigate new methods to assist music 

teachers in their teaching. 

For the new Keyboard And Audio Network system, the specific objectives were to: 

• Collect teachers' requirements for a new music technology system. 

• Investigate existing music technology systems and technologies. 

• Investigate and define the new music technology system design. 

Q) Investigate and define communication protocols. 

• Investigate, define and design a control interface between the music 

technology system and teachers. 

• Investigate, define and design a new information system. 

• Investigate and implement methods to improve teachers' mobility. 

For the new Intelligent System, the specific objectives were to: 

• Collect feedback from teachers about the new music technology and 

information systems. 

• Investigate solutions using Artificial Intelligence. 

• Investigate, define and design methods to deliver new knowledge to 

students and to assess their answers. 

• Implement a new Computer Aided Instruction system. 

• Investigate, define and design an Intelligent Tutoring System. 

University of Portsmouth - 3 -
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• Propose and implement a new structure for the new intelligent system. 

• Propose generic methods using the new structure for other fields. 

1.4. Methodology 

The new music technology systems were considered as required flexible and 

controlled infrastructure on which new teaching tools could be applied including 

new software and intelligent tools. 

The research initially focused on creating a fully functional new music technology 

system called a Keyboard And Audio Network. This was supported by the later 

creation of a new software application called an Electronic Student Assessment 

And data Management System based on the information system created as a tool 

for the new music technology system. Various new software tools were also 

created to install and maintain the new music technology and information 

systems. 

Subsequent research considered the implementation of intelligent assistance to 

help solve remaining issues. Two solutions were investigated for feasibility and 

utility and one was fully researched. The selected solution aimed at implementing 

an Intelligent Tutoring System within the new music technology systems to teach 

basic music and keyboard skills to new students. 

1.4.1. Keyboard And Audio Network system 

Existing music technology systems were benchmarked to capture benefits and 

issues to be solved, as well as using audio technology. Four audio networking 

technologies were investigated to determine the most appropriate for 

implementation. New Electronic Music Interfaces were then designed as network 

nodes. A new communication protocol was created to allow remote control of the 

new electronic interfaces from a control device. The best control device was 

found to be a computer and new control software was designed to interface with 

University of Portsmouth - 4 -
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the new music technology system, using Human-Computer Interaction methods to 

improve usability. 

1.4.2. Electronic Student Assessment And data 
Management System 

From teachers' requirements, a new information system was implemented. Due 

to the success of the new tool, a new separate information system called 

Electronic Student Assessment And data Management System was created that 

built on the base of the new music technology control system, and targeted 

teachers of any subject. Both systems have since been marketed by a 

collaborating company and results from
' working systems have been collected. It 

was decided to create a dual mode music technology and information system to · 

implement new features on both systems. · 

1.4.3. Intelligent Tutoring System 

A new Intelligent Tutoring System was created to overcome issues with beginners 

learning music. The students had to be taught basic keyboard and music skills, 

and this was a requirement of the National Curriculum for year 7 students in the 

United Kingdom. The new intelligent system was designed generically so that it 

could be used later in other fields of teaching. A new structure was proposed to 

reflect the structure of the new intelligent system used with the new music 

technology system and compared with an existing Intelligent Tutoring System 

structure based on work from Gerlic (1998). 

1.5. Research claims 

Research into new music technology systems and new Intelligent Tutoring 

Systems has been undertaken. A broad base of research was completed and a 

foundation platform from which further research and development could be 

University of Portsmouth - 5 -
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effected was created. In respect of the research work completed the following 

were the tangible research successes: 

MAIN SYSTEMS CREATED 
• Electronic Music Interface. 

• Keyboard And Audio Network and communication protocol. 

• Electronic Student Assessment And data Management System. 

• Computer Aided Instruction. 

• Intelligent Computer Aided Instruction (also called Intelligent Tutoring 

System) with learning curves plotting. 

NEW METHODS 
• Control using ergonomic user interfaces. 

• Object Oriented control for interfacing. 

• Teaching-centred information management. 

• Methods that allow teachers to move around. 

• Capturing of habits (with a new stamping method). 

• Music-keyboard skills expert. 

• Interfacing with KAAN. 

• ITS methodology. 

• Generic tutoring. 

The key contribution was the creation of a new Intelligent Tutoring System using 

the new music technology systems to assist music teachers. The utility 

broadening of the new systems, including the new generic tutoring base also 

assisted teachers from other fields. 

1.6. Overview of the dissertation 

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the field of music teaching, concentrating on 

teaching in the UK, and especially of the use of keyboards and music technology 

systems. The chapter then describes available hardware, firmware and software 

technologies that could be used for the creation of a new music technology 

University of Portsmouth - 6-
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system. The chapter finishes with an overview of Artificial Intelligence techniques 

and applications that could be used. 

Chapter 3 describes the creation of the new KAAN system hardware and firmware. 

The chapter shows the design of the new Electronic Music Interfaces and 

networking configurations to form a KAAN system. The chapter then explains the 

definition of the new communication protocol used to remotely control the new 

KAAN system. 

Chapter 4 considers the design of the new software for the new KAAN system and 

introduces the creation of the new ESAAMS system. The chapter first defines 

interfacing and ergonomic issues and solutions and then investigates object 

oriented control structures to obtain real-time accurate information from the music 

technology system. The chapter continues with the creation of a new teaching

centred information system embedded within the control software, which defined 

the base of the new ESAAMS system. 

Chapter 5 reviews the new music technology and information systems utility and 

usability using feedback from teachers using the new systems. Two main issues 

are considered separately in two sub-projects to define a useful solution. These 

sub-projects consider the scope of the research for its feasibility and utility. A new 

habits capturer using a new stamping method was created for the first sub

project. For the second sub-project, a new interfacing method between the 

computer and students via the new KAAN system was created with a basic music

keyboard skills expert to create a potential ITS. Both sub-projects were tested 

and compared. The second sub-projects seemed to be of more use for teachers 

using the new KAAN-ESAAMS systems. 

Chapter 6 describes the research performed on the sub-project selected in 

Chapter 5. The chapter describes the creation of a new Computer Aided 

Instruction (CAI) system using the new expert and interface methods created in 

Chapter 5. The new CAI system helped validate a new tutoring base, storing 

knowledge on basic keyboard and music skills. The chapter finishes with the 

creation of a new Intelligent CAI system (ICAI, also called ITS) through the 
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implementation of a new student model. This provided customised teaching as 

well as learning curve plotting. The new intelligent system was tested with a 

number of students to validate and improve the new intelligent music technology 

systems and methods. 

Chapter 7 concludes the research findings and discusses some successes and 

failures of the research. The conclusions from each of the chapters are discussed 

and further avenues of research are summarised. These are discussed in the 

context of creating and developing new music technology systems and methods to 

help music teachers teach music. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATU RE SEARCH 

The areas of expertise to overview could be split in three parts: 

• How music education is performed in the UK. 

• Technologies that would be useful in the creation of the new music system. 

• Application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on non-intelligent systems. 

This chapter reviews the literature in these areas to set the scene for the research 

discussed in the dissertation. 

2.1. Instruction in UK 

2.1.1. National Curriculum 

The National Curriculum (NC) for Music (Key stages 1 to 3) is defined by the 

British Department for Education and Employment (n.d.) and sets out a clear, full 

and statutory entitlement to learning for all students. It determines the content of 

what will be taught, and sets attainment targets for learning. It also determines 

how performance will be assessed and reported. The NC for the appropriate Key 

stages was consulted to check the teaching guidelines during the research. 

In Besanet (2002) expenditure on Information and Communication Technology 

was estimated to be £493m: 

• £9,000 1 average primary school in 2002-03. 

• £43,000 1 average secondary school in 2002-03. 
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Half was to be spent on desktop and laptop computers, the rest ear-marked for 

spend on peripheral and networking equipment, technical support, software and 

content provision. 

From equipment supplier catalogues [Counterpoint MTC Ltd (n.d.3)], budget for 

music equipment is spent on: 

• Instruments (acoustic, electric, analogue or digital). 

• Sound recording (studios). 

• Computer systems (computer network with music software). 

• Public Address and HiFi systems (amplifier and playback). 

• Other music systems. 

• Material and resources (books, internet resources). 

2.1.2. Device Aided Instruction 

Music and audio devices manufacturers tried to expand their share of the market 

by marketing easy-to-use keyboards and software. However, they found that 

there were needs to acquire knowledge about music outside education to allow 

their products be used at home and by non-professionals. They decided to embed 

music teaching in their products and/or to market music teaching software. 

Teachers then started to use these new tools in their lessons. Examples are: 

A) Computer Aided Instruction. 

B) Keyboard Aided Instruction. 

A) COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION SYSTEMS 

Computer Aided Instruction (CAI) is specialised software that may or may not 

interface with MIDI devices through the computer sound card. Three products 

[Music Lessons from MiBAC (n.d.) and Rising Software, Auralia (n.d.l), and 

Musition (n.d.2)] were reviewed and are described in detail in Appendix 8.1, page 

235. 
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MUSIC lessons had three main fields of study: 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

• Note reading: displayed 4 notes on staff and student had to play each note 

on the keyboard (different clefs available). 

• Key signatures against major/minor keys. 

• Play 8 notes of a determined scale. 

AURAL/A and MUSmONwere produced by the same company (Rising Software), 

AURAL/A being based around practical music concepts, whereas MUSmON was 

aimed at music theory. Some tests included singing recognition from the audio 

input of the sound card. 

• AURAL/A: 
.o Intervals and scales. 

o Chords. 

o Rhythm. 

o Pitch and melody. 

• MUSmON: 

o Music reading. 

o Terms and symbols. 

o Key centres. 

o Instruments. 

This software worked around simple lessons and a series of tests that a student 

had to answer either with the mouse or a connected MIDI keyboard. Once 

students responded correctly to their test they progressed to a more difficult level, 

otherwise the CAI system could give them (or not) the correct answer and another 

attempt. Students could record their level to stop and restart the lesson at the 

same point. Statistics could be given concerning their results. 

B) KEYBOARD AIDED INSTRUCTION SYSTEMS 

Keyboard Aided Instruction (KAI) was new and no standard had been agreed 

between keyboard manufacturers. The concept was called Yamaha Education 

Suite for Yamaha (n.d.2). The concept derived from step piano lessons and 

lessons on how to play built-in or downloaded songs. 
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2.1.3. Music Advisors' opinion on the use of keyboards 

MIDI portable keyboards and PCs tended to be widely used in music education 

due to the broad range of features and the ease of use they offered advisors 

[Odam (1997), Rogers (1997), Salaman (1997), Odam and Waiters (n.d.)]. 

Existing keyboards featured: 

• MIDI standard [Hinton (2003)] to connect to other MIDI keyboards and/or 

devices such as computers. 

• Sequencers to record on board multi-tracked work. This feature could have 

been popular if more keyboards offered a facility to save work at the end of 

a class. 

• Full size (piano size) keys and 'touch sensitive' feature for· musical 

expressiveness. 

From these features, benefits were multiple: 

• Resource for ensemble performance. 

• Theoretically possible to provide all students with performing skills. 

• Use of timbre/voices with a variety of sounds. 

• Headphones (no noise-+ peaceful working atmosphere). 

• All students could play. 

• Fingering was straightforward and built up manipulative skills. 

• Comparatively cheap. 

• Most students were intrigued by them -+they behaved well, which gave a 

disciplinary advantage. 

• 'Rightness' and 'wrongness' of students' work on keyboards were easier to 

detect and measure than most other activities in the music classroom. 

• Little trouble in noting students' progress. 

• Keyboards were useful in teaching of staff notation (statutory requirement 

of the national curriculum). 

• Use of single finger chords and of rhythm accompaniment. 

• Sequencing. 
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In the opinion of music advisors [Odam (1997), Rogers (1997), Salaman (1997), 

Odam and Waiters (n.d.)], keyboards were not used as efficiently as expected 

because of the way teachers used them: 

• Not adequate as sole equipment. 

• Intrusive 'Demo' facility. 

• Headphones (students usually in solitary confinement -+ divided students 

and lessons were not always productive). 

One of their solutions was to have the keyboards set out, fixed and ready to use, 

and keyboard labs were useful. Keyboard labs usually connected all keyboards to 

a central console where: 

• The teacher could: 

o Listen to any instrument (without the students necessarily knowing). 

o Speak directly to individual students or the whole class. 

o Switch off some instruments from the console. 

• Two students sat per keyboard and could listen and play at the same time. 

Their drawbacks were: 

• Expensive and liable to break down. 

• Two students per keyboard meant that: 

o Both students worked on the same melody 1 or 2 octaves apart. 

o Both students composed in pair, with no precise goal defined. 

• (Language) labs had met with only moderate success. 

• No one established best practice for music laboratories. 

However, these new music devices and computer-aided systems brought new 

teaching methods. The teacher remained the teaching expert as well as an 

engineer ready to install, support and maintain the resources with more or less 

success. 

From the music advisors' observations, teaching tended to focus more on group 

work. The size of groups varied. There were challenges to strike a balance 

between the needs of the individual and the needs of the group in such a short 

time as that afforded by music lessons. 
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Two main points were highlighted: 

• How to develop keyboard skills in non-keyboard players. 

• It was vital that research focused on the use and development of 

keyboards as a resource. 

2.1.4. Existing Music Technology Systems 

Music technology systems were developed to create an infrastructure for music 

teachers to better use their keyboards. Available music technology systems could 

be used purely for audio, where analogue audio signals from standard portable 

keyboards were routed to a front desk. There, audio signals were grouped and 

mixed together or recorded onto a tape recorder [see Figure 2-1, Counterpoint 

MTC Ltd (n.d.l and n.d.2) and Nicholas Haines (n.d.)]. 

Other music technology systems might have added some control facilities using 

the MIDI protocol on specifically designed devices [see Figure 2-2, Music Central 

Inc. (n.d.)], or were fully digital [Korg Corporation (n.d.), Rane (n.d.) and Yamaha 

Corporation (n.d.l)]. 
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Figure 2-1 : Audio music technology system (first systems type) 

[Pictures taken from Counterpoint MTC Ltd (n.d.l and n.d.2) and Nicholas Haines (n.d.)] 
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Figure 2-2: MIDI controlled music technology system (second system type) 

(Pictures taken from Music Central Inc. (n.d.)] 

These music technology systems offered: 

• A classroom Infrastructure: 
Students could use keyboards individually or in pairs. The keyboards were 

usually installed on desks and cables were hidden in trunking. Power might 

also be networked and converted at each station to power up the 

keyboards. This was in order to reduce the number of power supplies. 

• L isten to a student from the front: 
Teachers could easily listen or speak to any student from the front desk 

using an audio network. Thus the recording of students' works was 

centralised. 

• Grouping: 
The teacher's console may allow mixing of audio signals from the students 

together to create groups. 

However, these audio and MIDI controlled music technology systems were limited 

as they offered: 

• Inadequate Flexibility: 
Keyboards could be used alone, but the music technology systems 

themselves could not be used beyond their basic functions. The music 

technology systems might also have required specific devices to run 

properly. 
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• No Extra Inputs: 
The number of extra inputs (e.g. microphone, guitar, mixer, etc.) was 

dictated by the number of unused sockets on the front desk. 

• Inability to share Recording: 
Audio was recorded either in an analogue format (e.g. tape) or digitally as 

a MIDI file. Only MIDI files could be shared easily. However, both types of 

music technology system lacked real digital recording as Wave, MP3 or 

WMA files. 

• Poor Audio Performance: 
The audio music technology systems required many long cables across the 

classroom. Such cables easily picked up interferences, which might have 

caused cross talk and hum. 

• Poor Reliability: 
Music technology systems might have included electronic interfaces 

between the keyboards and the front desk. These interfaces needed not be 

complex and were not designed for rugged use. 

These music technology systems used analogue and digital technologies for audio 

and data as well as numerous networking techniques. The following section 

reviews these technologies. 

2.2. Hardware and Firmware 

This section reviews some suitable technologies at the time of writing concerning 

audio signals processing and networking. Some of these technologies were used 

to develop the existing music technology systems described in 2.1.4, page 14. 

2.2.1. Audio 

Sound is nothing more than the time varying change in air pressure [Rapture 

(n.d.)]. Due to the laws of physics, sound is differentiable and continuous. The 

theoretical range of human hearing extends from 20Hz to 20kHz with over 120dB 

of dynamic range. Sound, due to its continuous nature, is analogue. Analogue 
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audio systems are capable of being at any value at any time (within the confines 

of the analogue audio system and not taking into account the effect of noise). 

Digital systems are not continuous, but rather discrete, meaning that at a given 

time the digital system must be at one of a possible set of numbers. 

Technologies for analogue and digital systems are described in: 

A) Analogue Technology. 

B) Analogue Sampling. 

C) Digital Technology. 

D) Audio Files. 

A) ANALOGUE TECHNOLOGY 

Analogue audio instruments consist of three blocks [microphones, amplifier, 

hearing-coil, see Hearing Siemens (n.d.)], with potential additional stages: 

• Filters I equalizers. 

• Mixers. 

Winer (1981) explains that two types of filter are high-pass (or low-cut) or low

pass (or high-cut) filters, which respectively filter out low and high frequencies 

from a source signal. Two other kinds of filters also exist, the Band-pass filter and 

its counterpart Band-stop filter (or Notch filter). In this case, a range of 

frequencies is allowed (or denied) to pass through the filter. 

Simple circuitry is used to mix analogue audio signals together [Gingrich (1995)], 

using operational amplifiers [op-amps, Liscott (n.d.)]. Figure 2-3 shows several 

current sources driving the negative input of an inverting amplifier. Summing the 

current into the node gives: 

Vl V2 V3 Vout . 
- + - + - =-- orlf R1= R2= R3= R: 
Rl R2 R3 RF 

' 
RF 

V out= --(Vl + V2 + V3). 
R 
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VI 
V2 
V3 

Figure 2-3: Current summing amplifier used for mixing audio signals [from Gingrich (1995)] 

Analogue audio is broadly used, as analogue circuits are simple and cheap. 

However digital technology and analogue sampling could also be used to handle 

audio and bring other benefits. Quantisation (digitisation) is the process of 

turning a continuous signal into a · discrete signal by breaking it into quanta, or 

blocks [Rapture (n.d.)]. Each block contains two pieces of information: time and 

amplitude. The way time is measured is by using a set sampling frequency. This 

frequency is the number of times per second that the amplitude is measured. The 

amplitude is measured with a resolution that is limited by the electronics. The 

characteristics of these two measurements determine the quality, cost, complexity 

and overall operation of a digital audio system. 

B) ANALOGUE SAMPLING 

Nyquist and Shannon tell that the sampling frequency Fs must be at least twice as 

high as the considered highest frequency [Rapture (n.d.)]. The Compact Disk 

(CD) standard sampling rate is 44.1kHz, just over twice 20kHz, which is the limit 

of human hearing. New standards have been developed that utilise higher 

sampling rates (up to 2.8MHz to decrease error at high frequencies). 

Resolution is the other measure of a digital system. A digital system with 8 bits of 

resolution can differentiate between 28 = 256 different levels. This is acceptable 

for low quality speech but not for music. The CD standard is 16 bits per channel 

stereo, which can represent 216 "' 65,000 levels, which gives approximately 96 dB 

of range [20 log(65,000)] . Recent progress in electronics has brought higher 

resolutions (up to 24 bits per channel). 
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Once a signal is in the digital domain it can be transferred between standard 

digital equipments. A standard has been set for this and is known as IEC-958 (or 

5/PDIF), and comes in two types: optical and RF. The 5/PDIF digital audio system 

is a known standard, reliable and is compatible with the AE5/EBU standard used 

by professional audio equipment globally [Rapture (n.d.)]. 

Time-Division Multiplexing is a method of putting multiple data streams in a single 

signal by separating the signal into many segments, each having a short duration 

[Whatis-Techtarget (n.d.), term: TDM]. Each individual data stream is 

reassembled at the receiving end based on their timing slot. 

The circuit that combines signals at the source (transmitting) end of a 

communications link is known as a multiplexer. It accepts the input from each 

individual end user, breaks each signal into segments, and assigns the segments 

to the composite signal in a rotating, repeating sequence as shown in Figure 2-4. 

The composite signal thus contains data from multiple senders. At the other end 

of the long-distance cable, the individual signals are separated out by means of a 

circuit called a demultiplexer, and routed to the proper end users. A two-way 

communications circuit requires a multiplexer I demultiplexer at each end of high

bandwidth cable. 

x, 

Figure 2-4: TDM techniques with 3 sampled analogue signals and the resulting signal at the bottom 
(Whatis-Techtarget (n.d.), term: TDM] 
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C) DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 
Alexandre Lassauniere 

Another method to digitise analogue signals is performed by Analogue-to-Digital 

(A-D) converters. When data acquisition hardware receives an analogue signal it 

converts it to a voltage. It then digitises it with an analogue-to-digital converter, 

ready for transfer to a computer. Many types of specifications for A-D converters 

are quoted by hardware manufacturers: resolution, linearity, offset errors, sample 

and hold acquisition time, throughput, integration time and re-calibration. 

Digital audio is less subject to noise than analogue signals as alterations in voltage 

of signals (noise) are dealt with differently: the amplitude of the analogue signal 

would differ from the original signal with the noise amplitude, whereas digital 

signals are composed of 'words' of bits (or byte) having only two states (O==OV, 

l==SV for instance). A small noise will not change a 0 to a 1. Bytes also contain 

parity bits to validate the contained data bits. If a byte is not received correctly, it 

can be resent or re-read. 

D) AUDIO FILES 

Audio, if stored in audio files, can be played back later in compatible audio 

devices. Various audio file formats existed to store audio information. Wave 

format [*.wav, Webopedia (n.d.), term: wav] was developed jointly by Microsoft 

and IBM, and support for WAV files was built into Windows 95 making it the de 

facto standard for sound on Personal Computers (PCs). Audio amplitude is stored 

at a defined sampling rate (usually 44100 samples/s), defined resolution (8 or 16 

bits) and in a set number of channels. Wave files can become large and that is 

why compression techniques appeared to reduce the size of audio files using 

psychoacoustic techniques. 

A psychoacoustic model is based on studies of human perception showing that the 

average human does not hear all frequencies the same way [Rice -Welsh (n.d.)]. 

Effects due to different sounds in the environment and limitations of the human 

sensory system lead to facts that can be used to cut out unnecessary data in an 
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audio signa l .  The two main properties of the human auditory system that make 
up the psychoacoustic model are :  

• Absolute threshold of hearing (humans can hear frequencies in  the range 
from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz). 

• Auditory masking (humans do not have the abi l ity to hear minute 
d ifferences in frequency). 

Mp3 is the fi le  extension for MPEG, audio layer 3 [Webopedia  (n .d . ), term : mp3]. 
Layer 3 (for audio signals) uses perceptual audio coding and psychoacoustic 
compression to remove a l l  superfluous information (by a factor of 12 from a CD). 
A new format created by Microsoft, Windows M edia Audio (*.wma), reduces even 
more this ratio with an improved qua l ity. 

Moreover, audio can be streamed using the new WMA or ReaiAudio formats, 
which is the de facto standard for streaming audio data over the World Wide Web 
(www). 

2.2.2. Computing 

Digital signals are expressed in bits having twq states 0 or 1 and are then 
described in binary or base 2. Bits are gathered in blocs of 8 bits or bytes, and a 
byte expresses a value between 0 and 28-1  = 255 !n . decimal (base 10). A byte 
can also be described by two 4-bit chunks, which are bett�r expressed in 
hexadecimal (base 16, dec255 = hexFF). 

Computing describes bits a nd byte manipulation from an  Arithmetic and Lo�ic Unit 
(ALU) .  The ALU manipulates those binary numbers and executes al,l the 
calculations aJJowing the program to take decisions: 

• Arithmeti� operators : Add, Subtract, M ultiply or Divide. 
• Logicat comparators : AND, OR, NOT, or  XOR. 
• Operand comparators: greater, smal ler or equal .  
• Operand value :  positive, negative or equal  to 0. 
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Systems requiring computation are built with m icroprocessors or microcontrollers. 

These are described in : 

A) Central Processi ng Units (CPU). 

B) Types of computer devices. 

C) Types of operating system. 

A) CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS 

Three characteristics differentiate microprocessors [Webopedia (n.d.), term : 

microprocessor] : 

• Instruction set The set of instructions that a microprocessor can execute. 

• Bandwidth: The number of bits processed in  a single instruction. 

• Clock speed: Given in megahertz (MHz), the clock speed determines how 

many instructions per second the processor can exec�te. 

I 
In comparison a m icrocontroller is a h ighly integrated chip that typical ly contains a 

i 

CPU, RAM, some form of ROM, I/0 ports using Universal 1 Asynchronous Receiver 

Transmitters (UARTs) and timers. Unl ike a general-purpose computer, which also 

includes al l  of these components, a microcontrol ler is designed for a specific task -

control. 

In addition to processor and controllers, a coprocessor is a special-purpose 

processing unit that assists a CPU in performing certain operations. A Digital 

Signal Processor (DSP) is a special type of coprocessor designed for performing 

the mathematics i nvolved in Digital Signal Processing. Most DSPs are 

programmable, which means that they can be used for manipulating different 

types of i nformation, including sound, images, and video. 

B) TYPES OF COMPUTER DEVICES 

PCs first appeared in the late 1970s [Webopedia (n.d.), term: PC]. One of the 

first and most popular personal computers was the Apple 11, i ntroduced in 1977 by 

Apple Computers. During the late 1970s and early 1980s, new models and 

competing operating systems appeared . In 1981, IBM entered the fray with its 
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fi rst PC, known as the IBM PC. The IBM PC quickly became the personal 

computer of choice. One of the few companies to survive IBM's onslaught was 

Apple Computer, which remains a major player in the personal computer 

marketplace. 

Computers can be general ly classified by size and power although there is 

considerable overlap: 

• Personal computer or Workstation.· A small, single-user computer based on 

a microprocessor. In addition to the microprocessor, a personal computer 

has a keyboard for entering data, a monitor for d isplaying information, and 

a storage device for saving data. 

• Minicomputer: A multi-user computer capable of supporting from · 10 to 

hundreds of users simultaneously. 

• Mainframe: A powerful multi-user com puter capable of supporting many 

hundreds or thousands of users simultaneously. 

• Supercomputer: A faster computer that can perform hundreds of mil l ions of 

i nstructions per second. 

The principal characteristics of personal computers are that they are single-user 

computer systems based on microprocessors. Although personal computers are 

designed as single-user computer systems, it is common to l ink them together to 

form a network. 

Other computer formats include (using a stylus and handwriting recognition): 

• Personal Digital Assistant (PDA, as shown in Figure 2-5) : 

A PDA is a handheld device that may combine computing, telephone/fax, 

Internet and networking features. PDAs are also cal led palmtops, hand

held computers and pocket computers. 
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Figure 2-5: PDA 

[From Compaq-Hewlett Packard (n.d.)] 

., Tablet PCs (as shown i n  Figure 2-6) : 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

A tablet PC is a type of notebook computer. Compared to a PDA, the tablet 

PC rel ies on digital ink technology, using a digitiser to capture the 

movement of the special-purpose pen and record the movement on the 

LCD screen .  

Figure 2-6: Tablet PC 

[from Microsoft (n.d.3)] 

C) TYPES OF OPERATING SYSTEM 

The Operating System (OS) is important control software that manages al l 

computer resources as shown in Figure 2-7 [Gupta ( 1996), page 95]. It allows 

operations such as starting the computer, locating a fi le or resolving conflicts. It 

also lets the PC recognise input from a keyboard or run different programs such as 

word processing or spreadsheets. 
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Application 

Q / Disk Drive 

Printer 

Figure 2-7: Operating system hierarchical diagram 

[from Webopedia (n.d.), term: OS) 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

MS Windows is a common operating system for PCs. Released 32 bit versions are 

Win95, 98 and ME as wel l  as WinNT, 2000 and XP, also WinXP Tablet PC edition 

for tablet PCs and WinCE for PDAs. Mac OS X is the current version for the Apple 

Macs. Other Operating Systems include: 

• Unix. 

• Linux. 

• Aix (IBM). 

Some applications (Cytrix, PC Anywhere, Windows Terminal Services, etc.) al low a 

user to remotely control other computers. Such applications usually lock the other 

running computer and display the interface of the operating system of the 

control led machine as shown in Figure 2-8. Windows XP professional features this 

for remote control or to remotely assist and support users, using other interfacing 

means offered by MS Messenger (chat, audio and video). 
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Figure 2-8: Remote control of another computer (captured in 2003) 

To al low computers to control each other, they need to communicate with each 

other and to be connected together in a network. 

2.2.3. Networking 

Unti l the early 1980's, the benefits from having computers l inked together were 

not understood. However, computers rapidly grew in the market place, due to 

new processor technology and cost, a long with demand for fast and ful ly 

connected and integrated information systems with minimum maintenance [RAD 

(1994)].  

Linking computer systems, accessing the Internet or corporate servers, and 

connecting communication devices i nto a strategic informational i nfrastructure is 

cal led Networking or Internetworking. When Local Area Networks (LAN) are 

interconnected, they are part of a Wide-Area Network (WAN). WANs can be 

connected through public networks, such as the telephone system, leased l ines or 

satell ites. The largest WAN in existence is the Internet [Webopedia (n.d.), term : 

WAN]. 
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There are three principal network topologies, which can a lso be used together 

[Hodson ( 1997), page 53 and Webopedia (n.d.),  term : Network] : 

• Bus topology: 
This consists of a single communications channel. Each connected device 

is attached to the medium, called bus or backbone, at an i nterface point 

and has its own unique hardware address. 

• Ring topology: 
A ring topology is configured as a ring for the data transmission. Each 

network interface connection has its own hardware address for 

identification and copies the data from the network when it identifies the 

packet's destination address as its own .  Token ring topology is so named 

since a station cannot transmit unti l it notionally holds a token, which is 

circulating around the ring.  

• Star topology: 
All devices are connected to a central switching system or hub. This 

topology gives better overal l  rel iabil ity against cable faults than the 

previous two approaches, as only a single node wil l  be unavailable in the 

event of a cable fai lure. However, overflow of data through the hub can 

create bottlenecks. 

The fol lowing are considered : 

A) Data communication and transmission. 

B) Communication standards. 

C) MIDI standard, protocol and files. 

A) DATA COMMUNICATION AND TRANSMISSION 

When two devices communicate, a receiver is often set to run at the same speed 

as the sender (synchronisation). Consequently, each device has a clock. The 

clock at the sending end tells the sending device when to transmit a bit of data 

onto the l ine [Dick (2002), page 370]. Once the data has correctly been sent and 

received, the sending device must know that the data has been correctly 
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transferred. If it has not, the sender sends the data again.  The whole concept of 

data communications is based on sending data, checking its correct receipt and 

confirming how successful the transfer was [Hodson (1997), page 1] .  

A protocol is an agreed format, for transmitting data between two devices. There 

are diverse standard protocols, varying in terms of simplicity, reliabil ity, and 

speed. If users want to communicate with another device, they have to ensure 

that the device supports the correct protocols [Webopedia (n .d .), term : protocol]. 

Each protocol determines: 

• The type of error checking to be used. 

• The data compression method, if any. 

• How the sending device indicates it1· has finished sending a message. 

• How the receiving device indicates it has received a message. 

Synchronous transmission uses two synchronised clocks (sending and receiving), 

and data is sent at known intervals [Dick (2002), page 370]. Asynchronous 

transmission is however the most common method of connecting PCs where the 

hardware has to be told when a character is about to be received, and when the 

transmission of the character has ceased. This implies enclosing the bits of data 

with extra bits known as the 'start' and 'stop' bits. The start bit takes the signal 

off the idle state, incoming bits can then be sampled at the clock rate and the stop 

bit returns the communication system back to the idle state. Conventionally, the 

Least Significant Bit (LSB) of the data is transmitted first. 

When transmitting ASCII files, 7 bits are used to represent the range of 

characters. The eighth bit is known as the parity bit and can be used by the 

receiving end to ensure that the character transfer has been successful .  Parity 

checking may be appropriate for small ASCII files, however, as the data size to be 

transmitted and the speed of data transfer increase, more automated and 

sophisticated approaches are needed. 

If a packet is lost or corrupted during transmission, it is important that this is 

detected so that retransmission can take place to correct the problem. An 

international standard approach to error detection is to protect the data with a 
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checksum or Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC), which compares a calculated 

remainder before and after sending the data . If the end remainder does not 

match the transmitted remainder, an error is detected. The device wil l then 

request that the block of data is resent by sending a Negative AcKnowledgement 

(NAK). If it does match, an acknowledgment signal (ACK) is sent to the 

transmitter. 

It was previously assumed that the destination is capable of receiving data at 

whatever rate. In real ity, this may not be true. If data is sent more quickly than 

the receiver can manage, i ncluding the buffering capabil ity, data overflow occurs 

and data is lost. Also, in a half-duplex l ink (see Table 2-1), only one of the 

computers can transmit data at any time. To overcome these issues, handshaking 

methods are used: 

• Hardware Handshaking: 
Each pin of a Recommended Standard-232 (RS232) serial port of a PC and 

a modem answers each other to agree on a communications protocol and 

to show they are ready for the next step. 

• Software Handshaking: 
Software handshaking reduces the number of pin connections needed. 

When a PC needs to know when transmission can happen, the modem 

sends out specific non-printable ASCII numbers/codes to start and stop 

data transmission (Xon/Xoff method) .  

Simplex Half-duplex Full-duplex 

Data is sent in one Data is transmitted both ways, but Data is transmitted at once 
direction . This is only one at a time. CB radio was both ways, speeding up 
no longer in the first to use it: while one party transmissions. Most modems 
regular use. spoke, the other listened. work in this mode. 

Table 2-1 : Serial connections types [from Hodson (1997), page 25, Webopedia (n.d.), term: half-duplex 

and Dick (2002), page 380) 

Registered Jack-45 (RJ-45) are eight-wire connectors used to connect PCs onto a 

LAN, especial ly Ethernet and Token Ring networks. They plug i nto the standard 

adapter cards and hubs or access units. Each of the LANs requires a different pin 

connection combination within  the plug. 
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Twisted pair cable consists of two wires that provide a signal and a return path, 

with the wires tightly twisted into a spira l  configuration. This reduces the 

problems of noise, cross talk, and other interferences. Shielded twisted pair cable 

(STP) also provides further resil ience to noise problems. Twisted pair cable is 

defined on a six level basis, each category being rated in megahertz. 

Other media include: 

• Coaxial cable. 

• Fibre optics cable. 

• Wireless media. 

B) COMMUNICATION STANDARDS 

The starting point in establishing Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) standards 

was that many standards a lready existed, and it was harder for networks that 

used different proprietary networking systems to communicate with each other. 

In 1984, the International Standard Organisation (ISO) put together the OSI 

Reference Model, which describes seven layers of protocols to comply with for 

computer communications [Gratia ( 1996), page 12] :  

• Application layer 7: 
This layer is the l ink between two application processes by providing a 

range of service interfaces for application programs (e.g .  Emai l, directory 

and file transfer services). This layer verifies the availabil ity of intended 

communication partners, synchronises and establishes agreement on 

procedures for error recovery and control of data integrity. 

• Presentation layer 6: 
This layer maps the various data formats into a common external data 

representation that wil l  allow correct i nterpretation of the information on 

receipt. Encryption of data may be provided for confidentiality or security 

and compression of data and terminal emulation may also be implemented. 
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• Session layer 5: 
It establishes, manages and ends cal ls to exchange the data bit streams. It 

offers co-ordination between users by choosing mutually suitable protocols, 

and effects checkpoints for data recovery. 

• Transport layer 4: 
This acts as the i nterface between the user's activities and the 

requirements of the data communications network. It provides two way, 

reliable, cost effective, end-to-end exchange of data . Flow control and 

sequencing of the data b locks is performed at this level. 

• Network or Internet layer 3: 

It provides connectivity and path selection between two host networking 

systems that may be located on geographical ly separated networks. It 

adds unique addressing information to packets and maps addresses to 

network addresses. 

• Data link layer 2: 

The data l ink layer is the foundation of a network. By using packet 

switching technology, its main task is to provide error free transmission 

between two end stations attached to the same physical cable or media. 

This al lows the next higher layer to assume virtually error-free transmission 

over the physical l ink. 

• Physical layer 1: 
This layer defines the electrical, mechanical, procedural, and functional 

specifications for activating, maintaining, and deactivating the physical l ink 

between two hosts. Specifications may include voltage levels, physical data 

rates, maximum transmission distances, or physical connectors (plugs and 

sockets). Ethernet and Token Ring are the two most common physical 

layer protocols. They run at the Media Access Control (MAC) level and 

move the data over the cables based on the physical address on each 

Network Interface Card (NIC). 
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TCP/IP refers to two protocols working jointly to deliver data : The Transmission 

Control Protocol (TCP, the transport layer 4 protocol), and the Internet Protocol 

(lP, the network layer 3 protocol). When information is sent across an intranet, it 

is broken into small packets. The packets are sent independently through a series 

of switches cal led routers. Once al l  the packets arrive at their destination, they 

are recombined into their original form. The TCP breaks the data into packets and 

recombines them on the receiving end . The lP handles the routing of the data 

and makes sure it gets sent to the proper destination [Gral la ( 1996), page 10]. 

RSxxx standards come in  a variety of specifications depending on various 

parameters as shown in Table 2-2 from [RS485 (n.d.)] .  

RS232 RS422 RS485 

Cabling single ended 
single ended 

multi-drop 
multi-drop 

Number of Devices 
1 transmit 5 transmitters 32 transmitters 
1 receive 10 receivers 32 receivers 

Communication 
full duplex 

full duplex 
half duplex 

Mode half duplex 

Max. Distance 50 feet at 19.2 Kbps 4000 feet at 100 Kbps 4000 feet at 100 Kbps 

Max. Data Rate 19.2 Kbps for 50 feet 10 Mpbs for 50 feet 10 Mpbs for 50 feet 

Signalling unbalanced balanced balanced 

Table 2-2: Three RSxxx standards with differentiating parameters 

[from RS485 (n.d.)] 

The IEEE 1394 (FireWire) high-speed interconnection enables simple, low-cost, 

high-bandwidth real-time data connectivity between computers, peripherals and 

consumer electronics. Analysts predict that by 2004, 150 mi l l ion consumer 

products-including camcorders, VCRs, printers, PCs, TVs, and digital cameras

wil l  incorporate FireWire [Focus (n.d.)] . 

USB combines multiple existing interfaces into a single, easy-to-use connector. 

USB's plug-and-play capabi l ity ends the formerly complex process of adding 

computer system peripherals. USB offers three speeds, al l  three offering both 

asynchronous and isochronous (real-time) data transmission over a simple and 

inexpensive 4-wire cable: 
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• Low-speed (1 .5  Mbps) 

• Ful l-speed (12  Mbps, or USB 1 . 1) 

• High-speed ( 480 Mbps, or USB 2.0) 

Wireless standards i nclude two main standards [Webopedia (n.d.), term: 

Wireless] : 

• IEEE 802. 1 1  (also known as Wi-Fi, short for Wireless Fidel ity). 

• BLUETOOTH. 

Another standard, which deals with music instruments, is the MIDI standard.  The 

next section explains it in  detai l  as it was primari ly used in this project. 

C) MIDI STANDARD, PROTOCOL AND FILES 

MIDI stands for Musical Instruments Digital Interface [Hinton Instruments 

(2001)]. Within a year of its introduction in 1983, MIDI was adopted as standard 

by the entire electronic musical i nstrument industry worldwide with a high degree 

of compatibi l ity. The reason behind the overwhelming success was that the 

standard was careful ly researched. There were no loopholes; hardware, protocol 

and operation were completely defined. 

The MIDI hardware circuitry was designed to be cheap to implement and foolproof 

to connect. MIDI may be connected incorrectly without damage to itself due to 

the distribution of its current l im iting resistors, but this also l imits the maximum 

cable run to 15  metres which is  easily exceeded in-between two rooms in a studio 

or on even across a medium sized stage. 

The interface operates at 3 1 .25Kbaud (+I- 1 %), asynchronous, daisy chain 

(between chain and ring topologies), with a start bit, 8 data bits (DO to D7), and a 

stop bit. Used connectors are DIN 5 pin (180 degree) female panel mount 

receptacle and shall be labelled "MIDI IN" and "MIDI OUT". A "MIDI THRU" 

output may be provided if needed, which provides a direct copy of data coming in 

MIDI IN. 
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MIDI messages comprise a STATUS byte (bit 7 = 1 )  fol lowed by DATA bytes (Bit 7 

= 0). Messages are divided into two main categories: 

• Channel messages (see Table 2-3) :  

Channel messages contain a four-bit channel number encoded into the 

Status byte, which addresses the message specifically to one of sixteen 

channels. For Channel messages only, the Status byte may be omitted if it 

would otherwise repeat the last Status byte sent. 

Channel number n = 0 to F 
(Channels 1 to 16) 

Note Off 8n, kk, vv Key number, kk = 00 to 7F 
3C = middle c 
Velocity, vv = 01 to 7F 

Note On 9n, kk, vv 40 = no velocity; 00 =.>note 
off 

Polyphonic Aftertouch An, kk, vv 
Control Change Bn, cc, vv Control number, cc = 00 to 

65 

Mode Change Bn, cc, vv Control number, cc = 79 to 
7F 

Program Change en, pp 
Program number, pp = 00 
to 7F 

- -

Channel Aftertouch Dn, vv Pressure value, vv = 00 to 
7F 
11 = lsb, hh = msb 

Pitch bend En, 11, hh  Centre = 2000h = En, 00, 
40 

Table 2-3: MIDI Channel messages [from Hinton Instruments (2001)] 

• System messages: 
System messages are not encoded with channel numbers and are divided 

into three main types: 

o System Common. 

o System Exclusive (or Sysex, see Table 2-4). 

o System Real Time (Table 2-5) .  
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S�tem Exclusive Start FO ID, . . .  table for manufacturers' IDs 

Quarter Frame F1, dd 
MIDI Time Code message 
dd = data 
11 = lsb, hh = msb 

Song Position Pointer F2, 11, hh hhll = 14 bit counter 
1 count = 6 timing clocks 

Song Select F3 ss Song number ss = 00 to 7F 
_(undefined) F4 
(undefined) FS 
Tune Request F6 
System Exclusive End F7 "EOX" 

Table 2-4: MIDI System Common Messages with Sysex Start/End bytes [from Hinton Instruments 
(2001)] 

Timing Clock F8 24 clocks = 1 crotchet 
Timing Tick F9 1 tick = 10 milliseconds 
Start FA 
Continue FB 

I Stop FC I' (undefined) FD 
Active Sensing FE 
System Reset FF 

Table 2-5: MIDI System Real Time Messages (from Hinton Instruments (2001)] 

A predefined set of control lers (Bn, cc, w) exists and manufacturers can 

implement the controllers they desire for each or their models. Sysexs enable 

manufacturers to create customised messages with their own ID, within some 

predefined specifications. These can be used to manipulate sequences (MIDI bulk 

dump) between devices. A device not recognising a message drops it and waits 

for another one. 

MIDI files store MIDI messages and other information in a determined format so 

that they can be shared and played by different devices [John Stone (n .d.)] .  

These files are smal l compared to other audio file formats, as only messages of a 

few bytes are stored against frequency and amplitude information . 

MIDI files contain one or more MIDI streams, with time information for each 

event. Song, sequence, and track structures, tempo and time signature 

information, are al l  supported. Track names and other descriptive information 

may be stored with the MIDI data . This format supports multiple tracks and 

multiple sequences. 
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Sequence files are made up of chunks. Each chunk has a 4-character type and a 

32-bit chunk length, which is the number of bytes i n  the chunk. There are two 

types of chunks: 

• Header chunk (MThd) :  
A header chunk provides a min imal  amount of information pertaining to the 

entire MIDI file. Three format exist: 

o 0 :  the file contains a single multi-channel track. 

o 1 :  the file contains one or more simultaneous tracks of a sequence. 

o 2 :  the file contains one or more sequentially independent single

track patterns. 

• Track chunk (MTrk) : 
A track chunk contains a sequential stream of MIDI data, which may 

conta in information for up to 16 MIDI channels. The concepts of multiple 

tracks, multiple MIDI outputs, patterns, sequences, and songs may all be 

implemented using several track chunks. 

2.2.4. Software 

Software (or programs) can be launched to complete tasks for users on computers 

running an Operating System to interface with the hardware. Software can be 

separated into two categories: 

• Client Software: 
Can be running on a stand alone computer or LAN-attached machines. All 

processing and memory handl ing is performed at the client unless a thin  

client structure is used where the client runs an application running on  a 

server. It is therefore mainly used to interface with the user. 

• Server Software: 
Servers are usually dedicated computers (Domain, WEB, application, fi le, 

printer, proxy, etc. servers) accessed only through LAN connections and 

are service providers. Servers al low central operations for multi-users and 

need to be dimensioned careful ly. 
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Appl ications are designed to work on specific Operating Systems (OS) and a same 

program would need to be written differently to work on MS Windows or Mac OS. 

This is because applications may need to cal l  or reference OS specific Application 

Program Interface (API) functions, stacked in l ibraries cal led Dynamic Link 

Libraries (DIIs). 

Applications are designed and compiled using various development tools. In early 

computer programming ages, programs used to be written and compiled in 

punched cards (used as a storing media). Then, programs were designed to work 

as a sequence of actions, where variables could be manipulated through 

subroutines and functions. Media changed, but the programming method 

remained and development tools such as (Quick) Basic, Pascal, C ( ++) appeared 

so that programmers could develop applications more easily. Recently arrived is a 

new concept with MS Windows 95, where programming changed from being 

sequence centred to object centred. 

New development tools appeared such as Delphi (visual Pascal), Visual C++, 

Visual Basic or Java. The 'Visual '  concept is important as objects could have a 

graphical interface (and were then called controls) . Graphical User Interfaces 

(GUis) were designed more easily and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 

improved. The latest technology from Microsoft is cal led .Net and sti l l  uses Object 

Oriented Programming (OOP), but has merged many existing development 

languages into a unique language. This new technology also emphasises the use 

of the Internet and the use of web browsers as thin  client running applications 

sitting in web servers (ASP .NET technology) . 

The fol lowing are considered : 

A) Object Oriented Programming. 

B) Unified Model l ing Language. 

C) Graphical User Interfaces, Human-Computer Interaction. 

D) Databases. 
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A} OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 
Alexandre Lassauniere 

Object Oriented Programming (OOP) is a type of programming in  which 

programmers define not only the data type of a data structure, but also the types 

of operations (functions) that can be appl ied to the data structure [Webopedia 

(n.d.), term : OOP] . In this way, the data structure becomes an object that 

includes both data (known as properties) and functions (known as methods). In 

addition, programmers can create relationships between one object and another. 

For example, objects can inherit characteristics from other objects and 

communicate with each other through events. 

One of the principal advantages of OOP techniques over procedural programming 

techniques is that they enable programmers to create modules that do not need to 

be changed when a new type of object is added. A programmer can simply create 

a new object that inherits many of its features from existing objects. This makes 

object-oriented programs easier to modify and transport to other appl ications. 

The software industry has considerable i nterest in reducing the time and effort 

required to custom appl ications [Mkpe ( 1999)].  In recent years the introduction 

of 'middleware' has proved popular. Component technology, a type of middleware 

product, was created as a solution for reusing software in a wide variety of 

appl ications. Center stage in the middleware l ineup are Distributed Common 

Object Models (DCOM, from Microsoft) and Common Object Request Broker 

Architectures (CORBA, from Object Management Group). Both technologies, while 

not directly compatible, are designed to accomplish similar goals, namely platform 

independent object communication over networks. Because a component can 

'plug-in' to many different development environments, its flexibi l ity is inherent. 

Some COM and DCOM objects are also known as Active X (OCX), which differ from 

Dynamic Link  Libraries (DIIs) only because they may offer a visual i nterface. Dlls 

offer objects and functions (such as APis), whereas OCX offer objects with a visual 

interface (or control) .  
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B) UNIFIED MODELLING LANGUAGE 

UML is Short for Unified Modell ing Language, a general-purpose notational 

language for specifying and visual izing complex software, especial ly large, object

oriented projects [Webopedia (n .d.), term: UML] .  It is developed under the 

auspices of the OMG and is the industry-standard language for specifying, 

visual ising, constructing, and documenting the artefacts of software systems. 

UML simplifies the complex process of software design, making a 'blueprint' for 

construction [Rational (n.d.)] .  Good models are essentia l  for communication 

among project teams and to assure architectural soundness. As the complexity of 

software systems increase, so does the importance of good modell ing techniques. 

Yeates et al. ( 1994) state that UML is structured around : 

• System Functions. 

• Concepts and their relationships. 

• Use Cases: 

o Built with smaller functions. 

o Processed between 'Actors' and the software system.  

System Functions describe the specifications of the software system and can be 

grouped together. They are the primary processes the software system has to 

perform. Concepts are abstract entities describing parts of the software system 

that need to i nteract with each other. These interactions are described in a 

Conceptual Model . Concepts or groups of concepts may become objects in the 

appl ication. Use Cases are the features the application can perform and that the 

user can cal l  from the Graphical User Interface. Use Cases are then described as 

a sequence of smaller functions offered by objects and 'Actors' (entities outside 

the software system interacting with this software system, such as a user, a 

database, etc.) interacting with each other through events. 
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C) GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACES, HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION 

HCI is short for Human-Computer Interaction, a discipline concerned with the 

study, design, construction and implementation of human-centric interactive 

computer systems [Webopedia (n.d.), term : HCI] . A Graphical User Interface 

(GUI) is a means for a human to interact with a computer. HCI goes beyond 

designing screens and menus that are easier to use and studies the reasoning 

behind building specific functionality into computers and the long-term effects that 

computer systems wil l  have on humans. HCI theories and applications could also 

be found in Tomeski and Lazarus (1975), Norman and Drapers ( 1986), Baecker 

and Buxton (1987), Maddix (1990), Thimbledy (1990), Gorayska et al. (1997), Dix 

et al. (1998), and Schneiderman (1998). 

HCI is a broad discipl ine that encompasses different specialties with different 

concerns regarding computer development: 

• Computer science is concerned with the appl ication design and engineering 

of human interfaces. 

• Sociology and anthropology are concerned with the interactions between 

technology, work and organisation and the way that human systems and 

technical systems mutual ly adapt to each other. 

• Ergonomics is concerned with the safety of computer systems and the safe 

l imits of human cognition and sensation . 

• Psychology is concerned with the cognitive processes of humans and the 

behaviour of users. 

• Linguistics is concerned with the development of human and machine 

languages and the relationship between the two. 

As computers become more pervasive in culture, designers are increasingly 

looking for ways to make interfacing with devices easier, safer and more efficient. 

Yvonne Rogers in Preece et al. ( 1994) states that " we don't use computers 
because we want to use them. We use them because we want to do things, and 
computer is an enabling device that can help us to do them." 
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Ravden and Johnson (1989) state that Usabil ity concerns the extent to which an 

end-user is able to carry out required tasks successful ly and without difficulty, 

using a computer application system. Metaxas ( 1996), Najjar (June 1998), 

Squires and Preece (1999) highly recommend to have multimedia applications for 

Education reviewed and assessed on their usabil ity before being released because 

end users are students using the computer system to learn . 

Tips for good GUis include: 

• Visual clarity. 

• Consistency. 

• Compatibi lity. 

• Informative feedback. 

• Expl icitness. 

• Appropriate functionality. 

• Flexibi l ity and control. 

• Error prevention and correction. 

• User guidance and support. 

• Learnabil ity. 

• Reliabi l ity. 

Good software is not software that offers a broad selection of functions, it is 

software users wil l  use because they can achieve tasks easily, and learn how to 

achieve other tasks impl icitly without thinking and worrying. Excel lent software 

would not need any 'Help' at a l l .  

A GUI is the visible part of a software system.  The GUI enables users to 

communicate directly with the computer system through peripherals: 

• User:::::::> Program: 
o Mouse, Keyboard, Touch-screen, Scanner. 

o Data in .  

• Program :::::::> User: 
o Visual a ids: Screen ( image, text, video, etc.), Printer. 

o Audio Aids: Speakers (noise, sound, music, etc.) 

o Data out. 
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The study of the user interface of existing  software in  Appendix 8 .3 . 1 (page 266) 

reveals some ideas: 

• Ease of use is i nversely proportional to the number of avai lable functions of 

a software system.  Time is needed for the user to learn how to use the 

software efficiently when there are a high number of functions. 

• Learning and training methods also depend on the users. 

• Functions are usual ly sorted by types and accessed hierarchically in drop 

down menus. The most frequently used can be accessed with icons or key 

shortcuts. The way to access them depends on  the user: 

o Some prefer to access them from the menus. 

o Some try to add icons  i n  the toolbar to have them al l  i n  sight. 

o Others prefer not to use the mouse at al l  and to access them with 

key shortcuts. 

Functions need to be accessed from al l  three methods to satisfy al l  kinds of 

users. 

• When a newer version is i nstalled, interfacing habits may have to be 

changed. This may distu rb the user, who may prefer to use the older 

version. Continuity has to be fol lowed by designers through different 

versions even if greater functional ity means changes. Software systems 

present usabi l ity levels to be used by any type of users. 

Users may require tra ining or a help section  withi n  the software system.  A help 

file contains information (description, examples, etc.) on subjects or functions that 

can cause problems to users. Usual ly 'help' is accessed on the right side of a 

menu, or by pressing Fl key. 

Wizards are specia l  help instances enabling users to go through a long or difficult 

process by presenting questions or sequences, whi le checking and choosing 

options. 

The fol lowing techniques could be a pplied to reduce the users' need for help :  

• Anticipate a problem or a misuse and: 

o Tel l  the user or, 

o act directly to avoid the problem without disturbing the user. 
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• Try to help the user sequential ly with wizards when multiple tasks have to 

be performed. 

• Use context sensitive menus and controls, which are offered according to a 

context. 

• Reduce mouse movements or have good accessibil ity of function through 

the keyboard or other means. 

• Have intuitive means of accessing and performing a task. 

A few comparable control systems were found that interfaced with a non

computer network. Most control systems were aimed at controll ing flexible 

manufacturing systems as described in Ou et al. (June 2000). 

The method used by Ou et al. (June 2000) was to unify the hardware interfacing, 

then the (distributed) software interfacing, and to define hierarchical software 

architecture. They stated that the use of Object Oriented Programming (see 

2.2.4, page 38) was best for this type of control system software because nodes 

(for them machine tools) could be viewed as a col lection of control objects and the 

integration became transparent. 

The main differences between these solutions and new music technology control 

software were : 

• The environment 
• The end user 
• The controlled system 

D) DATABASES 

Education 1 Industry. 

Music teacher I Engineers or other machines. 

Music technology system with Electronic Music 

Interfaces and new protocol I Machine tools with 

hardware and software interfacing and using 

TCPIIP for networking (see 2.2 .3, page 32). 

Data bases (often abbreviated DB) are collections of information organised in such 

a way that a computer program can quickly select desired pieces of data 

[Webopedia (n.d.), term: Database] . Databases can be considered as electronic 

fi l ing systems. Traditional databases are organised by fields, records, and files. A 
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field is a single piece of i nformation; a record is one complete set of fields; and a 

fi le is a col lection of records (also known as recordset or dataset). 

To access information from a database, a DataBase Management System (DBMS) 

is needed. A DBMS is a col lection of programs that enables a user to enter, 

organise, and select data in a database. A DBMS provides: 

• Data Defin ition Language (DOL), permitting users to define the database. 

• Data Manipulation Language (DML), letting users insert, update, delete and 

retrieve data from the database. 

Following are the principal constituents of a DBMS [Webopedia (n.d.), term : DBMS 

and Whatis-Techtarget (n .d .), term: DBMS] : 

• Data dictionary. holds the information related to the database. 

• Schema manager. allows the design and maintenance of table structures. 

• Database engine: i s  the essence of the data storing and accessing system 

and is hidden from normal user view. Its main role is to maintain and use 

indexes created for the tables. 

• Forms generator. creates forms to interface with the tables. 

• Query system: extracts data from tables defined by selection criteria, using 

query languages such as SQL (Structured Query Language), or form driven 

systems such as QBE (Query By Example). 

• Report generator. produces printed or on screen reports. 

• Menu generator. provides user-interfacing tools l inking applications 

together. 

• Procedural language facility. permits the execution of arbitrary procedures 

expressed in a h igh-level language for more complex process. For 

example, MS Access uses VBA (Visual Basic for Applications). 

Entity-Relationship (E-R) modell ing, or top-down approach, is an approach to 

semantic modell ing for relationship databases, original ly defined by Chen in 1976 

[referenced in Dickman (1995)]. It fi rst identifies large-scale objects in the 

application domain and the relationships between these objects before analysing 

their attributes. An E-R model contains 3 main components : 
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• Entities (wi l l define tables). 

• Attributes (wil l define fields). 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

• Relationships (between tables). Relationships must be resolved, or reduced 

to 'One to Many' and/or 'One to One' meaning that only one table is 

required. 'Many to Many' requires the creation of an intermediate table to 

create two 'One to Many' relationships. 

The two-tier cl ient I server architecture is a network architecture in which each 

computer or process on the network is either a. cl ient or a server. The three-tier 

architecture introduces a middle tier for the appl ication logic. It is a special type 

of client 1 server architecture consisting of three well defined and separate 

processes, each running on a different platform : 

• The presentation: runs on the user's computer or client and provides a user 

interface to the database. 

• The Task and rules. govern the process of data . This middle tier may run 

on a server called the application server and may be multithreaded to be 

accessed by multiple clients. 

• The DBMS: stores the data required by the middle tier. This tier may run 

on a second server (database server). 

Some schools in the UK use the Student Information Management System (SIMS) 

database to manage school related data [students, classes, staff, etc., Capita 

Education Services (n.d.)] . As i nformation stored by databases can be important 

and confidential, the Data Protection Act [UK government (1998)] has been put in 

place by the UK government to protect data from misuse. 

2.2.5. Discussion 

This section reviewed some suitable technologies at the time of writing concerning 

audio signals processing and networking. Some of these technologies were used 

to develop the existing music technology systems described in 2 . 1 .4 (page 14). 

Audio, computing and networking technologies were used to create the new music 

technology system described in Chapter 3. Software technologies were used to 
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create user-systems interfaces, along with information 

systems are detai led i n  Chapter 4. 

systems. These later 

Software may perform complex tasks, however programs perform predefined 

sequences of tasks and sub-tasks and therefore cannot be interpreted as 

intell igent. Artificial Intel ligence (AI) may assist 'non-intell igent programs' to 

perform better. 

2.3. Artificial Intelligence 

This section refers to both Russel and Norvig (1995) and Luger and Stubblefield 

(2002). 

2.3.1. Definition 

The field of Artificial Intell igence (AI) attempts to build and understand intel l igent 

entities (also cal led Agents). Definitions of AI vary a long two main dimensions: 

• Some are concerned with thought process and reasoning. 

• Others address behaviour. 

Also, these two dimensions may measure success against: 

• Human performance. 

• An ideal concept of intelligence. 

Historically, a l l  four approaches have been followed, using two approaches centred 

on humans or rationality. A human-centred approach is an empirical science, 

involving hypothesis and experimental confirmation. A rational ist approach 

involves a combination of mathematics and engineering. 
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2.3.2. History 

AI is one of the newest discipl ines, its name being defined only in 1956. However 

the study of i ntel l igence is also one of the oldest d iscipl ines: 

• For over 2000 years, philosophers have tried to understand how seeing, 

learn ing, remembering and reasoning could, or should, be performed. 

• From over 400 years of mathematics theories of logic, probabil ity, decision

making, and computations have been created. 

• From psychology, tools to investigate the human mind, and a scientific 

language to express the resulting theories have been produced. 

� · From l inguistics, theories of the structure and meaning of language have 

been formed. 

The advent of usable computers i n  the early 1950s turned the above speculations 

into a real experimental and theoretical discipl ine. The first work now recognised 

as AI was performed by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943 [Russel and Norvig (1995)]. 

Other AI works drew on three sources: 

• Knowledge of the basic physiology and function of neurons in the brain 

• Formal analysis of propositional logic (Russell and Whitehead) . 

• Turing's theory of computation. 

In 1958 LISP high-level language was defined by McCarthy and was to become 

the dominant AI programming language. Developments in neural networks 

flourished in  the 1960s. But, AI turned out to be more difficult than many at first 

imagined, and modern ideas are now richer, subtler and more interesting as a 

result. 

From this came expert systems, which became available commercial ly in the early 

1980s, and neural networks were revisited using new learning algorithms. It is 

now more common to build on existing theories than to propose brand new ones, 

to base claims on rigorous theorems or hard experimental evidence rather than on 

intuition, and to show relevance to real-world applications. 
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2.3.3. Fields and Applications 

Different fields and applications of intell igence covered by AI were [Russel and 

Norvig ( 1995) and Luger and Stubblefield (2002)] : 

• Agents. 

• Knowledge and reasoning, case-base reasoning. 

• Use of uncertainty: 

o Belief networks. 

o Fuzzy logic. 

o Decision networks. 

• Learning : 

o Decision tree. 

o Neural networks. 

o Genetic algorithms. 

o Belief network systems. 

• Communicating, Perceiving and Acting : 

o Natural language. 

o Perception. 

AI covered various fields but intell igence was usually restricted to its expertise 

field (learn or decide, etc.) and to its expertise domain {business [Vranes et al. 
(1996)], Korean idioms recognition [Lee and Lim (1994) and Kim et al. (1996)], 

soccer [Veloso et al. (1999)], sludge process [Lai and Berthouex (1992)], etc.}. 

Therefore, AI solutions had to be applied separately for each issue. 

In the scope of this research, an appropriate research route to assist teachers with 

intel l igent systems was considered . Two sub-projects were considered and 

compared : 

• An intelligent assistant could help perform tasks for the teacher so that the 

teacher could stay focused on the lesson .  

• Teaching tools could help students gain appropriate keyboard ski l ls to 

fol low the lessons more easily. 
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The applications of AI that were of interest for the research were then: 

A) Agents to complete tasks intell igently. 

B) Intel l igent Tutoring Systems. 

Both applications of AI are reviewed here and further researched in Chapter 5, 

after gaining feedback from teachers using the new music technology systems. 

A) AGENTS TO COMPLETE TASKS INTELLIGENTLY 

Intel l igent agents aimed at simpl ifying the work of users by: 

• Customising applications, which only offer or highlight the most commonly 

used functions or i nformation by model l ing users' actions [Tewkesbury 

( 1994), Shapira et al (1997), Kremer et al (2000)] . 

• Performing routine, tedious and time-consuming tasks [Terveen and Murray 

(1996), Zal i la et al. (1998)] .  

• Resolving problems and helping the user make decisions [Vivancos and 

Serres ( 1999), Volberda and Rutged (1999)]. 

• Anticipating problems to avoid them [Aitman Klein et al. (1998), Corker and 

Pisanich (1998), or Niessen et al. (1999)].  

• Anticipating tasks to perform them earlier or better from real time events 

[Wing and Flanagan ( 1998), Heinze et al. ( 1999)], or from users' habits 

[Orwant ( 1996), Wathieu ( 1997)]. 

The first agent function could be observed on recent Windows Operating Systems 

and was of l ittle use in the new system software as functions were l imited in 

number and already quickly accessible or always in  sight. 

The second function was interesting as a use was easily found. Teachers did not 

use the keyboard sequencer facil ities as often as possible as the sequence 

download and upload between each keyboard and the computer took as long as 

one minute. An agent could achieve the task sequentially for al l  required stations, 

either on its own (feasible with keyboards with sequence request MIDI messages) 

or by tel l ing the students on each station what to do to perform the required tasks 

from the keyboard panel . The speech to students could be performed with 
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avai lable speech engines (one was included with Windows OS for its accessories 1 

accessibi l ity I narrator tool). Another similar task was to automatical ly manage 

emailed workpieces from students similar to the intel l igent system explained in 

Segal and Kephart ( 1999). No other tasks of this kind were identified. 

The third and fourth options were not considered as the tools to debug a control 

system crash were implemented and because the control system appeared to 

operate correctly from maintenance and support reports. 

The last agent a im (Anticipating tasks to perform them earlier or better from real 
time events) could be of some use as observation of teaching suggested habits 

that could be anticipated. The sequence manager proposed in  the second option 

was considered, as it appeared to be a sequential feature and therefore simple to 

implement. The emailed workpieces manager was not considered for 

implementation at this point, as Internet features had not yet been created. 

Figure 2-9: Human - Task - Environment Coupling 

[from Moray (Nov 1998)] 

Human - Task - Environment interactions are shown in  Figure 2-9. Each of the 

interactions is reciprocal,  with varying impact depending on the context. The 

human's 'self loop' indicates that the (human) teacher is able to think about the 

task according to the environment [Moray (Nov 1998)].  

An assistant can be included to decrease the i ntensity of each interaction by 

bypassing the human (Figure 2-10). An assistant can act freely or under the 

supervision of the human. The more intel l igent and trustful an assistant becomes, 

the more complex the tasks it can be g iven to complete. 
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Figure 2-10: Human - Task - Environment Coupling with an Assistant 

[from Moray (Nov 1998)] 

The assistant's actions would be l imited to the Task-Human coupling as the 

assistant may have l ittle interaction with the environment. This interaction could 

be assisted through an intell igent agent observing and learning the teacher's 

behaviour. After the agent had gained sufficient confidence, it wou ld be able to 

anticipate the teacher's actions and offer some help .  

Anticipation is the completion of a task (or a set of tasks) after a pattern of events 

or tasks have been detected and recognised. Recognised patterns of events' can 

be summarised as 'Habits'. From the user's habits a behaviour model could be 

defined . Different models could be set depending on habits and the context or 

appl ication currently being used. For example the teacher would have to teach 

the same classes every day of the week. From another point of view, teachers 

would teach in their own style, with a habitual sequence of action . Both of these 

could be acquired using different methods. There were different methods for an 

agent to acquire a user model [Terveen and Murray (1996)] : 

• End user programming (The user describes the rules for the model). 

• Learning (The agent detects patterns and regularities). 

• Programming by demonstration ('Macro' recording). 
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The first method interacted with the user and could be simple to implement and 

accurate if the user expresses ful ly the rules to be acquired for the model. The 

third method also interacted with the user as the user had to 'record' sequences of 

actions, for example macros. However the intell igent system would not be 

capable of capturing events to automatical ly launch the defined 'macros'. The 

second method had less interaction with the user and a slow learning curve. This 

could be improved with the use of stereotypical modell ing [Raskutti et al. (1997), 

Shapira et al. (1997)], where the agent used common statements about the user's 

type to make quick assumptions. The means of acquiring the data and patterns, 

and recognising the patterns with certainty could be a problem. Research has 
i 

been conducted to weigh the most recent data to calculate the degree of 
, .  

confidence of captured habits in order to overcome the possibil ity of a change of 

the user's habits. Other research has been carried out to handle noisy and 

disordered captured patterns. This has been achieved through the use of positive 

and negative model l ing, use of inferences for collected data and context, and 

Neural Network learning facil ities [Chan et al. ( 1995), Debar et al. (1992)] . 

A question that arose was the level of interaction the agent must have with the 

user. First, the agent must not disturb the user with intrusive messages or 

incorrect information .  Second, should the user have knowledge of the model and 

the abi l ity to change it? Third, which methods were best suited for acquiring and 

recognising specific types of habits? 

The interaction with the user was important, as a way to gain knowledge about 

the accuracy of the predictions. The agent should give advice and information to 

the user, in the background, and ask question about an action, however the user 

should be allowed to decl ine answering. Information should be obvious so that 

the user does not need to look for it and filtered so that only necessary and useful 

information is given.  Furthermore, different options should be offered to the user 

in order to improve the learning curve and usefulness of the agent [Shapira et al 
(1997), Ruvini and Fagot (1998), Doughty et al (1998), Segal and Kephart 

(1999)] . 
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B) INTELLIGENT TUTORING SYSTEMS 

The second sub-project dealt with teaching tools that could help students gain 

appropriate keyboard ski l ls to complete the lessons more easily. Existing tools 

could be separated into four groups: 

• Teacher lessons, where a teacher gave himself instructions. 

• Keyboard Aided Instruction (KAI), where commercialised portable 

keyboards had embedded instructors [Casio Corporation (n.d.) and Yamaha 

Corporation (n.d.2)] .  

• Computer Aided Instruction (CAI), where software presented the theories 

of music and the user could interact with a MIDI keyboard connected to the 

computer [MiBAC (n.d.), Rising Software (n.d . 1  and n.d.2)]. 

• Intell igent Computer Aided Instruction (ICAI) or Intell igent Tutoring System 

(ITS), similar to CAI but with embedded intel l igence, usual ly to model the 

knowledge of the student to provide customised teaching [Stankov (1996), 

Molnar (1997), Lelouche (1998)]. 

The teaching methods used by teachers were targeted towards a specification 

within the National Curriculum [British Department of Education and Employment 

(n.d .)] . Heinemann Educational, with their New Music Matters for each key stage, 

became a reference for providing templates, tips and ideas for teachers to use in 

their lessons [Heinemann Educational (n.d.)] .  The document was separated in  

projects, such as  'Teaching notes' or  'The music of Java and Bal i '. Each project 

was described i n  detai l  along with its aims, resources to use for demonstration 

(provided with the documentation and assessments). Teachers used their own 

teaching method according to the National Curriculum specifications, the school 

resources and especially according to the students' abil ity and their social 

background. The way to deliver the knowledge and to assess students' 

knowledge was different in each case. 

The teaching method used in  KAI used pre-recorded sequences played back to the 

keyboard user to deliver keyboard ski l ls. The keyboard had a broad collection of 

songs used for demonstrations and for the teaching. 
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CAI teaching methods were performed through computer software. The 

interaction was usual ly: 

• Output.· 
o Visual (Screen). 

o Sound (from the sound card and speakers). 

• Input (from the learner): 
o Computer keyboard . 

o Mouse. 

o MIDI keyboard connected to the sound card. 

o Microphone connected to the sound card . 

Available CAI software for music usually included sole assessment tools for 

different subjects, where the student had to answer questions (note playing, 

multiple answer questions, rhythm tapping, etc.) or show and practice - assess 

knowledge. 

From GerliC: (1998), CAI test systems' strategy was one of the oldest in the use of 

computers in education. It was a lower strategy because it just posed questions 

taken from a l imited pool of pre-defined questions (selection, association, sort). 

Traditional test systems were classical forms of tests ( informal or standardised), 

which evaluated students' knowledge by g iving test questions that were verified 

and evaluated. Students could practice as long as they wanted and could go to 

the next level if the rate of correct answers among the tests was sufficient. CAI 

systems could produce reports for each student and keep them in registry at the 

current atta ined level. 

In CAI systems, no student model was produced to customise the teaching or for 

any other purposes. A student model could be of some use to deliver knowledge 

in a customised way to a student having variable prior knowledge and learning 

abil ities. Student modell ing was the core of ITS systems. The teaching fields 

delivered by existing ITS systems were: 

• Languages [Kaicheng and Kekang (1997)].  

• Science [Butz (1999 and 2000)].  

• Process training I simulation [Andre (1997), Atolagbe and H lupic (1997)].  
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Little research existed concerning music, so the research in this dissertation had to 

focus on customising existing techniques or on the creation of new techniques. 

The teaching techniques used were of several types [Self ( 1988)] :  

• Task to be executed through a set of rules: compare and critique student 

knowledge against Expert knowledge (Priest T. and Young R.M). 

• Use learning history (Weber G., Waloszek G.  and Friedrich Wender K.): 

o Get long-term memory to compare with episodic memory. 

o Generalisation and bui lding of analogies. 

• Use student i nteraction [ learning by doing, (Costa E., Duchenoy S and 

Kodratoff Y.)] : 

o Gain semantic memory (previous knowledge) . 

o Get working memory ( immediate understanding). 

• Assess student level by assessing the knowledge transfer between the tutor 

and the student and check the knowledge is ful ly integrated to allow next 

step teaching. Get prerequisites to teach new knowledge (IMPART, Elsom

Cook M.) .  

• Attempt to have a student model bui ld concepts at the same time as a 

student and col laborate to commonly build Knowledge (Gilmore D. and Self 

J.). 

• Compare an expert model with a student model in order to decrease 

differences. Focus on learning to learn (HUNKS, Todd R.R.) .  

• Predict student actions and anticipate bugs (FITS-2, Woodroffe M.R.) .  

• Knowledge to teach defined by using scripting methods (SCALD, Nicolson 

R.). 

• Define misconception and try to get number down to 0 :  work on 

remediation of bugs. Detect patterns and then try to help student (O'Shea 

T., Evertsz R., Hennessy S., Floyd A., Fox M. and Elsom-Cook M.) .  

• Diagnose errors and train to solve errors against misconceptions (ELECTRE, 
Cai l lot M.) .  

• Use experience (actions history) and record frequency of use of functions, 

errors detected, and number of use of help (Cooper M . ) .  

The Knowledge assimi lation checking process was common, in general, to al l  

above methods. This process consisted of the feedback loop between the student 
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and the teacher/assessor, which built up the student's model. However, the 

checking method was different. 

All above methods were implemented and tested individual ly or together using 

smal l applications. It appeared that Knowledge in short term memory could be 

managed 'On-line' as the ITS runs, with Knowledge data kept i n  RAM. The 

management of this recent or instantaneous Knowledge is performed by assessing 

or monitoring actions from the student, with a g iven task, in a determined and 

known context and an expected outcome. This was achieved either on the last 

action only or on a col lection of actions showing a pattern. To manage longer 

term Knowledge, data was required to be stored in files or databases. Patterns 

for misconceptions could be retrieved 'on-line' or 'off-l ine' depending on required 

processing power. 

Hunks system created by Todd R.R. [Self ( 1988)], was based on the ITS structure 

shown in Figure 2-1 1 .  This structure was described in  Me Taggart (2001) :  

Expert Model 

�� 
.,, 

Instructional ... .. Interface ... __.. 

Model 
.... ... .... .... 

A� 
.,, 

Student Model 

Figure 2-1 1 :  Student I Expert comparison ITS structure 

[from McTaggart (2001)] 

Student 

Work from Gerlic ( 1998) showed other interesting general templates to develop 

new ITS, in any field. The next three figures show three application types with 

increasing complexity of teaching techniques: 

• An Expert shell interfaced with Users and delivered knowledge contained in 

a Knowledge base (see Figure 2-12). This was a CAI system with no 

student modell ing. 
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Knowledge 

Base 

Expert Shell 

�· Knowledge � GUI 

Generator 

Figure 2-12: First Application Type 

[from Germ: (1998)] 

.... � 
Teacher, 
Student, 
Pupil 

• A Teaching module interfaced with a student and del ivered Knowledge 

against defined teaching strategies (see Figure 2-13). An Expert system 

interfaced between the Teaching module and the Student model to build 

the model and enabled the customised del ivery of the knowledge. An Error 

analysis was placed in paral lel with the Teaching module and the Expert 

system for test assessment and bug capturing. This was a first type of 

ICAI system with student modell ing for customised teaching . 

• 

Student Communication 
Module 

Teaching Module 
(Traditional Teaching System 

Strategies) 

Error 
Analysis 

Expert 
System 

Student 
Model 

Figure 2-13: Second Application Type 

[from Gerlii! (1998)] 

• A Student Interface module stored al l  information from the student in a 

Student Model module ('on-li ne' as answers and errors or 'off-line' as 

student's detai ls, see Figure 2-14) .  

The data was then processed and used to deliver the Knowledge to the 

student either directly (lessons) or through an expert system for tests. This 

was a second type of ICAI system with student model l ing for customised 

teaching. 
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EXPERTISE 
MODULE 

.. I Knowledge Base I � 

I Problem Solution I Criteria Model 

�r 
TUTORIAL INTERFACE 
MODULE MODULE 

I Education Strategies J l Graphic I Language J Knowledge Base 
� 

Generator 

I 
I 

Diagnostic Rules I 
Prescribed rules I 

j� 
STUDENT 

MODEL MODULE 

I Error Knowledge State I 
I I ... Knowledge State History ""' 

I Individual Differences I 
Figure 2-14: Third Application Type 

[from Gerlic (1998)] 

I Interpreter I 
� 

� I STUDENT 

It was interesting that feedback information tended more towards the way 

future knowledge was to be delivered rather than the knowledge itself. The 

teaching strategy had thus an important role i n  the teaching. Furthermore, 

student learning abi l ities had to be considered as well as their 

misconceptions. The structure demonstrated a 'pull' teaching method, 

where knowledge was delivered and misconceptions checked for and 

'debugged'. Such ICAI systems were 'issue-centred' and called 'diagnostic 

ICAI system' [AECT (2001)] .  

" When assessment is at its best, it can be motivating and productive for students, 
helping them know how well they are doing and what else they need to dd' 
[Brown (1999)]. The direct relationship and inseparabil ity of assessment, 

feedback and learning was highl ighted in the QM principle "Institutions should 
ensure that appropriate feedback was provided to students on assessed work in a 
way that promoted learning and facilitated improvement' [QM, General principle 

12, in Rust (2002)] .  In order for feedback to promote learning, students had to 

actively engage with the feedback [Maclellan (2001), Rust (2002), Taras (2002)]. 
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The engineering of feedback to engage students in learning (assessment for 

learning, as separate from assessment of learning [Eiwood and Klenowski (2002)] 

should be included in lesson design .  

Regular and integrated use of assessment as part of teaching also reduced the 

threat of assessment. It was particularly important, in terms of retention of 

students from non-traditional backgrounds, that the assessment system used in 

their first years should be non-threatening [Rust (2002)] . If the strategic goal was 

to use feedback as part of teaching to promote learning, then it fol lowed that the 

feedback should be related, i n  some way, to module assessment. Interfacing with 

the student had to be careful ly considered as to keep motivation and self esteem 

hign to get better results. A distressed student would never learn; would build 

misconceptions or would just not want to use the ICAI system. 

This teaching method is a lso described by Wilson and Cote ( 1996), where 

assessment used for 'learning by doing' smal l  chunks of knowledge could help 

assimi late the knowledge. This 'Cognitive Load Theory' enables the working (short 

term) memory to transfer better to medium term memory. This 'push' method 

(compared to the 'pull' method used by diagnostic ITSs) emphasises the 

knowledge understanding rather than focus on misconceptions. Students are 

asked here to think and try to make relationships between these small chunks of 

knowledge. 

Cavallo et a t  (n .d .l )  describe that teachers at !-teacher schools can have stronger, 

ful ler, and deeper relationships with their students, and the students can be more 

autonomous and in  control of their own learning whi le sti l l  more supportive of and 

cooperative with their colleagues. Technology can provide connectivity, thereby 

el iminating some of the resource constraints. Caval lo et al (n.d .2) also describe 

"Constructionism" as a theory of learning and education. Constructionism is based 

on two different senses of "construction. "  It is grounded in  the idea that people 

learn by actively constructing new knowledge, rather than by having i nformation 

"poured" into their heads. 
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In fact, Mergel ( 1998) details three teaching theories. These are: 

• Behaviourism: Based on observable changes in behaviour. Behaviourism 

focuses on a new behavioura l  pattern being repeated until it becomes 

automatic. 

• Cognitivism: Based on the thought process behind the behaviour. Changes 

in behaviour are observed, and used as indicators as to what is happening 

inside the learner's mind. 

• Constructivism (Constructionism): Based on the premise that we al l  

construct our own perspective of the world, through individual experiences 

and schema. Constructivism focuses on preparing the learner to problem 

solve in ambiguous situations. 

A 'Push' method based on the 'Cognitive Load' and 'Construction ism' theories was 

used to construct the new ITS as it was thought as better suited for the students. 

This method emphasised on the potential of teaching/learning interactions rather 

than issues used by other diagnostic ITSs. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2-15, 

this method related to the O'Shea et al five ring model, which could be 

implemented on existing CAI systems. Another ITS structure than Gerlic's (shown 

in Figure 2-14 on page 58) was required to represent this method. However, 

Gerlic's structure was used to compare and contrast both methods. Jones ( 1992), 

describes the spectrum of methodologies used in existing ITSs. This is shown in  

Figure 2-15, with the description of the methods. 

Exploratory learning environments: requires the student to move around knowledge bases of the 
knowledge domain and are best suited for teaching abstract and general concepts such as use of 
analogies and model building. 

ACT principle: Its main concern is deviation of the student from the ideal student model. With a 
secondary concern of looking out for common known mistakes that a novice is likely to make. After 
this it will then try to provide corrective information to steer the student back on to the ideal path. 

Hartley and Sleeman method: it does not give misconceptions in the domain (the bug catalogue) 
primary importance, but instead it uses the student model as the primary component. This student 
model is a model of the student's performance throughout the tutorial and possibly in other tutorials. It 
is more tutoring oriented. The interaction provided by the user interface is controlled by the ITS. The 
MEGRs use information held about the student in the student model to choose which of the possible 
teaching operations the ITS should present the student with next. 

O'Shea et al five ring model: it gives primary importance to the student model. It also gives much 
importance to the teaching strategy. It is also possible to buy a tool kit for building ITSs that use the 
five ring model in much the same way that you can use authoring systems to develop traditional CAI. 

Traditional CAI: emphasises on teaching strategy rather than representation of the knowledge 

Figure 2-15: ITS methodologies spectrum (from Jones (1992)) 
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Finally Du Boulay and Luckin (2001) emphasise the use of motivation in the 

teaching if ITSs are to be useful (conclusion drawn after the discussion made by 

Ohlsson in 1987 on the use of early ITSs). Buxton et Al. (n.d.) a lso stress the 

need to use motivation as used in  their ActiPret project at COGS (University of 

Sussex, UK). The ICAI system provides feedback to motivate the trainee and to 

enhance the train ing effect. This results in a superior training effect compared to 

repetition without feedback. 

2.4. Chapter Discussion 

This chapter reviewed : 

• How music education was performed in the UK. 

• Technologies that were useful in  the creation of the new music technology 

system.  

• Application of  Artificial Intell igence (AI) to non-intel l igent systems, i n  the 

scope of two sub-projects that could further assist music teachers . 

The new music technology systems described in Chapters 3 and 4 implemented 

some of the reviewed technologies. Feedback on the impact of the new systems 

showed that AI was required to assist music teachers with the new systems. The 

implementation of AI is described in  Chapters 5 and 6. 
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CHAPTER 3. HARDWARE AN D FIRMWARE 

Music technology systems offered an infrastructure where audio and music 

devices could be monitored and controlled (see 2 . 1 .4, page 14). However, the 

avai lable music technology systems were l imited in their scope as they were 

inflexible, difficult to upgrade and sometimes of l ittle help to their users. 

Furthermore, l inking new technologies and digital devices to these music 

technology systems might have been difficult. 

A new music technology system was created with the help of music teachers. 

This new music technology system, cal led a Keyboard And Audio Network (KAAN) 

was created in col laboration with the University of Portsmouth and Counterpoint 

MTC Ltd based in Worthing (West Sussex, UK). Industrial design methods and 

standards were used to create this new music technology system. Because the 

collaborating company supplied music and IT equipment to Education and the 

company dealt solely with the Education market, it was easy to meet with 

teachers 1 customers. These were interviewed and observed to design and test 

the new music technology systems. 

This chapter describes the creation of the KAAN system:  

• The specifications for this new music technology system were derived from 

requirements gathered from teachers, students, m usic advisors, and the 

col laborating company. 

• Methods to network audio signals from students' stations for grouping and 

recording were investigated. This needed to be defined before the rest of 

the music technology system design because audio management depended 

on the selected method. New electronic interfaces were then considered. 

• The creation of new Electronic Music Interfaces (EMis), are described . 
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• Ways to control the new EMis and the creation of a new communication 

protocol is discussed. 

• Music technology system instal lation and maintenance is d iscussed. 

• A chapter conclusion confirms that specification criteria were met and 

discusses potential future work for this new music technology system.  

Note that the author graduated i n  mechanical engineering and assistance to gain 

knowledge on electronics was needed. This help was provided by Dr Giles 

Tewkesbury with design, test and debugging of some of the sub-systems 

described in this chapter. Dr Giles Tewkesbury a lso coded the entire source of the 

microcontroller used in the music technology system. All work that was performed 

by Dr Giles Tewkesbury is indicated as such. 

3.1. Specifications 

Specifications for a new music technology system had to be defined. 

Requirements were gathered from different sources. The sources were: 

• End User. Teachers. 

• Market Research: Collaborative company marketing department. 

• Journals: Music Advisors 

Requirements were then grouped together to form specifications. 

3.1.1. Requirements 

The requirements of teachers were first gathered from papers written by English 

Music Advisors (as seen in 2 . 1 .3, page 12). These requirements were then 

confirmed and refined with information from local music teachers. This was 

gathered by the col laborative company marketing and support departments (one 

member of staff was also a Music Teaching Advisor). The requirements are shown 

in Table 3-1 .  
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After comparing the music technology systems available (see 2 .1 .4, page 14), 

some features were found to be useful and others l imiting. These features were: 

• Useful: 
o Teacher I Students interaction (l isten, speak, play or record) from 

the teacher's desk. 

o Students could be grouped for collaborative work. 

• Limiting: 

o Inadequate Flexibil ity and No Extra Inputs. Music technology 

systems only use specific equipment or in pre-determined 

configurations. The new music technology system had to a llow for 

any configuration and equipment. 

o Inabil ity to share Recording in multiple formats between audio 

equipments. Some music technology systems just al lowed recording 

on tape or MIDI fi les, unless a computer was connected as a 

separate element to the music technology system.  In that case, 

work could be recorded digitally as MIDI, wave, mp3 or wma files 

(see pages 20 and 33). 

o Poor Audio Performance (hiss, i nterferences and cross-talk) .  This 

was disturbing and tiring after some time. The new music 

technology system had to manage high audio quality. 

Rl : Two students playing i ndependently on each keyboard without hearing 
each other (and thus not being disturbed). 

R2: A ful ly control lable student station to improve discipl ine for: 
R2a: both stand-alone play (disabling the keyboard's panel, so that 

students can focus on the lesson). 
R2b: and remote usage (such as muting, l istening to students, etc. from 

the teaching position) .  

RJ: Any MIDI Keyboard so that teachers can reuse their keyboards. The 
selected MIDI portable keyboards were to feature ful l  size keys (on 5 octaves), 
feature 'touch sensitive' and have a bui lt-in sequencer (to a llow at least 4 track 
sequencing). These keyboards were inexpensive. Methods to disable the 
'Demo' function had to be investigated for each of them. 

R4: Good audio quality for comfort and recording (e.g., no recognizable h iss, 
i nterferences or cross-talk). 
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RS: Easy shareable recording material on tape or any digital medium 
(especially with computers as MIDI, wave, mp3 or wma files). 

R6: Extra stereo audio i nputs for microphones or other instruments. 

R7: Stations could be grouped in multiple groups (pairs up to the whole 
system). 

RS: A flexible and upgradeable system. The system could be mounted 
under desks or on the wal l, i n  a main classroom or practice rooms. The system 
could also be insta lled i n  a mobile way with 'pods' easy-to-connect to the main 
system. 

R9: More advanced control from the teaching position using a control device 
(such as a PC) to enhance system functionality. 

Table 3-1 :  Hardware Requirements gathered by the author in 1 998 from multiple sources (Teachers, 
journals, company) 

3.1.2. Specifications 

After testing existing music technology systems, it was found that audio quality 

problems (R4) occurred because analogue audio signals were processed at the 

teaching position. Audio signals were capturing noise between the students' 

stations and the teacher's console. Furthermore, certain music technology 

systems used a power network to reduce the number of power supplies required 

to power up students' keyboard.  Power was converted in nodes and used for 

attached devices and internal circuitry. In such music technology systems, audio 

signals 'jumped' on the power network, resulting in students hearing other 

students. 

Either digital technology could be used to overcome this issue or analogue signals 

could be processed locally. In both cases, electronic i nterfaces (or nodes) at each 

desk were required to either convert analogue to digital and vice-versa at the 

station or to procure the audio processing facility. A power network could be 

considered if the power conversion circuitry was careful ly designed . Also, these 

nodes required a microcontroller (see 2 .2.2, page 22) for control, communication 

and potential setting storage. 
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Specifications could be defined from the requirements stated earlier and these last 

comments. These specifications would set the work to be achieved and would 

need to be verified at the end of the design. Specifications are shown in Table 

3-2. 

Sl: To process MIDI messages from a portable keyboard in real time, to split it 
and to control it. (Rl, 2a, 3). The split modes (as shown in Figure 3-1) 
would consists of: 
Solo: The keyboard was set to use al l  5 octaves. 
Split The keyboard was split into two 2-octave keyboards, with each 

student only l istening to what he was playing. 
Duet Similar to split mode, but each student could l isten to the other 

student but at a lower volume. 

2 octave Keyboard 
for left Player 

2 octave Keyboard 
for right Player 

Middle octave for 
control 

Figure 3-1 :  Keyboard Splitting Features 

52: To process audio locally to improve audio quality and to dispatch the 
resulting audio signal to the appropriate student. (Rl, 2a, 3, 4) 

53: Transmit and receive audio ( in an analogue or digital form) to or from an 
audio network. To a l low stations to be grouped together (from a central 
console or locally). Nodes to be used stand alone or networked and 
remotely controllable. (R2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) 

54: To be controllable remotely (from a computer or another control ler) using 
the existing network(s) or another digital network. (R2b, 5, 8, 9) 

SS: To supply power to peripheral devices (portable keyboard and I or mixer) to 
reduce the number of power supplies. A power network was considered . A 
clean power supply without 'cross talk' was essentia l .  (R3, 4) 

56: To use a daisy-chained structure ( l ike MIDI networking, see 2.2.3, page 32) 
to facil itate instal lation and maintenance. The comparison of the different 
network structures and the music systems detai led in 2 . 1 .4 (page 14) 
showed that many long cables were difficult to instal l and maintain, and 
could pick up noise. Maintenance with shorter cables was made easier if a 
node did not work properly, as the nodes after the faulty node would not 
work properly either. (R8, 9) 

57: To network 16, or more, stations as classes of approximately thirty students 
could be asked to play together on the same keyboard(s). (Rl, 8) 

Table 3-2: Hardware Specifications defined from Requirements (1998) 
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From the specifications, a basic design of a new music technology system was 

created as shown in  Figure 3-2. Stations were composed of nodes and keyboards 

(or other instruments) for two students, which were connected together on an 

audio and control network. The network was l inked with a control device (for 

example a computer), on which a teacher could interact with students. 

Students 

Figure 3-2: New Music Technology System Basic Design (1998) 

Specification 53 determined how the music technology system structure had to be 

defined.  From 2.2. 1 (page 18), many technologies existed to network and process 

audio. The control device had to be incorporated on the network as wel l .  The 

next section discusses four different designs that could have been used for the 

new music technology system.  

3.2. Design investigation 

Audio network design and audio transmission and processing was investigated and 

tested . Audio signals had to be used for grouping, and for a teacher to l isten, 

speak or record any student. Additional ly, the control network and methods to 

remotely control the nodes were researched. 
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3.2.1. Overview of other music systems 

As seen in 2 . 1 .4 (page 14), both analogue and digital technologies (also see 2.2. 1, 

page 16) were used in the several music systems described. For al l  analogue and 

some digital systems the grouping and control was achieved at the front console 

to reduce the number of student electronic interfaces. The other digital systems 

used the functional ity of their audio protocol (such as IEEE 1394 (Firewire),) to 

achieve the grouping. 

The aim of this i nvestigation was to compare different technologies that could be 

used for the new music technology system against the fol lowing three criteria :  

• Simpl icity. 

• Cost. 

• Development time. 

Four designs were considered and some tested : 

• Parallel Network Buses. 

• Analogue Audio Sampling. 

• Networked Digital Audio. 

• Analogue Audio Driving 1 Receiving.  

The fol lowing aspects were considered to compare the four designs: 

A) Audio processing. 

B) Control. 

C) Features. 

Features (simpl icity, cost, development time) were graded by the author, from his 

design experience and results from prototyping. Grades varied between 1 and 4, 

1 being minimum and 4 maximum, without medium grade to show a preference. 
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3.2.2. Design 1: Paral lel Network Buses 

The sub-system was tested successful ly. Audio quality could be an issue as long 

ribbon cables might act as an antenna. 

A) AUDIO PROCESSING (ANALOGUE) 

As shown in Figure 3-3, a 32-way bus was used with cross point switches to a l low 

players to l isten to each other. The node picked up and continuously transmitted 

mixed audio signals to and from a 32-bus network. Any node could l isten to any 

of the other nodes independently. 

Control Panel 

Control Signals 
( RS232) 

Digital Signals 
(M IDI) 

Control 

Analogue Signals 
(Audio) 

Cross point 
switches 

Figure 3-3: Design 1 :  Parallel Network Buses (Tewkesbury, 1 999) 

B) CONTROL 

The digital control data could be transmitted via a RS 232 (serial) port or on one 

of the unused ribbon cable buses. 
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C) FEATURES 

Design 1 was simple and quick to develop. Also many groups could be created 

local ly. Cost would be reduced depending on the cost of the ribbon cable and the 

cross point switches. Audio quality could be an issue in noisy environments as 

long ribbon cables acted as an antenna. Two networks for audio and control were 

required. This was because control data carried with audio on ribbon cables 

would have created a lot of i nterferences. Two networks would make the cabling 

cumbersome. 

The features are summarised in Table 3-3. 

Simplicity Cost Development Time 

Design 1 4 

3.2.3. 

1!1!! jli !Jb 
liiUIIIIIIUIIII 

1, ; depended on the 1 
ribbon cable and cross 
point switches 

Table 3-3: Design features summary for Design 1 (1999) 

Design 2: Analogue Audio Sampling 
.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
: SAMPLER 

I 
I 

CLOCK 
Driver 

� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Analogue Signals 
(Audio) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 

Filter Receiver : 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I Control : 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·  

Student �====================:::::1� M icrocontrollcr l•===============tlltl 
Digital Signals (MIDI) 

Control Panel 

(Teacher) 

Figure 3-4: Design 2: Analogue Audio Sampling (Tewkesbury, 1999) 
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The method was tested to check its feasibil ity. The test consisted of sampling first 

a sine wave then a mono audio signal .  The signal was sampled ( 1/32nd) and 

filtered at the other end to retrieve the correct signal. This signal was checked on 

an oscil loscope or audibly for distortion and cl ipping. The test was successful but 

the testing system was found to be complicated and expensive. Sending MIDI 

messages using another time slot was considered in order to record students' 

work i n  a MIDI file. 

A) AUDIO (SAMPLED ANALOGUE) 

The sub-system shown in  Figure 3-4 used an analogue sampl ing method for the 

audio signals called Time Division Multiplexing. This was where each node was 

g iven an address and a defined time slot to transmit its analogue audio signals 

onto the network (see 2 .2 .1 ,  page 18). To l isten to a determined node, the 

l istening node polled the network during the time slot of the transmitting node. 

The resulting analogue signal passed through a low-pass filter to be 'smoothed'. 

To group stations together, the grouped nodes needed to l isten to the network 

during the time slots of a l l  the grouped nodes, resulting in a 'virtual' group. The 

audio network used standard 4 pair twisted cables (see 2.2.3, page 30). 

B) CONTROL 

The digital control data could be transmitted via a RS 232 (serial) port or one pair 

of the 4 pair twisted cable. 

C) FEATURES 

Design 2 is more difficult and required more time than design 1 as it requires 

more components and sampl ing technology. Required components could be 

expensive and were estimated at two or three fold the cost of the Design 1 .  The 

sampling of one signal was successful and the sampling of more signals was 

expected to work. Audio quality needed to be checked with different types of 

signal and with long cables. For audio and control networking two media could be 

used. However, 4 pair twisted cables could theoretical ly bring audio and data on 
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different pairs without causing interferences. This would i ncur less cabling than 

Design 1 .  Many groups were avai lable. 

The features are summarised in Table 3-4. 

Simplicity Cost Development Time 

Design 2 2 3 3 

Table 3-4: Design features summary for Design 2 (1999) 

3.2.4. Design 3: Networked Digital Audio 

This design was not tested because of the potential cost for building and testing a 

prototype. 

Student 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 I 
: Analogue to Digital Conversion 1 

Digital Signals 

{M lDl) 

I 
I _......, 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Multiplexer 

: Di�ital to Analof{ue Conversion L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Control Panel 

(Teacher) 

Figure 3-5:Design 3: Networked Digital Audio (Tewkesbury, 1 999) 

A) AUDIO (DIGITAL) 

Audio 

Control 

As shown in  Figure 3-5, analogue audio signals were converted into digital audio 

signals. Digital audio and control signals could be transmitted using standard 4 

pair twisted cables and a new protocol. Grouped stations would mix re-converted 

analogue signals from al l  grouped stations (see 2.2. 1, page 20). 
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B) CONTROL 

The digital control data could be transmitted via an RS 232 (serial) port or one 

pair of a 4 pair twisted cable. 

C) FEATURES 

Design 3 was more difficult than Design 1, but easier than Design 2 as standard 

Analogue to Digital (A/D) and Digital to Analogue (D/A) converters could be used. 

However, it would stil l  take time to develop. Digital converters and components 

were expensive and the cost of this design was estimated at three or four fold the 

cost of Design 1 .  Audio quality would be excel lent as digital audio was processed. 

Like Design 2, two or just one network could be envisaged, as there were only 

digital data . This would lead to less cabl ing than Design 1 .  Like Design 2, many 

groups ('virtual') were avai lable. 

The features are summarised in Table 3-5 . 

Simplicity Cost Development Time 

Design 3 1 4 4 

Table 3-5: Design features summary for Design 3 (1999) 

3.2.5. Design 4: Analogue Audio Driving/Receiving 

The method was tested using two Jack2Net interfaces as shown in Figure 3-6. 

Sinusoidal and mono audio signals were input on 1 side and then balanced and 

driven to one bus of a standard 4 twisted pair cable. The signal was then received 

by another i nterface and m ixed with another signal (sinusoida l  or mono audio 

signals) . This enabled to check that audio could be networked and processed at 

the other end with local audio signals. The resulting signal was checked with an 

oscil loscope and audibly for distortion and clipping. The test was successful .  
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Stereo Input 

Network { 
Figure 3-6: Jack2Net Interface (Tewkesbury, 1999) 

Control 
Digital Signa ls 

Analogue Signals 
(Audio) 

Control Panel 
(Teacher) 

Figure 3-7: Design 4: Analogue Audio Driving/Receiving (Tewkesbury, 1999) 

A) AUDIO {ANALOGUE) 

As shown in  Figure 3-7, m ixed audio signals from the keyboard, auxiliary inputs 

and received networked audio signals could be transmitted onto a maximum of 

four buses using audio l ine drivers 1 receivers and standard 4 pair twisted cables. 

To l isten to another node, both nodes were 'attached' to a bus and would drive 1 

receive analogue audio signals onto or from it. The networked signal was then 

mixed with local inputs before being d ispatched to the correct outputs ( local or 

networked) .  
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B) CONTROL 

The digital control data could be transmitted via an RS 232 (serial) port or one 

pair of a 4 pair twisted cable. 

C) FEATURES 

Design 4 was simple and could be developed quickly. Required components were 

relatively cheap, i n  the same order as the Design 1 .  Audio q uality needed to be 

checked with multiple mixed signals in a noisy environment. Like Designs 2 and 3 

two or just one network was needed, which wi l l  lead to a small amount of cabl ing. 

However, only three or four groups were available and a method had to be found 

to produce more groups. 

The features are summarised in Table 3-6. 

Simplicity Cost Development Time 

Design 4 3 2 2 

Table 3-6: Design features summary for Design 4 (1999) 

3.2.6. Comparison and Discussion 

Four different types of audio networking designs were envisaged and some tested. 

These were considered against the three criteria of: 

• Simpl icity. 

• Cost. 

• Development Time. 

Table 3-7 outlines the results of this consideration (Grades set between 1 and 4, 1 
being minimum and 4 maximum). 

Design 4 was selected as it offered the best features (cheap and simplicity) and 

fewest drawbacks (bus number). Design 3 could be reconsidered for future work 

if new protocols using the IEEE 1394 (Firewire) standard emerged. 
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The new KAAN system was created based on design 4 with analogue audio drivers 

and receivers to provide networked audio signals. Remote control was achieved 

by using a new customised communication protocol .  Both audio and control 

networks used standard 4 way twisted pair cables. The creation of the new nodes 

consisted of two phases: 

• Hardware (Electronic circuitry and metal enclosure designs). 

• Firmware (Control protocol defin ition and microcontroller program 

development) .  

Simplicity Cost Development Time 

Design 1 4 1, depended on the 1 
ribbon cable and cross 

J>Oint switches 
Design 2 2 3 3 
Design 3 1 4 4 
Design 4 3 2 2 

Advanta_ges Drawbacks E_guipment 
Design 1 Many groups Wiring I Cabling => Cabling, cross point 

Cheap Maintenance array, 
Simple Audio Quality? microcontroller, 

amplifier/filter 
Design 2 Less cabl ing Difficult => Microcontroller, 

needed experiments sampl ing, filter, 
Many components => amplifier 

expensive 
larger nodes? 

Audio Qual ity? 
Design 3 Less cabl ing Difficult => microcontroller, 

Digita l  Audio needed experiments sampl ing, filter, 
Many components => DAC/CAD, amplifier 

expensive 
big nodes? 

Design 4 Less cabling Audio Quality? microcontroller, 
Simple Grouping? amplifier/filter 
Cheap 

Table 3-7: Designs comparison (1999) 
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3.3. Hardware 

Electronic interfaces were required to control and manage audio i n  the new Kaan 

system as the system had to allow stand-alone operation without a control device 

(specifications S2 and S3). The new electronic interfaces used Design 4 for the 

audio and control network side of the m usic technology system. 

3.3.1. Electronic Music Interface (EMI) 

The new KAAN system consisted of a network of new electronic interfaces cal led 

Electronic Music Interfaces [EMis, as described in Lassauniere et al (1999a)]. 

EMis could be connected to a MIDI portable keyboard and/or any other 

instrument. Each EMI could work stand-alone or be remotely control led from a 

control device at the teacher's desk. 

The role of the EMI was to: 

• Supply power. (Specifications SS, S6 and S7) 
• Process Audio. (Specifications S2 and S3) 
• Process MIDI. (Specification Sl) 
• Communicate via networks. (Specifications S4, S6 and S7) 

These roles could be described as function blocks, which could interact with each 

other as shown in Figure 3-8: 

MIDI 
Device 

Stereo Inputs 
from Audio 

Devices 

Mono Signals 

from Audio 
Network 

Stereo Outputs 
to Students ' 

Headvhones 

.... 

...... ..... 

EM/ 
Process • Supply 

MIDI � ·· ... .... t .. Power 
(4 
l Micro .. Y controller it ·� Process . ... ······································ Communicate 

Audio � via Networks 
.... 
� 

Figure 3-8: EMI Block diagram (with blocks interactions, 1999) 
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Having defined the entire specification of the new KAAN system and the system 

EMis, the creation of the new hardware could be considered. The new hardware 

was split into three main function blocks: 

• Power Supply. 

• Audio (networking and processing). 

• Microcontroller (control and communication). 

The three main blocks were tested separately and then together. All calculations 

can be found in Appendices 8.2, page 237. The design  was performed on a 

Ranger XL CAD software package from Seetrax (n.d.) .  This software al lowed 

designing of the circuit in order to place and check components and tracks on a 

Printed Circuit Board (PCB). The software could then export the design i n  any 

standard format to bui ld and populate the PCB. 

3.3.2. Power Supply for the EMis 

Power was networked using a single de power supply and a daisy-chained network 

(Specification SS). First, the voltage supplied had to be defined against the 

capabil ity of de converters needed to convert this input voltage to appropriate 

levels. It was required that the power network could withstand a high current as, 

in a daisy-chained network, the current drawn by each EMI would be added 

(Kirchoff's law). 

All portable keyboards could be powered with lOV de. The network voltage 

needed to be above this value because the de converters required a minimal 

voltage of 12V and a maximum of 30V. The default voltage was defined at 13 .8V 

de (standard power supply voltage) or 13.8V de. The development of the power 

supply block required the transformation of the networked lSV de into different 

voltages (as shown in  Figure 3-9) : 

• +lOV (lA max) to power up a portable keyboard and/or a mixer. 

• +SV for the internal circuitry. 

• OV Ground. 
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• Clean ground for audio. In general a clean reference for the audio side was 

required as cross talk  found on other audio systems could be generated by 

audio signal travel l ing on the power l ines. 

• -sv for audio circuitry. 

1 3.8 V de 

POWER SUPPLY 

Provide 1 OV, 5V, OV and -SV de 
+ Clean ground for audio 

(lmax=JA} 

I O V de 

5 V de 

-5 V de 

O V  de 

Clean Ground 

Figure 3-9: Power Supply Functional Diagram (1999) 

POWER TO AUDIO DEVICES: To convert to + lOV de for the Keyboard, a 

LM2940T10 (lOV de regulator, lA) was used since a keyboard could draw as much 

as 750mA. A diode prevented inverting
-
p61arities and a lA fuse was used to avoid 

overloading. This part was kept i ndependent to the internal power supply to the 

internal circuitry, in order to avoid cross talk. Two capacitors were added to filter 

any noise from the networked power. 

POWER FOR INTERNAL CIRCUITRY: To produce a high current negative 

5V for the audio, a virtual ground of +5V was used. Thus: 

• OV was +5V. 

• +5V was +lOV. 

• -5V was ov. 

For this a LM2940T10 de converter was used to convert the input network voltage 

to lOV and a 7905 de converter to convert to +5V (The 7905 was a -5V 

regulator). A diode prevented inverting polarities and a 500mA anti surge-fuse 

was used to avoid overloading (chosen from observed values). As another 

security, a SV Zener diode was added between the virtual ground and +5V to 

control the difference of potential between these two l ines. Two capacitors were 

added to filter any noise from the networked power. Every Integrated Circuit (IC) 

was powered between the virtual ground and +SV (real +5V and +lOV) with 

appropriate decoupling capacitors. 
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CLEAN GROUND FOR AUDIO: Two types of op-amps were used in the 

circuitry: standard and headphones op-amps. Standard ones were used for power 

and headphones for audio only. A clean ground was required for audio to reduce 

noise. This clean ground was generated from the unused +5V phantom voltage 

level generated by the selected headphones op-amp. 

HEAT DISSIPATION :  A heat sink dissipated heat from the three voltage 

regulators (2 * LM2940T10 + 1 * 7905). The heat sink d imensioning is outlined in 

Appendix 8.2.1 .  

SPECIAL CONNECTORS FOR N.ETWORKED POWER (LOW VOLTAGE -
HIGH CURRENT}: Special connectors were needed for the networked power 

leads to withstand the high ampere ; rate driven on the power network. This was 

caused by the addition of the current drawn by each EMI on the daisy chained 

power network. Portable keyboards powered from an EMI could draw up to 

750mA. If a value of lA was drawn by each EMI, a network of 32 EMis could 

draw as much as 32A. Amp's Mate n lock connectors (PCB socket and cable plug 

with crimps) were found to be the best: 

• As the only connector to withstand up to 19A. 

• As being indexed not to invert polarity. 

• For safety as no contact was visible (particularity interesting i n  a classroom 

environment). 

Constraint 1: Max current in power network = 19A, with safety coefficient 

of 1 .5 :  reduced to 13A. 

The EMI had two PCB connectors to al low the daisy chaining of the power 

network. A reinforced power track between the two connectors was designed to 

reduce the resistance of this track, thus reducing heat dissipation. The track was 

tested on one EMI with low resistance power resistors (dimensioned in Appendix 

8 .2 .1 ,  page 237) and a high capacity power supply. 
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The test was carried out twice for 8 hours with the test equipment shown in 

Figure 3-10.  The voltage at a resistor was measured to determine the real 

ampere rate, 4. 18V: 2 * 4. 18 1 0 .47 = 17.8A 

Figure 3-10: Power Testing (2000) 

3.3.3. Audio 

The audio block development needed to consider the : 

• Type and number of inputs and outputs. 

• Audio management: 

o Mixing and dispatching. 

o Volume levels and muting. 

o Network driving and receiving. 

o Grouping. 

As the music technology system was to be used stand-alone as well as in a 

network, it was decided to have at least two stereo inputs per station for a 

keyboard or other instruments (Requirement R6). If this number was two, for 

a greater period one of these inputs would be connected to a portable keyboard 

and the other input could be connected to more than one instru ment at the same 

time. An external mixer would then be required and therefore both stereo inputs 
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were set as l ine-in level .  Networked audio could come from up to four buses (if 

the control bus is unused). A total of eight mono signals (Keyboard L and R, 

Auxil iary L and R, Bus 1 to 4) were avai lable per EMI. 

For the outputs, the signals could be sent to any of 4 network buses. Headphones 

outputs were also required local ly. Three stereo outputs were required (for up to 

2 students per keyboard and the teacher) connected to 2 mono channels cal led 

Left and Right. Each output would need to be controlled so that each could be set 

in different modes: 

• Left Student Output: Left+ Right (stereo, in Solo mode) or, 

Left+ Left (can only hear h imself i n  Split mode). 

• Right Student Output: Left + Right (stereo, in Solo mode) or, 

Right + Right (can only hear h imself in Split 

mode). 

• Teacher Output: Left + Right (stereo, in Solo mode) or, 

Left + Left (Left student only) or, 

Right + Right (Right student only) or, 

Left and Right + Left and Right (Left and Right 

students) . 

This gave six mono signals to output (Left, Right and Bus 1 to 4). 

The eight mono input signals had to be mixed together in a set pattern and then 

dispatched to any of the six mono outputs. The headphones outputs would 

eventually be set to match any of the above configurations. These headphones 

outputs would also require standard audio management such as volume setting 

and muting. Networked signals were eventually used to group EMis together on 

any of the four buses. Four buses l imited the music technology system to four 

groups at most. A method to handle more groups had to be investigated . 
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Constraint 2: Only four buses, a method to use them the most efficiently 
was required. 

Figure 3-1 1 shows the final audio block function diagram. 

Keyboard (Stereo) 

Aux VP (Stereo) 

Network (Mono) 
(3/4 Pairs of RJ 45) 

AUDIO 

5 V de 
Clean Gnd 
-5V 

Amplify, Mix and Share 
audio signals 

3 x headphones (Stereo) 

Network (Mono) 
(3/4 Pairs ofRJ45) 

Figure 3-1 1 :  Audio Functional Diagram (1999) 

Audio management was achieved using standard components (see Appendix 8.2.2 

page 238, for audio designs) : 

• Headphones Op Amp for the clean ground referencing, mixing and output 

driving stages. 

• Eight way switch ICs (Max395) for the mixing stage. One switch was used 

per output/channel and one for the headphones output setting. Each 

switch could be control led separately from the microcontroller using the 

Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) standard.  

However, three problems occurred in  the design stage: 

PROBLEM 1: Audio signals fol low a logarithmic scale. However, only l inear 

digital potentiometers were found to produce controllable ampl ification (volume 

control). A conversion table had to be calculated to emulate a logarithmic law 

using a l inear potentiometer (see Appendix 8.2.2, page 238). A test consisting of 

hearing the increase in volume of a g iven audio signal was carried out to check 

that the volume control was performed smoothly using that assumed law. The 

test was successful, which val idated the law, and 32 volume levels were achieved. 

PROBLEM 2: Audio network drivers and receivers working in this 

appl ication could not be found. It required the design of switchable audio l ine 

drivers and receivers. The driver had to be switchable in order to drive audio to a 
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bus only when required. Appropriate components were fou nd, however received 

signals decreased with the number of EMis on the bus. It was found that the 

selected chip could be considered in operation as a resistor. Therefore, Ohm's law 

had to be applied for each EMI added on the bus and the corrected 'loading' of a 

bus had to be calculated to compensate the resistance effect of the chip. It was 

decided to control the volume of the received signal coming from a bus as wel l  as 

the loading.  Therefore, a corrected table needed to be calculated from Problem 1 

Jaw to account for the number of EMis on the bus (see Appendix 8 .2.2, page 238). 

PROBLEM 3: Grouping was l imited using only four buses. A method to get 

more buses or sub-buses had to be considered. This was achieved by adding a 

relay controlled by the microcontroller on one of the buses (bus 2). This relay 

would divide a bus into sub-buses where only adjacent EMis could talk  to each 

other. This meant that only contiguous EMis could be grouped together, which 

was satisfactory as teachers could group stations close together so that students 

can see and interact with each others. 

The addition of this relay required that the net sockets had to be labelled 'IN' and 

'OUT', (as the network was daisy chained) and in order to have the relay always 

on the same side for better control. For grouping, an EMI was represented as 

Figure 3-12 :  

EMI Relay 

IN OUT / .........,_._� _ _ _ _ _  � Bus used for grouping : l/ on the Audio Network 
I I 

I 

: _ _ _ _ _ _  : 

Figure 3-12: EMI representation for grouping (1999) 

Constraint 2 (changed): Only contiguous stations could be grouped. 
This required the labelling of network connectors. 
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3.3.4. Microcontroller 

As described in 2 .2 .2 (page 22), the microcontroller chosen was a highly 

i ntegrated chip that typical ly contained a Central Processing Unit (CPU), memory 

as RAM and some form of ROM (PROM, EPROM, EEPROM), I/0 ports, and timers. 

Unl ike a general-purpose computer, which also included a l l  of these components, 

the m icrocontroller was designed for a specific task - control .  As a result, the 

parts could be simplified and reduced. 

, 
The requirements for the EMI microcontrol ler were (as shown in Figure 3-13) : 

• To control the i nternal circuitry (mixer switches, digital potentiometers, 

etc. )  using a SPI bus. 

• To communicate with the external world :  

o MIDI with a MIDI device. 

o RS232 with a computer. 

o Another protocol to be defined between EMis. 

And eventually process MIDI signals in real time. 

• To be easy to program and reprogram for upgrades. 

5 V d  

MIDI in MICROCONTROLLER MIDI out 

RS 232 in 

Network in Process MIDI signals, Network out 

Communicate via the Network, 
Control the other modules 

Figure 3-13: Microcontroller Functional Diagram (1999) 

INTERNAL CIRCUITRY CONTROL: An SPI bus was used to communicate 

with digital components (compatible with SPI). To communicate with an SPI 

compatible chip, the m icrocontroller needed to make the selected chip l isten to the 

SPI bus before talking to it. 
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Chip Select pins to al low Other 'On/Off' function devices (such as the relay for bus 

spl itting) were control led using mosfets (a type of transistor) as controllable 

switches. 

COMMUNICATION WITH MIDI KEYBOARDS (MIDI PROTOCOL): An EMI 

had to communicate with any connected MIDI portable keyboard (Specification 
51) to control it. The MIDI hardware design was available along the MIDI 

specification and was copied. 

COMMUNICATION WITH PC (RS232 PROTOCOL): If an  EMI or the Kaan 

system were to be control led by a computer, at  least one EMI would be connected 

on one of the available 1/0 ports of that computer, as other peripherals could be. 

Available 1/0 ports included (see 2 .2.3, pages 29 or 32) : 

• Serial port. 

• Parallel port. 

• Joystick/MIDI port (from avai lable sound card). 

• USB port. 

• Firewire port. 

• Wireless (Wifi or Bluetooth). 

The communication standard requirements were: 

• Baud rate slightly higher than MIDI baud rate (31250 bauds) to allow the 

propagation in both directions of MIDI messages in real time for MIDI 

recording. 

• Ful l  duplex (Transmission and reception could be processed in parallel). 

This standard did not need to be fast or complicated. The RS232 communication 

standard using the computer's serial port was chosen as the easiest option. The 

USB or Firewire standards could be used for future work if serial ports became 

unavailable. Only Tx and Rx of the RS232 protocol were needed for 

communication with a PC. 
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The RS232 communication was specified with : 

• 38400 baud (bits/sec) to be slightly higher than  MIDI baud rate (31250 

Bauds) . A val ue of 38400 baud was the next one available in the RS232 

specification . 

• Tx-Rx ful l  duplex. 

• 10  bit words (start bit = 0, Least Significant Bit sent first) . 

The RS232 circuitry was tested using the test rig shown in Figure 3-14. 

RS232 DB9 socket 
and controller 

Microcontroller 

ISP: In system Programming socket 
to program the microcontroller 

Figure 3-14: RS232 test rig (Tewkesbury, 2000) 

As the EMI used a virtual ground of +SV internal ly, 'shift down' and 'shift up' 

facil ities were required to transmit and receive from a PC, as a PC uses standard 

voltage levels (ground of OV). 

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN EMIS (NETWORK PROTOCOL): If a 

control device fired a command, the command had to be sent to the KAAN 

network to reach the EMis to set. A network communication standard for remote 

control had to be investigated and the choice depended upon: 

• Number of EMis able to communicate. 

• Maximum Baud rate. 

• Maximum distance between two EMis. 

Among the avai lable standards (some are shown in Table 3-8), the RS485 

standard was found to be suitable as it a l lowed up to 32 EMis to be used. 

However, the RS485 standard was half duplex, meaning that an EMI could not 

'speak' and 'l isten' on the control bus at the same time. 
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RS232 RS422 RS485 
Cabling single ended single ended I multi-drop multi-drop 

Number of Devices 
1 transmit 5 transmitters 32 transmitters 
1 receive 10 receivers 32 receivers 

Communication Mode full duplex 
full duplex 

half duplex 
half duplex 

Max. Distance r;n feet at 19.2 Kbps 4000 feet at 100 Kbps 4000 feet at 100 Kbps 

Max. Data Rate 19.2 Kbps for 50 feet 10 Mpbs for 50 feet 10 Mpbs for 50 feet 

Signa ling unbalanced balanced balanced 

Input Level Min. +/- 3 V 0.2 V difference 0.2 V difference 

500 mA 

Output Current 
(Note that the driver ICs 

150 mA 250 mA 
normally used in PCs are 

limited to 10 mA) 

Table 3-8: Communication Standards Specifications [from RS485 (n.d.)] 

The RS485 communication was specified as: 

• Around 38400 baud (bits/sec) to be slightly higher than MIDI baud rate 

(31250 Bauds) to al low the propagation of MIDI messages i n  real time, l ike 

the RS232 standard.  The baud rate for MIDI and RS232 needed to be 

within a certain frequency tolerance as they were interfacing with standard 

devices. However, the baud rate for RS485 did not need to be standard as 

it was used only between EMis. 

• Tx-Rx .Half duplex. 

• 10 bit words (start bit = 0, Least Significant Bit sent first) . 

The RS485 circuitry was tested using the test rig shown in  Figure 3-15. A 

computer was able to send RS232 characters and messages to an RS232 console 

through two of these test rigs. 

Link with a computer I (RS232) 

Figure 3-15: RS232 to Net test rig (Tewkesbury, 2000) 

University of Portsmouth 

Network 
(RS485) 
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COMMUNICATION (Final Design): The microcontroller needed to handle at 

least two communications at the same time. A control device needed to be 

connected to an EMI MIDI port (if the control device was a keyboard) or an EMI 

Serial port (if the control device was a computer). This EMI then needed to pass 

the commands through the network. The other EMis needed to ' l isten' to the 

network for commands and to eventual ly process MIDI messages in real time if a 

keyboard was connected to them. 

Communication handl ing was performed via Universal Asynchronous Receiver 

Transmitters (UART). The new Atmel Mega161  featured two bui lt-in UARTs · and 

enough memory (16Kb) and clock rate (up to 8MHz). It could also be self re

programmed and therefore could be programmed via the network through one of 

its UARTs (Requirement RS). 

Calculations (see Appendix 8.2.2, page 242) were made to determine the best 

crystal to use to clock the microcontroller as the microcontroller had to handle 

three different protocols running at different baud rates: 

• MIDI at 31250 bauds ±5%. 

• RS232 at 38400 bauds ±5%. 

• RS485 at around 38400 bauds 

The crystal frequency was selected as 8MHz with minimum error for both RS232 

and MIDI AND best processing speed (for real  time MIDI processing). At that 

stage, the microcontrol ler was stil l  being developed by the manufacturer. The 

main PCB was designed for this chi p  using RangerXL CAE software [from Seetrax 

(n.d.)] . A daughter board, using another microcontrol ler and an  external SPI 

UART, was designed to emulate the final m icrocontroller. This was inserted on 

the main PCB in place of the final microcontrol ler. In System Programming (ISP) 

circuitry al lowed programming of the microcontroller, as it did not feature 

programming through its UART. The daughter board can be seen in Figure 3-16. 
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SPI circuitry 

Replacing 
microcontroller 

External UART 

Figure 3-16: ATMega161 emulation daughter board (Tewkesbury, 2000) 

3.3.5. EMI Production 

PCB design went through 8 iterations before production. Improvements were: 

• Digital noise: ground planes were added and digital tracks routed further 

away from sensitive audio tracks to avoid digital noise. 

• Input levels. it was found that it was difficult to balance the levels of the 

sound from EMis connected either to a keyboard, a mixer or PC sound 

cards. The pre-amplification conducted in the input stage had to be 

redefined and customised against the use of the connection. 

• Communication with PC (RS232). communication problems occurred with 

the PC due to digital level latency. 

G time 

Voltsi 
instead of L_..J._ __ ..�...-__ ..�....-_...,. time 

Figure 3-17: RS232 Signals causing communication problems (2000) 

The network state had to be defined for the instance when nobody 'talked' to 

prevent level stabil isation latency and therefore communication problems. This 

needed to be set only in one box, with 'pull up' and 'pul l down' resistors. The 

value of the pull up and down resistors of the network terminator had to be 

calculated careful ly as some EMis would not communicate properly. The 

calculations can be found in Appendix 8.2.2 on page 243. 

The two fol lowing figures show the EMI electronic circuitry: 
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Audio Outputs 

Megal61  emulation 
Daughter Board 

Audio inputs 

. Mixing 
·. :switches 

Microcontroller 

Relay (Bus 
splitting) 

MIDI 

Net 
(RS485) 

3: Hardware and Firmware 

RS232 I serial 

Figure 3-18: First Prototype (2000) 

MIDI Power out 
OUT IN (keyboard) 

Power Net 

Figure 3-19: EMI Main PCB with daughter board (2000) 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

Power 

Network I RS485 

Relay 

Audio Out 

Audio In 

RS232 
(PC) 

A metal enclosure for the EMI was designed to enclose the EMI PCB. The 

requirements for the metal enclosure were to enclose the PCB and al low 

connectors to protrude, be secure (so that students could not disconnect cables 

and change the setup) and safe [(so that students could not reach dangerous 

cables, grounded, Electro-Magnetically Compliant and prevented Short circuits (i .e. 
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from things poked into the box by students)] .  The metal enclosure could be 

i nstal led under a desk, on a wal l  or mobile, i nstalled on pods, non-attached, etc. 

Designs steps can be found in Appendix 8.2.3 (page 244) . The metal enclosure 

was designed by hand, as the design was simple. The plans are the propriety of 

the collaborative company and are not enclosed in the appendices. The fol lowing 

figures show the final EMis a lone and instal led in diverse configurations: 

RS232 Audio 

Final 
microcontroller 

Figures 3-20: Closed EMI (2000) 

Figure 3-21 :  Open EMI (2000) 

Net MIDI Power 

Figures 3-22: EMI under a desk or on a wall with trunking to hide I protect cables (2001) 
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Figure 3-23: Kaan System (Perins School, Hampshire, UK, 2002) 

3.3.6. Discussion on the Hardware section 

The new music technology system cal led KMN consisted of networked EMis. The 

music technology system could be controlled by any control device either using 

MIDI protocol or protocols using the RS232 communication standard.  EMis could 

be connected to any instrument and could process MIDI messages from a portable 

keyboard in real time. 

An EMI consisted of 4 blocks designed using defined specifications. 

Supply Power: A single Power Supply Unit (PSU) was needed and a networked 

DC power l ine was connected to every keyboard instead of multiple power 

supplies and power sockets. 

Process Audio: The EMis had to provide on board controllable audio mixing and 

amplification for 2 direct stereo inputs (keyboard and auxil iary), and up to four 

mono networked inputs. The resulting signals were sent either to three 

control lable stereo outputs or back to any of the network buses. The distribution 

of the audio processing down to each EMI allowed better audio quality and less 

cabling. 
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Process MIDI :  A 5 octave portable keyboard could be split into two separate 

two octave keyboards, with the middle octave being used to control transpose, 

pan, voice and volume, by processing MIDI data in real time. Three modes could 

be set: Solo, Split or Duet. 

Communication via Networks: Three configurations were defined . The 

first two used a daisy-chained network carrying audio and data signals. The third 

configuration used an additional network for data communications to the daisy

chained network, which was then used purely for audio. Each station could be 

remotely configured and control led from a central control l ing device. 

· A  first configuration consisted of a network of daisy chained EM Is. The teacher's 

EMI was connected via MIDI to a portable keyboard (see Figure 3-24). Keys on 

the keyboard al lowed the teacher to l isten to an individual player or a group of 

students. The teacher was able to remotely control and set up every keyboard on 

the network through the "master" keyboard. 

Figure 3-24: First Network Configuration (with a control keyboard, 1999) 

The teacher could speak or play, to any individual student or a group of students 

from the front of the class. Furthermore, individual students or a group of 

students could perform to the class. 

A second configuration al lowed every function avai lable using configuration 1, but 

a computer was used to control the music technology system instead of a 

keyboard (see Figure 3-25). This computer also enabled the teacher to record 

student work in MIDI or Wave fi les. Music sequencing and scoring software could 

be instal led in order to use students' work. The PC was l inked to the network via 

its serial port using the RS232 standard. 
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A user interface al lowed the teacher to control the music system nodes and the 

keyboards, to store students' marks and details, and to perform other 

administration functions. 

Figure 3-25: Second Network Configuration (with a control computer, 1999) 

The Dual Network System was an extension of the two systems described above. 

It used the daisy-chained network with computers (PCs) l inked together i n  a 

separate data network and plugged into the EMis' RS232 (serial) port. The daisy

chained network was then used purely for audio. The firmware had to be 

modified to handle communication from MIDI and RS232 instead of MIDI and 

RS485.  The PC included music software for the students. This music technology 

system configuration is shown in Figure 3-26. 

School Network 

Figure 3-26: Third Network Configuration (Dual Network System, 1999) 

This configuration was never instal led as a simpler alternative was selected by 

connecting computers on students' desk to the EMI differently. EMis were l inked 

to their computer via the computers' sound card only. Control was sti l l  performed 

via one of the four network buses. MIDI messages from the keyboard were sent 

to the EMI for local processing as well as the computer sound card for sequencing 

with a MIDI splitter. The sound card audio (stereo) output was l inked to the EMI's 

auxiliary input. This alternative configuration was insta l led at Davisons High 

School in Worthing, West Sussex, UK. 
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The final EMI block diagram could be ful ly described in Figure 3-27. 

Power Supply ( 1 5V de Network) Power Supply ( IOV de Keyboard) .. ... Electronic Music 
RS 232 Tn .. Interface RS 232 Out ... 
MIDI In ... ... 

.. MIDI Out _... ... 
- Provide IOV de to the Keyboard 

... 

- Amplify, Mix and Share Audio Signals 
I Audio VP (Keyboard) ... - Convert MIDI Signals 3 Audio 0/P (Headphones) _ ... 
I Audio VP (Auxiliary) 

... - Comm u nicate via the Network ... 
.. 

3/4 Audio VP (Network 
... 

3/4 Audio 0/P (Network) ... ... I Address I ... 

Figure 3-27: Electronic Music Interface Functional Diagram (1999) 

EMI hardware comprised a PCB and a metal enclosure (design considerations are 

described in  Appendix 8.2.3, page 244) and was designed by the author with 

assistance from the University of Portsmouth and manufactured by a local 

company. The designs are the property of a col laborating company and are not 

included in the appendices. 

A microcontroller (or an emulation daughter board) was among the electronic 

parts of an EMI to control the circuitry and to communicate with the external 

world. 

3.4. Firmware 

The firmware consisted of a new protocol based on the RS385 standard and of 

microcontrol ler code implementing functions complying with the new protocol .  

The protocol was proposed by the author and accepted for implementation by Or 

Gi les Tewkesbury. Source code was fully written by Dr Giles Tewkesbury at the 

University of Portsmouth in pseudo C++ (from ATMEL). The source code was 

tested by Dr Gi les Tewkesbury with the author using smaller VB6 application 

written by the author. The work of Dr Giles Tewkesbury encompassed the source 

code and the commands shown in appendix 8.2.4 from page 247 to 253. 

The microcontroller control led the internal circuitry of the EMI. Control functions 

required to control the internal circuitry were: 
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AUDIO FUNCTIONS: 
• Switching/mixing of up to eight mono inputs (keyboard left and right, 

auxi l iary left and right, bus 1 to 4) and dispatching into six output channels 

(left, right, bus 1 to 4). 

• Control of left and right outputs volume, and input level of the buses, as 

wel l  as muting. 

• Output switching (for the students and teacher left and right (pseudo 

stereo) or al l  left/al l  right). 

• Attachment to talk to a bus or split the splitable bus. 

MIDI FUNCTIONS {WITH A MIDI PORTABLE KEYBOARD): 
• Send I Receive MIDI data from the MIDI port or the network (record, into a 

MIDI file, or down I upload keyboard's memory). 

• Fi lter I process MIDI messages to change mode, transpose, etc. Any model 

of keyboard had to be controlled by the EMI. To change the 'split mode' of 

a station, MIDI messages had to be sent to the keyboard to set it in  an 

appropriate state. However, al l  keyboard models implemented the MIDI 

specification in different ways. Therefore, EMis had to be 'customised' to 

send the correct MIDI messages to its attached keyboard .  This was 

achieved using a chunk of the microcontroller EEPROM. In order to control 

the keyboard panel and set it as required, this part of memory of the 

microcontroller was programmed and used to keep customary information 

on the portable keyboard l inked to the EMI. 

OTHER FUNCTIONS: 
• Send I receive data from the RS232 (serial) port. 

• Send I receive networked data. 

• Receive debug information (displayed with a tricolour LED), reset EMis, etc. 

• Write I read EEPROM (see MIDI Functions above). 

• Reprogram the microcontroller. 

The new communication protocol to remotely control EMis was specified against 

the RS485 communication standard and the above functions. 
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3.4.1. Choice of communication standard 

The RS485 communication standard allowed up to thirty-two EMis to 

communicate on the network (see Table 3-8, page 88). However, as this standard 

was only half-duplex, only one EMI could 'speak' on the network at a time. It was 

decided that only one EMI would initiate the communication in  order to simplify 

the protocol .  This EMI was the one l inked to the control device (for instance a PC) 

and was cal led the Master EMI. The other thirty-one potential students' EMis 

were then cal led Slave EMis . 

. Slave EM Is could only answer a Master's request for data or status. ·  Each EMI 

needed to be given a unique address (0 for Master, 1 � 3 1  for slaves) so that 

each EMI could respond to commands. These commands could be either 

addressed to 1 EMI (local  command) or to al l  of them (global command). The 

commands could require a number of parameters. 

3.4.2. Definition of custom protocol 

Having defined the way the EMis would respond to commands from the PC, the 

type of commands needed to be investigated : 

• For local (addressed) commands, the address of the addressed EMI needed 

to be included. 

• Local and global commands needed to be considered. 

• An understandable command number had to be sent. 

• A way to check if the message was correctly received had to be added. 

• The length of the commands needed to be considered : 

o Either of fixed length = maximum length (according to the maximum 

number of parameters to be sent with a command). 

o Or of variable length : 

• Like MIDI, the first byte tells the number of bytes to follow (if 

9n hex then 2 bytes to fol low, if Bn hex then 1 byte to fol low). 

• Indicate the number of bytes to fol low. 
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To check if a command was received correctly, an extra byte, cal led a Checksum 

byte, was sent at the end of each command. This checksum byte was calculated 

as the Xor-ed value (Exclusive Or logical operator) of al l  the bytes of the command 

and a known value. This method was usual ly used for a smal l  number of bytes. 

It was decided to have a first byte indicating the nature of the message, l ike MIDI 

status byte (See 2.2.3, page 33), because this prepared the communication 

controller with what to expect from the following bytes. The nature of the 

message was of the sort: 

• Local I Global :  1 b it  required (say 1 = to 1 EMI = local, 0 = to All 

= Global). 

• Address: 32 EMis = 25 � 5 bits. 

• Bytes to fol low (databyte) : Unknown at the moment, but 2 bits left = up to 3 

bytes to fol low. 

After considering the different kinds of messages that would be sent, three 

parameters were considered sufficient for any command : 

• 0 databyte commands: Ping an EMI to check it responded. 

• 1 databyte commands: Mute both sides, Read mute status. 

• 2 databyte commands: Volume V for side (left or right). 

• 3 databyte commands: Other special commands? 

Local commands could include a first byte with an EMI address and number of 

bytes to fol low, a command byte and, up to two parameter bytes. For a global 

command, no address was needed and therefore a command number could be set 

instead of the address. Global messages could then include a first byte with a 

command number and number of bytes to fol low and, up to three parameter 

bytes. As no explicit commands were found to require more than three bytes, it 

was decided to proceed with this solution .  

I n  summary, only one Master EMI (address 0 )  could be present on  the network. 

The Master EMI was the only device in the music technology system to be allowed 

to in itial ise communication. The Slave EMis could answer a Master request for 
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data or status. A message comprised of one to four bytes (of 8 bits), followed by 

a checksum byte, which val idated the message: 

• 1 first byte which defined : 

o The type of command (local 1 g lobal) .  

o Who the message was addressed to (if local). 

o The number of fol lowing bytes after this first byte. 

• Up to three fol lowing bytes (the number was defined by the first byte). 

• A Checksum Byte (every byte was Xor-ed with each other and a determined 

in itia l  value). 

From the protocol definition stated above, a message was composed of a First 

Byte and of fol lowing bytes. The 8 bits of a first byte were defined as fol lows: 

I G I X I X I X I X X I F F 
With: 

FF: Bytes to follow. 

xxxxx: Address or Command. 

G :  Addressable Mode. 

FF Description Notes 
00 0 Byte to follow 

01 1 byte to follow 

10 2 bytes to follow 

11 3 bytes to follow 

G Description Notes 

0 Message addressed to every EMI First Byte called First Command Byte 

1 Message addressed to only 1 EMI First Byte called Address Byte 

Tables 3-9: First Byte description (2000) 

From the first byte and especially G and FF bits, messages were constructed as 

fol lows for al l  the alternatives for a first byte. C represents the checksum byte, at 

the end of every message to val idate it. 
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1 11 AI AI AI AI AI 01 °1 � 
1 11 AI AI AI AI AI 01 11 Command I � 
1 11 AI AI AI AI Al ll 01 Command I I Data 1 � 
I ll AI AI AI AI Al ll ll Command I I Data 1 I I Data 2 I � 
With : 

AAAAA: Address of the EMI. 

1 oj cj cl cl cl cl ol oj � 
I ol cl cl cl cl cl 01 11 Data 1 I � 
1 ol cl cl cl cl c1 11 oj Data 1 I I Data 2 � 
1 oj cl cj cl cl cj lj lj Data 1 I I Data 2 I I Data 3 I � 
With : 

CCCCC: Command. 

C: Checksum Byte. 

There were 25 = 32 different addresses AAAAA. Master EMI's address = 00000. 

There were also 4 sets of 25 = 32 instructions avai lable for a First Command Byte, 

each set having a different number of fol lowing bytes. There were 3 sets of 28 = 

256 instructions avai lable for a following command byte, each set having a 

different number of fol lowing bytes. Final ly, there was a range of 28 = 256 [0 -

255] for data. For G=O and FF=OO, the byte was cal led Stand Alone Command; for 

G= l and FF=OO, the byte was called Enquire Byte. 

3.4.3. Coding and testing 

The so.urce code of the microcontrol ler had to be changed after the introduction of 

the new ATMEGA161 and the use of its internal second UART. 

The ful l  protocol is documented in Appendix 8.2.4 (page 246). The 

documentation shows the available commands and methods to use them. 
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The protocol was tested using small utilities written i n  Visual Basic. Visual Basic 

was selected as it a l lowed : 

• The user-friendly design of effective Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). 

• Object Oriented Programming (OOP) (see 2.2.4, page 38), which in this 

case a l lowed the creation of a single portable object called Transceiver to 

handle communication between the PC and the Master EMI through a serial 

port. This Transceiver was then used in the different small uti l ities. 

Additional ly, the development software was already used within the research 

laboratory with avai lable expertise. 

The fol lowing shows how each byte coming from the communication port was 

handled to get messages. As the communication was asynchronous (no timing 

involved), to read the status of a Slave, a read command was sent to the Slave 

and then a message was awaited within a determined time out. The 'Got 

Message' routine confirmed if the bytes received constituted a val id message. 

COMMUNICATION HANDLING ALGORITHM :  An OnComm event was 

raised from Mscomm object ( interacts with the communication Port) every time a 

defined number of bytes were stored in  the serial port input buffer. This was set 

to 1 to raise the event at every received byte. An array was used as a roll ing 

buffer to store the received bytes. Two modes were set to handle these incoming 

bytes differently: 

• In Synch (the first byte to come was expected to be a first protocol byte, 

which wil l  define the number of bytes to fol low and the checksum byte). 

Every time a message was val idated the 'Got Message' routine was 

launched. 

• Not In Synch (each incoming byte was expected to be the checksum byte 

that was to val idate a message composed of previously received bytes). 

Set at the beginning and if an expected checksum byte in  'In Synch' mode 

fai led to validate a message. 
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• GotMessage: handled incoming messages and stored messages for use with 

'Chained' messages (messages sent to every EMI in turn to respond to get 

an overal l  state of the music technology system). Raised a 'RecMsg' event 

on reception. 

• ReceiveMessage: handled incoming messages that were waited for, such 

as requests for slave's status. A timer was set to handle time outs in case 

of no response. This time out was set to 200 ms. 

The Transceiver main core routines were to : 

• Send local addressed commands to the network. 

• Send g lobal commands to the network. 

• Receive ( in an asynchronous way) answers back from Slaves EMI. 

• Handle communication errors and re-synchronising. 

• Maintain a collection of the entire catalogue of commands set i n  the 

protocol .  

• Handle raw MIDI data .  

Transceiver 

'l'Sif'fi· dhftJliWI; �.. ;;d.;;;;,�� - ; · -�;::�;;:;; ,----�� r•;;:; " '  
" lnterfau . ' . ----1.' o· nostit: j� l •  ,_ I .  

-�--' ' Nig 1 1 °  · I  
Debugget 1 1  L.����#.f .. . i Volume· ... ..... ..... . . ........... ...... : 1 

L ft -- !ffi · l  e ....... fl ,  .... ,r., .. ,,,,,.".�" : .1 ! �_,.,,_ i l l Rlght:::::-:=.1.. .............
. jffi ' I 

.. 
:::: ____ �_. ______ = ________ = ____ ::: __ .�. _ " .... . _ .: : :: : :=iiiiiies:� === ===•====:= =� 

rKiidl .. :JS!ulLJ : � rKb!fR i  
fAiiX1 AIDU..J :  � IADX2 1  

- -! r ____ ,__ """ - --------------------·,··- ---"···· ----- - "·--------··-----·--··· "" --- ------------------ -- -

i '  ,-Teacher-· 

1 1  rt-:::n1 1t I : I 1 L�plltJI)uet u t Mix � 
� oiiiiiii ===� """ m NetSpllt 

-

i I Refresh o�sp�syi 
'"""""'"'"'"'"""" """"'"""""""'" "'" == 

Disabled 

Translate 18( byte I r 
Figure 3-28: Debug Interface to read and set every low level parameter of a determined EMI (2000) 
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The main util ity designed for the purpose of debugging the protocol was a debug 

interface (as shown in Figure 3-28). All the low level functions were interfaced or 

accessible through this program. Any EMI could be called to give the interface the 

information on its status to refresh the display. Any action on the interface would 

set the addressed EMI with the new required status. This util ity was also used on 

site after an instal lation or a maintenance action to test the music technology 

system. 

The music technology system debugger shown in Figure 3-29 tested 

communication between the PC and any EMI by trying to 'refresh' 100 times the 

status of each of them. 

8 9 1 0  1 1  

1 6  1 7  1 8  19 

24 25 27 

r Selected EMis 

12  13 14 

21 22 

A� Err, (No/Err} 
010 

15 

23 

Stort j 
Stop ( 

Figure 3-29: System Debugger to assess communication problems (Quality Control tool, 2001) 

Other uti l ities were created to test protocol commands and test system features. 

These can be found in Appendix 8.2.4 (page 246) with an explanation on the use 

of the commands involved. However, these utilities are presented below as they 

were mainly used for testing, instal lation and maintenance. 

EMI ADDRESSING: The util ity shown in Figure 3-30 a l lowed an address to 

be set to any unal located EMI in the network. It first pinged al l EMis from 1 to 31  

and then al located the last address where no  EMI pinged back. It then pinged 
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back this address to check if the new address was set correctly. If not, the 

background turned red . 

r..!J ... IDI� 
r Re·AIIocatedj ! I l I 

Figure 3-30: New unallocated address (2000) 

MIDI:The util ity shown in Figure 3-31 was used to interface with a MIDI 

keyboard to capture key presses and to send MIDI messages. 

Figure 3-31: Piano interface (2000) 

The uti l ity shown in Figure 3-32 tested the MIDI Sysex Dump handling (import I 

export) from different models of keyboards. 

�· ':1�1dl� 
�-�--------,-�----��- ,, r.-. 

lli. Oump recorder ' . " .,, 

Figure 3-32: MIDI Dump handler (2001) 

The utility shown in Figure 3-33 was a MIDI recorder used to test first the MIDI 

transfer between one EMI and the PC and second to test the creation of 

understandable MIDI fi les. 
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lii, MIDI Emulator '� , � r 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

�Tempo • . , Start Cl) 1 92 ... 
signature 1414 3 
Key ro 13 ,___, 

r· lnlo---· 
I I Year 07 3 Year 
l j Class ! . 
I r-1 --- Authot 

C1 1 93  DA 218 7F 127 3 3 1 1 99 1 53 52 B2 0 0 os 216 77 119 99 153 52 B2 
I 1 · s...-. ... nce L_ __ . ____ � .. _--

--c-'
-� jsox_03 . 3 _:j clear 

� 

Figure 3-33: MIDI Recorder (2001) 

MIDI fi les were created from the received raw MIDI bytes stored in a temporary 

file and then filtered. The receipt of notes timestamps was compulsory to 

determine the length and position of each played note. The receipt of FB 

timestamps al lowed determination of the tempo of the song played. 

EEPROM PROGRAMMING TO CUSTOMISE KEYBOARD CONTROL: EMis 

could process MIDI messages from an attached keyboard in real time. This 

al lowed them to record MIDI and to control the keyboard for the split and duet 

modes. The KAAN specification al lowed the use of any keyboard model with the 

music technology system.  As al l keyboard models operated differently, part of the 

EEPROM memory was used to store information relating to the attached keyboard 

to customise its control. The EEPROM could be programmed from a simple file 

called EEPROM.txt. EMis controlled their attached MIDI keyboard in Split and 

Duet modes by capturing MIDI events sent after a panel button was pressed. 

Reset patterns were stored in  the EEPROM and compared with the incoming MIDI 

messages. If a reset pattern was recognised within the message, the EMI status 

was reset to its stored status. Some of the keyboard panel buttons (such as the 

intrusive Demo button) did not send any message and had to be disabled 

definitively within the hardware. The util ity shown in Figure 3-34 was used to 

control the custom area of the EEPROM. The EEPROM was written from an 

EEPROM fi le (see Appendix 8.2.5, page 262) where detai ls on a MIDI keyboard 

were stored. 
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lS.{ 
1 4  15 1 20 30 14 00 FO 44 0£ 

09 OF F7 00 00 00 00 DD FE DB FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 03 E3 00 40 01 FO 02 BF 65 00 FF FF fF FF Ff FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF ff fF 
FF FF FF FF FF I'F FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF fF fF fF fF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF ff FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF Ff FF Ff FF Ff FF FF FF FF fF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF Ff FF FF FF Ff FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 

Figure 3-34: EEPROM Reader (2000) 

MICROCONTROLLER PROGRAM UPGRADING: The final microcontroller 

could be reprogrammed from its ISP bus or through one of its two UARTs. This 

meant that each EMI could be reprogrammed remotely from a computer via the 

KAAN network. 

� Prog�amCtash Recovery 
r Prog�am_�_ONLY 
r 

Device Vewion : 3.26 • F71ll 

r R�e Oat file Before Programming 
P .Program Bpot Sector 

Pages io B.oot Sectm ,. r 

Figure 3-35: EMI re-programmer (2001) 
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The last utility shown in Figure 3-35 al lowed the encoding and encryption of an 

Intel hex file generated from the microcontrol ler source code compiler. Then it 

could check the current version of the firmware of the Master and al l  the slaves 

against the last encoded version. Finally, it managed to reprogra m  any EMI with 

different flag settings. 

3.5. Music Technology System Installation and 
Maintenance 

EMis were contracted to a local contractor, who populated the PCBs and 

assembled the PCBs in metal enclosures. The microcontrollers were dispatched 

ready-programmed with security lock bits set to secure the source code. The 

contractor was asked to test each EMI (100% testing) to enable them to fix bugs 

after a test fai lure. A software tool was produced to test the EMis as shown in 

Figure 3-36. 

· Terminate 

Figure 3-36: Contractor's test program (2001) 

Before each music technology system was instal led, a networking test was 

performed 'in-house' with the requ ired number of EMis plus 4 spares and 2 

masters using the debugger util ity. EMis were also separately addressed and 

labelled to al low the execution of this test on site as soon as possible. 

A plan of each classroom was needed prior to an i nstallation to agree the music 

technology system display. EMis had to be instal led in sequence for the grouping 

(relay splitting).  
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A special power supply was designed by another contractor to supply 13.8V de at 

a high current. This contractor installed this power supply and instal led the power 

network. The power supply had four way 13 .8V de (controllable) output at SA 

max. The power supply had a switch on the front panel and usual ly instal led next 

to the teacher's desk. The power supply could also be switched on remotely using 

a relay and commands from a serial port. 

Every EMI was instal led where needed (in the main classroom, under a desk, or 

on a wall, or in practice rooms). The two networks were instal led and the power 

net was tested as wel l  as the communication. Then keyboards, mixers as inputs, 

and headphones (with an extension lead for a teacher headphone) were fitted and 

connected to the EMI using specially made cables (power, audio and MIDI). 

Then, each station control led : 

• Keyboard power. 

• Audio outputs to headphones. 

• MIDI spl itting. 

Cables were h idden inside trunkings to tidy up each station . 

If maintenance was required : 

• Network: 

o The debugger could determine if EMis were not responding wel l  

(one EMI or al l  EMis after the fai led one) to eventual ly replace it or 

check the network cables. 

o The music technology system could be readdressed using either the 

debug interface or the address assigner. 

o The music technology system could be upgraded using the EMI re

programmer. 

• Stations: 

o If a problem occurred on the power output to the keyboard or a fuse 

blew, the cover could be removed without unplugging any cable to 

replace the lA fuse. 

o If another keyboard was to be connected to an EMI, the EMis 

EEPROM could be re-programmed from the debug interface. 
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3.6. Chapter Discussion 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

This chapter explained how the main components of the new KAAN system called 

EMis were designed, tested, manufactured, instal led and maintained. The 

creation of a new communication protocol to control every EMI is also 

documented. 

The specifications were reviewed as fol lows: 

51:  To process MIDI messages from a portable keyboard in  real time, to split it 

and to control it. (R1, 2a, 3) 

Specification 51 was fully implemented as a microcontroller processed MIDI 

messages in real-time. MIDI real-time processing enabled to split a keyboard into 

two as messages coming from the keyboard were filtered and dispatched to two 

distinct channels for left and right students. In firmware, a special command 

'Keyboard Mode' was created to change to solo, split or duet modes. EEPROM 

programming allowed the use of any MIDI compatible keyboard (6 at the time of 

writing) by customising the MIDI filtering. Any 'reset' MIDI messages indicating 

an action on the keyboard panel while i n  split or duet modes, made the 

microcontroller reset itself as wel l  as the attached keyboard to control this 

keyboard. 

52: To process audio locally to improve audio quality and to dispatch the 

resulting audio signal to the appropriate student. (R1, 2a, 4) 

Specification 52 was fully implemented using Design 4 after comparing four 

possible designs. Local audio processing consisted of local audio mixing and 

dispatching of eight mono inputs to six mono outputs. Audio Quality was 

assessed as good by audio experts at the collaborating company as well as by 

teachers and audio presented neither hiss nor cross tal k. In firmware various 

commands were created to control the audio processing, such as Mute, Mix, 

Volume, etc. commands. 
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53: Transmit and receive audio to or from an  audio network to al low stations to 

be grouped together. Nodes to be used stand a lone or networked and 

remotely controllable. (R2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) 

54: To be control lable remotely (from a computer or another control ler) using 

the existing network(s) or another digital network. (R2b, 5, 8, 9) 

Specifications 53 and 54 were implemented using Design 4 to network analogue 

audio signals. Four pair twisted cables were used and offered three or four buses 

for audio depending on the network configuration. One bus could be split for 

grouping to a llow for more groups. However, this method had a constraint and 

only contiguous stations could be grouped together. 

Stations could be used stand alone or networked. Stand alone control was 

performed with the use of local keyboard functions. Teachers or students could (if 

enabled) change their keyboard mode, instrument, volume and transpose level 

using key combinations captured by the EMI. Key combinations are shown on 

Figures 3-37. 

Keyboard·Functions·Left� Keyboard·Functions·Right� 
-� ....... Qctave ...... voice ...................... ·Left ........... ...... Right ... ¥J;Jl. ...... octave ....... voice� -... + ....... _�. + J ....... -... + ...................... T········· ········T -·· + ....... _J .. o. + J ........ -.. 

l ';i ;i:; iy;' 
0' t+ ,, 

l�f 
f, 1:\0', ,, \}Z; 

' n� �: \;, ; :';1 
, :',';\ : �;> 

Figures 3-37: Keyboard functions (2001) 

A new communication protocol defined around RS485 standard was created to 

remotely control each EMI separately or the entire music technology system at 

once. The remote control could be performed from a portable keyboard or a 

computer using one out of the four available buses (Network configurations 1 and 

2). However, an existing LAN could be used in paral lel to KAAN network to l ink 
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CHAPTER 4. SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

To help music teachers, a new music technology system called KAAN was created. 

The hardware and fi rmware parts of the new KAAN system were described in 

Chapter 3 .  This new m usic technology system was created to be used stand

alone and could control a M IDI keyboard local ly or to be controlled remotely using 

the teacher's keyboard or a computer as control device. 

If the new KAAN system were control led by a portable keyboard, key 

combinations would a l low the teacher to setup every station. The Master and 

Slave EMis handled MIDI a nd RS485 protocols in this case. To control the music 

technology system by a computer, a user interface had to be designed to interface 

with the music technology system. In  that case, the Master EMI was connected to 

the computer throug h  a seria l  communication l ink and communicating using a 

RS232 interface standard . If no control device was present, the music technology 

system stil l could be used a nd teachers could set EMI parameters locally with a set 

of predefined key combinations (see 3 .6, page 1 1 1). 

This chapter expla ins why the computer solution was selected. Then, the chapter 

describes the creation of new ergonomic system software to remotely control the 

system hardware described  i n  Chapter 3 .  It a lso describes the creation of a 

second new system software cal led ESAAMS. All source code is propriety of the 

col laborating company and is not i n  the appendices. 

The 
. 

KAAN protocol were 
musrc technology system commands offered by the new 

Audio, MIDI (with a MIDI portable keyboard) and Other Functions. 

- 1 1 3 -
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could be control led remotely.  The music technology system would be controlled 

through the detection of the key pressed on the portable keyboard. A standard 

for the use of the portab le  keyboard keys was defined to access these functions , 

and ergonomic ways of d isp laying these functions to the teacher were considered. 

This method of control l i ng  the musi c  technology system proved not to be user

friendly because no visual a id helped the human-machine interaction. The 

method was a lso l imited because it only offered control functions. Moreover, 

students' work was sti l l  recorded onto tape, un less a computer was connected to 

the music technology system to record work digital ly (as MIDI, wave, mp3 or wma 

files) . 

In the case of a computer-control led music technology system, a new user 

interface had to be designed to i nterface w ith the system .  Students' work was 

then stored dig ita l ly  on the computer. 

The computer approach was selected and created as it offered more flexibil ity and 

was more user-friend ly. Moreover, other software and administrative util ities 

could be insta l led on the computer  for the teacher. 

Microsoft Windows Operating Systems (OS) was selected because of the number 

of computer users uti l is ing this OS. Microsoft (MS) Visual Basic 6 (VB6) was 

chosen to write the base software as it offered : 

• Microsoft Windows Graphical User Interface (GUI) facil ities. 

• Object Oriented Programming (OOP, see 2.2.4 page 38). 

• Easier to use i nterface than MS Visual C++,  and more focused on the GUI 

aspect. 

It was decided to continue the research with the creation of new computer control 

software to interface with the new KAAN system, using VB6 development software 

for Microsoft Windows. Note that at this time (year 2000) VB.NET did not exist 

Yet, Which would have been chosen  otherwise. 
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Specifications for the music technology system were considered to define the 

interaction to be used to interface with the new KAAN system.  

4.1. Specifications 

The music technology system and the control interface were going to be used by 

music teachers.  These music teachers were to use the new music technology 

system every day a l l  day long.  They may a lso have l ittle time to train and practice 

on the new music technology system.  

Also the new music technology system would have to be stable not to disrupt a 

lesson, and easy to use a nd debug by the teacher in  case of a failure. 

From initial discussions and  thoughts specifications were defined l ike in Chapter 3. 

However, in  this case just a few requirements were asked from teachers, which 

were to get a user-friendly system software with which they can work with other 

music software or management and assessment tools. After observing how 

teachers worked, other specifications were recognised as being relevant for the 

design of the software. These specifications were (as shown in Table 4-1): 

Sl: Control the new KAAN system by sending commands from the 

computer to the KAAN system via a seria l  port. The Transceiver control 

described i n  3 .4 .3  ( page 98) was to be used to perform this task. 

S2: Easy to learn and to use: Teachers would have little time to learn 

S3: 

how the system worked.  The interface had to capitalise on the teacher's 

pre-existing knowledge of i nterfaces in order to be used as naively as 

possib le. 

Attractive and Meaningful: Teachers wou ld have to use the GUI 

everyday (and sometimes a l l  day long). The GUI had to be simple, and 

. · · s·ght for qu ick non-d isruptive with the whole set of funct1ons m 1 

interaction .  Prototype G Uis were reviewed and tested on site with 

t h . t so that other teachers, eac ers to determine issues and 1mprovemen s 

when eva luating the product, got an appropriate feeling of its usability. 
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software upgrades and updates. 

ss: Fast Interaction :  Teachers needed to interact quickly with a student 

or a group of students using the interface. As lessons did not last a long 

time, teachers could not afford to wait for the system to complete a 

required task whi le lecturing. 

S6: Admin istration and Preparation :  Teachers wanted to keep 

records of individua ls (for example work, marks, comments, photograph, 

or for administrative purposes), and to retrieve the information quickly 

and easily . Teachers also needed to use the system outside of lessons to 

prepare it. 

S7: Accurate System Control and Status Display: The GUI had to 

show the state of the system and handle communication problems. 

SS: Mobility: Teachers needed to move around and still be able to 

control the system locally and 1 or remotely. 

Ta hlc 4- 1 :  Software Specifications (2000) 

4.2. KAAN Interfacing Philosophy 

A typical KMN system user was to be a music teacher in a school. This type of 

user might not be computer literate and might have little knowledge of the basic 

MS Windows interaction phi losophy, so: 
• The system software had to be reliable and ready-to-use. In case of 

failure, appropriate interfacing was required to show and solve a fault. This 

was partly addressed as the system hardware had to be tested on site for 

qual ity control. 
• The interfacing had to be easy and explicit, with everything in sight for a 

quick interaction. From the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) tools 

described in 2 .2 .4 (page 40), the following were selected: 
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0 Visual representation of the music technology system. 

0 Extensive use of tooltip texts (small descriptions popping up when 

the mouse pointer stops on an object) for help. 

0 Wizards for compl icated processes. 

A challenging idea was to bu i ld  the appl ication without a help section. The 

appl ication had to be expl icit and easy to learn and it was decided to produce a 

user manual and to provide tra in ing .  Tooltip texts popping up when the mouse 

pointers hovered o n  controls were broadly used for all controls to explain their 

purpose as an  a lternative. 

Another method was tested to provide longer help tips using a 'help label' as 

shown on Figure 4-1 .  

f.Ml �yitem oemondratron Ptogram YJ.O Pf, #'4%:" *� 
r Resources tw4ant�ger 

(" Cornpmer i Aulhc:'A 
r Art1st I ConduciUI 

lesson Information 

Figure 4- 1 :  Dynamic visible help (2000) 
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4: System Software AI PhD esls exandre Lassauniere cor;trol management was used to offer only useful or authorised functions to the 

user, according to a user profi le .  Functions were accessible from: 

• A toolbar. 

• Menus. 

• 'Right-click' popup menus. 

4.2.1. Selection 

Teachers had to i nteract quickly with the computer at the teaching position whi le 

lecturing in  order to stay focused on the lesson. This interaction had to be bi

directional, the teacher being able to l isten to a student or a group of students, to 

speak or play aud io to them and to record their work. 

A quick way was to represent the students or their stations and to have means of 

offering the ava i lable functions. A method was station centred, where functions 

were applied to stations. Other methods might be student or class centred . 

The selected method was both student and station centred . Students were placed 

on stations representing the m usic technology system layout. Students or stations 

were selected to receive determined functions, as for instance: 

Function Mute and Select this Student, } 
Mute this Student. 

or Select this Student a nd Function Mute. 

This meant 'select Station 13 then Mute it', or 'select John on the left side of 

station 2 then set the p layer for h im'. This interaction phi losophy implied that: 

• Students and/or stations could be accessed. 

• Functions could be found . 
• The status of selected stations was shown to confirm a function had been 

applied successfu l ly. 

University of Portsmouth 
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4.2.2. Classroom layout 

A 'Main Display Space' used most of the space in the main background window to 

interface with the m usic tech nology system. Toolbars, menus and status bars 

were used on the sides to offer functions. 

A method to interact with the music technology system was to display it as it was, 

as shown in Figure 4-2. Student station representations (desk + EMI + keyboard) 

had to be placed on the screen to represent the physical layout in  the classroom. 

The teacher station rep resentation (desk · +  EMI + computer + keyboard) was 

placed relative to the student stations to give a visual reference. This reference 

was usual ly at the bottom of the Main Display Space. 

Figu re 4-2 :  Classroom layout display (200I) 

- 1 1 9 -
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4:  System Software Alexandre Lassauniere -=rtlestation representations d isplayed the status of their physical EMI counterpart 
in rea l  time, as  well a s  functions a ppl ied to it (player, recorder group t ) ' ' e c. . 
Other displayed i nformation a re shown in  Figure 4-3 :  

• EMI add ress (physica l station could a lso be numbered for easier retrieval) .  
• Keyboard mode (so lo/sp l it/duet) . 

• Grou p  attached to and  g rouping side (to quickly view stations in this 
particular mode) . 

• Student information (for students sitting at the station). 

Split/Duet M o d e  Symbol Selection window 

Duet icon 
1---- Station Address 

I t-- Group window 

Students 

Figure 4-3: Student Station Representation (2001) 

The teacher could  be warned unobtrusively about problems with the music 

technology system using the station display. Two types of faults could occur as 
shown in Figure 4-4: 

• Control problem on  one command o r  a set of commands (intermittent). 
• No communications ava i lable with the EMI (could not even ping back) . 

Inactive 
(click on to re-activate) 

Figure 4-4· Stations with communication problems 
. 

. 
(left with control problems with a ;ed background instead of black, right with lost commumcatwn) 

(2001 )  

In both cases, teachers could try to resolve the fault or  inactivate faulty EMis if 
necessary. If communication was lost, teachers and students sti l l  had to be able 
to work with the music technology system. 

University of Portsmouth 
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· 4: System Software 1 PhD TheSIS . A exandre Lassauniere Ate"aCher station  was n ot set l i ke a student station and needed to be different 
from student station s  for faster referencing .  Moreover, the teacher could listen 
and speak to stude nts from the front using a headset. This function had to be 
quickly accessible a s  it cou ld  be used a lot. The teacher's station was designed as 
shown in Figure 4-5, with a togg le  switch to set the Speak function. 

Figure 4-5: Teacher Station Representation with a Speak button (2001) 

KAAN systems cou ld have d ifferent layouts, which needed to be set on site. This 
system layout process was sequential therefore a wizard was designed to help 

perform the task. The classroom l ayout wizard (shown on Figure 4-6) consisted of 

4 steps: 
• Give the number of s laves in  the music technology system (only 1 master). 
• Place the stations in  the correct orientation and position, and save the 

layout after centri n g  it on the Ma in  Display Space. 
• Re-address the physica l EMis correspondingly to the set layout. EMis were 

set i n  a n  addressi ng mode a nd waited to receive a MIDI message 

(generated by a key press on  a n  attached MIDI keyboard) to set a network 

address. 
• Program the EMis' EEPROM against attached keyboard. 

' Wizard: Classroom La� , � New Classroom Layout STATION NUMBER 

NumbeJ of Stahons7 

Number of r;ySt.aiiOOs I ' ' 

Figure 4-6 : Classroom layout Wizard (2001)  
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Many GUis were reviewed and tested with teachers to create the most intuitive 

interface for the m usic technology system .  Wizards were broadly used with the 

first tested GUis, as  many tasks were sequential and difficult to handle (create 

classes of students, p lace these students on stations, group station together, etc.) 

on the first GUI, a space on the Main Display Space was dedicated for wizards to 

process tasks more quickly (see Figures 4-7) .  

1�:.:� 
Figures 4-7: First interfaces (2001) 

On certai n  functions, wizards did not help process the task; they were deemed to 

be too rigid and slowed down operations. For example, 'student placing' function 

could be performed more easily and efficiently using 'drag-and-drop'. Only tasks 

h k t as wizards other tasks were 
requiring  feedback from the user were t en ep ' 

i mplemented with other methods. Now that the interfacing method was defined, 

the core control engine had to be created . 

University of Portsmouth 
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4.3. Core Interfacing 

The new software system was designed to control and display the status of the 
KAAN system .  The new communication protocol a l lowed each EMI to be set and 
read by a control device, here a computer. The new GUI had to enable teachers 
to set either one or a l l  stations in the music technology system, and to display 
accurately the real state of the music technology system. Therefore the control 
structure of the i nterface had to be considered. 

4.3.1. Control structures 

Each physical station was represented with an object. This object stored and also 
displayed the status and set the parameters of its designated station. The object 
a lso responded to a mouse click or other events. There were as many objects as 
stations in the m usic technology system, and the graphical representation of these 

was manipulated to represent a classroom layout to assist in the identification of a 

station or student. These objects were called Station Representations. 

A required object had to handle communication with the music technology system 

through a com puter serial port. This object was cal led a Transceiver (see 3.4.3, 

page 101 ) .  There was one Transceiver per music technology System. 

In a first control structure, the Transceiverwas created when the program started. 

The Station Representations were then loaded from a file. After being loaded, the 

Transceiver"pinged" the music technology system to check the physical presence 

of the represented stations. The Station Representations were disabled if their 

designated physica l  station did not respond. Stored class settings were a lso 

loaded. Commands were g iven to the Station Representations, which were passed 

to the Transceiver to send to the music technology system stations. Teachers 

could adjust settings on the stations at any time through a setting window, which 

was activated by a right mouse click on a Station Representation (see Figure 4-8). 

The status was stored whenever the Transceiver was asked to send the message 

� the music technology system.  
University o f  Portsmouth - 123 -
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HeadPhones 

Figure 4-8: Control window (Student Station, 2001) 

Teachers a lso needed to set the whole music technology system at once (for 

example Mute Al l ) .  This was achieved through a generic module shown i n  Figure 

4-9, which sent a command to every Station Representation. 

�·Generic Settings: For eveJII, � .. ,�ff�l; .. �.• ;�!!jjifH 1 xi .IIJiJ ,, . ·i1�%#k•' .. ·� 
Phones 

11u 

Enabling .......................................... , .................. ,. .............. ,. .... _ .............. , Mode 
r Use their functions (middle octave} t' Solo 
r Change Sound (" Split 
r Use Rhythm (solo mode only] t' Due! 
r 
r 
r 

Figure 4-9: Generic Control Window (2001) 

The object interaction  of the fi rst control structure is displayed in Figure 4-10. 

• I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1  

/ 

' 
/ 

I Fl w Diagram (2001) 

--------------�F�ig�u�r�e�4-�l�O:�S�t�ru�c�tu�re�I C�on�tr�o�;o�����--------�-�1�2�4�-
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The first control structure had many l imitations: 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

• The structure did not take advantage of the communication protocol: 

For generic (global) commands, there were as many messages as there 

were Station Representations, instead of only one. This could overload the 

music tech nology system and messages could be lost. 

• The control flow was not homogeneous: 

The user had to control the music technology system through different 

entities (Station Representation and the generic module). 

• The control system had no feedback about the real state of the music 

technology system: 

Station Representations could be disabled at the start-up if the 

corresponding physical station did not respond. If a station was to respond 

afterwards, neither the control system nor the user were able to restore the 

communicatio n  with the node. Moreover, if messages were lost, the 

Station Representation's status could be wrong. A user could not set the 

music tech nology system without accurate information! 

A second control structure was then considered that could take advantage of 

every aspect of the p rotocol i n  order to minimise communication flow and get 

accurate information on  the music technology system status. 

In a second control structure, Station Representations were stil l  needed to 

interface with the m usic technology system. The Transceiverwas stil l  required to 

handle communication .  

Since the stored classroom representation could differ from the real configuration 

of a music technology system, it was considered better to have two objects per 

station, independent from each other: one object to get the status and set the real 

EMI, the othe r  to deal with the display and interfacing with the user (see Figure 

4-1 1  ) . The first object was called the EM! Object, and the other the Station 

Representation. 

University of Portsmouth 
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Figure 4-1 1 :  Structure 2 Control Flow Diagram (2001) 

EM! objects were created at start-up and stored in a collection called the EM! 
System, after the music technology system had been scanned to determine its 
configuration .  Each EM! object interrogated its designated physical station to 
determine its state. The stored Station Representations were then linked to the 
corresponding objects, if these objects existed. Any new physical station 

instigated the creation of a new EM! object, which was then l inked to a 
corresponding Station Representation. 

The EM! system object control led a l l  communication. The EM! system object 

belonged to the Transceiver and there was only one EM! system object per control 

system. Every command was processed by either an EM! object, or by cal l ing any 
of the g lobal settings (which were global representations of the EM! Object 
addressed settings) .  

Commands were sent from EM! Objects or the EM! System to the Transceiver to 

be sent onto the network. The Transceiver sent a message back to the EM! 
System, which told the a ppropriate EM! Objects to change their status. The EM! 
Objects then raised a n  event to their Station Representation object to change the 

display. With g lobal messages, the Transceiver sent an event to every EMI object 
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tOlJPdate thei r  status .  This method was similar to the first structure, in that the 

EM! objects sent messages through the Transceiver to a physical station, without 

having any confirmation that the message arrived. 

The second method was more versati le since a verify test could be performed by 

the Transceiver after sending a message. This verifying tool was used to establish 

if there was a problem and used to initiate the resending of messages. 

Update Working!Non 
Working EMI 

collectron 

No 

Figure 4-12 : Single Setting with Error Checking (2001) 
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EM! Objects cou l d  determrne  whether a parameter had been correctly set or not. 
If a parameter had n ot been set, the message could be resent (as seen in Figure 
4_12). If the prob lem rema i ned after resending the setting, it could be assumed 
that communication had been lost with the physical station and the Station 

Representation cou ld  be disabled to show the user that a communication problem 

existed. 

Station Representations visua l ly indicated when they were i n  a 'communication 
problem mode' so that the user was aware of possible communication problems. 

The user could cl ick o n  a ' not responding' Station Representation to 'ping' its EMI 

to check if the fau l t  had  been corrected. 

A startup routine  checked the physical system against the stored system layout to 

determine if EMis were not working or even if there was a music technology 

system attached to the computer. Some debugging interfaces (shown below) 

were offered to the user to be able to use the music technology system correctly. 

No System found /P f,! 7, !4!  
· · ·  Please Choose an Option 

T he system hasn't detected Master EMI. 

The system may be not connected to the 
your Control PC or the system may be 
switched Off. 

(c::::::::=:::::::::::::aw::::::::::::::::::JI 
Carry on with NO Control I 

Terminate Session I 

Figure 4-1 3: No System Found (2001) 

.. ' " " Scanning The System t fl[�, 
Please Choose an Option 

These EMis do not respond. 

Please check them and choose an option. Retry . .J  
EM1 5 
E M 1 6 
E M 1 7 
EMI 8 

Carry on without these EM Is_ J 

T erminale Session 

Figure 4-14: EMis not responding (2001) 
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Figure 4-1 5 shows the I nterface w1th no control .  This was used to interact with 

the new software syste m  with the new KAAN system switched off or if it had 

crashed .  contro l  functions  were disabled and the interface was 'disconnected' 

from the control side. The user cou ld try to retrieve control at any time by closing 

the 'No communication' window. 

! System Not �� 
NO SETTING A LE, 

Try to re-communicate with the system 
by closing this window 

Figure 4- 15:  System with no control (2001 )  

The above routine  expla ined what to do i f  fewer EMis than initially set were 
responding . But EMis could a lso be added to a KAAN system, just by connecting 
power and network leads. Control structure 2, with its verification process, 

al lowed : 

• Capture non-respond ing EMis. 
• Capture non properly working EMis. 
• Capture new EMis ( if their address was not used already in the 'static' 

music technology system).  

New stations  detected appeared and could be placed anywhere on the Main 

Display Space (see Figu re 4_16). When removed from the music technology 

system, there was no reason to set them as inactive because they were 

considered as 'dynamic' stations, and were removed from the Main Display Space. 

-------------------�-.=��---
University of Portsmouth 
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. �  

'�) Found 1 moblle emi ( 1 1) 

OK J 

Figure 4-16 :  Mobile EMls (2001) 

Now that the core control engine was defined and tested, useable setting tools 

needed to be selected for the user. 

4.3.2. System setting 

The teacher could remotely control any EMI with commands defined in the new 
KAAN protoco l .  The music technology system setting interfacing with the user 
went through different stages to determine the best way to access these 
commands. These commands had to be set quickly to any selected station. 

Teachers a lso needed to read the correct status of the music technology system 

(or selected stations) .  

Below is discussed the evolution of setting tools through different versions of the 
GUI. 

TWO SETIING WINDOWS FOR CONTROL STRUCTURE 1 

This GUI was based on control structure 1 and had two different windows to set 

the music technology system (see Figure 4-17) : A local one called by right clicking 

on a station and a generic one called from the toolbar to set al l EMis at once. 

- 1 30 -
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; r Use their functions (middle octave! 
, r Change Sound 

r Use Rhythm (solo mode only) 

2SJ 
' Mode "' ; [ r Solo ! 
: r Split ! : r Duetl ''" "' """"� mu,Nu "' """"1 

Figure 4-1 7 :  Early setting windows (Generic and Local settings, 2001) 

A MOVEABLE, 'ALWAYS ON TOP' TOOLBOX FOR CONTROL STRUCTURE 2 

As control structure 2 replaced the first control structure, a new interfacing tool 

was needed. Teachers set a nd read EMI status from a moveable toolbox that 

remained vis ible (see Figure 4-18) .  A selection manager handled selected EMis 

and interfaced with this too lbox. To control any side of a station, or group, the 

user had to cl ick on  the correct part of the station representation. 

1 Settings; 
· I'" 

• • 

···· Me N ode 

r Solo 
r. iSP.1i!l 
r Duet 

Headph4l'll'let ; r Ne � r Mode 

I NaiC - r , I ! Nax - I , , ,  :.,-s-·-, ��-

1 I I , I * 0 0 
1 m T 1 1 ll  1 . Jl1!o '�"·r.: .. , 

I • I I T. ·. i j'· l. �J.!tttt 
I Nin - . 1 .,. I . r Duet 11 i I I i [ . .  ��!J L.�:. · ·· · - iDI� J 

Whole Class 
. IJI  

. •t three display modes (2001) 
Figure 4-1 8: Moveable, 'Always on Top' toolbox 10 1 s 
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PhD Thesis . 4: System Software Alexandre Lassauniere ne whole class was selected either by default when no station was selected or by 

clicking on the c lass name i n  the Ma in  Display Space. The teacher could select 

multiple stations using <ctr l> and  <shift> keys with a MS Windows Explorer feel. 

Each time a new selection  was made, the toolbox refreshed the status display to 

show the selection's status. 

The main settings offered to the teacher were the keyboard mode, the main 

volume and muting fac i l i ty.  Other settings were available such as network and 

group volumes, keyboard transpose level and instrument (for split/duet modes 

only) and flags .  Three views were proposed for the toolbox because many 

settings were offered with different priorities. 

This toolbox was not kept because: 
• Additional settings meant more space. 
• Too i nvasive on  the d isplay. 
• Command centred rather than uti l ity centred. 

To counter thi s, a radical ly new interface was designed. 

A RIGHT POP UP  SEITING WINDOW BASED ON USER'S UTILITY 

The selection method was kept as such as it proved to be efficient in a classroom 

environment (from beta tests on site with feedback from teachers) .  The 

difference in the setting window resided in what to set and read : 

• On/Off generic commands that needed to be available with only one mouse 

cl ick, such as 'Mute a l l ', 'Speak to al l ', etc. 

• Device contro l :  

o Selection based for Student stations. 

o Sound card control for the computer (teacher side). 

University of Portsmouth 
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Menus to access all functions hierarchically Tool bar to access most used functions 

.����;;:;ij 

Figure 4- 1 9: Released G U I  with right popup setting window (2002) 

Status bar for 
generic (for all) 
commands and 
flags 

The first g roup was put i n  a bottom window status bar and could be accessed and 

used quickly. The second g roup was implemented in a popup window. This 

window (shown i n  Figu re 4-19) was separated into two frames: 
• What students hear. 
• Sent to students. 

The idea with this kind of setting window was that KAAN was primarily an audio 

network and that the teacher cou ld  remotely control any keyboard linked to an 

EMI. This window offered EMI (and keyboard) settings as wel l  as teacher's audio 

setting, and especia l ly level balancing for l isten I speak functions (the most used 

functions). Other speaking options (muting local ly or remotely) were included to 

gather them together. 

University of Portsmouth 
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Figure 4-20: Option window (2002) 

Afexandre Lassauniere 

An option window (see Figure 4-20) al lowed to set the music technology system 

with user-defined startup settings as wel l  as rarely used functions (duet levels, 

buses volumes, etc . ) .  These settings could be reset at anytime using the reset 
function. 

The control structure and setting interface were defined, however the KAAN 

system offered more advanced features. 

4.3.3. Main KAAN functions 

The KAAN system was d esigned to be a controllable infrastructure in a music 
classroom. As seen i n  3.4 (page 101), many low level commands could be sent to 
the students' EMI, such as mute or output volume. The teacher could use the 
control system from the computer at the teaching position and as a network: the 
teacher cou ld then l isten  or speak to anyone, play a backing track or, record the 

students. Looking at these 'KAAN functions', these functions could be separated 
into two groups:  

University of Portsmouth 
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These commands and  functions could be applied on the current selection or on a 
stored selection .  Some macro functions would need the help of wizards in case of 
a sequence and needed feedback from the user. 

These features were : 

A) G rouping .  

B) Audio functions : 

o Listen I Speak. 

o Perform to the class. 

o Player. 

o Recorder. 

o MIDI Sequence manager. 

A) GROUPING 

The KAAN system a l lowed the g rouping of stations together so that they could 

hear each other, using bus 2 of the a udio network (with a relay on it). Network 

bus 2 could be spl it into smal ler sub-buses and used to group stations together. 

The only constra int was to group consecutive stations because of the 

configuration of the bus (see 3 .3 .3, page 84). This was not an  issue for teachers 

as they usual ly  g rouped students together who could see each other. 

Figure 4-2 1 :  Configuration �us 2 
01 (Top: no group I Bottom: Station 1 to 3 m a group, 20 ) 

The figure at the bottom of Figu re 4-21 showed how to group stations 1 to 3 OR 
stations 1 and 3 (not station  2) .  To group stations together, the first step to 

�o physica l l y  l i nk  the stations together by closing the relays of al l  
- 135 -
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Stations between them. e next step was to define the group b num er and to 
attach them to the bus .  In the above example, station 2 could be set off the 
group simply by not perform ing  the last step (attach to the bus). 

Figure 4-22: Grouping examples 
(Left: First Instance I Right: Second Instance, 2001) 

With the first instance of Fig u re 4-22, stations 1 to 4 could be grouped. If station 

1 needed to be g rouped with the station in front of it (station 2, so that the 

students cou ld see each other), g roup 1 contained stations 1 to 2, with stations 1 
and 2 speaking and  l isten ing to this g roup. Now, sti l l  on instance 1, if station 1 
was to be g rouped with the station to its left (station 3), stations 1 to 3 belong to 

group 1 .  However, station 2 was not attached to the group. 

Again, with the first in stance of Figure 4-22, if stations 1 and 3 were already 

grouped in g roup 1 a nd stations 2 and 4 needed to be grouped, a conflict 

occurred as station 2 a l ready belonged to g roup 1 .  This is why the system layout 

was important. Stations could be g rouped in two different ways: 

• 'Auto pairing'. 
• Customised g roup ing .  

'Auto pairing': 

This was fu l ly a utomated. The control system first checked the number of 

stations responding (this  could d iffer from the number of stations in the music 

technology system) .  If this number was even, the control system then grouped 

stations two by two a utomatica l ly .  If it was odd, then a wizard (see Figure 4-23) 

University of Portsmouth 
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asked how the first a n  as  ones ad to be grouped (either w·1th th fi e 1rst or last 
group) .  When com pleted,  the control system resumed to normal mode. 

• • � Stations Auto-Pairing 
!� �l;, !, 
IT here i: an. odd nurnber of active stations. Four options ate av�ble tor auto-pa1nng: · · 

r. Leave S talion 1 ung101.4Pe<L • •. _ _ _ _  . 

r Group first 3 stations in Group l 
r Leave Station 7 ur,grouped 
r Group last 3 stations in Group 3 

Figure 4-23: Auto pairing an odd number of stations (2001) 

'Customised grouping' 

Stations to g roup together  needed to be selected first by using shift and control 

keys (as in MS Windows Explorer) . A student, station or another group could be 

selected and a l l  could be added i n  a new group. A group could also be selected 

and some stations deselected. A station could a lso be grouped on only one side. 

The control system i nternal ly checked the group number of the group to be set. 

The grouping procedu re was in itiated after the group button of the toolbar was 
clicked. The control system checked for any conflict and if so, asked for what to 
do (proceed or cance l ) .  Then the control system set the group and the grouped 
EMis were stored i n  the g roup collection for easier handling later on. 

B) AUDIO FUNCTIONS 

The interface control led the music technology system remotely and displayed the 

current system status i n  real-time. But this was not its sole purpose. A teacher 

needed to use the control system to interact with students, which included 

listening and spea king,  playing  backing tracks or recording students' work. These 

functions were cal led KAAN Audio Functions. Their requirements (as shown in 

Table 4-2) were : 

- 1 37 -
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r-Rl : A teacher cou ld l isten to any student without the student noticing "t Th 
teacher had to hea r  exactly what the student heard. 

1 • e 

R2: A teacher would l isten to the students selected in the Main Display Space 
by defau lt. 

R3: A teacher would speak only to selected students. Options could be set to 
mute the student aud io inputs when the teacher spoke. Another option 
cou ld be set to have the speak function always on or reset if other 
students were selected . The speak function could be applied on a mike 
and I or the teacher's keyboard .  The balance between these two devices 
and the balance between the teacher's audio and the students' audio had 
to be setup easi ly. 

R4: A teacher cou ld playback audio to students using a bus other than the 
speak bus, so that both functions (speak and play) could be performed 
sim ultaneously . The stations setup to receive playback audio had to be 
setup and kept in  memory until they were reset. The balance between 
the teacher's p layback audio and the students' audio had to be setup. 

RS: A teacher cou ld  record audio from students. The audio would come from 
any of the three Master EMI's outputs and thus corresponded to what the 
teacher heard . The speak function had to be disabled while recording. 
The setting up of the stations to be recorded had to be performed and 
kept in memory unti l  they were reset. 

R6: A teacher cou ld record i n  M IDI, but then the entire system would be in 
the specia l MIDI raw mode and no control was possible. 

R7: The player  a nd recorder cou ld be set for the same or different stations. 

RS: Students could perform to the class. Every station, even the teacher's 
station, wou ld  only l isten to what was being performed. 

R9: If  any student were performing, the player and I or recorder would be 
automatica l ly assigned to the performing students if they were set. 

Table 4-2: Audio Functions Requirements (2001) 

University of Portsmouth 
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4: System Software Alexandre Lassauniere Audio connections between the Master EMI and 
the computer 

A static method to con nect the Master EMI to the computer was selected, so that 
the system software could control the audio levels. 

Volume and m uting control were needed for KAAN functions such as player, 

recorder and speak. Computer to Master EMI cabling had to a llow the use of the 

speak function in  para l le l  with other KAAN functions. 

Teach er's Keyboard 

Figure 4-24: Master EMI - Computer connections (2001) 

From this it was decided to use two sound cards (see Figure 4-24) : 
• One of lower specification for the speak function, to mix together signals 

from the m icrophone a nd teacher's keyboard. 
• Another of h igher  specification for the player (output) and recorder (input). 

The k b d which was itself sound cards output levels were lower than for a ey oar ' 
higher than m ixe r  levels therefore the resistors of the EMis' pre-amplification 

I 
blocks had to be customised between the Master and the slaves (see 3.3.5, page 

90). 
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The Master EMI  a ud 1o purpose was to bnng signals from the music technology 

system to the computer for l istening and recording and from the computer to the 

slaves for speaking and playing using the three audio buses. Again a static bus 

handling method was selected .  Bus 2 was used solely for grouping between 

slaves; bus 1 was used for the l isten I speak functions (on currently selected 

students); and bus 3 was u sed for the player and performing. The recording 

function used the l isten function (on bus 1 )  with al l control disabled while 

recording as the teacher needed to record exactly what was heard. Bus 2 or 3 

could also be used on top of bus 1 to record in  stereo. Functions conflicting with 

this setting were d isa bled after  acceptance from the user. 

4.3.5. Objects and Controls for KAAN audio functions 

The first released version of the system software included al l  objects and custom 

controls within the main appl ication. This was changed in the second version, 

with the use of external special ised Active Xs (OCX, see 2.2.4 page 38) that were 

'plugged-in' the main appl ication. The advantage of that method was to upgrade 

only parts of the system software without having to re-insta l l  the whole lot. These 

controls were : 
A) Mixer. 

B) Player. 

C) Recorder  (Audio + MIDI) .  
D) Mid i  dump  1 sequence handler. 

A) MIXER 

The KAAN audio mixer i nterfaced with the Windows mixer. The Windows mixer 

int rf d d The control was ful ly e aced with sound cards d rivers to control soun car s. 

object oriented and Figu re 4-25 shows its structure. 

University of Portsmouth 
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Destination D 
(usually 0 = Wave out I 1 = Recorder) 

Connection C 
(with eventually interfacing parameters) 

Figure 4-25: Windows Mixer Structure (2001) 

A mixerevent control was used with the mixer control to capture events raised 

after each action o n  w indows m ixer. 

B) PLAYER 

A KMN audio player played backing tracks from CDs, audio or MIDI files, and 

playl ists (fi le l isting aud io  fi les to play). The first instance of this control used two 

technologies to interface either with CD ( low level Windows Application Program 

Interface (API) com ma nds) o r  fi les (windows media player OCX). This was not 

efficient and only one CD d rive could be interfaced with . The new windows media 

player 9 technolog ies [from Microsoft (n.d .2)] were used instead. The new 

technology (see Figure 4-26)  managed any CD drives, large amount of fi le formats 

and broadcasts from the Internet. 

Figure 4-26: KAAN second Player (2003) 

University of Portsmouth 
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C)RECORDER (AUDIO AND MIDI) 
Alexandre Lassauniere 

A KAAN audio recorder recorded a udio in a digital form for sharing. A first 

instance could record i n  wave or  mp3. The main issue was that there was no 

direct mp3 recorder OCX avai lable and to record in mp3, a wave file had to be 

created first then encoded, which took a long time. This was not efficient and the 
new windows media encoder 9 [from Microsoft (n.d. l)] technologies were used 

instead. This new technology (see Figure 4-27) managed recording both audio 

AND video from a video capture device in the new wm* format (wma for audio, 

wmv for video) . 

D evices 

Audio j,... D_el_au_l_-Audi-o_-Dev.-·-ce ____ ::J-r• I Microphone 
Video j; • · . . ' '' ., ·' J<:-•.: • .  U ,-·.--c�: 

Figu re 4-27: KAAN second Recorder (2003) 

A separate KAAN MIDI recorder was developed as MIDI data did not come at any 

MIDI port a nd messages where mixed with KAAN protocol messages. The MIDI 

raw mode of the p rotocol (see 3 .4 .3  page 105 and 8.2.4 page 256) was used to 

rf . Id b performed during the pe orm MIDI record ing, and  therefore no settmg cou e 
recording . 
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Alexandre Lassauniere 

Portable keyboards tended to have bui l t  i n  m ulti track sequencers, where students 
could store thei r  own sequences. A sequence manager to download and upload 
sequences between the keyboard and the computer was required to avoid losing 
students' work. Sequ ences could be downloaded from the keyboard memory as 
Sysexs (see 2 .2 .3, page 35) .  As Sysexs were custom messages depending on the 
manufacturer and the keyboard model, each keyboard had its method to handle 
sequences. Some sequence downloads were initiated from the panel or from a 
'sequence request' sysex. The control shown in Figure 4-28 was created to handle 
sequences from three different methods. 

�f1 5equencer's lnfo �01 

I song 0 =:OJ 

Figure 4-28: KAAN Sequence Manager (2002) 

At this stage, the core engine and interfacing was ready and tested with 

accompanying audio features. The core engine was stored as an external OCX 

called KaanEngine to be used with other applications such as debug interfaces. 

However, two of the system software specifications defined in 4. 1 (page1l5) were 

not Yet ful ly considered : 
• SG: Administration and Preparation. 
• SS: Mobility. 

Mobility was partly achieved by using local keyboard functions (see 3·6' page 

l l l) . Another method was used to directly control the system interface using a 

tabl d ·t · built Remote Control et PC running Windows XP (tablet PC edition) an 1 s m 
fun t· 

. th' case a tablet PC) to c Ion .  This functional ity al lowed a client PC (In IS 
---- - 1 43 -
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--remotely control a server e re connected to the KAAN system) . . usrng wrreless 
networking .  Teachers became more mobile and were able to control the music 
technology system whi l e  tal king to the students (see Figure 4-29). This method 
was tested successfu l ly by the a uthor, however no teacher had tried any mobile 
system at the time of writi ng . 

Keyboard·Functions·Left� Keyboard·Functions·Right� 
um 0 t ve Voice left ...... Right .. ·Y.QJ, ...... Qctave ....... yoice'l] �::.;:::::::_{;:{!� + �·.::::· .. -... +.:::::::::::::::-�::: .. ..,...::::·�::: ·-·-·-·-T -.. + ....... _J .. o. + J ......... .. 

Figure 4-29: Mobility: keyboard functions and a tablet PC !Tablet PC picture from Microsoft (n.d.3)] 

4.4. Administrative tools 

Teachers needed to use the software system for purposes other than control, for 

example as an information system .  Teachers needed to prepare lessons, tests or 

material to play to c lasses. Information about the students of these classes 
needed to be stored i n  a database for reporting purposes. The interaction 
between this information system and KAAN system through the system software 
was an important feature as  teachers would then be able to capture students' 
work from KAAN system and store it in  a database. 

4.4.1 .  Information system: Electronic Student 

Assessment And data Management System 

A database specification was determined with assistance from teachers, a 

Teaching Advisor and Dr  Gi les Tewkesbury. A relational database (MS Access) 

was selected because it could be interfaced from within Visual Basic and the 

Structured Query Language (SQL) could be used to query the database. The 

datab . d analysis described in ase was created with MS Access 2000 usrng a top- own 

�.3 .2 (page 268). 
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h · 4: System Software PhD T esls Afexandre Lassauniere ne database was password protected as it stored student related information and 
to comply with the Data Protection Act [UK Government (1998)] .  The GUI was 
also password protected and cou ld be locked at any time and a logging password 
was needed to resume. 

Many external fi les needed to be managed with the information system. A folder 

structure had to be considered to store these files. The first approach considered 

a class centred management, where students' work was stored in the student 

class. This method was difficu lt as  class cou ld be renamed and students moved 

classes. 

A second approach was centred on an academic year folder in which all students' . 
work was stored for a year.  This a l lowed for easier backups and a new academic 

year would trigger the creation of a new academic year folder, in which the former 

year database wou ld  be copied and former year classes moved to the next year 

group. As student work a nd information were now stored digitally on the 

computer, it was requ i red that a backup faci l ity (incremental backup, with dated 

copies of the database) was implemented in case of computer failure (see Figure 

4-30). 

OK 

Kaan software is backing up .vow Academic Year folder. 
Please wait . . .  

0 %  

Figure 4-30: Backup window (2002) 

The . . . · plemented in the new next sect1on describes the admin1stratrve features Jm 
information system .  These features were appreciated by teachers testing the 

information system .  This new information system was called ESAAMS, which 

st d ent System. It used 00 for Electronic Student Assessment And data Managem 

University of Portsmouth 
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the same interfac ing m ethod as KAAN system to access and manage students and 
was designed to operate on tablet PCs (see 2 .2 .2, page 24) 

4.4.2. Administrative features 

The database was created with the help of teachers and included al l  the 

information they wished to have stored. The main task was then to interface the 

information with the user. From the database relationship diagram in Appendix 

8.3.2 (page 275), fou r  main g roups of interest could be defined : 

A) Classes of students. 

B) Workpieces. 

C) Users I teachers. 

D) Resou rces. 

A) MANAGEMENT OF CLASSES OF STUDENTS 

The teacher needed : 
• To manage: 

o Students (new, edit, delete) .  

o Classes (new, edit, delete) .  
o Classes of  students (add new student, import existing student, 

remove student, edit student's detai ls). 
• To interface with KAAN system: 

o Record or i mport 1 export students' work. 
o Playback students' work to them. 

o Show their detai ls and marks. 

o Produce reports. 

The management of classes and student was achieved with the use of an editor 

and a manager for both fields. 

Students cou ld be created and edited using the student editor, also called student 

card (see Figure 4-3 1 ) .  Two tabs enabled to edit details and workpieces 

- 146 -
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Alexandre lassauniere SeiJarately. For the students' detai ls, general detai ls were available as well as picture capturing us ing a webcam.  Under the work tab, a l l  workpieces could be found, edited and p layed back. Workpieces could be imported and recorded in the database or exported at another location  under another name. Workpieces could include many fi les of d ifferent formats and could be sent to the application player, or the sequence manager or  Windows defau lt editor for a specific workpiece format. 

·Please Chom:e an Option 

··· ..,ork 
T Title 

{ rii&! Spiritual feelings @:I) Swing Low @:I) heda @:I) Blues 
..o;.! lmp10mation 

� 
�1 
� 

Chouh 
1 2  bar Melody 

Canon 
Aut� 

Import Extetnal Work j 

15110/2001 
1 5/1012001 
10110/2001 
10/1012001 
1011012001 
09/1012001 
0911012001 
0911012001 

16 
12 
B 

D· 
16 

18.5 
1&.5 

. 
details and work tabs (2003) �igure 4-3 1 : Student  editor (or card) With 
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Oto20 
Letters 
Letters 
Oto20 
Oto20 
Oto20 
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. 4: System Software PhD Thesrs . Alexandre Lassauniere student detai ls could be retneved from the database for amendment or deletion 
using the student manager. Queries could be performed on the student name or 

the class they were i n .  

Student names were d isplayed when a class was loaded (see Figure 4-19, page 
133). This representation inc luded thei r  name (or n ickname as chosen by the 

teacher) and their gender for easier recognition. Students were automatically 

assigned to the stations  they used during the last class. Otherwise, they were left 
unplaced. Any student that used to be placed on a newly inactive station was 

automatical ly u nplaced to be placed somewhere else. Students could be placed 

on any station by d ragging and d ropping them onto one side of a station. 

load Cia .. 
Claues :iJ 2001 . 2002 

- ·_j Year iJ.4 

tt o  
- _j Yem 05 tt osA 

tt u  
-. ·_j Year 06 lt AOC 
- _j�Ye��7

1 

781 

7E3 

7H1 

a 
- _j�Yea�:

2 

8 OTK 
8A2 

- _j Year 09 

B;9Sl 

Aboul select J: • 

Sh.Jdo>nl: � to tm da": 
Oayliss. Nichael 

Be""-. Daniel 
Binell. Jamie 

Bobb,. ale• 
Cloalr.. NaUhew 

Daniel. Anthonjo 
Glovet. Hannah 
Griffin. Samuel 
Gunner. E mil, 
HancO>C. Elizabeth 
Hawkins. Ra,-nd 
Hoopet. 8 enjamin 
Jftnlr:ina RnhNt 

Note• 

Afldtez, Philip 
Be-. lawa 
Bemard. Simon 
Bocquet. Olivier 
Cannan. Brian 
Carrier. Sonia 
Cartl!f. Sharon 
CMe. Howa�d 
Chades. R-r 
Lwar. Sabrina 

ueaumonr. Lawa 

Bemord. Simon 
Bocquet. Olivier 
Cannan. Brian 
Cauiel. Sonia 
Carlet. Sharon 

Cawte. H-ard 

Charles. Roger 
L-. sabfina 
Lauauniele. Ale• 
Lassauniele. awelie 

Lu:t�.miMft n�MJ�Af.lmift 

Figure 4-32: Class manager <2003) 
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· 4: System Software 1 PhD TheSIS A exandre Lassauniere ClaSses could be created,  managed and loaded using the class manager (see 
Figure 4-32) .  C lasses were defined by their name, year group and academic year. 
Classes a lso cons isted of notes and students that could be added or removed. 
Unique student nicknames cou ld be generated for each class to be shown on their 
representation .  

The students cou ld  b e  created individually and 'imported' to classes, or be 
automatical ly created and  added to classes using an import routine from the 
school database (see Figu re 4-33) . Schools generally used SIMS database [Capita 
Education Services (n .d . )] ,  where classes, students' marks and other information 
were stored . Teachers cou ld  export the correct information as a * .csv (comma 
separated) fi le and i mport it into the KAAN database. The process just took 5 
minutes to create a round 20 classes, whereas using an individual setting could 
take half a day. 

Import from 51M5 DatabaR "wli! 
Shxlenll to lmpo<t 

s� .. n�me 

Amd< 
t..ndrez 
Bea!JI'OOI"Jt L001a 
Betg�;;�.SIA:O ,)OfQe 
BemtJtd Srnon 
Bl..,c<lOd IJOV!d 
Bocquet Olrvoet 
8u:wm Andtew 
BJ<on Pele� 
C.Ylr)Jyl Bti.on 
Camer SC>rll4 
Carte< Sh.,on 
Cawte How4rd 
Char I"' Roge< 
Cloke Andtew Pott; Suzbnrle 

Clau to lmpotl to 
Yea IYe4f 7 

Female 
Female F�male 

Mole 
Mole 
Mole 

.. f-iole 
Mole 
Mole 

·"'* Female Female 
Mole 
Mole 
Mole Female 

Name J7A11 

Figure 4-33: SIMS importer (2003) 

61101198 
01041199 
1/121198 
8/05,199 
7!071199 
1!031199 
7/02}199 
1110119$ 
3/1 1/198 
!3!03)199 
41121198 
1/W199 
4101 1199 
61091198 
7!021199 
5101/199 . 

Th 1 d oved to another year e atest fi le  structure enab led c lasses to be rename ' m 
gr . 1 d'd not delete students but oup or deleted using the manager. Deleting a c ass 1 

]. t · t dent from a class l ist. us deleted their l ink with the class, such as removing a s u 
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Oayliss. loticbael r 88% (OJ9 1ate. 

l l X X 
Oenham. Oaniel r X X 66% (3/S iate) 
Oissetl. Jamie r 66% (OJ9 1ate) Black. Robe1t H r X X 22% {OJ9 1ate) 
Ologs. Anthony M r 55% (OJ9 1ate) 
Cilltl!f, Anthony G r 55% (0/S iate) 
Cloak. Mallhew r X 66% (2/S iate) 
Daniel. Anthony r 55% (OJ9 1ate) �& H� r x x � � -
Gritrin. Samuel r X 66% (1 /S iate) 
GuMI!f. Emily r X 55% {f/3 1atej 
Hancox. E lizabeth r 66% (1/S iate) 
Hawkina. Aaymond r X X 33% (0/S iate) 
Hoopm. B enl<llftin r 55% (019 1ate) 
Jenkina. Robett r 55% (OJ9 1ate) 
Kemp. Nicholat r X 33% (0/S iate) 
Keraey. Aebecca r · X 44% (019 late) 
lanaunier. alex r X «% (019 late) Me Krilt Ouncan r 55% (013 late) 

Automated 

All Present Press 'Enter' for Present and 
Clear AD 'Space' l01 Absent or Late 

Figure 4-34: Registration m a nager with display schemes (top) and automated registration (bottom) 

(2003) 

Teachers could register their students during a lesson. The process was achieved 
in the registration window shown in  Figure 4-34. The process could be automated 
with teachers just requ i red to p ress 'Enter' for present or 'space' for absent. 
Teachers could a lso disp lay the registrations in many display schemes. 

B) MANAGEMENT OF WORKPIECES 

Schools and teachers had d ifferent means of marking students' work. To allow 

any teacher marking their students as they used to do, customised Marking 

schemes were c reated. Marking schemes consisted of captions (marks given to 

students, for instance A to E or 0 to 20) mapped to defined percentages (O to 

lOO%). A marking scheme manager (see Figure 4-35) enabled to edit these 

Marking schemes. An assessed workpiece could be given marks of different 

mark· · t "t mg schemes, as  on ly its percentage was stored agams 1 • 
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Existing 

... ; . .• , • l;.:s_�lli!!.IJJ�$ ust.i!!.tL..�-. : 1 � 3 !  

Marking Scheme Name !Year 8 Blues 

Please enter the number of grades in the scheme (e>: 0 -> 5 :  6 glades): 

Number of gades: fW 
,-Grades Correspondance 

'',!1 Please click on the cells to enter the grade captions (top) and their corresponding % value. 
Left rs Low and rrght rs Hrgh 

f Caption 2 / Corresponding 

I 
l I These may Low 
!be numbers, !or letters [. W Use Intermediate Grades 

Intermediate Grades 

3 4 5 6 7 
36 47 57 68 

High 

Auto Calculate Intermediate values ii:J.r I 
between First and Last Grades � 

!" +1- [ex: C ; C+ ; B - ; 8) 

· · · ��� Spiritual feelings � Swing low � lresta � Blues "::!] h��p�oviaation � Chords 
":!!] 12 badolelocly 

Figure 4-35: Marking schemes (manager on top) and their use (work examples on bottom) 

(2003) 

Teachers needed to print reports from recorded information (students workpieces 

and registration) . This was achieved using Crystal Report 9 technology [from 

Crystal Decisions (n .d. )] us ing a predefined report l inking on l ive data through 

Visual Basic. Fig ure 4-36 shows the type of report produced. Templates could be 

created separatel y  for each teache r  if needed . 
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4�: �S�ys=t=em�S�o�ftw�a r�e----------������� � Alexandre Lassauniere 

f/J t!l -1 : :. j10QJ; 
!lefnd, John (fnown 105: : 
Hogan, Hd�Y>ah (Koown · 

Jenh-1, K�renta (Known J<ti, WilheliOOa {Known ; 
Klpriar>oS, Jason (Known 

KJRL, Jo (Known ilS: Jo) 
Lee.. Stephanie (Known < 
Martin, Daniel {Known as: 

M-artin, nave (Known as: smt.h, John (�nown a$: J 
TRIJC, gre() (�nown as: g 

Martin, Dave (Known as: Dave) 
CURRENT CLASS: YEAR 7 . DSA 

DETAILS: 
GENDER M� 
DATEOF BIP.TH 1311011970 
Rffl!STRA TlON 

NOTES 

WORK: 

TITLE 

Test 1 New work for tllfm. 

DATE GRADE SKillS 
myrl.twone l3/lll2002 
REGISTRATION: 

DATE STATUS 

�L.!.U 

COMMENTS 

Figure 4-36: Reporting (2003) 

C) MANAGEMENT OF USERS / TEACHERS 

A context sensitive i nterface was applied to users. The information system was to 
be used by many teachers, each of them having a different interfacing method. 
As the interface cou ld be locked and a logging password was required to unlock it, 
the faci l ity was s imple to implement. Three types of users were defined: 

• Administrator with administrative rights to manage students, classes and 

other users. 
• KAANAdmin l ike an Administrator plus debugging and KAAN layout 

creation rights (Note: on  ESAAMS, the Administrator could 

setup many classroom layouts). 
• Standard users No administrative right. 
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Figure 4-37: Forgot your password? (2002) 

If the password was forgotten (see Figure 4-37), the teacher could call the 
collaborating company (contact detai ls could be found in the user manual, the 
phone number was later added in the message) to give a key to enter to the 
information system .  The  key was a character-encrypted string of 16 characters 
using a simple Xor combination between 2 keys: the teacher password and 
another key. A contact at the company would pass the teacher's key to another 
program to gene rate the unlocking key to enter. After val idation, the teacher 
could enter a new password. This method was selected to prevent students from 
getting the key and for its simplicity. If the company went bankrupt, the company 
would have to give the key generator to the teachers so that they sti l l could use 
the information system. 
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D) MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES FOR LESSONS 
Afexandre Lassauniere 

Teachers used KAAN system as an  infrastructure to interface with students. They 
still lacked the abi l i ty to prepare lessons or tests in advance to use with st d ts u en . 
A lesson with KAAN could be defined as the use of: 

• A playlist o f  managed resou rces to play to students. These resources could 
be audio  resou rces o r  any other kind of multimedia resources such as 
movie o r  pictures using display devices. 

• Notes for the teacher on  how to perform the lesson. 

• Preset settings for record ings. 

• A marking scheme to assess students' work. 

• Other features teachers would find interesting to add. 

� Resou1ces 
jTitle 

'2j A • � Aliasing namespaces fro 

• ···· � Assemblies and namesp � Assemblies used by a ty1 6 !2j c � Collapsible code section ·� Collapsible code section 

•• 
F

. � Creating forms-based ap 

E:: �:j H 

•· · ·� Hello World with VB. N E  +2j L � Iondon tube pdf file with 

EJ 2:J T 
• 

. � T he MicrosoftVisuaiBas EJ i2j W  � WinForms Primer 

r Play list - -- .... . Cl I � I rill I �- t . i �w Pla_ylist 

• � Nesting namespaces.bmp � Projects and namespaces 

A web browser control was created and implemented 

on  the right popup window to enable teachers to 

interact with the Internet directly from within the 

information system. 

Resources were managed through a manager also 

implemented on the right popup window for quicker 

access. The Resource Manager control displayed 

resou rces using different filters such as title, author 

or format (see Figure 4-38). Unmanaged resources 

could be dragged and dropped onto the correct filter 

field to update their database record. Playlists were 

a lso managed and could be sent to KAAN player. 

Figure 4-38: Resource Manager (2003) 
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TC)rllanage resou rces, three steps were needed :  

• A folder to gather resource fi les. 

• A web browser  to dow n load new files. 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

• A resource manager to retrieve quickly resources and to put them together 

in playl ists. 

4.5. System Writing, Testing and Installation 

For the first versions of the KAAN system, the design cycle did not fol low any 

standard software engineering route as little similar product or documentation 

were found. That was why many prototypes were designed, tested and assessed 

by teachers with m usic technology and information systems installed at pathfinder 

schools. Eight cycles with major improvement took place. The last four cycles 

were instal led at beta sites for testing and assessment: 

Vl.S.X (BETA RELEASE) i nstal led at Durrington High School (Worthing, West 

Sussex, UK) to test : 
• Hardware: 

o Instal lation and Maintenance procedures. 

o Operational parameters (fuse dimensioning, voltage drops, network current 

and heat d issipation). 

o Safety levels. 

• Firmware: 

o Communication stabil ity and problems. 

• Software: 

o Control structures. 

o User i nterfaces. 

V1.6.X (RELEASE 1) was instal led and tested in seven schools: 

• Bideford (Devon): 
. fee room) and the other o Two systems (One with 15 ( + 5 Slaves 1n a prac 1 

with 16 slaves). 

o CTK651 keyboards + mixers. 

• Char/ton (Shropshire): 

o One system (15 Slaves) . 

o CTK651 keyboards + mixers. 
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. Oavisons (West Sussex): 

o One system (15  Slaves) . 

o CTK671 keyboards + mixers. 

• East Brighton (East Sussex): 

o One system (15  + 1 Slaves). 

o CTK651 keyboards + mixers. 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

Note: This school had difficult students who tried to dismantle and 
damage the system several times. This allowed the strengthening 
of the hardware. 

• Holly Lodge (Liverpool): 

o One system (16 Slaves) . 

o CTK651 keyboards + mixers. 

• Holy Trinity (West Sussex): 

o One system (15 Slaves). 

o CTK671 keyboards + mixers. 

• Poole (Dorset): 

o One system ( 14 Slaves). 

o CTK651 keyboards + mixers. 

V1.7.X (RELEASE 2) was first fu l ly tested in house, and then installed as first 

instal lation and tested at Perins (15 + 1 + 1 Slaves, Hampshire}, Winton (16 

Slaves, Hampshire) and Bound Stone (15 Slaves, West Sussex). All former schools 

were upgraded to Release 2 without any issues being identified. 

V2.0.X (RELEASE 3 - ESAAMS - KAAN) was written as a unique music 

technology and information system working in two modes (ESAAMS mode as 

default, a KAAN Admin istrator on ly could change to KAAN mode). Both systems 

were first fu l ly tested i n  house and al l  former schools were upgraded to Release 3 
' 

Without any issues being identified. The systems were designed to run on Win 

2000, Win XP and Win XP tablet PC Operating Systems. 
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4.5.1. System Analysis (Release 2 to 3) 

A ful l system analysis was created after release 1 to produce release 2 as a full re
write. Release 3 requ i red another system analysis to include ESAAMS features 
and dispatching of functiona l ity to OCXs and Dlls (see 2 .2 .4, page 38) to improve 
independencies between objects and future software system migration to Visual 
Basic .Net. 

A Unified Model l ing Language (UML) system analysis was produced for the system 

software along with a conceptual  model . UML was chosen as it special ly· dealt 

with programming objects. System functions could be defined to determine the 

essential functional ity of the software system. Concepts could then be determined 

as software system entities i nteracting with each other to perform the system 

functions. A conceptual model described the interactions between concepts. 

System Functions were too genera l  and could be described in Use Cases, which in 

turn could be sp l it i nto more specific System Sequence Diagram functions. 

System analysis for KAAN - ESAAMS (release 3) is documented in Appendix 8.3.2, 
page 268. 

4.5.2. Testing 

A special testing appl ication (see Figure 4-39) was created to al low general and 
focused testing . It u sed system UCs as functions to test and the testing could be 
focused on certa in  System Functions. The testing mode and Use Cases to test 
could be set independently for any user. Bugs were reported using the window 
shown on Figu re 4-40 . 
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EsaarM-i<MO 
IJ�xpected Bug�: 
,,.,,up ./ St�tl,.�p tp�edtecl.t Pl'ior to !otJ�r1l v' (J.taba>eloca>ion checkin<.l •nd "'�"'9 

.,f Adrr�i�trato! Accoonl ;:eh.4) wllh ltcent�g and EUlA .; St&tup (•J•Mihl1e ca<t.,,g "''"' logtr<J ,j New ac�dem�c year c;hed< ifi(J and f�.Jtne --l u�-er logir1 with e�ing date ./ L<a!oba'< Lockmg Check 
>�otl Dl!laba1-e Otlhne WCI'Io:w� ,f Oatob<loe OliliM '""orin!J -/ P�twetd forgotten 
Dat�se 

Changi! .�ademic yeat loldP.1 loc::�100 
(!( kqd e:-JI!'JMI d�OOa�e 
(11 C!o-� e.xl.embl dalaba.s-., 4V End 
<# End &nd termo'l<>l< 1e!Vic•c PIC()eliy 

, (!( Set AuloB<JCh<P ' <# Set Backup Folde< 
<# Backup 
(1 O�w """k cettir<9 
« Offin<> """' ••king , « Offw ""'' prepl!l<<!l 
<# Sy11em lock"'l l unlockw.g ollll ' 0 Select statlfJI'l$ / �tudehh 0 Lock I Unlo<t. Sdec>ion � 1.:1...-------__j !.]. 

U-tedB"'It 
Oa!abare •'''· <# --fiH ' (f( loM ..,.,M! d.tat>ase 

. <# Clore e><temal <J.tab.,. H '?fli  End 

Figure 4-39: Testing application (Administrator setting for Mark (left) I Mark interface (right)] 

(2003) 

New Bug �-m 
T eshng E sadms-Kaan [Matk; \111112K) 
Function Database · Change academic year folder location 

Category 

D e:scription 

Figure 4-40: Bug reporting window (2003) 

4.5.3. Installation 

MS Visual  Stud io Package & Deployment Wizard was used to create the setup 
application for the software system.  It collected any required files (exe, dll, ocx 
and others) to operate the software system. 
---------��������--��----------�- llsSS-8 -
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Future work plan ned the i nclusion of a web upgrade feature in all custom 

components. 

4.6. Chapter Discussion 

This chapter explained how a new software system to interface with the new 

KAAN system was designed, tested, and instal led . This induced the creation of 

another new informatio n  system cal led ESAAMS for administrative purposes. 

The specifications set i n  4 . 1 (page 1 15) were reviewed as follows: 

I Sl: Control the new KAAN system. 

The fol lowing were implemented : 

• KaanEngine OCX. 

• Control Structures. 
• Setting I nterfaces. 
• KAAN audio functions and grouping. 
• Debug tools .  
• Mobile EMis .  

[s2: Easy to learn and to use. 

The following were implemented : 
• HCI methods. 
• No help section .  
• User manual  and tra in ing .  

�Attractive a nd Meaningful .  

The fol lowing were implemented :  

University of Portsmouth 
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• Classroom layout. 

• setting Interfaces. 

� Adaptable and Upgradeable. 

The fol lowing were implemented : 
• OCXs, D l ls  p lug-ins .  

• Creation of ESAAMS. 

• Patch setup. 

I ss: Fast Interaction.  

The fol lowing were implemented : 
• HCI methods. 
• Classroom layout. 
• Setting Interfaces. 

[56: Administration and Preparation . 

The fol lowing were implemented : 
• KAAN database . 
• Creation of ESAAMS. 

57 : Accurate System Control and Status Display. 

The following were implemented : 
• Classroom layout. 
• Setting Interfaces. 
• Control Structures. 
• Debug tools .  
• Mobile EMis. 
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E Mobi l ity. 

The fol lowing were implemented : 

• Keyboard local functions . 

• Tablet PC. 

The new audio i nfrastructure to help music teachers was ready and at the time of 
writing insta l led i n  e leven schools and used for up to two years. Feedback from 
teachers was needed to check for unforeseen issues in using KAAN systems and 
methods to solve them.  

- 1 61 -
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CHAPTE R 5. TEACHING IMPROVEMENT 
WITH TH E  N EW KEYBOARD AND AUDIO 

N ETWORK (KAAN) SYSTEM 

An aim of this research was to help music teachers to deliver their lessons more 
efficiently. A first proposa l ,  considered by music advisors [Odam (1997), Rogers 
(1997), Salama n  (1997), Odam and Waiters (2003)], was that teachers lacked 
appropriate tools to : 

• Use keyboards  and  other i nstruments efficiently. 
• Control i nstrum ents to keep students focused on the lesson. 
• Manage students' work better by: 

o Savin g  work o n  shareable media. 
o Accessing efficient administration tools. 

To address these issues, a new Keyboard And Audio Network (KAAN) system was 
created and tested with teachers. New base software was created to interface 
with the new m usic technology systems. The user interface was designed using 

HCI techniques (see 2 . 2.4) so that teachers could quickly learn to use it efficiently. 

Many iterations were required to create a usable interface. No help section was 

provided, as the a im was to create a user-friendly and intuitive interface. 

Teachers received a user manua l .  Training was performed by a Teacher Advisor 

working with the col laborating com pany and trained by the author. 

Administrative tools  were written and implemented in the base software to create 

a suitable new solution for teachers. These tools were later marketed 

independently u nder the brand name ESAAMS. 

Feedback was col lected from teachers using the new music technology and 

info . fit and any remaining issues rmat1on system to gain an  overview of the bene 1 s 

�ks impacting their teaching. 
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r hD Thesis 5 :  Teaching Improvement with KAAN AI . P . exandre Lassaumere TtliSchapter presents and d 1scusses feedback results from teachers using the new 
music technology a nd information systems. From these results, proposals to 
resolve rema ining issues were determined. Each proposal was investigated in mini 
projects and compa red to the other. Because of time issues, only the most useful 
was fu l ly researched . The selected sub-project is discussed further in Chapter 6. 

5.1. Impact on music teachers 

The resu lts from usabi l ity-testing and feedback from teachers were col lected to 
check the KAAN system had created a new, ready-to-use infrastructure to help 
music teachers use instruments and material and to manage students' work more 
efficiently. 

To collect the information, two surveys were sent to teachers. The survey method 

was chosen initia l ly rather tha n  a direct interview due to the location of the 

schools where the music technology systems were installed. At the time of 

writing, KAAN system s  have been instal led in eleven schools countrywide and 

have been used for u p  to two years (Figure 5-1) .  They were proving to be reliable 

and simple to ma inta in .  

F. . H" h s hool West Sussex, UK) 
Jgure 5-I : KAAN system being used on site (Durrmgton Jg c ' 

(2001) 

E h 1 · ed in Ackroyd and ac survey was designed fol lowing the methods exp am 
H . h · tance with a Teacher ugues ( 1981 ), Hart ( 1986) or Diaper (1989), and Wit assls 

Advisor working with the col laborating company. 
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Af]rSt survey was create to get mformation about current software system 

functions and proposed functions to i mplement to improve the base software. 
The survey conta i ned three parts :  

• Frequency of use of existing functions, to check usage habits and to see if 
the tra in ing cou ld be improved . 

• Teachers' proposa l s  for future functions to be implemented. 

• Prioritising p roposed future functions. 

After considering the resu lts from the first survey, a second survey was created to 

gather more personal  and  open information on the teachers' use of the new music 

technology and information systems, the benefits, drawbacks and issues 

encountered . The results were then compared with observations from people 

working with teachers using the systems, including the author, installers and 

maintainers, tra iners and support. 

Observations during rea l lessons and interviews were conducted with almost all 

teachers using the KAAN system as well as a Teacher Advisor. The aim of these 

interviews was to understand the use of keyboards for teaching. 

The survey templates, results, exam ples of interview summaries and answers are 

in Appendices 8.4 (from page 283). 

5.1.1. Feedback results 

Results are considered from : 

A) Fi rst Survey. 

B) Second Survey. 
C) Interviews. 

A) FIRST SURVEY 

A . 283) was sent to the 
survey (see tem plate a nd results in  AppendiX 8.4, page 

e· h f th base softWare. Four 
IQ t teachers using the first and second release 0 e 

- 1 64 -
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surveys were receive o u  o eJg t 50 Yo), which suggested that teachers were 
wi l l ing to give their op in ions (the usual answer rate being 20%). 

The first part of the survey concerned the frequency of use of existing functions, 
to check usage habits and to consider whether training could be improved. 
Teachers were p resented with a set of Use Cases [Yeates et al. (1994) or see 
page 39) from the software documentation. They could provide feedback using 
any of these a nswers : 

• 0: What is  it. 

• 1: Never. 

• 2: Never but can use it in  F�:�ture. 

• 3:  sometimes. 
• 4: Often. 

• 5:  Always. 

The results showed that: 
• Seven features with a nswer 0, indicated that some features were either not 

understood o r  not discussed during training on the new software systems. 
• Fifty-one features with 3 or  4 out of sixty-four (for both releases) showed 

that more than three quarters of the proposed functions were frequently 

used . 

63. Right popup settings window disappearing options 

I .  Forgot your password 

5. Restore communication in offline mode 
_.:. 

34. Record work onto tape 

7. Aiarm 

2 1 .  Instrument favourites management 

52. Set student's picture (picture capture with webcam) 

(Release 2 Users ONLY) 

64. Startup settings management 

2. Change password 

4. Use system with no control (offiine) -'-

3. Lock interface 
i 

56. Use SIMS database records import facility 

59. Delete classes 

I d functions (2002) 
Ta ble 5- 1 :  First Survey, Part 1 ,  less frequent Y use 
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response (the highl ighted ones indicate one or more answer O): 

The results indicated that features 63, 34, 7 and 21 were not used and the further 
development of such features would need to be discussed. One-off functions (s2, 
64, 56, 59) were rarely used, which was expected. Features dealing with 
communication problems  (5, 4), could have recorded effective software system 
operation, but i n  fact showed that teachers were not aware that a hardware crash 

did not involve a software crash.  A more worrying matter was the security offered 

by features 1 ,  2 and 3 .  Teachers appeared not to understand the impact of 

having confidential data i n  the information system. 

The second part of the survey dealt with proposals for future functions. This was 

important as this cou ld show if teachers understood the potential of the new 

music technology and i nformation systems and their flexibility, as wel l  as their 

expectations. The results showed : 

• Recording ( in m p3 )  i mprovement: 
o Al lowed setting and notes typing while encoding. 

o Wave editor + track appending. 
• Database interfacing improvements: 

o Student i mport. 

o Reports. 

o Deleting work. 
o Registration  avai lab le on the network. 

• Setting of non-GM instruments. 

These improvements (except the wave editor, which was considered as a whole 

a 1 ·  · . th d velopment of the new 
PP 1cat1on in itself) were considered dunng e e 

· . l ied ESAAMS (see mformat1on system and led to the creation of a new system ea 

4.4, from page 144) . 

Th · l ·ng future functions. e th ird and last part of the survey dealt with pnon ISI 
T Id be created in the future. eachers fed back the i mportance of functions that cou 
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This part was de I e ra e Y consl  ere ast so as not to bias answers in  the second 
part of the survey. Top res ults a re shown in Table 5-2: 

non 

�son creation (resources + notes + settings + marking schemes + tests) 

}land le any kind of Workpiece I resources and implement appropriate editing tools (as well as visual 

resources) 

!Advanced SI MS import I export 

�udio tools implement. (Audio explorer, encoder/ripper, drum editor, wave/mp3/midi editor CD ·t . wn er, 

1fideo/still capture, . . .  ) 

Dual Network System (a PC on each student's desk) 

Email facility (in + out) 

On line help/tips/updates/manual 

Remote control with PDA or webpad 

Table 5-2 : First Survey, Part 3, prioritised proposed functions (2002) 

8** 

6** 
5* 

5 
5* 
5* 
5* 
5* 

The number of * showed the number of top grades. These results showed that 
tools to p repare and i m prove lessons were most attractive, fol lowed by features 
that cou ld  help teachers to improve the way they used the new music technology 
and information systems. 

Security policies on ly scored 2, which confirmed the earlier observation that 
teachers may not real ise the i mportance of this issue. 

B) SECOND SURVEY 

Teachers were observed using the music technology and information systems on 
site. Benefits, drawbacks and issues were noted (see template and results in 
Appendix 8.4, page 286) :  

• Benefits: 

o Students no longer had to share a keyboard and could work 

independently. 
o Students cou ld p lay with another person or as part of a larger group 

without having to move around the room. 

o Music fi les cou ld be shared. 
o Teachers could monitor students and record their performances. 

1 with both teachers and 
o The new systems appeared to be popu ar 
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- 0 The new systems e ped to improve students' compositions. 
0 Instruments were ready-to-use, less liable to be dama d d ge , an used 

more effectively. 
o Teachers cou ld  use other CAI (see 2.1 .2, page 10) or audio software 

with the whole class. 
o Interaction with students was enhanced and more targeted to 

i ndividua ls  or  g roups, rather than to the whole class. 
• Drawbacks and Remaining Issues: 

o Teachers sti l l  needed to organise themselves to deliver their lesson 
efficiently. 

o The i nteraction  with students using the music technology system 
was good. However, time was sometimes wasted using the 
interface. Students then lost focus on the lesson and teachers had 
to regai n  control to continue their lesson (although this was an 
improvement compared with teaching without the music technology 
system) .  

o Teachers u sed and interacted with the music technology system in  
many different ways, some of which were not anticipated (for 
example recording students' work in the sequencer for 'after lesson' 
MIDI record ing) .  

o Keyboards were u sed as primary instruments with KAAN system. A 
m ultitude  of keyboard playing skills was taught, especially with new 
students (Year 7) .  

C) INTERVIEWS 

Teachers confi rmed that (see template and results in Appendix 8.4, page 287) : 
• Keyboards were usefu l instruments to teach music. 
• Many teaching activities could be performed on a keyboard. 

k- 1 1  [ en if this was to be • New students had variable prior keyboard s I s ev 
Ed tional ( n d ) British taught in Key stages 1 and 2, Heinemann uca · · ' 

Department for Education and Employment (n.d.), Mills and Murray 

(2000)] .  
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• Keyboard teac mg s 1 s epended upon teachers and les 1 • son p ann1ng and 
conduct. 

5.1.2. Discussion 

The music technology system achieved its target to create a new infrastructure to 
use music materia ls  for lessons more effectively. Teachers were happy with the 
music technology system and some were wi l l ing to work with the author. 
However, teachers did not a lways consider the security issues with the data 
contained i n  the i r  i nformation system. Furthermore, a few problems sti l l remained 
before implementing new and more advanced features. These issues concerned : 

• Lesson teaching (preparation, organisation and delivery). 
• System usage ( interaction, functions too long or tedious to perform). 
• Communication  issues. 
• Use of keyboards for teaching.  
• Different students' ski l ls .  

The first issue cou ld i nvolve better self-organisation methods for the teacher, 
which wi l l  not be dealt with i n  this research, as teachers could be trained or 

documented on the subject by their Local Education Authority. Other remaining 

issues required some tra in ing for the teacher on the potential of the new music 

technology systems and keyboards. Besides, some tool to give minimal keyboard 

skil ls required to fol low the lesson to al l  students could be implemented. 

Therefore, a software artificial assistant was needed to help music teachers during 
a lesson to perform some tasks on the new music technology and information 
systems. Such an  assistant wou ld require some intelligence in order to perform 
on its own in a desired way and evolve with teachers' requirements. 

The assistance could be provided to : 
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• Perform an  ant1c1pa e teac er s tasks to decrease teach , kl ' er s wor oad and 

disturbance (Sub-project 1). 

• Help teaching basic keyboard and music skills to new students. This could 
be perform ed ind ividua l ly so that teachers could start their lessons to 
students with the sam e  basic ski l ls (Sub-project 2). 

5.2. Assistance from intell igent agents 

5.2.1. Habit capturing 

As seen in 2 .3 .3  (page 49), intel l igent agents aimed at simplifying the work of 
users could be used to assist m usic teachers. By anticipating teachers' actions, 
some tasks cou ld  be performed quicker. Other tasks could also be performed in 
the background whi le teachers perform other tasks more related to their teaching. 
For this user m odel l ing is required to monitor and discover habit patterns. 

The user should have access to the model and be able to modify it. The user 
wou ld need to control what has been acquired and decrease the level of paranoia 
created by this 'Big Brother' approach. The user may be able to help the agent by 
confirming ambiguous habits and add other known habits. Therefore, there 
should be an a ppropriate easy-to-use language al lowing the user to modify the 
knowledge base but protect it from being corrupted [Terveen and Murray (1996)] . 

Different kinds of habits were categorised as: 
• Absolute habits where a pattern was recognised to appear always or often 

at the sa me period of time, in  absolute time or after a major event 

(program start up, load new class, etc.). 
• Relative habits where a pattern always appeared or often appeared after 

another pattern. 

Two problems now a rose : 
• How to learn habits? 
• How to recognise them? 

University of Portsmouth 
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Habits needed to e earnt an  recogmsed 'on-line' in order t t· . 

re 
o an 1c1pate events. 

Habits may change and therefore the learning base need d t b e o e updated 
frequently. The user may know some habits and may want to add th 
to the knowledge base. Habits may differ in type : 

• One task  may be processed after one event. 
• One task  may be processed after a pattern of events. 
• A pattern of tasks may be processed after one event. 
• A pattern of tasks may be processed after a pattern of events. 

Examples : 

em manually 

• · One teacher a lways loaded Classl every Monday at timel (Ciassl only 
. : changed once a year). 

• : One teacher had his own way of performing his teaching in a defined 
sequence of actions. 

Habits are recognised after certain events have occurred. As these events need to 
be processed i n  o rder to retrieve known patterns or to capture habits, they have 
to give enough i nformation about themselves. A possible solution is to stamp 
every event describing its type and when it occurred and recording the context. 
This stamp may be processed and compared to stored stamps and patterns. A 
Sequentia l  Query Language Database (see 2 .2.4, page 43) was considered 
because of its ab i l ity to process SQL statements. If a pattern already existed, a 
statistical 'trust' parameter cou ld be updated. This parameter could be used to 
determine the confidence that a pattern had been recognised as a habit [Ebihara 
(1992), Lee and Lim ( 1994), Leemis (1997)] .  Different options could be proposed 
to the user to process. The method to complete the tasks of a recovered habit 
may be launched as  a macro (or collection) of tasks. The intelligent system could 
al · t · d ·nformation so check 1f the proposed options were correct. A stamp con alne 1 
on the last event. However, the former events would also be essential and must 

be used since a pattern is not l ike ly to be only two events in length. A history of 

events cou ld be stored (such as a n  'undo' com mand). Research determined the 

best stamping format and col lecting method to be used. Figure s-2 shows a 

method used to capture habits. 
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Figure S-2: Habit Capturing (200Z) 
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• Action details: 
o Context 

o Type 

• Parameters: 
o Parameter 1 

o Parameter 2 

• Timing details: 
o Index 1 (!Application start up) 

o Index 2 (/other reference event) 

o DeltaTime 1 (/Application start up) 

o DeltaTime 2 (/other reference 

event) 

o Month + day (l iteral) 

o Month 

o Day (Number) 

o Day (literal) 

5.2.2. Min i  project: Yahtzee 

• Time (Hour:minute:second) 
• Relatively to last event 

o Deltatime 

0 last event details: 

• Context 

• Type 

o Parameters: 

• Paraml 

• Param2 

To better understand the role of habits, a program was written to capture habits. 
A Yahtzee game was selected because of the way each individual player scored 
points. The scoring depended upon individual habitual tactics. 

Yahtzee is a game with five dice, which can be played alone or in a group. The 
game consists of th i rteen rounds. In each round, a player rolls the dice up  to 
three times and then scores the rol l  in one of thirteen categories. The player must 
score once in each category, which means that towards the end of the game the 
player may have to settle for scoring zero in some categories. The score is 
determined by a different ru le for each category. The object of the game is to 
max im ize the tota l  score a nd the game ends once al l  thi rteen categories have 

been scored .  

A score can be between 0 (the chosen category scores noth ing from the rol l )  and 

50 (Yahtzee with five simi lar  d ice faces). Sometimes it is better to score O, a low 

score 0 1 better chances later on. r not the top possible score, in order to eave 
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--Each player would score differently according to the context Th . . · e sconng tact1cs 
usual ly fol low the habits of the player and little time is involved with this habit, 
just context. 

The writing of the program fol lowed : 
• Build the game.  
• Show avai lab le combinations with non-null scores with different colours. 
• Offer the best score within the scoring category with another colour. 

As expla ined above, a player can decide not to score the maximum following some 
tactical rules and  priorities. It was these rules and priorities that needed to be 
captured . A genera l  scoring rule appeared to be to score the maximum except if it 
interfered with other personal goals (choices and habits). For instance, was the 
selection 66655 better to score with a 'Full House' worth 25 points, a '3 of a kind' 
worth 28 or 'Sixes' worth on ly 18 points but that could help gaining a bonus of 30 

later? 

The intel l igent system needed to determine the player's goals hierarchy. At the 
beginning, this was set as a stereotype and then updated. Then the intell igent 
system captured the player choosing a non-maximum score and tried to determine 

why against the context, as wel l  as scoring before the last rol l .  The context was 

determined by the category remaining to score (which also indicated the round), 

the dice faces a nd the rol l  number.  

5.2.3. Discussion on task assistance 

It was concluded that task assistance was feasible and could be performed in two 

forms: 
• Sequentia l  he lper for tedious tasks. 
• Task anticipator for habitua l  tasks. 
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The sequentia l helper was emg planned and will be put in place in the software 
system in the future with predefined sequences, and could be extended to macro 
capturing as implemented in  MS Word or Adobe Photoshop. A task anticipator 
needed more research and results from the Yahtzee project showed that: 

• Different kinds of habits existed. 

• Some  habits were time related. 

• Stereotypes could be used to provide quick results. 

• Could take a long time to capture and be able to propose or act for the 

teacher. 
• Interaction with the teacher was required to avoid a counter effect. . 

With KAAN and I or ESMMS, habits could be of several types: 

• Schedule capturing (what class at what date 1 time). 

• Lesson process (teacher and year group dependent). 
• Interfacing options ( l ike MS Agents). 

If this hypothesis was to be fully researched, further work included the 

determination of: 

• Teacher stereotypes. 
• Stamp hand l ing for habit capturing. 
• Interaction  with the teacher. 

As concluded at the end of this chapter, this hypothesis was not continued and 

none of the above was researched .  

5.3. Automated teaching and testing 

As seen in 2 .3 . 3  (page  53),  Intel l igent Tutoring Systems (ITS) existed in vario�� 
fi 1 . t d t work from Gerllc le ds to teach in a customised way by modell ing a s u en · 

(19 1 ew ITS for any field 98) showed interesting general templates to deve 0P n ' 

(like Figure 2-14: Third Appl ication Type, page 58). 
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5.3.1 . Intelligent Tutoring System to teach keyboard 
ski l ls 

various teaching techniques cou ld be useful for teaching music: 
• use student interaction ( learning by doing) and get semantic and working 

memory. 

• Assess student level and check knowledge is fully integrated to al low next 
step teaching .  

• Use of concepts, as  music i s  a language and can be defined by rules. 

• Diagnose e rrors a nd tra in  to solve errors against misconceptions. 

• Use different teaching methods for different students and different 

teachers .  

Furthermore, a student model could be useful for administrative purposes to 

report current students' knowledge and problems. An ITS could be implemented 

with the new KAAN system, using teacher's computer and keyboards. The 

computer wou ld run both the ITS and KAAN's interfacing engines. The interaction 
between the ITS and the students would be : 

• Student � ITS 1 Computer: 

o Key presses captured by the EMI and sent to the computer (see 

3 .4 .3 ,  page 105) .  

o Othe r: time (to respond) could ponder the responses. 

• ITS I Computer � Students: 

o Speech :  pre-recorded sequences OR text-to-speech engine, the 

audio wi l l  be sent to the appropriate EMI through one of the audio 

buses. 
o Other :  N ew keyboard models from Yamaha (EZ, EX series) and Casio 

(LK series) had embedded key l ighting faci lities used for their KAI 

· ·ncluded remote key 
teaching .  Higher specs models of the senes 1 

This could be used as 
l ighting through  reception of a MIDI message. 

a visual a id .  
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A first research p a n  was o o serve actual music teaching and t . o computense 
this teaching . The idea was to capture the teachers' way of te h. ac mg as this 
varied from one teacher to another. A hybrid system could be used to watch test 
marking from the teacher. It cou ld ask questions about the marking methods in a 
non-interruptive way to bu i ld a model of the teacher's teaching strategy. The 
research plan fol lowed the phases explained below: 

• A teacher and a student sit in two rooms. The teacher tests the student 
remotely, u sing KAAN system. The teacher asks students questions and 
marks responses, from captured key presses and time to respond (Figure 
5-3) .  

• The author or  a monitoring program captures the interaction (or 
information flow) between the teacher and the student. The author then 
models the teaching process from the gathered information. 

• An Intel l igent Assistant using the teaching model is added in the interaction 

between the teacher and the student (Figure 5-4). The assistant proposes 

actions to the teacher for a given task. The teacher can then accomplish 

proposed tasks by cl icking on a button. If the action is unsatisfactory, the 

teacher can bypass the assistant and give his own directives. The teaching 

process i s  a lso monitored in order to refine and validate the AI model . The 

new intel l igent system assesses the information created above and 

automatical ly makes decisions (correct-incorrect) . 

• Extend decision making to 'very good', 'good', 'satisfactory' and 

'unsatisfactory'. 
• Model user(s) to bu i ld a model of their achievement and appropriate levels 

for re-examination 1 examination. 
• The teacher is replaced by the assistant, which now carried out the task. 

The student a nd the teacher are questioned on the teaching process to 

validate the AI model. 
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Figure 5-3: First ITS!KAAN system (2002) 

Figure 5-4: Second ITS/KAAN system (2002) 

Student 
/ User 

Student 
/User 

This research plan was not fol lowed after observing teachers in action. It was 

found that teachers del ivered smal l  chunks of keyboard knowledge only when 

required for the ir  lesson, without checking students' understanding of the new 

knowledge.  Therefore, the hybrid system was not created. 

A second research plan tended towards the observation of existing CA!, KAI 

and ICAI techn iques. The idea was to keep only methods and structures that 

Would best fit the creat ion of a n  ITS to deliver customised keyboard and music 

Skil ls. 
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-- · th f I k b Alexandre Lassauniere First to determ1ne e use u ey oard ski l ls and tests that Id b ' eau e completed 
with students using a KAAN system,  KAI and CAI systems w . ere rev1ewed. The 
findings were then confirmed and a mended by a Teacher Advisor. These ski l ls 
were to be able to : 

• Notes and chords :  

o Recognise or play a note or a chord. 

o Recognise or  play intervals between notes. 
o Play a series of notes or chords (with a rhythm or not) . 

• Play (tap) a rhythm.  

• Answer yes/no/other (qu iz) . 

Second, ICAI techniques were reviewed and tested . As seen in 2.3.3 (from page 

53), teaching methods were described in Self (1988). The methods were to: 

• Compare student knowledge against 'perfect' (expert) knowledge,· 

o Tasks were executed through a set of rules. A student model of his 

knowledge was compared and critiqued against Expert knowledge to 

show misconceptions and errors. 

o Student's level was assessed by checking the knowledge transfer 

between the tutor (expert) and the student. The intelligent system 

then checked the knowledge was ful ly integrated as well as 

prerequ isites to teach the next lesson. 
o A phi losophy was ' learning to learn'. The tutor - expert model was 

compared with the student model in order to reduce differences. 

• Capture bugs (i.e. misconceptions and errors) to solve them,· 

o Student actions were predicted to anticipate bugs. 

o Misconceptions were captured by the intelligent system that would 

then try to get the number of misconceptions down to D. The 

intel l igent system captured student's error patterns and attempted to 

solve bugs. 
. 1 1 .  t ystem trained to solve o Errors were diagnosed and the mte 1gen s 

these errors against m isconceptions. 
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0 A learn ing history (student model building history) was used to get 
long-term memory that was compared with episodic memory. A 
genera l isation was made to build analogies between th tw e o. 

o Experience, (for example actions history), frequency of use of 
functions and help were captured to detect errors. 

o A phi losophy was ' learning by doing'. Student interaction with the 
intel l igent system was used to capture his semantic memory 
(previous knowledge) as wel l  as his working memory (immediate 
understa nding) .  

• Have an intelligent student modelling agent learning at the same time as 
the student: 

o A student m(')del bui lt concepts in the same time as the real student. 
The stu dent and model then tried to collaborate to build a common 
knowledge. 

Some of these techniques were usefu l .  Student interaction with the intel l igent 

system was used to obtain  semantic and working memory. Student level 

assessment and knowledge checking were fully integrated to teach the next 

lesson. Music was a language, and was therefore defined with concepts and rules. 

Errors were d iagnosed and the intell igent system could train to solve errors 

against misconceptions. Different teaching methods were used for different 

students and d ifferent teachers. 

The second research plan was selected as it built on existing knowledge and 

techniques. Any technique could be used in this research, however to check its 

feasibility two sub-systems needed to be created and tested: 
• Keyboard Ski l ls Expert sub-system to assess student's responses. An 

. h ITS as it could generate expert system was found appropnate for t e 

correct/expected answers to compare with student's responses. 

. rf between a student and • Lessons del ivery and testing sub-system to 1nte ace 

an ITS. 
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A Keyboard ' s xpe sys em an a smal l  application to ·rnt rf b e ace etween a 
Student and the PC were created as mini proiects to check d 1 .  J an va rdate the 
feasibi l ity of the hypothesis. Conclusions were then drawn upo th b . n e o tarned 
results. 

5.3.2. Min i  Project 1: Keyboard Skills Expert 

A new Keyboard Ski l ls  Expert system was required to assess student responses. 

To do so, it needed to recognise a task and its parameters (such as 'play a c 
chord') and to transform the key pressed by the student into a usable format to be 

compared with the expected answer. 

The scope of the new expert system was to deal with Notes and their relationships 

and chords, which were special col lections of Notes. As the required expertise 

was limited, an  Object Oriented (OOP, see 2.2.4 page 38) approach was chosen to 

develop the expert system. 

A MusicES object was created that contained all necessary methods to deal with 

note or chord objects. The aim of MusicESwas to transform a script (name of an 

object or relation between objects) into a col lection of note objects and vice versa. 

Its expertise could be extended by adding new methods, which applied the 

corresponding m usic rules. The knowledge was elicited [see Ackroyd and Hugues 

(1981), Hart ( 1 986) a nd Diaper ( 1989)] from the author, who was himself a 

keyboard player and keyboard ski l ls tutor. 

A simple user interface was created to test the MusicES object (Figure S-S). 

Another contro l  cal led Kbd was created to represent a keyboard that could be 

used later with the intel l igent system. A collection of Note objects could be sent 

to Kbd to l ight up or down kbd keys and mouse clicks raised events delivering 

newly (un)pressed keys. 
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Figure 5-5: Keyboard Skills Expert (2003) 

Recognise chord 

The testing of the Music£5 object produced satisfactory results and the expertise 

produced included : 
• Note recognition 
• Interval recognition 

from script (name or code) or from key presses. 

as  above, with special chord related intervals 

such as third, fifth and seventh. 

• Chord recognition as  above, with major I minor I seventh and 

inversion recognition. 

5.3.3. Min i  Project 2: Interfacing Method 

A second mini  project was a imed at checking that an interfacing method could be 

put in place for use with the ITS and KAAN. As a reminder, the interfacing 

methods were: 
• Student � ITS 1 Computer: 

o Key presses capture. 
o Time (from Windows) . 

• ITS I Computer � Students: 

o Pre-recorded sequences OR text-to-speech engine. 

o Key l ighting (from a MIDI message). 
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To capture key presses wr , a control implementing a 7i . . ranscewer obJect 
(see 4 3 . 1, page 123)  was created to interface with the music tech 1 · no ogy system 
both ways (EMis setting  and Keypress capturing). This control, named 
TransServer, cou ld retrieve the changes in  key status (pressed 1 unpressed) of al l  
the keyboards in the music technology system, every tenth of a second. The 
TransServer raised events i n  case of useful information with the collection of keys 
and the EMI i nvolved . This control was necessary in case of multiple simultaneous 
station handl ing .  

A text-to-speech engine (engine producing audio speech from text) was preferred 
to pre-recorded sequence for the speech as this was more flexible. If scripts to be 
spoken could be bui lt i n  real time, parameterised lessons and tests could be 
generated .  A text-to-speech engine generated audio (or spoke) from a given text, 
itself using AI techn iques. Its counterpart also existed to recognise and transcribe 
spoken words i nto text. Windows a lready implemented such an engine for its 

accessories I accessibi l ity f narrator feature for blind people. Other companies 
also produced more advanced engines for automated telephone calls handling or 

other applications. Each voice engine could be fed with various voice fonts for 

greater flexibi l ity. 

Key lighting was control led by sending MIDI messages (notes on I off) to the 

appropriate keyboard through KAAN .  A Casio LKSO keyboard was preferred to its 

Yamaha counterpart as  the whole key l it up instead of a LED above the key. 

An object cal led Sequence was created to deliver sequences of speech and key 

lighting actions  to the students that would become the base of delivered 

knowledge to students for lessons and tests. A Sequence object contained a 

collection of SequenceAction objects that performed single actions such as playing 

I k I . . . rt · t'me A Sequence object ey rghtmg notes or chords, speak or wart a ce am 1 • 

c ceAction was played was responsible for the sequence playback. Each .:Jequen 
tAction to finish before sequentia l ly and the Sequence had to wait for one Sequence 

t · ence (or collection of 5 artmg a new one. Sequence objects created the sequ 
. 

Si . t The script was a stnng equenceActions) from a script of a determrned forma · 
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composed o c u n  s escn mg e actions. Each chunk had a header, a value 
and a terminator. Five headers were avai lable: 

• N- to play one or more notes. 

• c- to play one or  more chords. 

• T- to speak the fol lowing text. 

• w- to wait the fol lowing amount of seconds. 

• s- to change speech speed. 

The terminator was the character I for al l  chunks. The value of the chunk differed 
from the type of chunks .  For a W- type chunk, the value to follow was to be a 
value :determin ing the time to wait (for instance W-1 . 5 1 ) .  For a T- type chunk, the 
text fol lowing the header was the text to be spoken (for instance T-1 am 
speaking ! ) .  For both N- and C- types, the text to fol low was the name of the 
notes or chords, such as  N-Ab l or N-C#3 1 ,  or C-Bbm7 1 .  Where the octave was 

indicated in  the note name, on ly the specified note was played, otherwise al l notes 

corresponding to that name were played. For a chord, the third octave was 

general ly chosen as the chord was played in the middle of the keyboard. Many 

notes or chords could be played in  the same time by separating them with comas 

(N-C,C# I or C-B,Bb l ) . To get an 'al l  notes off' effect, a N- 1 was given, but any 

new N- chunk would set a l l  currently played notes to 'off'. The MusicES object 

described earlier was used to procure the notes to be played from the script. An 

example of simple script is :  

T-You know how to play a 'A ', IN-A I T-a 'C'IN-CI T-and a 'G'. IN-GI W-I IN- IT-A 'B' 
corresponds to the white key BETWEEN a 'A ' and a 'C'. IN-BI T-a 'D' corresponds to the 
white key on the right of a 'C'. IN-DI T-And so on up to a 'G '. IN-EI T-EI W-l iN-FIT-FI W-I IN
GIT-GI W-l i T-�er a 'G ' is a 'A '. IN-A I W-I IN- I T-To summarise iN-A I T-A I W-.5IN-BIT-BI W
·51N-q T-CI W-. 5 IN-D I T-DI W-. 5 IN-EI T-EI W-. 5 IN-FIT-FI W-. 5IN-GI T-GI W-. SIN-A IT-and 
A. I W-. 5 1 

S h · h key lighting or any uc scnpts enabled the creation of sequences of speec ' 

th h e as actions were 0 er actions that could be needed in future. Furt ermor ' 

c · d and created in real reated from scripts, some actions could be parametense 
. 

t' . t Id be given w1th text lrne, for example for testing purposes. A template scnp eau 
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parts to be modi le Wl pre-speCI led parameters and a l ist of possible values. 
This gave for instance :  

• Stored Script :  T-Piease play the note N3 N2 a N1 note. I 
• Parameters: 

o 1 :  A I B IC I D I E I F IG IA  sharp iB  sharpiC sharp iD  sharp iE sharp i F  
sharp iG  sharp l A  flat i B  flat iC flat i D  flat iE  flat iF flat iG flatl 

o 2 :  (-)below l (+)above l 

o 3 :  [ 1 . . 12 ]* 1 semitones l [ 1  . .  6]*2 tones l 

-+ Real-time generated scri pt: T-Piease play the note 4 semitones below a E flat 

note./ 

· The expected answer here would be calculated from the MIDI code of an Eb note 

+ ( -1) * [ 4 ]*  1 semitones (a d ifference of 1 semitone is a difference of a value of 1 

in the MIDI code of the in itial note). 

The interfacing appl ication produced satisfactory results and the Sequence object 

could generate sequences including speech and collections of notes that could be 

handled later o n  by note player, such as the Kbdcontrol described in B) or a KAAN 

engine. Figure 5-6 shows a new control called KaanKbd, which aimed at handling 

Sequence objects to interface with a user: 

Figure 5-6: KaanKbd Control in operation (2003) 
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5.3.4. Discussion on automated teaching and testing 

Automated teaching a nd testing proved to be feasible and could be performed 

with KAAN systems using the objects and controls created in the mini projects. 

The sequence p layer could be of some help for the sequential helper described in 

5.2 .3 (page 1 74) . Customised testing could also be created in real time using the 

scripting method described in  C) .  

ITS methods could be of some help to customise the teaching of students and to 

extract useful admin istrative i nformation from their knowledge model. This could 

be particularly helpful for teaching basic keyboard ski l ls to new students (year 7) 

and to fol low lessons using keyboards. An ITS could also be applied to any 

student wishing to learn how to play the keyboard (in the same way as the KAI 

systems but focused on students abi l ities) . 

If this hypothesis was to be ful ly researched, further work included the 

determination of: 
• The ski l l s  to be taught. 
• The way and order to del iver these ski l ls. 
• An appropriate teaching and assessment strategy. 

As concluded in  the next paragraph, this hypothesis was selected for further 

research and a l l  of the a bove was researched and detai led in Chapter 6. 

5.4. Chapter Discussion 

T . d 1 remaining issues with wo Intel l igent methods to assist music teachers an so ve 
th . . th' hapter The assistance e new KAAN - ESAAMS systems were descnbed m IS c · 

could be provided as :  
h t cher and anticipate some 

• An intel l igent assistant that would observe t e ea 
d on the lesson (Sub

habitual tasks so that the teacher could stay focuse 

project 1) . 
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• Teaching tools t at could help students gain appropriate keyboard skills to 
fol low the lessons  more easi ly {Sub-project 2). 

It was decided to i nvestigate the feasibil ity of both methods. Both hypotheses 
were investigated withi n  mini-projects and proved to be feasible. Both solutions 
were generic and  could a lso be appl ied to other applications. It was also 
discussed that a sequentia l  helper could be implemented and was planned for the 

next release of the software system. 

The help provided by a n  Assistant to music teachers using KMN systems could be 

substantia l  if the teacher frequently performed sequential tasks, which may not be 

the case. Moreover, each teacher tended to work differently from others and 

lesson del ivery d iffered from class to class and student to student. Thus, the help 

might only benefit a few teachers. 

In another case, the help provided by an ITS, without ful ly replacing the teacher, 

could be valuable as :  

• Students would get simi lar  basic keyboard and music skil ls. 

• Teachers would have time at the beginning of the year to perform 

admin istrative tasks and to start knowing the students. 

Therefore, it was decided to ful ly research intell igent teaching methods. This part 

of the research i s  described i n  Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6. I NTELLIGENT TUTORING 

SYSTEM (ITS) FOR KAAN 

Chapters 3 and 4 described the creation of the new KAAN - ESAAMS systems 

aimed at creating a new infrastructure in  music classrooms to help music teachers. 

Chapter 5 showed that the music technology system offered benefits but some 

issues remained . Two hypotheses for intel l igent assistance to overcome these 

issues were described and investigated. After research and testing, it was found 

that a useful and feasib le solution for teachers was to implement an Intelligent 

Computer Assisted Instruction (ICAI) system or Intell igent Tutoring System (ITS) 

within the new KAAN - ESAAMS systems. The new ITS was to deliver customised 

keyboard ski l ls to students to help them fol low their lessons (using keyboards). 

This chapter d iscusses the creation of the new ITS. Tests were carried out and 

results are d iscussed that demonstrate the benefits and drawbacks of the new 

intell igent system .  

6.1. ITS Creation 

In Chapter 5 research projects on ITS and teaching techniques were reviewed. 

Mini projects were described i n  5 .3  (page 175) to check that an ITS for KAAN 

system was feasible . A new system - user - interfacing method was defined along 

With a new sim ple expert system for basic music concepts. 

A 'P , h sen instead of a 'pul l' ush teach ing  method (use of a feedback ITS) was c 0 
. 3 3 page 59 This 'Push' method (use of a d iagnostic ITS) as explained m 2· · ' · 

. 

t · Th , described by W1lson eachmg method was based on the 'Cognitive Load eory 
. M gel (1998) and Cavallo and Cole ( 1996) and the 'Constructionism' descnbed by er 
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D Thesis 6: ITS for KAAN � B th th . h Alexandre Lassauniere (n d 1 n .d .2) .  o eones were t ought to be better suited .. th • • , 1 or e students as 
students would assimi late new Knowledge that would be reme b d 1 m ere onger. 
Moreover, th is method cou ld  be implemented on an existing CAI system to make it 
Intel l igent. Therefore, i n  that case, an ITS system may be described as a CAI 
system with feedback loops to manage new student's knowledge. This new 
knowledge is then a ssessed to re-orientate the teaching to best fit student's 
learn ing needs. Knowing this, it was decided to build a CAI system first on which 
the intel l igence (feedback loop) was added to form the new ITS system. 

6.2. CAI system for KAAN system 

This part of the research began with the creation of a new CAI system to teach 
music using KAAN.  The CAI system consisted of a tutoring base where lessons, 
tests, parameters and a nswers where recorded. This information was then 
handled by a control ler that wou ld manage lessons and test delivery. Key press 
feedback wou ld  come either from the Kbd control created during the mini projects 
or the KAAN system. Responses were assessed and the result would be fed back 

to the student. An a utomated mode del ivered the lessons and tests automatically. 

The first step was to create lessons and tests to populate the tutoring base. 

Music is a language defined with concepts, fonts, symbols, syntax and rules. 

Rules could be put together to define an  expert system (created in 5.3.2, page 

181) . Concepts were bricks of knowledge that sometimes needed to be 

assimi lated in  a certain order so that the knowledge built remained solid. 

Concepts I Sub Concepts 1 Lessons I Tasks: Knowledge could be 

d h d omposed into n levels ecomposed into Concepts (C) . These could be furt er ec 
f b lained in a number of 0 subconcepts (SC). Each sub concept could then e exp 

1 h · g a task (with defined essons (scripts with eventual examples) each of them avln 

I t lesson of a subconcept Parameters) that cou ld be used for practicing. The as 
d rstood and comprised could be used to check that that subconcept had been un e 

t k That subconcept task a ask With a l l  the para meters used in the lesson tas s. 
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Usual ly d id not ave a scnp esson With 1t as it was used t o assess that the 
subconcept had been understood. This methodology was applied. 

Subconcepts sometimes required other subconcepts to be taught beforehand or 
could be independent. A table indicated their dependencies so that an ordered 
lesson l ist cou ld be loaded at startup. From this, the subconcept task of the last 
subconcept of a concept was cal led a concept task and was used to test or 
examine student's knowledge. 

For example the concept 'Note', was decomposed into four subconcepts: 

• 'White notes' (or keys on a keyboard). Told the name of the notes (A to 
G). 

• 'Sharps' [one semitone above a given (white) note] . The exceptions of B 

sharp and E sharp were not introduced in that concept, as they were more 

appropriate with subconcepts or concepts related to scales. 

• 'Flats' [one semitone below a given (white) note] . As for sharps, the 

exceptions of C flat and F flat were not included. 
• 'Any' (concept lesson including al l  subconcepts). 

These subconcepts had to be given in that order (sharps and flats could be 

interchanged) as  base note names were needed. However, a new concept was 

introduced in  between to ta l k  about intervals-tones and semitones. Each 

subconcept had three lessons (except 'any' as it was used as a concept 

assessment) describing their subconcept with small steps of increasing difficulty. 

6.2.1 .  Tutoring base 

A · Th d tabase system analysis genenc tutoring base was designed in MS Access. e a 

can be found i n  Appendix 8 . 5 . 1  (page 289) .  

The tables inc l uded in  the database shown in  Figure 6-1 are: 

• Concepts 
• SubConcepts related to a concept. 

University of Portsmouth 
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• Lessons 

• Parameters 

• Tasks 

• Feedbacks 

6: ITS for KAAN 
to determine the order/depend 

Alexandre Lassauniere ency of the subconcepts related to a subconcept. 
· 

each lesson came with a set task and pre,defined parameters. 
parameterised script with expected ty f pe o answer that 
can be used for many lessons. 
expected feedback with what to check and the spoken 
feedback from the response. 

This relationship tells that 1 concept can contain 
many subconcepts (as seen in 2.2.4, page 42) 

p:::;:.-�-- . /F=::;;::;..::::;.._'"--
1 sc_c_ll) 

SC_ID SC_Name se _oe.-..cription 

Figure 6-1 :  Tutoring Base Tables Relationship (2003) 

An ID i s  a unique index that allows linking and querying records. 
Here F T ID relates to one record in Tasks table. This T _ID 

co{iid be used in other tables (here Lessons or Feedback). 

Concepts and S ubConcepts were defined by a unique ID, their name and a 
description . The PreviousSC table ordered SubConcepts relative to each other. 
With appropriate interfacing, a teacher could order subconcepts. 

Lessons were defined by a unique ID, description level and sequence. The level 

determined the order within the S ubConcept, as a SubConceptcould contain more 

than one Lesson to describe it. The sequence contained the script that would 

build th 1 . ·th the user Part of the e esson sequence required to mterface Wl • 

knowledge was embedded within this script. 

- 1 9 1  -
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Tasks were defined by a umque  ID, Sequence, FeedbackType and TimeOut. The 
sequence contained the script that would build the lesson sequence required to 
interface with the user. However, this script was different from the Lessons 
sequence as it was parameterised. The parameter, depending on the lesson 
given, could be found in the Parameters table along with its expected answer. 
The expected answer was defined in  the script method so that the expert could 

handle it. The Tasks FeedbackType determined the type of expected feedback 
(for example one note or a chord) .  The TimeOut set the time to wait before it 

could be decided that the student could not answer the task. 

Feedbacks were defined by a unique ID, Sequence and What2Check. The 

sequence was s imi lar to a Tasks sequence with a parameterised script that could 

build upon the student's answer. What2Check set assessment rules in order to 

determine if the student responded wel l .  These rules also determined the type of 

feedback to give to the student. 

For example with a Major chord task: 
• Task script for Chord concept: T-Piease play a IV 1 chord I 
• Expected answer (to be used by MusicESfor assessment): 

C-tvll 

• Avai lable parameters (for subconcept Chord Major, lesson 4 (all major 

unaltered major chords): AIBIC/DIEIFIGI 
• Randomly chosen parameter: D 

New task script: 
Expected answer: 

Feedback for chord tasks :  

T-P/ease play a D chord. / 
C-D/ 

• Correct I Incorrect assessment (as shown in Table 6-1): 

University of Portsmouth 
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What2Check Feedback sequence 
Correct (al l played notes T-Correctl 

belonged to chord)  

Incorrect (at least one of  the T-lncorrect. You played a £ chord. I 
played notes did not belong MusicES tried to determine what chord was played for feedback. 
to chord) If not, just said that the chord did not exist (this depended on the 

Knowledge and rules entered in MusicES, in this research the 
scope was limited to major, minor and seventh chords). 

Table 6-1 :  Correct I Incorrect Answers (2003) 

• Played N otes assessment ( in order, as shown in Table 6-2): 

What2Check · Feedback sequence 
Correct (all played notes T-Correctl 
belonged to chord)  
Root note was not recogn ised T-lncorrect. The $ is missing. I 
in played notes $ = root note 
Third was not recogn ised in T-lncorrect. The $ is missing. I 
played notes $ = third 
Fifth was not recogn ised in T-lncorrect. The $ is  missing. I 
played notes $ = fifth 

Table 6-2: Multiple parameter assessment (2003) 

The tutoring base had to be populated and a user interface had to be created. 

The knowledge to be implemented dealt with music and basic keyboard skills. 

Possible ski l l s  were col lected and checked with a teacher advisor. These were: 

• Note recognition.  
• Intervals recognition (difference between notes). 
• Chord recognition . 
• Rhythm tapping and recognition .  
• Fingering (the way to place fingers on an instrument to play a piece of 

music) .  

The fi . t t' n to validate the theory 
lrst three concepts were selected for 1mplemen a 10 

and h The other two were 
CAI system, as  there were many subconcepts to teac · 

set aside for future work. 
-- - 1 93 -
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Knowledge was a u  o-e ICI e Y t e author USing methods explained by Ackroyd 
and Hugues ( 1981) ,  Hart (1986) and Diaper (1989). Diaper c1989) stated that 
three different representations of knowledge existed :  

• Implicit or tacit knowledge: a brainstorm was conducted to get as many 
music terms and concepts as possible. The author then observed music 
teachers and looked at the ir  music teaching methods to complete the list 
for various key stages. In paral lel, the author looked at CAI and KAI 
systems (see 2 . 1 . 2, page 10) as wel l as Heinemann's music matters 
[Heinemann Educational (n .d . ) ] .  

• Intermediate or mediating knowledge: explicit public representation of the 
elicited knowledge. The knowledge was gathered in groups and subgroups 

that later became concepts and subconcepts, explained with clear and plain 

terms. The concepts and subconcepts were then sorted in order of 

difficulty and l inked to keyboard playing. Lessons were built by collecting 

al l  parameters describing the subconcepts (for example subconcept 'white 

note' had parameters A, B, C, D, E, F and G). Then, these parameters 

were gathered in  g roups of increasing difficulty [for example a C chord (C, 

E and G notes) was easier to teach than a B chord (B, D# and F#) and 

therefore was taught earl ier] .  

• Representation encoded with the expert system. This part was described 

when creating the new MusicESobject. 

A teacher advisor  then checked this knowledge. The results can be seen in 

Appendix 8 .5 .2  (page 295).  Concepts and subconcepts found to be best for 

teaching were (not i n  order) : 
• Notes: 

o White notes 
o Black notes (sharps) 
o Black notes (Flats) 
o Any 

4 1essons. 

3 lessons. 

3 lessons. 

1 Lesson. 

University of Portsmouth 
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o Alterations:  

• Tones and semitones: 2 Lesson .  
o Major 

o Minor 

• Chords: 
o Major 

o Minor 

o Inversions 

o Advanced Chords :  

• 7th 

7 Lessons. 
3 Lessons . 

7 Lessons. 
8 Lessons. 
5 Lessons. 

8 Lessons. 

Lessons were designed to bui ld complex knowledge in the subconcepts. Each of 
them had one task with one or more parameters determined randomly from a list 
of preset options. Usual ly the last lesson of a subconcept had no lesson 
sequence. The purpose of the last lesson was to test the entire subconcept with 

possible options from its lessons. The 'Notes 1 Any' subconcept was special as it 

tested the enti re concept, meaning that a student was asked to play any existing 
note (white or black). This type of subconcept was not present for the other 

concepts. However, tests for chords gathered more and more options as 

knowledge increased . 

The Tutoring base was then populated in parallel with its interfacing application to 

verify its sequences.  

6.2.2. Interfacing Application 

The new CAI appl ication consisted of the tutoring base and an interface. It was 

created in VB6 as were the other controls and applications. The aim of the new 

CAI · t student through the application was to deliver preset lessons and tests 0 a 
ne KAA 

. 1 d could be automated. It w N system. The teaching strategy was s1mp e an 
c · 

. d L ssons were delivered ons,sted of giving a l l  selected (checked) lessons In or er. e 
in the order: 
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� Lesson sequence (if any) . 

• Lesson task sequence (parameterised) . 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

• Wait for answer (timeout included, first played note � 1 or a note, the number 
of requ i red notes for a chord). 

• Assess feedback. 

• Deliver feedback sequence (bui lt from the answer and th t k . e as , w1th or 
without the correct answer). 

• If automated, use function keys on the left side of the keyboard to control 
the lesson del ivery: 

o C:  go  to next lesson if answered well .  

o D :  stop I pause the lesson. 

o E :  replay lesson or task command. 

o C# : g ive a new test. 

o D#:  redo last test. 

The lesson started with the lesson a student selected. The lesson was delivered in 

the order detai led a bove and the student had to practice on tests related to the 

lesson before progressing to the next lesson. The CAI system assessed the 

answer in a correct 1 incorrect 1 timed out fashion using the MusicES expert. The 

answer was g iven as  a key press, which was fed back as a MIDI note code. This 

note code was transformed as a note 1 chord name by the expert, and this name 

was then compared with the expected name for the test. A number of correct 
answers (in tota l  and 1 or in a row) cou ld be set to allow the student to progress 
to the next lesson .  

The teaching strategy was bui lt around the idea that students could be delivered 

any knowledge ( lesson) and cou ld train on the new knowledge for as long as they 

wanted .  The CAI system would tel l  the students if it felt they 'understood' the 

knowledge and could 'safely' go to the next lesson. The students could then 

replay the lesson and practice on tests, as many times they wanted. As tests 

Were parameterised and could get a range of options, the new test and redo test 

butt t s The correct answer ons were there to practice on new or old parame er · 

could also be fed back to the student to show what was expected. 
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To handle t e esson e 1very a new control was created Th 

. . 

· e LessonPiayer 
control was responsible for load1ng lessons in order from th t t . ' ' e u onng base and 
to 'play' in a given  'strategy' or 'order'. Each Lesson consisted f 7i. . o a est, wh1ch 
dealt with the real-time test script building the expected answer. The 
LessonPiayer played the l esson sequences from its 'library' and the t t es sequence 
from the corresponding Test object. The note feedback was forwarded by the 
LessonPiayer to the Test object, which assessed the answer within an instance of 
the MusicES object. The feedback sequence was then built from the expected 
answer and the actua l  a nswer  and fed back to the student via the LessonPiayer. 
The LessonPiayer cou ld  then check the correctness of the answer to go or not to 
the next stage. 

Here is an example of l esson delivery with task assessment. The lesson is Notes

Sharp-Lesson 2 .  The sequence was as fol lows: 

System Delivered the lesson sequence with speech and keylighting. This 
particular lesson dealt with sharpened notes and introduced F# and 

G#. 
System At the end of the lesson, the system asks the student to either 

replay the lesson (function key E) or to practice the current lesson 

with tests (function key C#). Both function keys were lit on and 

they sounded to show that an action was awaited 

Student Selects C# {Test). Note that a timer ran to automatically select a 

function after a determined time (could be set for each student, 

usually 1 Os). 
System Gave a task: 'Please play a G#' and waited for an answer. A time 

Student 
System 

System 

--

out timer was launched to limit the task time (depended on the 

task). 
Played a C: wrong answer. 
Assessed the answer and fed back to the student: Tncorrect, you 

. G'./.l , G# was lit on to show the 
played a C The correct answer IS tr. 

expected answer. / 
,,., t· re.nlay the lesson , E 

Then offered three options to the stuuen · r 
# th 0# function key) or to 

key) Retry the test (here to play a G ' Wl 
' 

b with C# function key). 
have a new test (with another parame er, 
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number of successive correct answers. A correct answer was counted only once 
per task, which meant that a student could answer correctly the first or second 
time (with retry). Al l  other correct retries were not counted. To progress to the 
next lesson, a student needed to answer correctly: 

• 2 tasks, with 2 consecutive correct answers for a task with 1 parameter. 
• 3 tasks, with 2 consecutive correct answers for a task with more than 1 

parameter. 

The CAI system considered the lesson was understood and offered the student 
the chance to go to the next lesson with function key C. These numbers of total 
correct and successive correct answers were set as such at the beginning of the 
research and cou ld be changed if results showed that more or less correct 

answers were requ i red to a l low student progression to the next lesson. Results 

and test observation showed that they were correct. 

TransServer control KaanKbd Control Station to interface with 

Intervals � - - ���:�:�-----�) �thords 
Root note 

pl&; root � �  �-��-�!��--- i 
play 3rd 1 1 

Interface for MusicES 
object 

Lesson Player 
control 

F. E rt System an tgure 6-2 :  CAI System w ith KAAN/User interface, xpe d Lesson Player (2003) 
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• The KaanKbd control for PC interfacing in case of no KAAN system.  
• The TransServercontrol to interface (send/receive) with the KAAN system. 
• The LessonP!ayer control to manage and interface lessons with the student. 

Figure 6-3 shows the structure of objects i nteraction used in the new CAI system 
to teach lessons and assess test feedback. 

.---+----, Current Test 

Speech and Keylighting 

Current Test 

TransServer -1------1• KaanKbd 

MIDI Keylighting 

Legend: 

• Object: 

• Control: 

• Collection: () 
• Events 1 Interaction: 

• External World: 

Figure 6-3: CAI Objects Structure (2003) 
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Discussion 
Alexandre Lassauniere 

The new CAI system was not ful ly tested, as the aim was to check the feasibility 
and the techn iques u sed to del iver lessons and tests for the next ICAI system. 
Feedback wa s  not stored in  a database at this stage for intell igent feedback as the 
new CAI system cou ld  start from any point. 

The techn ique worked, especia l ly with the key lighting and the function keys. 
However, further  issues a rose: 

• The sequences were bu i lt sequential ly, meaning that the actions were 
performed one after the other. Only one sequence could be performed at a 
time without using multithreading (multi tasking from one application, 
avai lab le i n  VB.Net not VB6) and no other action could be performed while 
playing  a sequence. This meant that at this point only one student could 
be taught at  a time. Future developments could include the rewriting of 
the code in  VB.Net or another development language allowing the use of 
multithread ing .  Another idea would be to distribute the interfacing, using a 

PC network i n  para l lel to the KAAN system (as shown in Figure 3-26, page 

95) 

• Microsoft text-to-speech Engine suppl ied with Windows was used. This 

engine was easi ly avai lable but speech quality was poor compared to newer 

engines and the output sound card could not be set. To teach to multiple 

students at the same time, the speech/sound sent to the students had to 

come from d ifferent sound cards feeding the 3 or 4 buses of the music 

technology system. However, the speech engine was easy to use and 

produced appropriate results. For future work, a better speech engine 

could be used . 

D . h' g this sub-project in esplte these issues it was decided to continue researc m 
' . d It was decided not order to define methods and concepts that could be Improve · 

. (f page 170) as the to research the other sub-project investigated In 5.2 rom 
b t t' lly more valuable. It enefits from this research were considered to be po en la 

. d' but famil iar to the �ided to continue with VB6 (without multlthrea mg, 
_ 200 _ 
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f VB N ( Alexandre Lassauniere autilor) instead o . et with multithreading, but unfamil iar to the author) 

because of the lack of tra in ing on this new development language. 

The next step for the research, after having developed this CAI application, was to 

investigate methods to apply Artificial Intelligence to customise the teaching. 

6.3. ITS for KAAN system 

The intel l igence to be implemented within the CAI application dealt with the 
feedback loop and management of student's answers. This was performed 
through a student model module to al low the tutoring module to deliver the 
appropriate lessons in  defined strategies. 

The student model module as wel l  as teaching strategies had to be defined. 

Then, methods cou ld be analysed and implemented in the existing CAI application 

to make it ICAI. 

Student model module: From reviewed ICAI techniques and more general ly 

GerliC's th ird structure (see 2 .3 .3, page 58), three entities defined the student 
model module:  

• Error Knowledge Base. 
• Knowledge State 1 History. 
• Individua l  Differences. 

The first entity dealt with 'learning bugs', as some ICAI systems tried to solve 

them.  The second one obtained a 'mental image' of the current knowledge and 

. Th th'rd entity dealt with could provide a learn ing curve from its h1story. e 1 

. r. ample the student students' particularities that might bias the teachmg, .or ex 

could be visua l ly, au ra l ly or  physically impaired. 

It . 1 d State 1 History) only. was decided to implement the second ent1ty (Know e ge 

Th· . . th tudents' semantic and IS ent1ty a l lowed the capture of information about e s 
. . t for the tutoring module to Workmg memories. Th is was considered to be suffie�en . . 

d · . . lso al lowed stat1st1cal �propriate lessons. Furthermore, thiS entity a 
_ 201 -
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reports to e genera e . n 1v1 ua 1fferences and the k error nowledge base 
cou ld be implemented later to improve the intel ligent system c · d rn or er to shorten 
the teaching by tel l i ng the students what was wrong with their knowledge). 

The Knowledge State I History entity consisted of 2 parts: 
• Student Knowledge: 

Every t ime a concept or  subconcept task was answered OUTSIDE a practice 
exercise ( in  a test for instance), the subconcept was dated and recorded 
with its a ppropriate grade. Grades were: 

o Seen First time encountered in a subconcept task. 
o Known When a subconc,ept task was answered successfully. 
o Understood When a concept task was answered successful ly, 

every concept's subconcept was upgraded. 
• Teaching Action: 

Actions received by the student were dated and stored. Tasks were also 
stored with their parameters and the student feedback. This could be used 
to generate the error base later. 

Teaching Modes: Observing how lessons were delivered for any subject, it 
appeared that a lesson cou ld consist of up to 3 modes: 

• Teaching: 
Deliver knowledge to student from Lessons. A lesson consists of a spoken 

script and visual exa mples. 
• Practicing: 

Tasks (Lesson or subconcept) are g iven to students for practicing. The 

feedback wou ld not be used to update the Student Model. 

• Testing 1 Knowledge Assessment (KA}: 
Capture the  student's current knowledge. Student's Knowledge could be 

g raded as :  
o Seen 

o Known 
o Understood 

The concept is delivered as subconcepts in lessons 

and this knowledge is EXPECTED to be known .  

The concept seems to stay i n  memory. 
. 

d an be used wrth 
The concept is understood an c 
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Alexandre Lassauniere Tests su concep or concep were given in  order of graded seen 1 known 

or unseen subconcepts. The Student Knowledge was th en upgraded to 
known (for subconcept tests) or understood (for concept tests) for a good 
answer or  could be downgraded to 'seen' in a case the student did not 
respond wel l .  The KA process can be of 2 types: 

o Push : Each subconcept task is performed in order until one is 
answered badly. 

o Pul l :  Each concept task is performed i n  reverse order until one is 
a nswered correctly. Then, each concept's subconcept is 
performed in  reverse order until one is answered correctly. 
Variants can exist e

,
ither by pushing concepts or subconcepts 

in  the process. 

The push method was preferred so as not to de-motivate students. The 

push method executed only when students did not know a concept, which 

was considered better for self-motivation and esteem. 

For the KA and practice processes, students' answers needed to be assessed. In 

the new CAI a ppl ication, these answers were assessed as 'right' or 'wrong', which 

did not give a n  accurate idea of the student knowledge. Therefore, the answers 

were 'marked' with 5 different grades, taking into account the time to answer: 

• Incorrect and Slow. 
• No answer 
• Incorrect and Fast 
• Correct and Slow 
• Correct and Fast. 

(check if question was understood). 

(check not a si l ly mistake). 

(check not a lucky answer). 

6.3. 1 .  Modifications to the tutoring base 

The tutoring base needed to be modified to i nclude tables for the 'Intell igent 

• 1 the Knowledge State I 
modules' as shown in Figure 6-4. At that p01nt, on Y . 
H' 1 . was implemented. Th1s 

lstory (as seen in  6 . 3, page 201)  part of the intel lgence 

Part included : 
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6: ITS for KAAN Alexandre Lassauniere 

• Student Knowledge (related to students and s b u concepts. A history of the 
modification of this  knowledge was also implemented) {2}. 

• Student teaching actions (related to students and 1 essons/tasks with 
history, parameters g iven, responses and feedback) {3}. 

CAI Tutoring base 

s_comments 
S_Statloo 
S_Spee<hSpood 

{3}� 
l_ID 
T�nct! 
T _Expe<tedAnswer T _Fee<il«kType T_TineOul: 

F _TWit 
F _Sequence 
F _'llft«2Check F -�eCorrec!Ansoo 

Figure 6-4: Final ITS base, including Intelligence bases and the Tutoring base from former CAI 
system [relationship model changed from Figure 6-1 (page 191) to better fit) 

(2003) 

So far, the intel l igent system could manage: 
• Concepts, subconcepts, lessons and tasks in a given order. 

• Students and the model l ing of their knowledge. 

One important teach ing feature was missing : how to deliver efficiently the three 

teaching modes presented in 6 . 3, page 202. This feature was called a teaching 

strategy. 

Three teaching modes were presented in 6.3 (page 202), which described a 

different part of the knowledge transfer between a teacher and students. There 

existed m ulti ple  ways to put them together i n  order to maximise the transfer and 
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to(:heck that a student had assimilated the knowledge eo 

��andre Lassauniere 

. 
rre Y · These ways 

could be cal led a teach1ng strategy. Three strategies that could b . . e applied 1n the 
developed ICAI system are :  

• Non or sem i  customised teaching. 

• Semi  or  fu l ly customised teaching (type 1). 

• Fully customised teach ing (type 2). 

These strateg ies took into account basic assumptions and rules: 

• There was no external intervention except to start and stop the process. 

• A student cou ld interact with the intel l igent system only from a keyboard. 

• At the beginn ing, a l l  processes might include an option for the student to 

either practice seen concepts or to go straight to teaching matters. Tasks 

for seen lessons could be used for practice (straight after the lesson or 

whenever e lse in a 'practice mode'). 

All three strategies a re deta i led below and then compared. Any of them could be 

used in the ICAI system, however only one was selected and implemented. 

Future developments cou ld include a strategy selection for the teacher to use for 
the automated teaching. 

51 - non- or semi-customised teaching: This strategy only considered the 

teacher's lesson plans, and a l l  students were taught the same knowledge 

whatever prior knowledge they had. Two operational modes appeared (see Figure 

6-5 and Figu re 6-6) : 
• Perform the testing Onl ine (51-A). 
• Perform the testing Offline (51-B) .  

0 I. . h t hing process whereas n l ne meant that testing was performed dunng t e eac ' 

Offline meant that tests were given outside the teaching process. 

Sl-A was a lso spl it into two : 

- 205 -
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G: ITS for KAAN Alexandre Lassauniere 
---------;--In 51-A l  and a vanant of 51-B, tests grades were obtained as indicators 

ONLY on the instantaneous student's knowledge and the teaching carried 

on without taking care of it. This strategy was considered as non

customised as  no student modelling was used to deliver the lessons. 

Al and A2, 2003) 

Figure 6-5: Strategies Sl and S2 (types 
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--;- In Sl-A2 and another vanant of Sl-B, test feedback was taken into account 
to carry on or  not the teaching, or to set the next lesson to teach (in Sl-B, 
after the results of offl ine tests). In SI-A2, the lessons could be re
delivered a certain number of times until the concept 1 subconcept was 
understood and the teacher could be called if a student had problems with 
a concept. 

S2 _ semi- or fully- Customised teaching Type 1:  Uses 51 processes 

but a Knowledge Assessment process is carried out the first time to capture the 

student's prior knowledge. 

5 1 - B  

Mini practice on 
just seen lesson ( + update seen CISC tasks) 

82 (type A3, 2003) 

Figure 6-6: Strategies Sl and 

-----------------�--�7Pr��thh University ofPortsmou 
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�fully-Customised teachmg Type 2 (Figure 6-7): 
Alexandre Lassauniere 

53 differed from the 
first strateg ies as testing and Knowledge Assessment were considered as similar 

and performed onl ine at the beginning of every lesson. Each subconcept grade 

was up/down graded during that process and teaching was customised to the new 

captured student knowledge. The lessons and tasks were then only used for 
practicing .  

Mini practice on ju:rt �een lesson ( + update seen 
C!SC tasks) 

Yes 

c) 
Downgrade All C's 

se grades to 
Known 

t routine (2003) 
. h Knowledge Assessmen 

Figu re 6-7: Strategy S3 d iagram wit ---------_-;2;n08 -
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- Afexandre Lassauniere 6.3.2. Discussion 

Strategies 51 and 52 were seen in operation in school classrooms 53 .d . consr ered 
the individual student, which could only happen with personal teachers. It took 
into account knowledge varying from one teaching session to another. 

Table 6-3 shows a comparison between the different strategies, highlighting their 
drawbacks and advantages .  

TYPE DRAWBACKS ADVANTAGES 

51 • Non- (51 -AIB1)  I semi- (51-AIB2) • All knowledge will be delivered on 

52 

53 

customised time (51-AIBl) 
• All students are considered to be of • Customised teaching-flow control 

the same knowledge level (51-A2) 
• No teaching-flow control (51-AIBl) � Students are entitled re-tries in case 
� Students HA VE to follow lesson plan of unsuccessful tests 

• No backward process I knowledge 
downgrading if matters are 
forgotten 

� Can be difficult for weaker students 
and boring for the stronger 

• Semi-customised (52-AIB1) 
• No backward process I knowledge 

downgrading if matters are 
forgotten 

• Fully-customised (52-A2) 
� Students' knowledge is assessed 
and students are entitled re-tries in 
case of unsuccessful tests 

• No teaching-flow control (52-AIBl) 
� Students HA VE to follow lesson plan 

• Students prior levels are considered 
(but just once) 

• All knowledge will be delivered on 

� Can be difficult for weaker students time (52-AIBl) 

and boring for the stronger 
. 

• No guaranty al l  knowledge wil l  be • Fully-customrsed . 

1 . . � Students' knowledge ts constanny 
del ivered and on trme � ts are entitled re-� The teacher may need to control assessed and stu en .� ,� , ts 

. n · in case of unsuccess, w d!S student's progress from time to ttme to nes 
. 1 Is are considered 

check the student is not stuck at some • Studen� pnor eve 

point. (every trme) 
I knowledge 

• Backward process 

downgrading if matters are 

forgotten 

. d t hing strategieS (2003) 
Table 6-3: Comparison of the descnbe eac 
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The Knowledge Assessment mode of strategy 52 could 

1 Alexandre Lassauniere on y use a Push methOd 
(see 6.3, page 203) as  it was run only once. It was the same .th Wl strategy 53 for 
the first time, however it needed to be different at other t· 1mes and to use a Pull 
method to al low knowledge downgrading. 

strategy 53 had a d rawback that could be overcome as test grad ' es were stored 
historical ly. The i ntel l igent system could check multiple unsuccessful tests and 
then decide on an  action,  which was to call the teacher as the subconcept lessons 
were a l ready del ivered a certain,  pre-determined number of times. 

As Strategy 53 had on ly one drawback and was fully customised, this strategy was 
selected for implementation i n  the new ICAI system. 

6.4. Testing 

The new ICAI system was created including the new tutoring base and the new 
strategy detai led i n  Figu re 6-7 (page 208). A StudentManagercontrol was created 
to manage and load students to the LessonP/ayer control. This control now 

managed lesson a nd test del ivery using the chosen strategy. Any action was 

recorded in  the data base against the loaded student and a Knowledge Assessment 

mode updated the loaded student's knowledge. The new application interface 

was as shown in Figu re 6-8 .  

The bottom window was a control cal led StudentKnowledge. The idea behind this 

contro l  was that the student learning curve could be drawn if the intel l igent 

system could get the level of the student knowledge at different moments in time. 

This knowledge level was ca lcu lated from the knowledge grading history table. It 

was equal to the addition  of a l l  the grades of subconcepts dealt with at a certain 

date using g rade va lues such as :  
• Seen= l .  
• Known =2 . 
• Understood=3 .  

- 2 1 0 -
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Lesson Player A.ll:e:x:�1" �L;O��A��DiE��D; ·�-�-�= =-��==� ��:==:···=·�"���"··------"·-----·------� 
8 Note · Sharps [2) 

8 Nole • Sharps (3) 

8 No!e · Flats [1 ) 

8 Note · Flats (2} 

8 Note • Flat• (3) f""!'! .. ; .  Test Type: lsc test r Give answer 

Figure 6-8: ICAI system Interface (2003) 

A learning  curve consisted of a succession of knowledge levels plotted against 

knowledge updates or sessions .  A knowledge level was calculated as the sum of 

all the knowledge g rades of a l l  sub concepts graded at one moment. As 

subconcepts were seen one after the other and could be updated (upgraded or 

downgraded) within a KA session, learn ing curves could be obtained. The learning 

curve shown in Figure 6-8 was plotted against dates or, more accurately, against 

each knowledge update. The learning curve could also be plotted against 

sessions; a session being the time spent on the intell igent system by a student 

between the automated teaching starting and stopping .  This produced curves like 

the one shown i n  Figure 6-9 for Student Alexl (seen in Figure 6-8). Student Alexl 

(in fact the author) was on ly used to test and debug the intelligent system before 

other st d --- u ents tested the system .  - 2 1 1 � 
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I I I j 1\.�o-r--� 

25 25 
20 20 
1 5  15  
10  10 

5 
J 5 

0 0 

Figure 6-9: A n  example of a learning curve against sessions (2003) 

6.4. 1. Testing method 

The new ICAI appl ication (or ITS) was written and tested with several 'students'. 

Details about the students who tested the intelligent system at the time of writing 
are in Table 6-4: 

Student age prior knowledge 

ID range gender Comments (music I keyboard) session! 

A 40-50 M Medium I Medium 5 

B 20-30 M Soanish Beqinner/BeQinner J. 
c 20-30 M Malavsian Beginner/Beginner 3 

D 40-50 M Beginner/Beainner 2 

E 40-50 M Teacher Advisor Exper1 # 
F 20-30 M French Medium I Medium 2 

G 20-30 F French Beginner/Beginner 1 
H 30-40 F Beginner/Beainner 1 

I BeginneriBeainner 1 
14 M 

Medium I Medium 1 
J 15 F 

Medium I Medium 1 

1--- K 30-40 M 
Beginner/Beginnel 1 

1--- L 20-30 M 
Beginner/Beginnel 1 

1- M 40-50 F 
Beginner/Beainner 1 

1- N 18 M 
Medium 1 Medium 1 

0 20-30 M 
Medium 1 Medium 1 

p 1 1  F Beginner/BeQinner 1 

Q 16 M 
Medium I Medium 1 

R 15  M 
Medium 1 Medium 1 

s 8 M 

Table 6-4: Students' details (2003) 

- 2 1 2 -
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PhD Thesis 6 :  ITS for KAAN AI d . exan re Lassaun�ere ATea(:her Advisor (student E)  checked and val idated the lessons and tests scripts 

as wel l  as the knowledge del ivery method and order. 

Testing consisted of runn ing the intelligent system with the students. Each 

session action was  stored in the database and a learning curve could be plotted 
from the data .  All sessions were observed and notated, and some videotaped to 
amend and val idate written observations. Each student was then questioned to 
check the i m med iate after-teaching views of the student. The answers to these 
questions were considered in  improving the new intel l igent system. They were 
stored on spreadsheets along with system changes to get a status of the 
intelligent system and the students. Post-teaching questions were: 

• What have you lea rnt? 
• What was a problem? 
• How could it be improved? 
• What was good or  worked well? 
• Anything else? 

These testing sessions were designed to: 
• Debug the intel l igent system.  
• Val idate: 

o The Interfacing method. 
o New Knowledge transfer (teaching) methods. 

o New Knowledge assimi lation and remembering data. 

6.4.2. Results 

d · A endix 8.5.3 (page 300). Results from post-teaching questions can be foun m PP 
. 

. . ith bug fixes. At the t1me of The ITS changes a re indicated after testmg sessions w 

. . teen students (aged from 
writing twenty-nine tests had been performed With mne 

8 Year old to the age range 40-50).  

- 2 1 3 -
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some examp es a re presen e or s u ents, to explain teach· " 

�ere 
mg e • •  ects. Examples 

were grouped to show patterns for discussion. Examples: 

A) Example 1 :  Initial tests to improve the interfacing. 

B) Example 2: Beginners. 

C) Exam ple 3 :  Case of students D, M and Q. 

D) Exa mple 4:  More Advanced students (Case of students A, F and S). 

A) EXAMPLE 1: INITIAL TESTS TO IMPROVE THE INTERFACING 

Five tests were used to improve interfacing between the intelligent system and 

students. After these tests, a new "version of the ITS was designed. A later 

version of the ITS was designed after running four more tests. Bugs and crashes 

occurred during  these tests. Misunderstanding on the interfacing also caused test 

interruptions or actions from the a uthor, who observed the sequences. Tested 

students were students A, B, C and D, a l l  these students re-tested the intell igent 

system later with newer versions of the ITS. 

Results from the tests showed that: 
• Lesson sequences needed to be rephrased, for better understanding and 

also to i mprove sequencing between speech and keylighting. 

• Better voices were requ i red for better understanding. 

• Better routing and advising through the lesson was required along with 

motivators.  This was achieved with transitions using speech directives and 

function  keys l ighting .  Moreover, a special introduction was played at the 

first session to expla in the intel l igent system operation. Not too much 

speech was needed (so as not to get the students bored). 

S . more to find flaws and 
tudent A tested the intel l igent system twice at th1s stage, 

�= f tudent E allowed for 
•aults than for teaching . This added to comments rom s 

quicker debugg ing of the new intel l igent system. 

- 2 14 -
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Alexandre Lassauniere i)EXAMPLE 2: BEGINNERS 

Beginner students were students B, C, D, G H I L M N and Q 0 

f ' ' ' ' ' , rangrng ram age 
14 to 40-50.  Both femal e  and male, Engl ish and foreign students tested the 
intelligent system .  The number  of sessions on the intelligent system varied from 1 
to 3. As some stud ents had only one session with the intelligent system, the sub
concept Interval-Tones and  Semitones gained more feedback. This subconcept 
was placed just afte r  the first subconcept (Note-white keys) and before the two 
subconcepts Note-sharp and  Note-flat to introduce the term 'semitone'. This term 
was rarely i ntroduced by music teachers, especially to describe sharps and flats. 
That was why many stud ents (even more advanced ones) failed in the KA session 
at this subconcept. However, this subconcept was left at this position and was 
useful to determine early how students reacted with stress and more difficult 
concepts. Once they passed this subconcept, their lessons appeared easier. 

Results from the tests showed that: 
• Students learnt d ifferently: 

o Some hated the intel l igent system as its principle relied on teaching 
by doing and practising, leaving the students to try to understand 
thei r e rrors. Usually these students had problems with the semitone 

subconcept. Please see section C) for further details. 
o Some found that the intel l igent system was performing well and that 

they learnt wel l .  They l iked the idea of getting small, manageable 

bits of knowledge and the abil ity to directly practice them. Second 

and third sessions for some students showed that the knowledge 

was assimi lated correctly (from short term to longer term memory) 

as the KA did not downgrade their knowledge level . This can be 

. h 1 ning curve of student C seen in  Figure 6-10, whrch shows t e ear 

after three sessions (28/02/03, 07/03/03 and 13103103). usually, 

1 1  nd would have benefited these students used the function keys we a 
. session to practice freely on 

from a pause in the middle of a teachmg 
, 0 

d that a 'no answer functron 
the learnt concepts. It was also foun 

0 d f . as some students warte or 
key was needed during the KA sessron 

the timeout to have feedback from the intel ligent system. 

---------��::���::���;;��--------------�-�2i51 5 -
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Figure 6-1 0 :  Learning curve for student C after three sessions (2003) 

o Som e  student� . found the intell igent system boring at some point 
because either the bits of knowledge were too small or the teaching 
advice beca m e  annoying . That was why interfacing parameters 
were set against students to provide a better teaching experience. 
Future work could also include a method to assess whether students 
felt the l essons were too easy to move to subconcept or more 
d ifficult lessons. 

The speech engine caused problems as even English people had issues 
understanding what was said and tasks failed because of it. However, after some 
time, students tended to get used to the voice and performed better. It was also 
found that the interfacing m ethods depended on the environment: key lighting 

could not be seen with too much sun and speech could not be heard with rain 

dropping on the roof. 

C) EXAMPLE 3: CASE OF STUDENTS D, M AND Q 

Students D, M and Q had problems with the intel l igent system. All said that they 

did . 1 t thing They also became not l 1 ke the intel l igent system and that they earn no · 

stressed and annoyed.  

Student D had two sessions one in the debug phase discussed in A) and the 

oth 
, 

. "t was found from the er with the latest version. After the first session, 1 
in� . . . th t the intelligent system ormat1on gathered i n  the post-teaching mtervleW, a 

-------- - 2 1 6 -
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laCked guidance, level confi rmation and motivators Th. 

A
l

lexandre Lassaun�ere 
• IS eft students not 

knowing what to do, why things were needed and at what level th 1 e esson was. 
This added with a lack of motivators depressed students wh t: lt bl ' ' o 1e ocked and 
could not learn further. Fol lowing this feedback motivators (t: 1 ' 10r examp e 'well 
done') were added after a l l  successful training sessions. This proved to be 
efficient, even with adva nced students, who had difficulties with the last lessons. 

student D performed a second session with the latest version and finished 
apparently happier. Thi s  student wanted to practice on a subconcept until it 
became instinctive. This was al lowed by asking for more tests instead of going to 
the next lesson and explained why the student did not go far in the teaching. 
Future work could consist of providing another level of advice as well as error 
solving . It could be assumed that such students might have difficulty trying to 
understand their errors by themselves. 

Students M (Female, 40-50) and Q (Male, age 16) also had problems with the 
intelligent system.  Student M was frightened by technology and her learning was 
blocked by using it. She was stressed and had issues using functions keys as she 
relied solely on speech and did not look down at the keyboard to use it. Her 
feedback confirmed the author's assumptions (that she was afraid to use 
technology, a nd that she would have issues to learn using the new intelligent 
system) as  she said that she was not good enough to learn with the system. 
Student Q was also stressed, but for another reason. He did not like someone 
watching h im not performing well .  He said afterwards that headphones, test 
videoing or an  error debugger could have helped him perform better. 

D) EXAMPLE 4: MORE ADVANCED STUDENTS (CASE OF STUDENTS A, F 
AND S) 

st student A (English, 40-udents A, F and s performed better than the average. 
. SO) tested the latest version s  of the intel l igent system more actively (two sessl�ns 

f St d nt A played the gwtar 
0 a total of 95 minutes) than he did in example A). u e 

. ften. The author taught and had a keyboard at home, which he d1d not use 0 
. 

d with another teaching student F ( French, 20-30) how to play the keyboar 
-- - 21 7 -
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method. This method relied on practising on songs f . 

A�exandre lassauniefe o mcreas1ng difficulty and 
learning concepts a s  they appeared in  the songs. Howeve th' . r, IS teach1ng was 
performed i n  French, with French notations: 

Notes - English I French music concepts names: 

• Note names: A, 8, C, D, E, F, G I La, S� Do, Re, M� Fa, Sol. 

• Sharp - Flat I Diese, Bemol. 

• Note, tone, semitone, chord, interval, minor, major 1 Note, ton, demi-ton, accor� 
interval, mineur, majeur. 

Student F fin ished a l l  lessons after only two sessions after a total of 127 minutes. 
Student S (Engl ish, 8 year old) only had one session (31 minutes) and completed 
half the lessons .  It was noted that student S played the piano and that he also 
learnt it d ifferently a s  some concepts were new to him. 

For these three students, fast progression and as little talking as possible was 
required . They a pparently enjoyed the chal lenging tasks given by later lessons 
and even if pressured, wanted to get more. 

6.5. Chapter Discussion 

This chapter described the creation of new ITS I ICAI systems for music. At the 
time of writing twenty-nine tests had been performed with nineteen students 
(aged from 8 year old to the age range 40-50). Results from testing showed that 
the ITS method a nd structure worked well if individual parameters could be set for 
better i nteraction .  

Th . . . 2 14 age 58 or next page in e ITS d1agram from Gerlic (shown m F1gure - , P 
. 

Figure 6-1 2) is now used to compare and contrast with the new Lassaunlere 

d t create new prototype systems a nd parts of the ITS diagram were use 0 
intel l igent systems during early research work. Both diagrams are shown in Figure 

6-1 1 and Figure 6-1 2 .  

- 2 1 8 -
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�=:.__:�:::.::..-------------.::.:....:::..:.:::���� ----- JA�IIeexandre lassauniefe TUTORIAL 

MODULE INTERFACE r Lesson I EXPERTISE MODULE (Knowledge) base 

MODULE [ Key lighting l J r Prescribed Strategy I soeech � Concept l � 

l I .... translator ...._ l Key press � I Grading rules 1 .... "Y' interpreter � L-. 

STUDENT 
MODEL MODULE 

.. L Knowledge State I history l .. 

• � Teaching Actions history I I STUDENT I r Individual settings 1 
Figure 6-1 1 :  Lassauniere's ITS structure (2003) 

EXPERTISE 
MODULE 

... I Knowledge Base I -..... 

{ Problem Solution J Criteria Model 

.. TUTORIAL INTERFACE MODULE MODULE i Education Strategies l .. r Graphic I Language I Knowledge Base 
Generator 

l Diagnostic Rules l 
[ Prescribed rules l ...._ ·� STUDENT 

MODEL MODULE 

I Error Knowledge State I 
I Knowledge State History J � 

r Individual Differences J 
Figure 6-12: Gerlic's ITS structure 

[from Gerlic ( 1998)1 
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PhD Thesis 6: ITS for KAAN TrlbOth cases, students i nteracted with the Intell igent T t . Alexandre Lassauniefe u onng Systems through 
an Interface Module that a l lowed students to provide and . . rece1ve Information.  In 
the intell igent system created by Gerlic, the Interface Moduh . e was an Integral part 
of the system and was connected directly to al l  of the sub syst ems. In the new 
Lassauniere i ntel l igent systems the Interface Module only worked to the new 
System Expert, where :  

• A sequence of actions was played to the student (as speech and key 
l ighting) . 

• The new TransServercontrol captured key pressed by the students. 

This al lowed the Interface Module to be updated, improved and changed without 
affecting the rest of the i ntel l igent system. 

In the new Lassaun iere i ntel l igent systems, the System Expert (expertise of 
concept translation, between MIDI note codes and l iteral note 1 chord names) was 
used to translate tasks g iven to students and their responses into a different 
format that was suitable for both the Tutor and Interface Modules. 

• Lessons  and tests music concepts were translated as speech and 
keyl ighting (MIDI codes sent to the keyboard). 

• Pressed key MIDI codes were translated as a music concept answer to be 

compared with an expected answer. 

The Gerlic i ntel l igent system used an Expertise Module to deliver managed 
knowledge and problems 1 tasks to a student from strategies set by a Tutorial 
Module. This Tutorial Module was used to manage knowledge delivery from the 
student knowledge state and student's answers. Rules and strategies for teaching 
and assessing were defined to manage the knowledge delivery appropriately. 

However, the new Lassauniere intell igent systems used the fact that a physical 

t h d the assessor. This was eac er was the subject expert, the lesson manager an 
t . a le where the knowledge ranslated in the inte l l igent system as the Tutonal Mo u ' 

b sment were performed. ase manage ment, teaching strategies and answer asses 
. 

Th . I er to interface With the e System Expert was just used as an intermediate ay 
Interface U,l.o:��u:le�. �T�h�e�TI�u�fl�or.�ia:I�M:o:dl�uA:e�w;a;s�re�s;p�on�s;-ib_le�f,-

or
_: -----=n-o. 
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• Assessing current student's knowledge status w'th 
Alexandre Lassauniefe 

. . . ' a predefined strategy, 
using pnor 1 nformat1on from the Student Model Module. 

• Del ivering the knowledge appropriately from the new t t . . u onng base us1ng 
the predefined strategy and current student's knowledge st t a us. 

• Tra ining[Testing the taught knowledge with tasks from th t . e new utonng 
base, which parameters were generated in real-time. 

This change in the i ntel l igence feedback loop allowed better and faster 
management of the information kept in the tutoring base (for medium to longer 
term memory).  Real-tim e  management of short-term knowledge from tasks' 
answers assessment was preferred to a slower computed update from newly 
stored information from the Student Model Module. This was because it kept the 
interaction with the Student Model Module as a strict minimum. This. was allowed 
only: 

• Because there was no misconception debugging (use of a 'push' teaching 
method) .  However, this was partly planned, as a Teaching Actions History 
was stored i n  the Student Model Module, for future use if required. 

• If the teaching method used the predefined strategy and knowledge 
grad ing ru les. 

Implementation of misconception debugging required a change in the predefined 
strategy to a l low for bug pattern recognition. Note that this did not mean 
chang ing the i nteraction between modules, the Tutorial Module having to keep its 
centra l  position for the reasons stated above. The teaching method used in the 

research seemed to produce good results when compared with several methods. 

One issue was  that the i mplemented teaching method was unique and inflexible. 
T th teaching method (from ' eachers needed to be g iven more control over e 

·stant and not to view it predefined templates or not) to use the new ITS as an assl 
t: f people thinking that as a replacement i ntel l igent system (a common rear 0 

computers or robotic-entities would replace them). 

d t a later stage in the Individual Settings i n  the Student Model Module were use a . 
d I' e parameters (VOICe testing to store ind ividual  settings on the Interface e IV ry 

- 22 1 -
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more individual settings to take into account in assessment. 

Along with the new ITS system, new systems and methods were explained: 
• New Systems :  

o New generic tutoring base and methods to teach with scripting. 
o New Interfacing system (with KAAN, keylighting and text2speech 

technologies). 
o N ew control s  to display learning curves. 

• New Methods: 
o Teaching Modes [Teaching, Practicing, Testing 1 Knowledge 

Assessment (KA)] . 
o Knowledge and assessment grading. 
o Teaching strategies (51 ,  52, 53) .  
o Management of short, medium and longer term memory. 

The status of the new ITS/ ICAI system for the new KAAN system was: 
• Fifty-one preset m usic lessons. 
• Nineteen students tested the intell igent system in twenty-nine sessions. 
• Strategy 53 implemented . 
• Automation and individual differences (speech) . 
• Interfacing method . 
• Knowledge d isplay. 

Potentia l future work on the existing new intelligent system includes: 

• Implement a multi-user ITS using:  
o Mu ltithreading (avai lable in  VB.Net). 
o Better speech engine and voices. 
o Interfacing Distribution .  . d . t customised strategies an 

• Implement a strategy manager to teach agalnS 

a lesson bu ilder for the teacher. 
• The use of individual differences in answers assessment. 

University of Portsmouth 
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CHAPTE R  7. DISCUSSION AND 

CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter describes the conclusions and recommendations from the research. 
The structure of the chapter is as fol lows: 

• Summary of the research work programme. 
• Resolution of research aims and objectives. 
• Key research successes and contribution. 
• Improvements to this research ( l imitations and enabling technologies). 
• Suggestions for future work. 
• Thesis conclusion . 

7.1.  Summary of the research work programme 

The encompassing a im of this research was to create a new music technology 

system and new methods to help music teachers teach music. 

The work progressed i n  two phases. Firstly, the creation of a new music 

technology system called Keyboard And Audio Network as a whole (hardware, 

firmware and software).  This led to the creation of a new information system 

called Electronic Student Assessment And data Management System. The second 

Phase of the work reviewed feedback from teachers using the new music 

technology and information systems and led to creation of a new Intell igent 

Tutoring System aimed at teaching basic music-keyboard skills to students using 

the new music technology system. 

The research on a new music technology system was achieved by creating new 

El d 1 ne or be remotely 
ectronic Music I nterfaces, which could work stan -a 0 
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PhD Thesis 7: Discussion and Conclusions - f t I d 0 A Alexandre lassauniere contro l led rom a con ro evtce. new communication P t I ro oco was defined for 
control and new control software was created to interface "th th . Wt e new musrc 
techno logy system.  Requ i rements from teachers led to th e research and 
implementation of a new information system within the control software. The 
success of th is new feature led to the creation of a new teaching-centred 
information system. 

Research on  Intel l igent Tutoring Systems considered the creation of a new 
computer Aided Instruction system in order to validate new tutoring base and 
interfacing methods. The creation of a new music-keyboard skills expert and the 

definition of a revised version of a generic Intel l igent Tutoring System structure 

led to the creation  of a ful ly functional Intell igent Tutoring Systems. This was 

used to teach basic music-keyboard ski l ls using the new music technology system, 

which was successful ly tested for val idation and improvements. 

7.2. Resolution of Research Aims and Objectives 

The specific objectives set out i n  the introduction are highlighted below. Beneath 
each of the objectives is an  assessment of the work completed against the 

objectives. 

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS: 
• Collect teachers' requirements for a new music technology system. 

A l ist of teachers' requirements for the new music technology system 

sfully collected. Each (hardware-firmware and software) was succes 

. cfve chapter (chapter 3 requirement was reviewed at the end of 1ts respe 1 

h t 4 for softWare for hardware-firmware requirements and c ap er 

requirements). 

. �,  and technologies. • Investigate existing music technology sys,ems . 
0 

d t be used in Educatton. More 
F1ve music technology systems were foun ° . 

0 e not found. All the musiC 
music technology systems might extst but wer 

h logy as 
same types of tee no technology systems seemed to use the 

found but 
king systems were -�scribed i n  chapter 2 .  Other music networ - 224 -
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un�ere 
er, or example Mlan 

[Yamaha Corporation (n .d . l)] and Cobranet [Rane (n.d.)] . 
Existi ng technologies were reviewed in the fields of: 

o Computer I Keyboard Aided Instruction. 
o Analogue a nd dig ital audio. 

o Computing and networking. 
o Data communication. 

o MIDI. 

o Software tools, appl ication analysis and design. 
o Artificial Intel l igence methods and applications. 

• Investigate and define the new music technology system design. 
This area of work was completed successfully and the new Keyboard And 
Audio Network system was marketed by a collaborating company. The 
method to network audio was investigated and new Electronic Music 

Interfaces were designed. Electronic Music Interfaces could work stand 

alone or networked for remote control. Network configurations were also 

proposed to network the Electronic Music Interfaces with various control 

devices. 

• Investigate and define communication protocols. 
A new communication  protocol was successfully defined and based on the 

RS485 communication standard allowing up to 32 Electronic Music 

Interfaces to be networked. The new protocol was designed to control 

EMis a nd to a llow real-time propagation of MIDI messages between a 

portable keyboard and a control device. Each Electronic Music Interface 

d EEPROM memory) from the 
could be reprogrammed (main program an 

control device for upgrades. 

. m between the music 
• Investigate, define and design a control mte -ace 

technology system and teachers. ftw 
b computer and a so are 

A suitable control device was found to e a 
. rototypes were created and 
mterface was successfully created. Seven P t 1 I control interface to con ro 
assessed by teachers to define the most usab e 

-------- - 225 -
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. . . 
e sy em was successfully 

des1gned Without need1ng a help section. Two b"ect . o � onented control 
structures were defined and tested in order to display an accurate status of 
the music techno logy system in real-time The seco d stru · n cture was 
successful ly implemented and al lowed the creat·10n f o easy-to-use 
debugging too ls  for teachers as well as the handling of abnormal control 
system statuses (mobi le Electronic Music Interfaces or crashes). 

• Investigate, define and design a new information system. 
Requirements from teachers included an information system embedded 
within the control software for administrative purposes. A new information 
system was successful ly created and embedded within the control interface 
using a database designed with teachers. The success of the new 

embedded i nformation  system led to the creation of a new system called 

Electronic Student Assessment And data Management System, based on 

the existing information system for any teaching field. The new 

information system was teaching-centred and allowed quick and efficient 

management of student workpieces. 

• Investigate and implement methods to improve teachers' mobility. 

This a rea of work was completed successfully as two methods were defined 

to get teachers mobi le, while using the new music technology and 

information systems in their department using wireless networking. The 

music tech nology system control computer was remotely controlled by the 

author using thin- (Win CE and windows terminal services) or thick- (Win 

XP Tablet PC edition )  end tablet PCs. Radio headphones were successfully 

used to bring audio feedback to teachers. The information system was 

d d database management 
designed especial ly for Tablet PCs and an a vance 

. 
k 'th the information system 

system successfu l ly a l lowed teachers to war Wl 

at school or at home. 
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• Collect feedback from teachers about the new . mustc technology and 
information systems. 

Feedback from teachers was successfully collected "th . Wl vanous means such 
as surveys, observation and interviews. Feedback wa sed . s u to determme if 
the new music technology and information systems fulfilled th I e roles they 
were designed to achieve and to resolve any rema·1n·1ng . or new 1ssues. 
Issues were determined and grouped. 

• Investigate solutions using Artificial Intelligence. 
Each main issue was investigated separately to determine the feasibility 
and util ity of solutions. It was found that solutions required some 
intel l igence that could be provided by Artificial Intelligence. 

The first issue dealt with an intell igent assistant that could help perform 

tasks for the teacher so that the teacher could remain focused on the 

lesson . It was decided that a valid solution was to capture teachers' habits 

(for instance lesson p reparation at the beginning of a class lesson or ending 

before the students left, etc.) in order to anticipate some of teachers' tasks. 

Existing agent methods were reviewed and a new habits capturer was 

created using a new stamping method. This was tested successfully on a 

separate project. 

The second issue dealt with teaching tools that could help students gain 

appropriate keyboard ski l l s  to fol low lessons more easily in future. It was 

decided that a val id solution was to implement an Intelligent Tutoring 

System using the new music technology system to teach basic music

keyboa rd ski l ls in  a custom way. A new music-keyboard skills expert was 

· terfacing method using 
created and successful ly tested as well as a new In 

h t taring method was more 
the new KAAN system. It was decided that t e u 

valuable for the resea rch. 

--------------------------��==�----
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students and to assess their answers. 
Two research p lans were determined. A h b ·d Y n system was considered in a 
fi rst resea rch plan to replace a teacher after modelling the teaching. 
However this research plan was not studied further as d a secon research 
plan arose using existing work that cou ld be re-arranged in the scope of 
the research .  E leven teaching methods for Intelligent Tutoring Systems 
were collected and tested. A generic Intell igent Tutoring System structure 
based on  a 'push' teaching method {based on 'Cognitive Load' [Wilson and 
Cole ( 1996)] or  'Constructionism' theories [Cavallo et al. (n.d.l, n.d.2)]} 
was created and analysed ;by comparison main ly with the work from Gerlic 
(1998) .  This  structure allowed appropriate customisation, knowledge 
del ivery and assessment that could be used in the new Intelligent Tutoring 
System .  

• Implement a new Computer Aided Instruction system. 
A new Computer Aided Instruction system was successfully created to 

teach basic music-keyboard ski l ls using the new expert and interfacing 

method .  A tutoring base was successfully designed, populated, linked to 

the Computer Aided Instruction system and tested with the help of 

teachers .  The tutoring base was constructed around new teaching 

concepts .  These concepts were defined so that music knowledge could be 

represented in  Concepts divided in a hierarchy of subconcepts. 

Subconcepts could then be del ivered with a range of lessons assessed with 

t . ed 51 
related tasks. At the end of the research, the tutoring bases con am 

preset music lessons with corresponding tasks for an estimated teaching 

time of between 4 to 6 hours. A new assessment method was used to 

1 1  th time to respond. This 
consider the correctness of answers as we as e 

provided appropriate results. 

---------------------���==�----
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model. 

u,onng System student 

An Intel l igent  Tutoring System student model module was successfully created and imp lemented on the new Computer Aided 1 stru . n ction system 
to make that system an  Intel l igent Tutoring System Te h. . 

· ac mg strateg1es 
were a lso researched and implemented to del iver knowledge to students in 
an effective way. The student model module first managed students' 
teach ing actions as well as a knowledge grading history. The knowledge 
grading h istory was updated using a Knowledge Assessment session before 
the knowledge delivery to del iver the required knowledge. This was used 
a long with a new .  p lotting control, which provided plots of students' 
learning curve that could be used for administrative and motivation 

purposes. 

Students' teaching actions were recorded but not used within the scope of 

the research as it was found that Knowledge Assessment session replaced 

the need for determining students' misconceptions. However, the data 

stored could be used in  future to improve the Knowledge Assessment 

session and i nclude misconception solving. The student model module also 

included student specific information to improve the interfacing and lesson 

delivery. 

A new revised Intel l igent Tutoring System structure was proposed at the 

end of the research and compared with the generic Intelligent Tutoring 

System structure proposed by Gerlic (1998). The tutoring base along with 

. t t gies were successfully the student model module and teachmg s ra e 

. d 0 1 the system interfacing designed to be working in any teachmg fiel · 
n Y . 
k Id include interfacmg 

method was specific to this research . Future wor cou 

t lessons and tasks and to 
tools for teachers to create and l i nk new concep s, 

implement custom teaching strategies. 
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Key research successes and contribution 

The new Intel l igent Tutoring System based on the new music technology systems 
was considered successful .  

A broad base o f  research  was completed and a foundation platform from which 

further research and development could be conducted was created. In respect of 

the research work completed, the fol lowing were the tangible research successes. 

MAIN SYSTEMS CREATED 
• Electronic M usic interface. 

• Keyboard And Audio Network and communication protocol. 

• Electronic Student Assessment And data Management System. 

• Computer Aided Instruction. 
• Intel l igent Computer Aided I nstruction (also called Intelligent Tutoring 

System) with learning curves plotting. 

NEW METHODS 
• Control using ergonomic user interfaces. 
• Object Oriented control for interfacing. 

• Teaching-centred information m anagement. 
• Methods that a l low teachers to move around. 

• Capturing of habits (with a new stamping method). 

• Music-keyboard ski l l s  expert. 
• Interfacing with KAAN. 
• ITS methodology. 
• Generic tutoring.  

. elli ent Tutoring System using 
The key contribution was the creat1on of a new Int g 

The utility 
h . t music teachers. t e new music technology systems to assls 

. 
. base also 

. ew genenc tutonng broaden ing of the new systems, includmg the n 

assisted teachers from other fields. 
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Alexandre lassauniere 
7.4. Improvements to this research 

7 .4.1 .  Limitations of the research 

There were severa l  a reas where the l imitations in this research restricted the 
achievement of the set objectives and improvements could be made. 

MUSIC TECHNOLGOY SYSTEMS: 

The number of buses offered by network cables (3 or 4) as well as the 
complicated static 

:
management of these buses restricted the creation of improved 

network audio functions. Furthermore, the method used for grouping (with a 
relay on one bus to create sub-buses) restricted grouping configurations. 

The music technology system was set in a special mode to propagate MIDI 

messages to record into MIDI files. This special mode prevented any other 

settings from being processed . Moreover, keyboard key presses scanning 

consumed too much  bandwidth and could not be used efficiently in the 

background. 

INTELLIGENT TUTORING SYSTEMS: 

Teaching  to mu ltiple students at the same time was not possible: 

b hich was not designed • The tutoring database was an MS Access data ase, w 
. fer could be created to for multiple users, however an intermediate server 1 

overcome the problem. 

. t the audio output to send 
• The speech engine did not offer any opt1ons to se 

· ed before being sent to 
speech to different sound cards that could be remlx 

. bl 
hree buses were avalla e, 

the music technology system. However only t 

be managed in the same 
meaning that either only three students could 

d 'dth by . . . (to maximise the ban Wl 
t1me, or  a dynamic bus m ult1p lexmg system 

d &or more 
d t be create 1 '  

for other students) ha  o using unused buses 
students. 

University of Portsmouth 
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u 1 read1ng, which will be 

requi red to teach to several students in the sam t· e lme. An expensive 
speech engine  could have been purchased and VB NET · could have been 
used to overcome the problem. Another solution could be to distribute the 
functional ity to the students' station either by modity·1n th E . ' 9 e lectromc 
Music Interface or by connecting a PC to them. 

7.4.2. Requirements of enabling technologies 

The music technology systems distributed audio processing to each Electronic 

Music Interfaces. The resu lt was excellent and it appeared that to obtain even 

better results, some control features would need to be distributed. 

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS: 

The restrictions set o ut in 7 .4. 1  (page 231) would either require the use of: 

• New cables a nd connectors to increase the number of buses. 

• Digita l  technology. 

In both cases, the design of the Electronic Music Interfaces would need to be 

reconsidered as  well as the protocol .  However, as discussed, a network 

fi . . . 1 t ms allowed the inter-con 1gurat1on usmg the current mus1c techno ogy sys e 

connection of the music technology system with a PC system. In that case, all 

MI . � t could be distributed to 
DI features, as well as p layback and recordmg ,ea ures, 

h b th main control software t e local PCs using c l ient applications control led Y e 

using DCOM or ASP. Net technologies. 

INTELLIGENT TUTORING SYSTEMS: 

. server to allow for multi-
The tutoring base could be re-developed mto a SQL 

t hing . System server eac 
users. Data could come from a central Intel l igent Tutonng 

ffi ed by 
t . d·ng technology o er 
0 many students at  the same time using multlthrea 1 

. d the number of 
VB NET . d programmmg an 

· · However, the complexity of mult1threa 
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· urthermore a new 
speech engine server would be required to speak to multiple st d . ' u ents 1n the same 
time. As the number of soundcards in a computer and th e number of buses 
offered by the music tech nology system are finite and limited th· 1 . , 1s so ution may 
not be viable. 

A distributed solution  may be the most appropriate . Using local PCs to generate 

the speech and to interface with the students' keyboard, neither multithreading, 
nor expensive speech engine, nor any system bus is needed. Furthermore, either 

DCOM or ASP .Net technologies could be used to control the local applications. 

ASP.Net offers a particular advantage as thinner clients are required and. the main 

appl ication cou ld reside on a web server and be easily l inked to the SQL server. 

7 .5. Suggestions for future work 

This research has identified many areas where further work could be undertaken. 

Given the discussion presented in 7.4.2 (page 232), and throughout the 

dissertation, the fol lowing are areas where a significant contribution could be 
made : 

• Have the Intel l igent Tutoring System handle multiple students in the same 

time ( local ly and g loba l ly on the Internet) for: 

o Single student learning. 

o Col laborative learning. 
to implement in the new 

• Have teachers bui ld ing their own courseware 

. t A thoring Systems [Bierman 
Intel l igent Tutoring System, using Intel l lgen u 

(1988)] . Observe the change of the teacher's role in the classroom. 
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Thesis Conclusion 7.6. 

Research was undertaken in the area of music education to create new music 
technology systems and methods to help music teachers t h . eac musrc. The 
research resulted in  the design of the new music technology syst h. ems, w rch are 

now avai lable as  marketed products. The research also resulted in the creation of 
new Intel l igent Tutoring System and methods to teach basic music·keyboard skills 

using the new m usic techno logy and information systems. 

The objectives of the research were broadly achieved. Problems were i 
encountered because of the use of l imited technologies and these were explained. 

The market for the new music technology systems and eventually the new 

Intel l igent Tutoring System is expanding. The new intelligent systems bring 

essentia l  teaching features for music teachers and especially help the use of 

portable keyboards effectively a long with other instruments. Their flexibility, ease 

of instal lation and maintenance as wel l  as reliability offer them a clear, competitive 

advantage over existing provision .  

The new music technology and information systems were designed in 

collaboration with Counterpoint MTC Ltd, who now market the new systems 

(eleven systems sold at the time of writing). 

If · I t ll 'gent Tutoring System, 
rmprovements were to be made on the new n e 1 

. t 11 ' nt Tutoring System 
allowrng for multi-students there is littl e  doubt the In e rge 

' 
b dded tool within the new 

could be marketed i n  future as  a plug-in for or an em e 

mus. t 
· t tern is multi-users. 

rc echnology systems when the intelhgen sys 

University of Portsmouth 
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C HAPTER 8. APPENDICES 

8.1.  CAI features 

Tests involving keyboard interfacing 

MUSIC lessons: 
• Note reading :  d isplay 4 notes on staff. Student has to play each note on 

the keyboard (different clefs avai lable) 
• Key signatures against major/minor keys 
• Play 8 notes of a determined scale 

AURALIA: Four fields with subjects: 
• Intervals  a nd sca les 

o Interval comparison : play and answer with a keypress 
o Interva l recognition : play interval 
o Interval singing : NO 
o Sca les: play the choices a nd answer or play scale 
o Scale s inging : NO 
o Advanced sca les: play 
o Advanced sca les singing : NO 

• Chords 
o Cadences:  play and answer questions 
o Chord recogn ition : play and play chord 
o Chord singing : NO 
o Chord progression : play 
o Advanced progression : play 
o Cluster chords :  1 note then another one 
o Jazz chords :  p lay and answer question 
o Jazz chords singing : NO 
o Jazz chords progression : play 

• Rhythm . 
o Meter recognition :  play drum and answer question 

o Rhythm dictation : NO . 
o Rhythm e lements :  play and answer question 

o Rhyth m  elements dictation : NO 
me) o Rhythm imitation :  play and tap (with �etrono 

o R hythm styles: play and answer question 
• Pitch and melody 

o Counterpoint singing : NO 
o Melodic dictation : NO 
o Note recognition : NO . o Tapping : play and answer question 

University of Portsmouth 
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• Music readmg 

0 Advanced clefs :  show and answer question 0 Chord recogn
_
it_ion :  show and answer question 0 Meter recogmt1on :  show and answer question o Note reading : _ show and answer question (play) o Rhythm notat1on : show and answer question 

o Rhyth m  tapping :  show and  play/tap 
• Terms and symbols 

o Chord symbo ls :  s how and answer question (play) 
o concepts: show and answer question (play) 
o symbols :  show and answer question (play) 
o terms : show and answer question (play) 

• Key centres 
o i nterval s :  s how and answer question (play) 
o chords I scale relations: show and answer question (play) 
o jazz chords : show and answer question (play) 
o key signatures : show and answer question (play) 
o modulation : show and answer question (play) 
o sca les :  show and answer q uestion (play) 
o sca le degree : show and answer question (play) 
o scale home keys : show and answer question (play) 

• Instruments 
o Drum sticks: s how and tap 
o Drum styles : show and tap 
o Guitar symbols :  show and answer question 
o Instrument keys: show and answer question 
o Instrument range : show and answer question 

. o Instrument recogn ition : show and answer quest1on 
o Tra nsposition : show a n d  answer question 
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Hardware and Firmware 8.2. 

8.2.1. Power block Design 

The power bloc design consisted of: 
A) Heat s ink d imensioning 
B) Power resistors dimensioning 

A) HEAT SINK  DIM ENSIONING 

A heat sink d issi pated heat from the 3 voltage regulators (2*LM2940T10 + 
1 *7905). The ca lculation was performed with the worst case for 1 of them 
(local ised power d issipation) using Equation 8-1 :  Heat Sink Calculation. 

Equation:  Tj -Ta 
E>s-A = ---- -{0J-c + 0c-s) Pd 

Equation 8-1 :  Heat Sink Calculation 

With : 
Tj : Max Junction Temperature 
Ta : Max Ambient Temperature 
Pd : Max Power Dissipation 
eJ-c : Junction to case ( =3 K/W) 

8c-s : Case to heat Sink (=2K/W) 

Pd = (Vin max - Vout) * Imax 
= (20-1 0) * 1 = lOW 

Tj = 1 25°C 
Ta = 40°C 

:. E>s-A = 85/10 - 5 = 3 . 5  K/W chosen 3.7 K/W 

B) POWER RESISTORS DIMENSIONING 

ctors to allow the daisy The. �MI had two Printed Circuit Board (PCB) conn:tween the two connectors chammg of the power net. A reinforced power tr�ck b ck in order to reduce heat h�s . been designed to reduce the resistance of thiS t�a 
with low resistance power dls�tpation .  The track has been tested on o�e EM 
P er Resistor calculation) 

resistors (dimensioned using Equation 8-2: Equivalent ow 
and a high capacity power supply. 

Power Supply: 1 3 .5V (3SA) 
Imax = 19A (determined by connectors) 

:. P = U I = 13 . 5  * 19 :::: 256.5W :::: R e  

�··········· � 
:. R = 256 . 5  I 192 = 0 .710 . 

. t r CalculatiOn 
. I t Power Resis o 

Equation 8-2: Eqmva en 
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Alexancfre Lassauniere . an was obtained With: 
-

Req = 1/(2* 1/(3*0 .47)] = 0 .7050 

Power d issipated per resistor = 0.705 * 9.5 = 42W 
=> 100W - 0 .470 resistors 

Leads used : 2 .5mm2 (25A) 

8.2.2. Audio and Microcontroller Block Design 

The audio and microcontrol ler bloc design consisted of: 
A) Digital potentiometer corrected values Problem 1 
B) Digital potentiometer corrected values Problem 2 
C) Crysta l Calcu lations 
D) Terminator Resistor Ca lculations 

A) DIGITAL POTENTIOMETER CORRECTED VALUES PROBLEM 1 
Sound fol lowed a logarithmic law, thus a logarithmic digital potentiometer was 
required to measure the vol ume ampl ification of the headphones output. �e 
problem was that only l i near potentiometers were available. Thus! a con�erslon 
table was requ ired for the microcontroller to send the correct Information to 
control the digita l potentiometers. 

The selected l inear digital potentiometer had a resolution Run of �56. The aim
n
�: 

to calculate the value to send to it from a required log value. This value depe 
upon the resolution R109 of the virtual log potentiometer (influencing the number of 
levels considered for the volume control) .  

It was assumed that the law fol lowed the equation (Equation 8-3) : 

�------���XI�g c�----�J L__ Ynn A. l O . 

With :  
Equation 8-3: Assumed Logarithmic Jaw 

Ynn : Linear val ue to send to the potentiometer 
Xlog : Log va l ue required to change the volume 

The limit conditions were assumed to be :  
1 : Xlog = 0 => Ynn == 0 
2 : Xlog = Rl in -1 => Yun == RJog -l 

University of Portsmouth 
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:...---------As there were 3 unknowns, another equation was d Alexandre L.assauniere 

. . nee ed. As th 
-

logarithm1cal ,  the g rad1ent for the lower values could be su 
e law was 

3 : X log = 1 � Ylin = 1 
PPosed to be low, thus: 

From 1 . :  

From 2 . :  

From 3 . :  

:. A = 

A = C 

Rtin -1 = A * 10 B* (Riog.J) - A  
:. A =  

Rlin - l  

1 OH*(/IIog-1 ) - 1  

B = log ( A; l ) 
RI . 1 (A )R iog-1 zn - ----='=..!. _ A +  (Rlin - 1) 

( 1/ log-l )*log( A+I ) � A - A I 0 A - I 
Equation 8-4: Log / �in Conversion 

After solving Equation  8-4 by a dri l l ing method, it was found: 

For Rnn=256 and R1og = 64: A=C= 25.952381456 6=0.0164199286 

For Rnn = 256 and R1og = 32: A=C==8.5522303506 

Required Log Calculated Lin 
0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 6 
6 8 300 7 9 
8 12 250 
9 14 

10 17 200 
1 1  20 1 50 12 23 
13 27 100 
14 3 1  
15  36 50 
16 41 
17 47 

0 0 3 6 9 12 1 5  
18 54 
19 61 
20 69 
21 78 
22 88 
23 100 f--. 24 1 12  
25 127 
26 143 - 27 160 
28 180 
29 202 - 30 227 
31 255 

'th R "'32 
Figure 8-1 :  Example w• log 

. . f p rtsmouth 
Umverstty o 0 

6=0.04802539697 

Conversion 

' -+-Conve"ion 
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PhD Thesis Appendices B)DIGITAL POTENTIOMETER CORRECTED VALUES PROB���re �uniefe 

The l ine driver was designed w
_
ith headphone op amps. The si . 

and this was inverted so 
_
that 

_
nor se picked up  on the bus could 

be gnal was copred 

reception (ba lanced audro dnven on 1 twisted pair). The switch����elled at the 
only driving EMis attached to 

_
a bus) was designed using a MAX366 

� (to
_
have 

l ine circuit protector), for whrch power was controlled with mosfi 
� � (srgnal

powered transistors) . e ow gate 

The receiver was a lso designed with headphone op amps. The signals . d t I . d . h 
were added rn or er

_ 
o cane� any carne norse t at

_ 
would have been received by both 

wires of the twrsted
_ 
par r. A problem occurred rn the testing stage as the received 

signal decreased wrth the number of EMis on the bus. This occurred as it was found that the MAX366 chi p  could be considered to operate as a resistor. 
Therefore, Ohm's law had to be appl ied for each EMI added on the bus and the 
corrected ' loadi ng'  of a bus had to be calcu lated to compensate the effect of the 
Max366. As this loading correction had to be performed anyway, it was decided 
to control the vol u me of the received signal coming from a bus as well. 

The same d igital potentiometers as for the volume control were used to control 
the bus input volume/loading.  A new table was calculated to account for both 

number of EM Is  attached to the bus (or 'bus loading) and a 'bus volume'. Table 

8-1 shows the va lue the m icrocontroller has to send to a receiver's digital 

potentiometer to set the right volume for a determined bus load (set by the 

number of EMis attached to a bus). The values are calculated to follow a 

logarithmic law us ing a l i near potentiometer. 
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Volumes have to be read in columns (0-15) I Loads have to be read in rows ( 1 - 16). 

I 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I 2 3 -l 5 6 7 8 9 I 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  
2 2 -l 6 8 1 0  1 2  1 -l  1 6  I 1 8  I 20 ')') 24 26 28 30 " 7  ! -' -

3 3 6 9 1 2  1 5  1 8  2 1  I 24 i 27  30  I 3 3  3 6  3 9  42 45 48 I 

4 5 1 0  1 5  20 25 30  35  40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75  80 
5 6 1 2  1 8  24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84 90 96 
6 8 1 6  24 37  40 48 56 64 72 80 ss 96 1 04 1 1 2 1 20 1 28 
7 9 1 8  27 36  45  54 63 72 8 1  90 99 i08  1 1 7 1 26 1 3 5  1 44 
8 1 1  22 33 44 55  66 7 7  88 99 1 1 0 1 2 1  1 37 1 43 1 54 1 65 1 76 
9 1 3  26 39 52 65 78 9 1  1 04 1 1 7 1 30 143  1 56 1 69 1 82 1 95 208 
1 0  1 6  32 48 64 80 96 1 1 2 1 28 1 44 1 60 1 76 1 92 208 224 240 255 

\ �� 
1 8 36 54 72 90 1 08 126 1 44 162 1 80 198 2 1 6  234 252 255 255 
2 1  42 63 84 1 05 1 26 147 168 1 89 2 1 0  23 1 252 255 255 255 255 1 3 24 48 72 96 1 20 1 44 168 192 2 16  240 255 255 255 255 255 255 1 4  27 54 8 1  1 08 1 3 5  1 62 1 89 2 1 6  243 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 \ 1 5  \ 3 1  I 62 93 124 1 55 1 86 2 1 7  248 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 

Table 8-1 :  Bus loading table 
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Appendices C) CRYSTAL CALCULATIONS Alexandre Lassauniere 

Calculations were performed to determine the best crystal to use t 1 k th microcontrol ler as the microcontroller had to handle three differen� c � 1
e 

running at different baud rates : pro oco s 
• MIDI at 3 1250 bauds ±5% 
• RS232  a t  38400 bauds ±5% 
• RS485 at around 38400 bauds 

The baud rate was a function of the frequency of the crystal and a microcontroller parameter ( integer) ca l led UBR. The relationship was (Equation 8-5): 

Baud rate baud = 
Frequency 

C ) 
1 6(UBR + I) 

Equation 8-5: Crystal Frequency Calculation 

As UBR was a n  integer, there could be an error between the calculated and the required Baud rates. RS232 and MIDI were used to communicate between EMis and a computer or a keyboard. The error for these standards had to be minimal and within  the tolerances to have correct communication. RS485 was used to 
com municate between EMis, thus any error was acceptable, as every EMI would 
get the same error. Therefore the crystal frequency had to be calculated with the 
use of MIDI and RS232 simultaneously. Furthermore, the crystal frequency had to 
be below 8 MHz (m icrocontroller specification). 

Crystal Frequency MIDI RS232 (MHz) UBR Error_(%) UBR Error_{0/� 
1 . 8432 3 7.8 3 7.8 

2 3 0 3 0 

2 .4576 4 1 .7 4 1 . 7  
3.2768 6 6.4 6 6.4 

3.579545 6 2.3 6 2.3 

3.6864 6 5.3 6 5.3 

4 7 0 7 0 

4 .194304 7 4.9 7 4.9 
4.433619 8 1 .5 8 1 .5  

4.608 8 2.4 8 2.4 
4.9152 9 1.7 9 1 .7  

5 9 0 9 0 

5.0688 9 1.4 9 1 .4 
5.24288 10  4.7 10 4.7 

6 1 1  0 11  0 

11  2.4 1 1 2.4 
6. 144 9 4.2 

6.4 12 1.5 
10 3 

6.5536 12 .8 

1.7 11 0 
7.3728 14 

1.7 12 1.5 
7.86432 15 

0 12 .2  8 15 
f, MIDI and RS232 

Table 8-2: Crystal Frequency Errors or 
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D) TERMINATOR RESISTOR CALCULATIONS 
Alexandre Lassauniere 

commun ication with PC (RS232) : communication problems occurred with the PC due to d igita l level latency: 

instead of ... time Voltsi 
'----------·· tunc 

Figure 8-2 : RS232 Signals causing communication problems 

The network state had to be defined for the instance when nobody talked to 
prevent l evel stabil isation latency and therefore communication problems. This 
needed to be set in  only one box, with pull up and pull down resistors. The value 
of the pu l l  u p  and down resistors of the network terminator had to be calcu lated 
accurately as  some EMI would not communicate properly: 

The terminator had to be calculated so that the voltage at the 120R resistor was 
equal to 0. 2V. This could be expressed as (0): 120 h = 0.2 or h = 1 I 600 

-t 1 i!Y 

11 

1BV 

+1 0V T 

Figures 8-3: Network termination Circuitry Representations 

From the last representation, the relationships between the currents (in red) could 

be written :  
( 1 )  

:. (S) 

I3 = I 1  + I2 
IS = I3 + I4 :. (2) IS = 11  + I2 + I4 
IS = I4 + I6 :. (3) I4 = IS + I6 

I 1  = I6 - I2 ,'. (4) I6 = 11 + I2 

I4 = IS - 1 1  -I2 

(. reen) could be written: The relationships between the voltages In 9 
(A) 10 = S - l .SK I2 + R 1 1  

(B) S = l .SK I2 + 120 I3 + R IS 

(C) S = l .SK I4 + R IS 

R/3 - 5  
From (A) and ( 1 ) :  S = R (!3 - I2) - l.SK I2 :. (i) I2 = R +1 .5K 

University of Portsmouth 
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PhD Thesis Appendices Alexandre lassauniere 
From (C) and (2) :  5 == 1 .5K  (15 - 13) + R IS :. (ii) IS = 5 + 1 .5K/3 

R + 1 .5K ( R13 -5 J ( � 1 �Kl �) From (B), (i) and  ( i i) : 

Which g ives :  

From (0) :  

S == l .SK + 120 I3 + R .) + .) .) 
R +1 .5K R + I .SK 

1SK = I3 (3120 R + 180K) 
13 = 11 600 :. R = 1 5K * 600 - 1 80K � 2827 3 1 20 

Q 

Chosen Value: R = 2.7K (existing commercial value) 

8.2.3. Metal enclosure 

Initia l ly, the idea was to have each EMI fixed on top of the students' desks. The 
fixed cables were connected on the bottom of the EMI and the input and output 
stereo sockets were avai lable on the front panel of the EMI, such as shown in 
Figure 8-4. 

• 
Teacher Left 

Student Left MIDI 

Figure 8-4: First Idea 

This design was rejected because: 

• 
Teacher 

�t 

Student· 
�� 

Aux 
JNP!ITS 

• It d id not look professional because of its shape and assembly 
• The s pace taken on the desktop surface was too large . 11 d n • A h ole  had to be made in the desktop and it could only be rnsta e o 

desks h b eparately involved 
• M ultip le connector directions and connected to t e 0� 5 . bles 

the design of multiple smal l PCBs connected together wrth rrbbon ea 

----� 

·····t.}��Y' 
/;f;:l·I 

I 
I 

��-----r 
0 0  / D D 0 r::::::J 

Figure 8-5: Second Idea - 244 -
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. . 

Appendices Alexandre Lassaumere A second 1dea empha� 1se� the use of simple shaped, easi ly manufacture<(bases and covers as shown 1n  F1gure 8·5. The PCB would be screwed onto the base and the cover wou ld  c lose t�e box and eventual ly be used as brackets to fix the box anywhere . Also protruding connectors (RS232 seria l  port, and audio sockets) had to be  gathered on the same side and the other connectors set on a perpendicular side to ease the instal lation of the PCB on the base . 

Figure 8-6: With cable hider 

The EMI cou ld be instal led under a desk or on a wal l .  To secure the power and 
network connectors from the students, a cable hider could be designed to fit onto 
the base or the cover as shown in Figure 8-6: With cable hider. 

The final design was based on the second idea and consisted of a base to which 
the main PCB was screwed. Holes allowed the audio and RS232 (serial port} 
sockets and a debug tricolour LED to protrude. Threaded bushes were also added 
to screw brackets on the base to fix the EMI on a wall or under a desk. The metal 
enclosure a lso comprised a cover screwed on the base. Slots allowed the power 
(2  network and 1 out), MIDI ( in and out) and network ( in and o.ut) connectors to 
be kept plugged in when the cover needed to be removed for mamtenance. 

Figure 8-7: Final design 

. t I nd painted in black .  A print Al l parts were made out of punched starnless s ee a , The meta l screen was designed for the cover top to show the connectors nam
a

e
nd

. 
to 

reduce 
· 1 rt for safety reasons enclosure was grounded from the sena po 

dded on the cover for the 
Electro-Magnetic Interferences . Punched hole� we�

i
: 

poked into the box that heat sink, but small enough to prevent anythrng g 

could cause short circuits. 
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PhD Thesis Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere Improvements were: 
• Brackets. A pair of bracket was preferred than fou r  smal l  ones, which were fixed with countersunk screws. 
• Cover. Slots were punched instead of holes for the connectors for easier maintenance (no need of d isconnecting the cables). 
• The entire enclosure itself was designed bigger for easier insertion of the PCB. 

8.2.4. Firmware: Protocol of communication 

This section consisted of: 
A) Commands 
B) Commands Usage 

A) COMMANDS 

Below is the ful l  documentation of the communication protocol commands. These 
commands a re a rranged in order of data bytes to fol low, the first byte being 
constructed as follows: 

With: 
/ G i x l x l x l x l x l  F I F I  

FF 
00 
01 
10 
11 

FF: Bytes to follow 
xxxxx: Address or Command 
G:  Addressable Mode 

Description 
o Byte to follow 
1 byte to follow 

2 bytes to follow 
3 bytes to follow 

G Description 

Table 8-3: First Byte description 

University of Portsmouth 
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Code Command 

!AAAAOO Pin 

COMMAND BYTE ONLY (NO DATA BYTES) 

Code 
0 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

1----
8 . .  25 

26 

27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

COMMANDS 0 TO 31 (GI b 1 d · o a an s1ngle addressing modes) Description Notes 
Response to master? (Locals are alwa 
Mute Everything (Disabled) 
M ute Left and Riqht 

fLeftRioht, Bus1,2,1 4) 

Un-Mute Left and Right 
Increment Net Address (only valid in net setup mode) 
Master Ignore next Message (Internal use oniVl 
*Reset User Keyboard Settings Reset the internal Pan and Volume settings 

on Midi 
*Exit Net Addressing Mode (only valid in net setup mode, 

and only as a qlobal msq) 

*Read Network Address Note this should only be sent in global mode if 
(This will reply with the address) there is only one box attached to the network. 

Reset (Software Restart) 
Clear Network Counters Clears ChecksumErr /Sent /Rec 
Restore Factory Settings 
Receive Raw Data Rec. CO C3 End Receive 
Ignore Data CO, CO - CO (char) 

CO, Cl = Start block 
CO, C2 = End block 

CO C3 End "Icmore Data" 

- 2T7 -
--- uth -----------
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_ Appendices C()MMAND BYTE ONLY (NO DATA BYTES) 

Alexandre Lassauniere 
COMMANDS 32 TO 63 (single addressing mode) 

r--- Code - 32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 

40 
41 
42 
43 
44 

45 
46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 
52 
53 

54 

55 
56 

I-
57 
58 
59 

r- 60 
1-- 61 
1-- 62 

63 

- - -
- -

- -
_ _!)escription 

-- ------
Read NetSpl it Value 
8ead Headph_()ne Volume Value 
Read LeftpJgb_t Mix Switches 
Read Bus 1�_ �us 2 Mix Switches 
Read B_u� 3J Bus 4 Mix Switches 
Read Heac!phone Switches 
Read Student and Teacher Switch 
- - -

Read Mute Status -
Read Bus VolurT)e Settinqs 
p.ead Bus l & 2 Loading Settinq 
Read Bus 3 & 4_Loadinq Setting 
Read Net-Split SubGroup 

Read LED status 
*Send All Keys Forced 

*Send Centre Keys 

*Send Left Keys 

*Send Right Keys 
--

*Send Any keys 
- . ----

*Send KE;}' Status 
*Reacl__Ticks per Deci Second 
*Read User Status 
The changes flags a re cleared after this 
statement 
*Read Eeprom Byte Th is reads one byte 
from the user - use N 1 :2 1  to set read 
address 
*Read MIDI Patch 
*Read MIDI TPFiag 
(Bits 0-1 - Transpose (O:off, l :down, 
2:0 3 : up), Bits 2-7 Volume) 
*Read MIDI Listen Channel 
*Read MIDI FIFO Filter Messages 
*Read MIDI FIFO Filter Channels 
*Read MIDI FIFO Filter Keys 
*Read MIDI THRU Filter Messages 
*Read  MIDI Transpose channels 
*Read MIDI Tran spose Low Value 

Notes 

Reads both Left and Riaht 
Returns 2 bytes 
Returns 2 bytes 
Returns 2 bytes 
Returns 1 byte 
Returns 2 bytes It returns what was 
sent, which may be illegal values 
Returns 2 bytes, LR, Busl-4 
(2 Bytes) Stored in Nibbles 
72 Bytes) Bus1 Bus2 
(2 Bytes) Bus1 Bus2 
0 = No Netsplit, 1-254 = Group address, 
255=Address not defined vet 
Led Colour (1 byte) 
This returns 3 global packets (with 
command 0, and 3 Data bytes) the data 
returned is Key Change byte. Followed 
by the data bytes 
Incremental Report only on keys 57 to 
72 
Incremental Report only on keys 33 to 
64 
Incremental Report only on keys 65 to 
96 
Incremental Report only on keys 33 to 
96 
Returns the Key Status . 
Returns Maximum Ticks (low Hi) 
High nibble = Filter, (O,T,R,L) 
Low nibble = Changes, (O,T,R,L) 

Byte Read from Eeprom 

2 bytes sent (left/riqht) 
2 bytes sent (left/right) 

I to listen to (1 in each nibblel 
channe s  
2 Bytes (System, Voice) 

2 svtes (eh 0-7 eh s-15) 

2 Bvtes (low hiah) 
. 

8vtes (System Voice) � 6vtes(left Right I nibble) 

Left channels 

- 248 -
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Alexandre l.assaun� CO COMMANDS 64 TO 95 (single addressing mode) 

code Description  Notes 
64 *Read MIDI Transpose High Right Channels 

Value 
65 Return Software Version (2 Bvtes) Mai, Minor 
66 Check Sum Error Count The count is reset after a read 
67 Network Packets Received (2 Bvtes) low first ' 

Network Packets Sent (2 Bvtes) low first 
i 

68 J 
- 69 Resend Last Message If no msg has been sent or counters have been 
� cleared then sends a 'blip' 

70 Buffer Overrun Status 1: UOTx Overrun 
2: UORx Overrun 
4: UlTx Overrun 
8: U1Rx Overrun 
16: 
32: 
64: FIFO Protected Overrun 

i 128:FIFO Overrun 
71 MIDI Buffer Overrun Count 
72 Checksum Value 2 bytes( Low - High) 

i 73 .. 80 
81 *Read EEPROM Address Current address of the EEPROM pointer 
82 *Read MIDI Patch Ranqe 2 bvtes exactly was has been set 
83 *Read Duet Mode Pan 1bvte, 2 nibbles (Right I Left) 

84 . .  89 
90 Dbq : Read Bus Pot 1 ,2 value Actual pot value is returned (busl bus:2) 
91 Dbg: Read Bus Pot 3 4 value Actual pot value is returned (bus3 bus4) 

' 92 .. 249 
250 Dbg: Read Bus Pot 1 2 value Actual pot value is returned (busl bus2) 
251 Dbg: Read Bus Pot 3 4 val ue Actual pot value is returned (bus3 bus4) 

252 Debug (internal use onlyl_ 
253 R Stack Space Amount of stack space that hasn't been used 

- 254 C Stack Space since power up (2 Bytes) low first 
- 255 

- 249 -
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COMMAND + 1 DATA BYTE 

A lexandre Lassauniere 

Code 
0 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

12 

13 

14 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 
22 

23 

24 
25 . .  31  

COMMANDS 0 TO 31  (Global and single addressing modes) 
Description 

Response to master? 
Set NetS pi it (only works hen in netsplit mode 
see [N 1 : 15l ) 

Set Headohone Volume Left 
Set Headphone Volume Riaht 
Set Left M ix Switches 
Set Right Mix Switches 
Set Bus 1 Mix Switches 
Set Bus 2 Mix Switches 
Set Bus 3 Mix Switches 
Set Bus 4 Mix Switches 

Set Headohone Switches (Disabled) 
Set Student Headphone Switch 

Set Teacher Head phone Switch 

Set LED Colour 

Clear Bus (set loading-0, output-off) 
Bus 2 Split Mode 

*MIDI Send 1 Char 
If used in conjunction with MIDI_Send_l_Pius_Char 
then char is the data else char is the status and must 
be between (80-?FF) if extra bytes are needed to 
complete the midi messaoe O's are used 
*MIDI Send 1 Plus Char 
If this is set it will be prefixed to the next 
MIDI_Send_l_Char or MIDI_Send_2_Char, if a value 
< 80 hex is sent then it is cancelled 
*MIDI Running Status 
This sets the running status status byte 
Set User Filter This controls if a left User, Right 
User, or Teacher can control the box from the 
centre keys 
Set Keyboard Spl itting. 
This command sets all the switches and sends 

appropriate MIDI data to the keyboard 

Set EEPROM Start Address 
EEPROM Write One Byte 
This auto increments the Address pointer. (Address 

pointer qoes from 00 to FF then back to 00 ! ! ) 
*MIDI Listen Channel 
this is  used to filter channels for MIDI 

transpose/solittino and also for the keyboard status 

*Set Duet Mode pan 

University of Portsmouth 

Data 1 
Split- 1 I Not split=O 

Left Volume (0 . .  31 ) 
Right Volume (0 . .  3 1 )  Switch Settings 
80 (1) = Aux2 
81 (2) = Aux1 
82 ( 4) = Keyboard Right 
83 (8) = Keyboard Left B4 (16) = Bus 4 
85 (32) = Bus 3 
86 (64) = Bus 2 
87 i128) = Bus 1 
HP Switch Settings 
0 = Solo, 
else: Split(1)/Duet(2) 
O=Off, 1=Left, 2=Right 
3 Stereo 4 Mix (else Mix) 
O=Off, 1=Green, 
2 Red 3 Orange 
Bus (0.3) 
0 = Turn Split mode off 
1 - Turn Split mode on 
Char 

Char (80-7 FF) 

Status Byte (80-?FF) 

High nibble = Filter, 
Low nibble = Changes 

0 = Solo, 
1 = Split, 2= Duet 

Address (0 . .  255) 
Byte to store 

Channels to l isten to ( 1 in  each 

nibble) 

lbyte 2 nibb les (Right I Left) 

I 
I 

- ·  

-- - � 

___ _. 

� 

- �50 -
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PhD Thesis Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere COMMAND + 1 DATA BYTE 
COMMANDS 32 TO 255 (single addressing mode) 

Code Description Data 1 32 
33 Specify Net-Split Sub-Group Group ( 1 . .255) 34 Attach I Detach from NetSplit Subgroup 1 Attach 0 Detach 35 *Send Keys ( incremental) Mask (Keys) 

1 (33-40) I 2 (41-48) / 4  (49-56) 1 8 . (57-64) / 16 (65-72) I 32 (73-80) 1 64 (81-88) 1 128 (89-96) 36 . .  255 

COMMAND + 2 DATA BYTES 
COMMANDS 0 TO 31 (Global and single addressing modes) 

Code Description Data 1 Data 2 0 Response Message to Master 
1 Set Headphone Volume Left Right 2 Set Headphone Switches Student (O=solo) Teacher (O=Off, 

Else - 1=Left, 2=Right 
Split(l )/Duet(2) 3=Stereo 4=Mix) 3 Mute (warning this should not be used to O=Left, 1 =Right, 0 = No Mute, 1 = 

mute the bus's as it only updates the local (2=Bus1, 3=Bus2) Mute 
bus loading parameter - all other box's will (4=Bus3, 5=Bus4) <all other values> = 
not be updated and therefore their volume Mute will be wronq! Use [N1:31 34JJ 

4 Bus Volume Bus (0 . .  3) Vol (0 . .  7) 
5 Bus Loading Bus (0 . .  3) Load (0 . .  255) 

(only 0 . .  16 are 
processed) 

6 NetSplit Sub-Group Loading Group ( 1 . .255) Load (0 .. 255) 
(this will only change the load setting on (only 0 .. 16 are 
Bus2 if the group matches the box's group) processed) 

7 *MIDI FIFO filter messages System Voice 
(the parameter values shown can be or'd (1 = Sys Ex I 2 = {1=Note off I 2=Note 

together). This is a low level parameter, System Common I 4 = on 1 4 =Poly Aftertouch 

(Real Time is > =  OxF8, System is OxF1 7 Real Time ) 1 8=Control Change I 

OxF6, Sys Ex is OxF7, OxFO). 16=Program Change I 
32=Pressure I 
64 =Pitch Bend I 
128=Chan Mode) 

8 *MIDI FIFO filter Chan (setting the bit to 1 Channel 0-7 Channe1 8-1 5  

wil l filter out the appropriate channel) O(LSB) 7 7(MSB) 8(LSB) 7 15(MSB) I 
Low Keys (will filter High Keys (will filter I 9 *MIDI FIFO filter Keys I all keys below this all keys above this I 

value) 
I 

value) I 

Voice I 10 *MIDI Thru filter Messages System 
( !=Note off I 2=Note (the parameter values shown can be or'd ( 1  = Sys Ex I 2 = 

System Common I 4 = on 1 4=Poly Aftertouch together). This is a low level parameter, 
Real Time 1 128=Auto 1 S=Control Change I 

Split +Transpose) 16=Program Change I 

32=Pressure I 
64= Pitch Bend I 
128=Chan Mode) 

*Split Transpose Channel Definition Left Channels (one in Right Channels (one 1 1  
each nibble) in each n ibble) 

First Chan Transpose Second Chan 
12 *Split Transpose Low Values 

(Specified in semi- Transpose (Specified 

tones) in semi-tones) 

= - �5 1 -mouth Umvers1ty of Ports 
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Code 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

� 
22 

23 

1--
24 . .  3 1  

Appendices 
Description 

*Split Transpose H i  Values 

*MIDI Send 2 Char 
If used in conjunction with 
MIDI_Send_1_Pius_Char then char 1 & 2 are the 
data else chart is the status byte and must be 
between (80-?FF) if an extra byte is needed to 
complete the midi messaoe 0 is used 
*MIDI Send 2 Running Status 
If used in conjunction with MIDI_Running_Status 
then char 1 & 2 are the data If the running 
status has not been defined then the command 
does nothing extra byte is needed to complete 
the midi message 0 is used 
Chain Send Key Stat (if Box Number + 1 
myNetAddress then this command responds by 
generating the same global message with its Box 
number (which will cause the next box, 
myNetAddress +1 to respond). It also sends the 
Key status data as the parameter. - The master 
box sends all this data to the host computer 
which simply listens to all the boxes reports then 
address them all seperatly once they have 
finished). 
Chain User Stat (if Box Number + 1 = 
myNetAddress then this command responds by 
generating the same global message with its Box 
number (which will cause the next box, 
myNetAddress + 1 to respond). It also sends the 
User status data as the parameter. - The 
master box sends all this data to the host 
computer which simply listens to all the boxes 
reports then can interrogate them all seperatly 
once they have finished. The User status is reset 
after this command) 
EEPROM Write Two Bytes 
This auto increments the Address pointer. 
(Address pointer goes from 00 to FF then 
back to 00 ! ! ) 
EEPROM Send Block To MIDI 
This wil l send a block of data Directly to the 
MIDI Port 

Set MIDI Split Patch 

Set MIDI Split Volume 

Set MIDI Patch Range 
if bit 7 == 0 then the range is set to both 
channels (layers) to the selected range 
[lower . .  higher]. If the 2 given values are the 
same, it will restrict to only 1 sound. If bit 7 = 1 
then the given values are respectively the 
restricted patch for the 1st and znd layers. An 

undefined mode occurs if bits 7 differ. 

Slave Ignore ReProgram 

Data 1 
First Chan Transpose 
(Specified in semi-
tones) 
Char! 

Char1 

Box Number - 1 

Box N umber - 1 

First Byte to store 

Block Pointer 
Address 
The address of a 
location in the Eeprom 
that points to the data 
to be transmitted 
Bit 1: left, Bit 2: 
Rioht 
Bit 1: left, Bit 2:  
Right 

Lower patch(O-

127)(bit7=0) 

/Channel (layer) 1 

(0-127) (bit?= 1) 

Lock Byte 1 
(&HAA 170) 

University of Portsmouth 
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Data 2 ', 

Second Chan 
Transpose (Specified 
in semi-tones) 
Char2 

Char2 

Ignored (but 
contains the status 
for the relevant box 
number) 

High: Filter, Low: 
changes 
xTRL 
Ignored (but 
contains the status 
for the relevant box 
number) 

Second Byte to store 

Unlock Byte = 
(OxCO) 

Patch [0 . •  127] 

Volume [0 . . 127] the 
keyboard is set to 
this value but the 
EMI stores the 
nearest 4 index 
Higher patch(O-
127)(bit7=0) 
/Channel ( layer) 2 

(0-127) (bit? = 1) 

Lock Byte 2 : (&C0=192) I 
! 

- 2 5 2 -
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PhD Thesis Appendices AJexandre Lass.aun�e COMMAND + 2 DATA BYTES 
COMMANDS 32 TO 255 (�ngle addressing mode) 

Code Description 
32 ' I 
33 Attach/Detach from Bus 

(wil l  return a message, either a 
blip or a global [N2 :5]) 

34 *Set Net Address 
(used to reallocate a box's 
address) 

35 . .  255 

- - - - -- - -
Data 1 Data 2 �----- -·---

Bus (0 . .  3) 

Lock Byte = (OxCO) 

--· - - -
0 = 
1 =  

D€tach 
Attach 

- ---- -
Add ress = 0 . .  3 1  
Or 2 55 = Undefined 

COMMAND + 3 DATA BYTES 

Code 
0 
1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

1 1  

1 2  . .  
3 1  

COMMANDS 0 TO 31 (global addressing mode) 

Description Data 1 
Response Message to Master 
*Configure Network Command Lock Byte 1 
(each box enters a special wait (OxAA=170) 
state and wil l not respond to any 
other network messages apart 
from N0:4) 
*Set Single Unal located Net Lock Byte 1 
Address (Should only be used if (OxC0= 192) 
there is only slave 1 box on the 
network) 
Save Status to Non-Volatile-RAM -
Restore Saved Status -

(only works if status has been 
�reviously saved) 
Save Split-Net Status -
Restore Split-Net Status 1=Restore 

Volume 
MIDI Raw Data Raw 1 
EEPROM Write Three Bytes This First Byte to 
auto increments the Address store 
pointer. (Address pointer goes 
from 00 to FF then back to 00 ! ! ) 
Re-Program Master Lock Byte 1 

(OxAA-170) 
Master Pass - Through Lock Byte 1 

(OxC0-192) 
Re-Program Slaves Lock Byte 1 

(OxAA- 170) 

University of Portsmouth 

Data 2 

Lock Byte 2 
(OxC0= 192) 

Lock Byte 2 
(OxAA= 170) 

-
-

-

1-Restore 
Switches 

Raw 2 
Second Byte 

Lock Byte 2 
(OxC0= 192) 
Lock Byte 2 
(OxAA=170) 
Lock Byte 2 
(OxC0= 192) 

I Data 3 I r--
Lock Byte 3 
(OxAA=170) 

--- --

New address 
(0 . . 3 1 )  

. 

-

+-- -- -
-

--- -
1-Restore 
Loading 

Raw 3 
Third Byte 

---- - ----

Lock Byte 3 
(Ox5A = 90)_ _ _  

Lock Byte 3 
(Ox5A=90} -- ; 
Lock Byte 3 
(Ox S S =  8�) _ _ 

- 25�  -
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Below are some tips on how to use the above protocol commands Th t · · b k t h . e erms wntten 1 n  rac e s sue as [N3 :01], refer to commands. The first number indicates the nu�ber of databytes to follow, the second one indicates the command number m that category. 

CON FIGURE THE NETWORK ADDRESSES 

Each EMI was assigned a unique address to respond to local commands. This 
address could be set i n  many ways: 

The global [N3 : 0 1] Configure_Network_Command needed to be sent, with 
the appropriate unlock bytes (AA, CO, AA hex) (each box then entered a 
special wait state and would not respond to any other network messages). 
An address counter was set to 1. If the box received (N0 :4] 
Increment_Net_Address, the address counter was incremented by 1 .  If the 
box received a MIDI message (from the keyboard) then the Address Counter 
became the net address for the box. The box then transmitted a global 
[N0 :4] Increment_Net_Address. It then exited and resumed normal 
operation .  

A box's network address could be changed by  directly addressing it with : 
[N2 :34] Set_Net_Address (CO, NewAddress hex). If a SINGLE new box (non 
addressed) was added to an existing network it could be given a network 
address using [N3 :2] Set_Single_Unalocated_net_address (CO, AA, Address 
hex). 

Figure 8-8: New unallocated address 

This uti l ity a l lowed an address to be set to any unallocated EMI in the network. It 
first pinged a l l  EMis from 1 to 31  and then allocated the last address to where no 
EMI pinged back. It then pinged back this address to check if the new address 
was set correctly. The background turned red if not. 

TALK ON THE AUDIO NETWORK 

• On a standard (non split Bus}: 

. d to mute al l outputs to the The g lobal [N1 : 14] Clear_Bus could be sent In or er 
bus, and reset the load to Zero. 

t . d"vidually to each box that had to [N2 :33] Attach_Detach_from_Bus was �e�n��d
' 
with a g lobal [N2 : 5] sus_Loading 

send audio to the bus (the com�and re P for the bus). If the connection did not 
command stating the new loadmg factor 

d the box was already attached) then a 
change ( ie Attach command was se�t an - 254 -

University of Portsmouth 
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Appendices AI nd �����h";�����=--���----;-;��-=--=--__!_�exa re Lassaun.ere 'Bl ip' wa� sent back to the master. The global [N l : 14] Clear_Bus was Sent aga1n when fimshed. 

• Use of the Split Bus CBus2): 

[N1 : 15]  Bus2_Split_mode(true) was sent to mute al l  outputs to bus2, and reset the load to zero, to reset the netsplit relay, and to set the box in group mode - 'All belongs to Group 1 '. Appropriate individual commands to split the net [N 1 :  1 ]Net_Spl it(true) then needed to be sent. Each box had to be informed which sub-grou p  it belonged to with [N 1 :33] Specify_Net_Spl it_Sub_Group ( 1 . .255) .  Each box that would send audio to the Split Net needed to receive [N 1 : 34] Attach_Detach_from_Sub_Group individually (the command responded with a global [N2 :6] Sub_Group_Loading command stating the new loading factor for the bus). If the con nection did not change (ie Attach command was sent and the box was a lready attached) then a 'Blip' was sent back to the master. When finished, [I\J 1 : 15] Bus2_Spl it_mode(false) was sent to mute all outputs to bus2; and to reset the load to zero, to reset the Netsplit relay, and to set the box in non-grouped mode. 

Note: to read if a box was physical ly attached to a bus [N0 :40] Read Mute status 
-- could be used. (Also [N0 :44] was useful for determining the net Sub-group 

for the net-split option) 

CONTROLLING THE MIDI 

• Sending a Basic Message: 

Basic messages could be sent using the 'MIDI Send' functions. Three functions 
could be used as fol lows: 

'MIDI Send 1 Char' : - This would send one character on MIDI (note this had to 
be a value higher than 80 hex) the single value �ou�d be us��:� t�

h
��ta;�s !�: 

i n  the m idi message, and if the message requ1re more 
appended . 

h n MIDI (note first data 'MIDI_Send_2_Char' :- This w?uld send two �x 
a��e

o 
first data valu� would be parameter had to be a value hlg��r than 80 h 

nd
) 
the second as regular data. If used as the status byte in  the midi mess�ge, a 

sed (This defaulting to 0 could the message required more bytes then a was u · 

be useful for generating note off messages) . 

' d 1 Char' or 'MIDI Send_2_Char': -'MIDI_Send_1_Pius_Char' with MIDI_S:�
t
-

With the 'MIDI_Send_l_Char' or This a l lowed a n  extra byte to �e 
d 

s 
"th 'MIDI Send_l_Pius_Char' was used 'MIDI_Send_2_Char'. The byte spee�fie 

t;: than 80 hex. If a lower value was as the status byte and had to be grea 0 e the status byte was defined, i t  specified then the function was cancelle�. , n�MIDI Send 2 Char' routine, then 
�as used with the next 'MIDI_S�nd-:-\·;

e ��� ���ing function was used for the rest 1t was cancelled The data supplied In  
h data suppl ied then 0 was used . of the midi mes�age, and if there was not enoug 
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• 

ppen 1ces 
• Sendmg a message using a Run . S 

Alexandre Lassauniere nmg tatus commands: 

'MIDI_Running_Status' message was used t 
'MIDI_Send_2_Running_Status' command w��e:

h 
up the running status byte. The 

This comma nd could be cal led repeated! usin 
en used to sen

.
d the message. 

The running status commands worked ind�pend� tTe ;a�e running status byte. 

and could be  interspersed amongst them Note t
� Y 0 : �I oth�r send commands 

the MIDI runn ing status when communic�ting with 
��o� ro

b 
er did not actually use 

the status byte every time. 
e ey card, but actually sent 

This uti l ity was used to test the sending of MIDI messages to a real keyboard. 
� 

loO 

'�"r'' m 
Figure 8-9: Piano interface 

• Sending and Receiving Raw Midi Data: 

The 'MIDI_Raw_Data' message was used to put the EMI into a Receive 1 Transmit 
Midi Raw Data mode. When in this mode, the protocol changed and the EMI 

would only receive data which could be passed onto the keyboard until CO, C3 hex 
were received . The 3 bytes of data that were the parameters of this instruction 
were used as  the first three bytes of raw data and comply with the new protocol 
described below. However, these three bytes must not cancel the command i .e. 
they must not contain an end of transfer (CO, C3 hex). The protocol was as 

fol lows after the sending of the 'Receive_MIDI_Raw_Data' message: 

The EMI was initial ly in 'Receive address' mode. It stayed in this mode until a 

start block was received (CO, Cl hex). In between, it could be set with the flags 

shown in Tab le 8-4 : MIDI raw Mode flags. 
be 

J>OOO 0000 0 own specific address to be received to indicate if the Data stream was to 

passed on to the MIDI out. [32] 0001 1111  
0010 0000 
0100 1 111  
0101 0000 

J>l01 1111  
�110 0000 

0111 1111  

f---. 
�1000 0000 

101 1 1111  
f--
J_lOO 0000 
_1100 0001 
�110 1 111  �1 0000 

31  
32  
79 
80 
95 
96 
127 

128 
191 

192 
193 

32 + cc - (NOTE: cc is between 0 and 47) - cccccc was the number of FS's 

skip between each F8 timestamp. [48] 

to 

Unused [16] - --
Olla aaaa _ Take control of bus (device t� take .con�rol aaaaa) .  The devi 

would confirm control was taken by immediately lsswng a start block comma 

ce 
nd 
nd 
0 (CO Cl hex) At the end of its allocated time period the box would send an e 

block (CO,CZ hex). Whilst it had control any midi data received m the FIF 

buffer would be forwarded to the network. f32] , 

lOtt tttt - Set the time the Take control mode would take control for (0 

second( default), or tttttt seconds. The timer value was only reset to 0 when t 

, 101 R D t ' command was entered. f64] 
M aw a a JY d· 1g CO CO 1 - But not recommended) 
CO - Reserved 

-(could be used b sen m . 

Unused [47] 

h ·  
he 

I 239 I I 240 F6 hex Exit upon receipt of hF7 

Umvers1ty of Portsmouth 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  255 
Appendices Alexandre La · 

Table 8-4: MIDI raw Mode flags 

When a start block (CO, Cl hex) was received, this put the box into either 'send 
on' mode, or ' ignore' mode depending on the results of the 'Receive Address' 
mode. In 'send on' mode, all data received was sent out on MIDI. 

If end block (CO, C2 hex) was received, .then the box was put back into the 
'Receive Address' mode and al l  addresses were cleared (ie to pass on the next 
block then it had to receive its address or FF hex again). 

When CO,C3 hex was received, then normal network operation resumed . If 

control of the network was handed over to the device then the device's MIDI 

receive FIFO buffer was automatically cleared on exit. If during 'send on Sysex' 

mode another start block was received (CO,Cl hex) then this was ignored. If 

du ring 'send on Sysex' mode an end of transfer (CO,C3 hex) was received then the 

current transfer was ended. Note if CO hex needed to be sent then it had to be 
prefixed with a nother CO hex (ie CO = CO, CO ).  

Notes: When using 'MIDI_Raw_Data' to pass control over to an EMI, it was 

recommended that unused raw data bytes were padded with FD hex, 

e .g .  MIDI_Raw_Data(TimerVal, FD, Olla aaaa ). 

When a device was receiving raw MIDI data then Midi Messages from 

the keyboard were not processed. 

The transmission rate of data across the network had to be sl�wer than the 

transmission rate over MIDI (31 .25 kbps). If it was faster, the
.
n the Internal bu��� 

would overflow causing data loss and unpredictable �e�avlour. The ne�
ice 

operated at approximately 38.4 kbps, and when tr�n�mlttrng �a� �����n�e 
dat� 

some wa it cycles had to be added. There shouldn t e a pro e 
owever if a lar e 

from the midi since the midi rate was slower than th
h
e ne��r�h; 

overrun co�d 
number of 'CO' bytes were transferred from t e ml 

d be CO CO 
' ' byt t k twice as long to sen cause , 

theoretical ly happen (each CO e 00 
. d d ·ng Sysex Dumps and normal 

was sent). However CO shouldn't be rece1ve un ' 

playing of the keyboard would not produce a problem. 

University of Portsmouth 
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lii. Dump recorder .. 

� 
lrrwt 

..-----3 _;_] � � _:J 
Figure 8-10: M I DI Dump handler 

This util ity tested the MIDI Sysex Dump handling ( import 1 export) from different 
models of keyboards. 

• Recording MIDI: 

The Midi Clock (F8) Timestamp information could be turned on by sending a 
single byte of 32 + cc where cc was between 0 and 47) .  If cc was greater than 
47 then this would cause problems, therefore this value had to be l im ited. The 
value of ccccc determined how many F8's were ignored between the timestam p  
info being sent (0 = send al l  F8 timestamp info, 47 = send the 48th FB = which 
equates to approximately every other beat) . The First FB received once send 
mode was entered was always timestamped and sent. 

Note: It was necessary to setup the MIDI FIFO buffer fi lters appropriately to 
a l low the FB messages to reach the FIFO Buffer. If the filters ( [N2 :7 ] )  
were set to filter out Real Time System messages (data l ,  Ox04) then no 
F8's would be received. 

A start of block Timestamp could be turned on (F8). This was useful for 
synchron ising the PC clock with the clock in the EMI. The timestamp was 
recorded as  soon as the box was instructed to take control, and was sent to the 
pc after the CO, Cl had been sent. Note that after an End block command (CO , 
C2) this flag was reset, so a FB command would need to be re sent if the next 
start block needed to be timestamped. 

Once the time  stamp info had been turned on (using FA I FB or timestam p  FB's 
( 192 to 239)] the TimeStamp information was sent as follows: 

<Packet ID> [<Seconds> [<Tenths of Second> [<Ticks High>)]] <Ticks Low> 

Where Packet ID has the following values (Hex): 

D3: Start of block Timestamp (always 4 trailing bytes) . . ) D4· 'FS' Incremental Timestamp (D4 = 1, DS = 2, D6 = 3, D7 = 4 Trallmg Bytes. ) DB ; Note on/off Incremental Timestamp (D8 = 1, D9 = 2, DA = 3, DB = 4 Trailing Bytes 

The D3 packet was a ful l  timestamp. The Incremental tim�stamp was the �alue 

since the last incremental timestamp or the start of block tJmestamp (or 0 If no 

previous timestamp) . 
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Appendices 

or o e on ate off, the timestam 
Al€x(l_rJ9�� Lassaun.ere 

off char (80 -7 �F hex). For Start of 
�

�
:c�s sent 

.
before the midi note on -or note 

Cl .  In the F8 tlmestamp mode no F8' ' the tlmestamp was sent after the eo 
was sent after the correct numb�r of F8'

s 
h
was passed on however, the timestam ' 

s ad been counted. 
P 

This util ity was a MIDI recorder used to t 
EMI and the PC and second to test the 

est fir.st the MIDI transfer between one 

MIDI fi les were created from the re . d 
creation of understandable MIDI files 

fi le and then filtered. The recepti��v�f 
�aw MI�I bytes stored in  a tempora� 

�eterm ine the length and position of each 
otes tlmestamps was compulsory to 

tJmestam ps a l lowed determination of th t 
played note. The reception of F8 

e empo of the song played. 

iii. MIDI Emulator M �� � � ;;;� 

Sequence 

Figure 8-I I :  MIDI Recorder 

Note that to find out how many ticks there were per tenth of a second (Deci

Second) [N0 : 52] Ticks_Per_Deci_Second function was used. This was dependant 1 
on the hardware and software in the EMI and could vary from one release to � 
another. 

READING THE STATE OF THE KEYS ON THE KEYBOARD 

The 'Send_AII_Keys_Forced' message was used to force the junction box to send 

the state of a l l  its keys. The message would cause 3 separate messages to be 

returned .  These were Global messages addressed to Master, with three data 

bytes. 

The 'Send Keys' message would a llow a mask to be specified that would be 

compared to a register that marked the banks of 8 keys that have changed. Only 

banks that have changed would be returned. If no banks of keys had changed 

then a b l ip  (or 'pang') was returned. The number of packets returned depended 

on the number of banks that had changed. The first data byte returned was the 

masked va lue of the key change data, and could be used to determine how many 

packets of data would be returned. Other commands using the same format 

were 'Send_Centre_Keys', 'Send_Left_Keys', 'Send_Right_Keys', 'Send_Any_Keys'. 

University of Portsmouth 
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The N2 : 1 6  'Chain_Send_Key_Stat' message would cause a box to respond by 
generating the same  message addressed to the next box ( myNetAddress + 1 ) .  
The box would a lso send its Key status data as the parameter (which was ignored 
by the next box). A master device could simply listen to al l  the boxes reporting 
thei r key status and then address any that need addressing separately once the 
chain of responses had finished. 

Finally 'Send_Key_Status' would return a g lobal message to Master with one data 
byte contain ing the Key status. This could be used to determine if any of the 
banks of keys had changed value since they were last read. 

This util ity a l lowed to detect pressed keys on a portable keyboard attached to a 
determined EMI. 

tiili&!f1.t.IU·Ilf· 29 

:::.::- I�JI 
1n: .42 
In: FZ 

Figure 8-12: Keyboard keypress scanner 

USING THE INTERNAL EEPROM 

DB FF FF FF FF FF 

00 00 FE fU ()2 Bf 

F7 00 00 00 40 01 

FF FF FF 03 E3 FF FF FF FF 

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF 

FF FF FF FF FF FF  FF 

FF F F  FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF 

FF FF 

FF F F  FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF f'F FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 

FF FF FF FF FF Ff FF FF FF FF F F  FF FF ff FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF 

FF FF 

FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF Ff FF FF FF FF 

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF ff Ff 

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 

FF FF FF Ff FF FF FF FF FF 

FF ff FF Ff FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 

FF FF FF FF FF ff FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF 

FF FF FF FF 

Rei!Hh 

Print: 
Figure 8-13: EEPROM Reader 

h. h was under the control of the 

The internal EEPROM had a 256 byte us� ���� �0 1�tore Raw MIDI data that
. 
wa.s 

master PC program .  This area could b 
h that it was easy to customise lt 

Th structure was sue 
often sent to a keyboard .  e 

an EMI. 
against the keyboard connected to 

f the EEPROM was correctly 
h t the custom area o . MIDI 

This uti l ity was used to control t a 
EEPROM file where detai lS on a 

written .  The EEPROM was written fro�;� 
for further details about this process. 

keyboard were stored. Please refer to · · 

------T1n��;rt;;�- --�-----:_ 260 -
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REPROGRAMMING THE EMIS Alexandre Lassaunlefe 

• Reprogramming the Master: 

Re-Program Master [N3-9] had to be sent first to put the master in reprogram 
mode. Then the bytes would be sent page per page as fol lows: page number, 
encrypted 128 bytes of the page, checksum 1 and checksum 2 .  After each page 
had been sent, FF hex was sent to exit this mode. If an error occurred, the 
master entered an  error mode (orange LED). To exit this mode, FF hex was sent, 
then 256 time 00 hex. To avoid crashing an EMI because of a programming error, 
the first page could be replaced by a safe one and written first. The correct first 
page was then reprogrammed at the end . 

• Reprogramming the Slaves: 

Re-Program Slaves , [N3-ll]  needed to be sent first to put the slaves in reprogram 
mode. This  automatically set the Master in Master Pass-Through mode [N3-10]. 
Then the bytes were sent as for the master. When al l  the bytes were sent, the 
Master needed to exit the Pass through mode. This was done by sending 70 time 
80, DS hex. If an  error occurred, the slave entered an error mode (orange LE�). 
To exit this mode and f or to avoid crashing the EMis, the same recovery rout1ne 
as for the master had to be performed. 

Ma$ter o "'o�-"o-o···"'·�-"-·" ·----�"--��---�·l ·� -. o a •c::.._• -------� 

File Version : 3.26 • 41 r:rt 

Device Version : 3.26 • 4107 I I 
Fie Ve�sion : 3.26 · F710 

Device Ve�sion . 3.26 . Fn 0 
''''''"�"'"�''" '�'�'�''���-··•�'''''"" 'J •o••'" ' 

J Program Everything Program M aster Program Slave 

P' Program Crash Recovery 
r Program_Changes_ONLY 
r 

r Re-make Oat file Be/Ole Programming 
p Program Boot S ect01 

Pages in Boot Sector • � 

. 8 14· EMI re-programmer 
F1gure - · 

University of Portsmouth 
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This last uti l ity a l lowed the encoding and encrypt' f h 

Alexandre Lassauniere 
from the microcontroller source code compiler. �h:� i: ex Intel file generated 
version of the firmware of the Master and all the sla 

co�ld check the current 
version. Fina l ly, it managed to reprogram any EMI witvh

es
d

.a
ffi

garns
t
t

fl
the last

. 
encoded r eren ag settrngs. 

8.2.5. EEPROM file creation 

This section consisted of: 
A) Method 
B) Example of an EEPROM file 

A) METHOD 

EMis can process MIDI messages from an attached keyboard in real time. This 
allows to record MIDI and to control the keyboard for the split and duet modes: 
Kaan specification al lowed the use of any keyboard model with the system. As all 
model operate differently, we use part of the EEPROM memory to store 
information relating to the attached keyboard to customise its control. The 
EEPROM can be programmed from a simple file called EEPROM.txt. The 
documentation below describes how to create this EEPROM file for a new 
keyboard. 

STAND ALONE USAGE COMPATIBLE EEPROM FILE CREATION:  
• Solo/Split mode: 

);- Local on/off from a MIDI message, or MIDI mute accepted (Bn,07,00: 

MIDI volume on channel n = 0; 80,7A,O: Local Off). 
Note: Yamaha tends to have a special local channel that cannot be muted. Only 
local off can work. Some of these Yamaha cannot accept a local off message, and 
some others cannot be set off even from the front panel. 

);- General MIDI on (sysex depending on manuf�cturer and models) 

>- Panning OK (Bn,OA,OO for left, Bn,OA,7F for nght) 

MIDI messages from Reverb or Chorus functions give problems and 

have to be switched off: 
>- Reverb off (sysex depending on manufacturer and models) 

>- Chorus off (sysex depending on manufacturer and models) 

The EEPROM consists of several fields for t�e diffe�:J i:YJ::':e 
configuration and must contain the MIDI information requm 

modes: 

EEPROM fields : 
>- [Generic] : 
>- [Solo] 
>- [SplitDuet Generic] 
>- [Split] 
>- [Duet] 

University of Portsmouth 

for all modes 
Solo mode only 

Split and Duet modes 

Split mode only 

ouet mode only 
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't. Appendices • 0 1eck unpanning patches· Som Alexandre Lassauniere 

that a right student may h�ar wh�fatches cannot be J!anned correctly so 
patches can be filtered. 

a left student plays m split mode. These 

EEPROM fields: 
>- [Disa bled Patches] " Fo t h . 

1 28 patches. Bytes
. 
are ����n 

�s
s:

wrth no panning facility. 16 bytes = 

>-
7 -�, 1 5-8,23-16,31-24,39-32,47-40,55-48, 63-56, 71 64,79-72,87-80,95-88, 103-96, 11 1-104, 1 19-112 
127-1 20. They are created bitwise ( o = off 1 = o�) 
For example: 

' · 

.., .,�., d. FF,FF,FB,FF,FF,FF,7F,6F,FF,FF,9C,EB EB FF FF 87 l"le1.11lJ : I I I I 

� �rs���� ·F: for the 16 bytes (no filter) and reprogram the EEPROM of 

t 
e
th L 

�� ed to the tested keyboard. Then, in split mode, either listen 
o e � a nd change patches on the Right side from the keyboard 

keys or vrce versa a nd write down the patches that can be heard (and 
need to be filtered). Note: The first patch is 0, a first change is patch 1. 

� W�en all these patches have been found, the filtering bytes have to be 
wntte� . For example patches 18 and 21 have to be filtered: both are in 
the thrrd byte [23-16]. 

23 22 21 20 
1 1 0 1 

D 

19 18 17 16 
1 0 1 1 

B = hOB 

� Write the new filtering bytes in the file and reprogram the EM!. Retest 

all patches to check if OK. 

• Check with a MIDI message manager program such as MIDI-OX all the 
'reset' messages sent by the keyboard when any of the panel key is 
pressed From this define the few bytes that are common to the entire set 
of reset patterns and that is not form common use. When an EM! receives 
one of these bytes, it w111 know that a button has been pressed on the 
keyboard and that it will need to reset itself and the keyboard back to 
normal mode. Four patterns can be recognised. 

EEPROM fields: 
� [Capture Pattern 1] 
� [Capture Pattern 2] 

� [Capture Pattern 3] 

� [Capture Pattern 4] 
Method: 

� Get all patterns and write as few as possible in the above fields. Then 

Re ro ram EMI and put it in Split mode. Press all the buttons of the 

pa�e/ �nd check their action. Sometimes the EMI cannot fully control 

the keyboard and some buttons need to be disabled. Usuall�, '�
n

's 

achieved by cutting tracks from the front
. 
(CTK651) or by removmg e 

button and sticking it back in (all new CasJo). 

----------�-:-----:-:------;�==:;:-------� - .::<, � -
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• [Power On Delay} is used to tell the EM! after how long after it has been powered in it can send the reset MIDI messages to the keyboard, as this one has a long reset startup process. It is expressed in 1/lOth seconds 

(and written in hexadecimal). 0 means do 1t ASAP. 

STAND ALONE USAGE AND NETWORK COMPATIBLE EEPROM FILE 
CREATION : 

• [Kbd Fct Flags] is a bitwise flag telling the EM! MIDI information about the 
attached Keyboard (for MIDI dump). The information is available from the 
MIDI implementation chart of the keyboard user guide. 

);> bit 0: Kbd supports local On/Off (l=true) 
);> bit 1 :  Kbd supports initiate receive bulk dump 
);> bit 2 :  Kbd supports initiate send bulk dump 

----------uTTnini�ve;rs�ity of Portsmouth 
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B) EXAMPLE OF AN EEPROM FILE 

[Generic] 

; Reverb Off and Chorus Off 

F0,44, 1 1  ,0 1 ,7F,O l ,  1 9,06,00,00,00,00,F7 
F0,44, 1 1 ,0 1 ,7F,0 1 , 1 1 ,06,00,00,00,00,F7 

[Solo] 

[SplitDuet Generic] 

[Split] 

[Duet] 

[Disabled Patches] 

; For patches with no panning facility. 16 bytes = 128 patches 
FF,FF,F8,FF,FF,FF,7F,6F,FF,FF,9C,E8,E8,FF,FF,87 

[Capture Pattern 1 ]  
80,20 

[Capture Pattern 2] 
84,20 

[Capture Pattern 3] 

[Capture Pattern 4] 

[Power On Delay] 
;Not a pointer to a block 
;specified in Ill Oth seconds 
;FF: does not send the reset MIDI messages 
;0: doest it ASAP 

14 

[Kbd Fct Flags] 
;Not a pointer to a block 
;bit 0: Kbd supports local On/Off ( l =true) 
;bit 1 :  Kbd supports initiate receive bulk dump 
;bit 2: Kbd supports initiate send bulk dump 
6 

Alexandre Lassauniere 
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8.3. Base Software 

8.3.1. Study on Exiting User Interfaces 

Ease of 
Nb of N b  of Nb of use Ease of l' se of Use of Use of 

Program Field Nb of fcts Menus S/menus Buttons Beginner 1 use Prof Kbd \1ouse Others Use lawut J lelp 
autocad CAD/I' -l 9 3-l � I _, _, ' 0 :\ I sheet F J  - Text 
ranger CAD/E -l 1 6 '  6' 2 5 1  I -' I _, 0 A upon fer F J  - Text 

Fl - Text + explorer Explorer I 5 3 \ 3  3 -l I 3 I B 2 11 indows Images 

Fl - Text + interne\ explorer I netscape Explorer 2 6 8 1 3  3 4 I 3 I B HTML page Images 

Fl - Text + 
my computer Explorer I 4 I 1 3  3 4 I 3 1 B 1 form Images 

cubase Interfacing 4 1 3 I 3 I c MDI Children 

sound forge Interfacing 3 2 3 I 3 1 c MDI Children 
avr isp (external I/F) Interfacing 2 7 1 2"' 14 3 4 2 3 I c MDI Children 

I Form + FJ - Text + 
cd player I mixer Interfacing I 4 0 1 5  3 4 0 4 I B controls Images 

dv studio Interfacing I 3 4 0 4 I c MD! Children 

tv32 Interfacin2 
Active page + F l - Text + 

2 2 4 0 4 I B MD! children Images 
encarta atlas Knowledge 2 3 4 2 3 0 A HTML page 

encarta autoroute Knowledge 2 2 4 2 3 0 A Maps 
encarta encyclopaedia Knowledge 2 3 - - 4 2 3 0 A HTMl. n:we 
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Pro� ram 

.Jt:..:r..·�s 

�\-:d 
J'\l\ICf J'\>int 

\lOrd 

3d studio 

Photoshop I paintshop oro 

vb6 

winzip 
EMI 1/F (external l/F) 

Legend: 

Range: 

Fit'ld 

lHli.:� 
Otli.:c 
l)flkc• 
OHkc 

Pictur�s 

Pictures 

Programming 
Utility 

Interfacing 

1 �  
Low 
Difficult 

N b  of 

N b  of fcts Menus 

.l 7 
.1 I ll 
; l) 

-' 1 0  

� ,((' 
4 9(ii' 

4 1 3@! 
2 4 
3 

Appendices 
I r Ease of i 

Nb of I Nb of use Ease of 

S/me n us Bu ttons Begin n e r  u s e  Prof I I 1 2  � I 

1 9  • I 
I 

I ll � ! 
I 

\) � I 

30 27 

1 8  # 
I 8 

I 
2 

i 

2 
·' ! 

I 
I 

I 

2 
3 

• 
' 

.j 
' 

3 
3 

3 
4 
4 - ---- ----

Table 8-5: Existing types of Interfaces 

-7 4  
High 
Easy 

University of Portsmouth 

I 

-

t·se of 
Kbd 

� 
.j 

� I 
I 

2 
I 

4 
0 
0 

Alexandre Lassaunien: 

l'se o f  l1se o f  1 
I 

'1ouse Others ·� t:se 

I ' - i ( I  I A 
I I 
I 2 ll I :\ 

I I 
' i ( I  :\ 
� (I :\ 

·' 0 A 
3 0 A 

4 0 A 

4 0 A 
4 1 c 

Symbols: 
• [0 . .4] : 0: less, 4: more 
• #: user dependant 
• n':  function dependant 
• n":  Right click only 

la\OUI  
Tat>lcs 

Sl'rcad;hcct> 
S l ides 
Pa!!CS 

4 \ iC\Iing fi·amcs 
MD! Children 

MD! Children + Menus 
l Window 

Classroom 

• n"': sub menus = forms 
• n@: tool menu I form 
• A: data Handling 
• B: IIF with H/W & NO data Handling 
• C: IIF with H/W & data Handling 

Hrlp 
office as>istant 
ntlicc :L's istant 
otlicc assist am 

otlicc assistant 

Fl  · Text + 
Images 

MSDN / Wizard 
Fl - HTML 

Wizard 
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8.3.2. Kaan Database System Analysis 
This section  consisted of: 
A) Requi rements 

B) Top I Down Analysis 
C) Database Design - Tables Relationships 

A) REQUI REMENTS 

• Management of Classes: 
o Class detai ls: Defined by name, year group and Academic Year it started 

• Management of Students: 
o Student detai ls 
o Set with classes 
o Active class to set student's current class (could have been in  many) 
o Imported results 

• Management of Workpieces: 
o General detai ls with marking scheme 
o Set with students -+ student specific detai ls + group comments 
o Set with Lessons -+ set lesson marking schemes + settings + resources 
o Set with a un it 

• Management of Teachers: 
o Teacher detai ls 
o User policy 
o Set with classes 
o Set with Student Activities 
o Set with tutorGroups 

• Management of Resources: 
o Resource detai ls 
o Instruments I family 

• Management of Classroom Layouts: 
o Stations detai ls and location 
o Set Student placing 
o Mu ltiple rooms 

• Management of Lessons: 
o Lesson detai ls (date) 
o Set with a Class 
o Set with a room 
0 Set with a Workpiece (to get test marking scheme + resources) 
o Registration 

• Management of MarkingSchemes: 
o Detai ls (name + intermediate grades) 
o Marking grades 

• Management of Units: 
o Unit detai ls 
o Set with class 

• Management of Activities: 
o Activity detai ls 
o Set with Students 
o Set with Teachers 
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B) TOP / DOWN ANALYSIS Alexandre Lassauniere 

ENTITIES: 

• SubjectCiass 
• Student 
• StudentCiasses 
• ImportedResults 
• Workpiece 
• MarkingScheme 
• StudentWorkpieces 

deta i l s  
• GroupWork 
• Lessons 
• Resource 
• Unit 
• Teacher 
• Activities 
• TutorGroups 
• InstrumentFamily 
• ClassroomLayout 
• Register 

a student in a class 

workpiece set to a student with specific 

collection of StudentWorkpieces 

Station on which can sit students 
student status for a lesson 

ENTITIES RELATIONSHIPS: 

• 1 Student can be with MANY StudentCiasses 
• 1 SubjectCiass can set MANY StudentCiasses 
• 1 Classroom Layout can be set with MANY StudentCiasses 
• MANY Teachers can teach to MANY SubjectCiasses 
• 1 Workpiece can create MANY StudentWorkpieces 
• 1 Student can be set with MANY StudentWorkpieces 
• 1 GroupWork can be created by MANY StudentWorkpieces 
• MANY Resources can be set with MANY Workpieces 
• 1 MarkingScheme can be set with MANY Workpieces 
• 1 Unit ea n be set with MANY Workpieces 
• MANY Units can be set with MANY SubjectCiasses 
• MANY Workpieces can be set with MANY Lessons 
• 1 Lesson can generate MANY Registers 
• 1 Class can set with MANY Lessons 
• 1 Student can generate MANY Registers 
• 1 Student can have MANY Imported Results 
• 1 Student can have MANY Activities 
• 1 Teacher can participate in MANY Activities 
• 1 TutorGroup can gather MANY Students 
• 1 Teacher can teach MANY TutorGroups 

All MANY to MANY relationships (in bold) will generate extra tables : 
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• TeacherCiasses 
Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 

• WorkpieceReso u rces *  
• ClassUnits 
• LessonWorkpieces  

*: This table was  n ot created as  resou rces were in itia l ly considered to  be  a lways attached to 1 workpiece. 

TABLE RELATIONSHIPS: 

• 1 Student  can be with MANY StudentCiasses • 1 SubjectCiass can set MANY StudentCiasses • 1 Classroom layout  can be  set with MANY StudentCiasses 
• MANY Units can be set with MANY SubjectCiasses 
• 1 Lesson can g enerate MANY Registers 
• 1 Class can set w ith MANY Lessons 
• 1 Student can generate MANY Registers 
• 1 Student can have MANY ImportedResults 

Clasnoom La)·out StudentClasses SubjectCiass 
/ ),•,1 /..1/1 � l>eskllJ Class/D 

ClassiD /-----. Studen t ! ( )  
�� 

Student I m ported Result Class Units 
.'>.tudent!D ClassiD Stud!'nt/1 I ...- UnitiD 

• 
Register Lessons Unit 

UnitiD Lesson!D Student ID 
� Class ID Lesson I D  

can teach to MANY SubjectCiasses 
• MANY Teachers MANY Activities 

1 Student can have 
MANY Activities • 

can participate i n  • 1 Teacher MANY Students 
1 TutorGroup  can gather 

MANY TutorGroups • 
can teach • 1 Teacher 
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TeacherClasses 

Class ID Sub_iectClass 

� Teacher I D  
ClassJD 

.. 
Teacher .. 

Tew:her!D 
TutorGroups 

....._ ... 
TutorGroup/D Student 

Teacher I D  ... ... 
StudentlD 

TutorGroupiD 

Activities V A ctivity ID? 
Student!D 
Teacher!D 

• 1 Workpiece can  create MANY StudentWorkpieces 
• 1 Student can be set with MANY StudentWorkpieces 
• 1 GroupWork can be created by MANY StudentWorkpieces 
• MANY Resources can be set with MANY Workpieces 
• 1 MarkingScheme can be  set with MANY Workpieces 
• 1 Unit can  be set with MANY Workpieces 
• MANY Workpieces can be set with MANY Lessons 

I nil StudentWorkpieces Student 

' ·nil//) StudentiD � Student!D 

1\ 
Workpiece!D TutorGroupiD 

GroupWork!D 

/ 
\larkineSchrmr \Vorkpiece 

GroupWork 

.... 
.\farl. mi<{Schcme/1) Workptece/D 

GroupWorkJD 
I Jnit lD 

� MarkingSchemclD 

Rr,ourrr Lesson Workpieces Lessons 

LessonJD LessoniD 
Resrmrce//JO Workpiece!D � Wnrkptccc iD• 

b 1 ays attached to 1 workpiece. 
* :  Resources were first thought to  e a  w 
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ENTITIES ATTRIBUTES: 

* :  Primary keys. 

• SubjectCiass 
o SyCiassiD 
o SyYearG roup* 
o SyCiass* 
o SyYearStart* 
o SyNotes 

• Student 

o SstudentiD* 
o StutorgroupiD 
o Ssurname 
o Sfirstname 
o Smiddlenames 
o Snickname 
o Sgender 
o Sdateofbirth 
o Sregno 
o Spicture 
o SSEN 
o Snotes 

• StudentCiasses 
o scstudentiD* 
o scclassiD* 
o scdeskiD 
o scactive 
o scside 

• ImportedResults 
o IrstudentiD* 
o IrTestname* 
o IrDate* 
o Irmark 

• Workpiece 
o WworkiD* 
o WunitiD 
o WmarkingschemeiD 
o Wworktitle 
o Wskil ls 

l istening) 
o Wothername 
o Wsettings 
o Wdescription  
o Wassociatedwork 
o WNCi inks 

• MarkingScheme 
o MsschemeiD* 
o Msschemestring  

• GroupWork 
o GwgroupiD* 
o Gwcomment 

Appendices 

AutoNumber 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Memo 

AutoNumber 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

Enum (Male, Female, Undefined) 
Date/Time 
Text 
Text 
M emo 
Memo 

Number 
Number 
Number 
Boo lean 
Enum 

Number 
Text 
Date/Time 
Text 

AutoNumber 
Number 
Number 
Text 

(None, Left, Right, Both) 

Enum (other, composing, performing, 

Text 
Memo (script) 
Memo 

Text 
Text 

AutoNumber 
Memo (script) 

AutoNumber 

Memo 
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0 SwstudentiD* Num ber 0 SwworkiD* Number 0 SwgroupiD Number 0 Swmark Text 0 Swcom ments Memo 0 Swattachm enttypes Memo 0 Swattachm entfiles Memo 0 Swdate Date/Time 

• Lessons 
0 LlessoniD* AutoNumber 0 LclassiD N umber 0 Lroom Text 0 lstartdatetim e  Date/Time 0 Lduration Text 

• Resource 
0 rresourceiD *  AutoNumber 
0 rworkiD N um ber 
0 rtype Text 
0 rfilename Memo 
() rtitle Memo 
0 rauthor Text 
0 rartist Text 
0 rinstrumentl Text 
0 ri nstru ment2 Text 
0 rgenre Text 
0 rstyle Text 
0 ryear Text 

0 rcomments Memo 
• U nit 

0 UunitiD* Auto Number 

0 Uname Text 

0 Uyeargrou p  Date/Time 

0 Uunitnum Text 

0 Uun ittype Num ber 
0 Unotes Memo 

• Teacher 
0 TteacheriD* AutoNumber 

0 Tsurname Text 

0 Tfirstnames Text 

0 Tinternal Boolean 
Memo 0 Taddress 
Text 0 Ttel 
Text 0 Tmobile 
Memo 0 Tnotes 
Text 0 Tpassword 
DatejTime 0 Texpires 
Boo lean 0 Tchangenext 
Text 0 Tusername 
Boo lean 0 TloggedON 

• TutorGroups 
Text 0 T gtutorgroup* 
Number 0 TgteacheriD 
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• Activities 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

0 AactivityiD AutoNumber 0 AstudentiD* Number 0 AteacheriD Number 0 Ainstrum ent* Text 0 Aactivity* Text 0 Agrade Text 0 Ainterna l  Text 
0 Adate Text 
0 Anotes Memo 

• Classroom Layout 
0 CldeskiD* AutoNumber 
0 Cl room Text 
0 CIEMinumber Number 
0 Cl top Number 
0 Cleft N umber 
0 Clorientation Enum (Top, Left, Bottom, Right) 
0 Clmain i nputL Number 
0 Clmain inputR N umber 
0 CIAuxL N umber 

0 CIAuxR Number 
• Register 

0 RgLessoniD* Number 

0 RgStudentlD* Number 

0 Rgstatus Enum (Unregistered, Present, Absent, Late) 

• T eacherCiasses 
0 TcteacheriD* Number 

0 TcclassiD* Number 

• ClassUnits 
0 CuCiassiD* Number 

0 CuUn itiD* Number 

• LessonWorkpieces 
0 LwLessoniD* Number 

0 LwWorkpieceiD* Number 

• Instrumentfami ly? 
0 Iffami lyiD* AutoNumber 

0 Iflnstrument Text 
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C) DATABASE DESIGN - TABLES RELATIONSHIPS 

• " it:.'lJ\A'fl' 1,..'0\\' w'-'t 
: t�:ID 
�, R:.;:�m 
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Figure 8-1 5: ESAAMS - KAAN Database: Tables relationships 
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Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 8.3.3. KAAN - ESAAMS Documentation (release 3) 

This section cons isted of :  
A) UML System Analysis (SFG I SF  1 UC relationships) B)  Objects Relationsh ips  

A) UML SYSTEM ANALYSIS (SFG I SF I UC RELATIONSHIPS) 

lsFG 
ESAAMS Database Interfacing 

SF 
Manage classes 

Manaqe Students+Piacina 

Manage Teachers/Users 

Manaae Lessons/Reaistration 

Manaae Workoieces 

uc 
Load Class 
Close Class 
New Class 
Import Class and students from SIMS 
Add I import Students to Class List 
Edit Academic year classes 
Edit Class Details 
Generate Class students unique nickname 
Remove Student from Class list 
Delete Class 

New student 
Edit Student Details 
Find student and edit details 
Load student picture from file I no picture 
Capture student picture 
Delete Student 
Set student name view 
AutoPiace all 
Place 1 unplace 1 student 
Lock 1 Unlock Student Placing 
Unplace All Students 

Change current User Password 
New User 
Edit Users 
Delete Users 

'AutoRegister 
Show reaistration 
New registration 
Update registration 
Set Registration display 

Set workpieces manager displav 

New Marking Scheme 
Edit Marking Scheme Details 

Delete Markina Scheme 

Store Workpiece and create Record in database 

Store Workpiece as a file only 

Playback Just Recorded Workpiece 

Playback Workpiece in Student Card 

Set PlaYback Volume (mini player) 
. . 

Send Workpiece to Plaver or default applicatiOn 

Send workpiece to Dump Handler 

Import Student Workpiece 

Export Student Workpiece 

Edit student workpieces 

Find workpiece file 

�dit Class workPieces 
;} <Pi d tails

-
(with multiple students and files Edit work ece e 
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KAAN-PC system Interfacing 

Appendices AI d 

Manage Rooms/layouts 

Reportir�g 

Manage Resources 

Manage Database and data 

Playback 

Record 

Other 1 settinas 

exan re Lassauniere Get grouped students I workpiece + iump2Student Delete Workpiece 

Edit default room (change layout only} 
New room 
Delete room 
Set default room 
Rename room 

Class report 
Student report 

Refresh resources 
Edit and Filter Resources 
New resource playlist 
Load resource playlist 
Save resource playlist 
Send temp resource playlist to player 

Password forgotten 
Startupjprechecks prior to login) 
Startup (database caching after loqin) 
New academic year checking and routine 
Database location checkinq and setting 
User login with expiring date 
Administrator Account setup with licensing and EULA 
Database Lockinq Check 
Database Offline working 
Database Offline restoring 
Change academic year folder location 
load external database 
Clase external database 
End and terminate services properly - -

Backuo 
Set AutoBackuo 
Set Backup Folder 
Offline work setting 
Offline work askinq 
Offline work Qreparinq 
System Lockina 1 unlocking 

Play CD to selection 
. 

Play File to selection (any audio-video file+Piayhst) 

Set Player Volumes (main and others} + mutes 

Set ; reset Playback loop 

Play in bigger resizable window 

'play full screen 
Set start and stoo markers 

chanae frame rate 
zoome in/out 

Record audio 
Record video 

lity) Set recorder settings( audio/ video source and quah 
Set Recorder Volume 

Hide ; Show Clock 
Hide I Show oopup window 

Maximise I minimise oaPUP window 

Lock ; unlock oooup window 

Lock Interface 

Select stations I students 

Show about 

Show Noteoad in poouo window 

Show Browser in popup window 

· -

- -
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Alexandre Lassaun iere Show Resource Collection Manager in _popup window Show Settings in P<:lfll:Jp window 

Appendices 

Manage system status Disable EMI 
Find �stem 
Scan I refresh and cash system status 
Test communication with EMI 
Work Offline 
Work Online 
Address Kaan system 
Check for Mobile EMis 

Manage control/setting functions 
to selected stations Mute All 

Mute none 
Reset ALL to Current Settinqs 
Reset All to Startup Setting 
Reset EMI to Current SettiQgS 
Reset EMI to Startup Settings 
Set Keyboard Instrument to selection 
Set K�board Local Student functions (lock) to selection 
Set Keyboard Mode to selection 
Set Keyboard Mute to selection 
Set Keyboard Tran�ose Level to selection 
Set Keyboard Use of Ri}ythm to selection 
Set Local Teacher Functions (lock) 
Show Selection settings 
Show settinq window 

Reset to preset or current 
settings Initialise System 

Reset ALL to Current Settings 
Reset All to Startup Setting 
Reset EMI to Current Settif!gs 
Reset EMI to StartUQ_ Settings 
Reset to Last Class Settings 
Reset to saved Default Class Settings 
Save Default Class Settings 
Save Startup Settings 

Group_ selected stations Autopairinq (autog_rouping) 
Group selected stations 
Ungrou_IJ_ ALL 
Unqroup selected group 

Man'!l9_e MIDI Dump/Sequence Download MIDI Dump from Selection I 
Upload MIDI Dumfl to Selection 

Select+Listen to selected 
stations Listen to Selection 

Select Stations 
Lock 1 Unlock Selection 

Speak to selected stations Set Speak Automutina 

Set Sp�ak Muting (when teacher speaks) 

Speak to ALL 
Speak to selection 
Set Sound cards 
Set Mike to Speak 
Set Speak Mike/Teacher Keyboard Volume 

Set Teacher _ Student Volume balance 

Set Teacher Keyboard to �eak 

Selected stations perform to the 
Set Perform to selection 

class 
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B) OBJECTS RELATIONSHIPS Alexandre lassa un iere 

MAIN (EXE), COM (DLL, OCX) AND OTHER  OBJECTS RELATIONSHIPS 

Contained Entities: 
• ESAAMS-KAAN 

• StudentStati on 

• StudcntStati on 

• SelectionManager 

• SclcctionStamp 

• Analogue C lock 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Esaams Core 

l l igh Reso l ut ion Timer 

Kaan Eng i ne 

M i xer 

M ixer Events 

Player 

Recorder 

R otating I ,ahcl 

Tahlct TextBox 

U se List 

Wch Browser 

Windows App l ication Handler 

Regi stries 

V ideo Capture 

Concept l>iagram :  

Exe 

P ublic User control 

Public User control 

Public 
Public 

Umverst Y 

Main application 
User Control 
User Control 

Class 
Class 

ocx 

ocx 
ocx 
ocx 
ocx 
ocx 
ocx 
ocx 
ocx 
ocx 
ocx 
ocx 
ocx 

dll 

dll 
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OBJECTS RELATIONSHIPS 
Appendices 

FOR KAAN ENGINE OCX 
Alexandre Lassauniere 

Description : Contain s  the obj ects to in . 
store system status. 

terface With Kaan system (comm 
· . 

umcatwn) and 

Contained E n ti ties: 
• Trans 
• Debugin tcrface 
• Debugin tcrfaceAdvan ced 
• RcProgrammcr 
• E M IObj cct 
• EM I Systcm 
• DatFi lc  
• l ntcl l l cx F i l c  
• M icroprogrammcr 
• KaanEngincPu b l i c  

Concept l)iagra m :  

OCX display I Public 
Public User control 
Public User control 
Public User control 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 

OBJECTS RELATIONSHIPS FOR ESAAMS CORE OCX 

User Control 
User Control 
User Control 
User Control 

Class 
Class 

Class (not to be used) 
Class (not to be used) 
Class (not to be used) 

Module 

: .. -�·-· ·-·-· ... .. ·-· .. ·-· . : .MsCan.m 
· · · · · · · · • 

. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .  

Description : Contain s  the objects to interface with KAAN - ESAAMS database 

(Information S ystem) and store system status. Tablet PC enabled. 

Contained Entities : 
• C l assDi splay Public User control User Control 

• C l assEditor Public User control User Control 

• C l assManager Public User control User Control 

• C l assWorkpieces Public User control User Control 

• Password Public User control User Control 

• RegistrationDisplay Public User control User Control 

• Resource Manager Public User control User Control 

• Room Manager Public User control User Control 

• SchemeDispl ay Public User control User Control 

• S I MS Public User control User Control 

• S tudcnt Detai l s  Public User control User Control 

• StudentDisplay Public User control User Control 

• Student M anagcr Public User control User Control 

• StudcntWorkpieccs Public User control User Control 

• UscrTcacherEdi tor Public User control User Control 

• U scrTeachcrManager Public User control User Control 
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• WorkpieceDetails 
• Academic Year 
• Classes 
• Database 
• KeyGenerator 
• MarkingGrade 
• MarkingScheme 
• Resource 
• Stations 
• Students 
• UserTeacher 
• Workpieces 
• XtalReportlnterface 
• PublicEsaams 

Concept Diagram: 

Appendices 
Public User control 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 

Alexandre Lassa . umere 
User Control 

Class 
Class 

Class 

Class 

Class 

Class 

Class 

Class 

Class 

Class 

Class 

Class 

Module 

OBJECTS RELATIONSHIPS FOR MIXER OCX 

Description· I t £ . 
Sound c d 

· n er ace to wmdows mixer and sound cards (Read/Write + events). Multi 

--

ar s, bmlt hierarchically: 
o Mixer ( 1)  

• Sound card (n) 
• Destination (usually 2: Out - Wave Out I Record - Wave IN) 

o Connection (depends on sound cards, stuff to be set and 

usually are Boolean or integer � check box interface or 

slider) 

----------------------------------�---- 28 1 -
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Contained E ntities: 
• Mixer 
• MixerT ester 
• SoundCardlnfos 
• Destinationlnfos 
• Connectionlnfos 
• MixerPublic 

Concept Diagram: 

· - · · · · - · · · ·-·•· · · · - · · · · -l\'!Da!r:Emm: 

Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 

OCX display I Public (No display = container) User Control OCX Public User Control Public 
Class 

Public Class 
Public Class 

Module 

- 282 -
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8.4. Information gathering 

This section consisted of: 
A) Survey 1 :  Resu lts 
B) Survey 2 :  Results 
C) Interviews : Results 

A) SURVEY 1 :  RESULTS 

CURRENT KAAN FEATURES 
0: What is it! , 1 :  Never, 2: Never but can use it in Future, 3: sometimes, 4: 
Often: 5: Always 

.... Cl) Cll 0 
.! Cl 

r: .... 
0 Cll � Q. f 

"C s:: Cl) ... Cl 2! Cll ... .2 s:: .J::. "C ·c; Cl) Cl) > 
.E 0 Cl 0 ·;: s:: 0 .. I'll 
Q) 'i: Cl) ·;: ...J .... ·;: Cll 
"C Ill ·:; CO � >. Q) 0 .c 
iii .J::. Ill ... 0 11.. I!. E 0 c Cl) 0 :I 

Ill J: J: s:: 
w 

Features I. Forgot your password I I I I 4 4 1 
2. Change password 4 I 1 1 7 4 2 
�· Lock interface 3 5 0 0 8 4 2 
4. Use system with no control (offline) 1 0 3 3 7 4 2 
5. Restore communication in offline mode I 0 0 3 4 4 1 
6. Clock 5 5 I 5 16  4� 
7. Aiarm 3 I I 0 5 4 1 
8. Select all I all left I all right (Release 2 4 5 4 13 

Users ONLY) 3 4 
9. Select with shift and ctrl keys 4 I 4 I 10  4 3 
10. Speak device setting and level 4 4 3 4 15  

balancing 
4 4 

1 1 .  Speak to all 5 4 4 3 16  4 � 
12. Automute 3 5 4 3 1 5  4 � 
13. Muting when teacher speaks 5 5 4 3 1 7  4 � 
14. Mute all 5 5 4 3 17  4 � 
15. Mute 1 station 4 4 I 3 12 4 3 
16. Keyboard modes (solo/split) 4 5 3 4 16  4 4 
17. Duet mode 4 4 3 4 1 5  4 .. � 
18. Instrument voices setting 4 4 3 4 1 5  4 � 
19. Instrument sections 4 4 3 4 1 5  4 4 
20. Instrument locking 4 1 3 4 12 4 3 
21. Instrument favourites management I 3 I 6 4 2 

1 

122. Transpose 3 2 4 12 4 3 
3 

23. Lock local settings 4 3 4 1 5  4 4 
4 

24. Lock Teacher keys 4 0 5 12 4 3 
3 

25. Use 
3 3 1 1  

Students, local function keys I 4 4 3 
(split/duet mode only) 3 1 5  4 4 
26· Use of rhythm (solo mode only) 4 4 4 

4 16  4 4 
l27. Grouping/ungrouping 4 4 4 

1 I 1 1  4 3 
28. Auto grouping 4 5 

3 3 1 5  4 4 
29· Play an audio file 4 5 

3 3 1 5  4 4 
30. Play a cd track 4 5 

�I. Record work as wave 
3 3 13  4 3 

3 4 I- 4 4 16  4 4 �ecord work as mp3 I 4 I 4 I I I I I I 
- 283 -
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p3. Record work as midi  3 3 I 3 

Alexandre lassauniere 
10  3 p4. Record work onto tape I I 

4 
2 I 5 j3s. Perform 4 4 4 1 
4 4 16 

j36. Perform with player a nd/or recorder 4 5 4 • 
3 I 13  4 ' p7. MIDI dump management (Release 2 3 I 4 8 

Users ONLY) 3 �8. Reset to current settings 3 4 3 4 14 
39. Reset to  startup settings 3 5 4 � 

I 3 12 4 ' 
40. Reset to last class settings (Release 2 3 5 3 1 1  
Users ONLY) 3 � 
41. Manage default class settings (Release 3 3 6 
2 Users ONLY) 

2 
j42. Create a new student 4 4 3 3 14 4 � 
43. Create a new class 4 3 3 3 13  4 3 
44. Edit Classes 4 3 3 3 13  4 3 
45. Set students' name viewing (Rt'lease 2 4 3 4 1 1  
Users ONLY) 3 � 
46. Generate students' nickname (Release 4 I 4 9 
1. Users ONLY) 3 3 
47. Use Registration facility (Release 2 5 5 3 13  
Users ONLY) 3 4 
48. Autoregistration (Release 2 Users 5 5 · o  1 0  
ONLY) 3 3 
49. Registration views (Release 2 Users 5 I 6 
ONLY) 2 3 
50. Change class name and/or year 4 3 2 I 10  4 3 
51. Edit students details 5 4 3 3 1 5  4 4 
52. Set student's picture (picture capture 3 I I 5 
with webcam) (Release 2 Users ONLY) 3 2 
53. Import student's workpieces 3 4 2 3 12  4 3 
54. Export student's workpieces 3 4 2 3 12  4 3 
55. Send a workpiece to the player or 3 5 3 1 1  
recorder (Release 2 Users ONLY) 3 4 
56. Use SIMS import facility 3 3 I I 8 4 2 
57. Edit marking schemes 4 3 3 3 13  4 3 
58. Assess students' workpieces 5 5 4 3 1 7  4 4 
59. Delete classes 3 3 2 I 9 4 2 
60. Delete students 3 3 3 3 12  4 3 
61. Find students to edit 3 3 3 I 1 0  4 3 
62. Backup facility (Release 2 Users 3 5 8 
ONLY) 

2 � 

63. Right settings window I 0 I I 3 
pop u p  4 1 

dis!l'llearing options 
1f>4. Startup settings management 3 I I 5 3 2 

-------------�����th----------�- 2�84 -
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NEW KAAN FEATURES YOU REQUIRE Alexandre Lassauniefe 

Feature Name 

Charlton 

Record in mp3 

oavisons 

Record in mp3 

Database I report 

GUI 

Holy trinity 

Notebook while recording 

CD playback to station 
without teacher having to 
listen 

Delete work 

Append recordings - track 
edtion 

Set instruments 

Registration 

Perins 

Registration 

Details 

waiting for mp3s to be saved (after students rf long time during which student cannot hear:: �=k
�ce, takes a 

takes time to save I convert. During this time it would be good to be able to type comments in the profile. 
database does not directly correspond with excel. If it did 1 eo Id do my a nnual reports on this. 

· u 

when 
_
editing a class I importing a student, you need to see the class m front of you to check the list as you go 

write workpiece comments while recording to be imported when 
needed 

when no one selected: option? 

with securities 

-wave editor befor conversion to mp3 
-append recordings when first part is OK just the secon part can 
be re-recorded 

non GM instruments (drums) 

use registration and/or database features in different rooms with 
kaan or other programs 

When teaching the class in a different classroom room it would be 
useful to have the registration part of the programme on my lap 
top and be able transfer info between laptop and main Kaan 
computer 

University of Portsmouth 
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PROPOSED NEW KAAN FEATURES 
Blank=O, C=1 ,  8=2, A=3 

Features 
Lesson creation (resources + notes + settings + k' 
tests) 

mar mg schemes + 

Handle any kind of Workpiece I resources and im 1 . 

�diting tools (as well as visual resources) 
P ement appropnate 

!Advanced SIMS import 1 export 

!Audio tools implementation (Audio explorer encod 1 . 
d't I 3/ . . . , er npper, drum 

e 1 or, wave mp m1d1 ed1tor, CD writer, video/still captu ) 
Dual Network System (a PC on each student's desk) 

re, . . .  

Email facility (in + out) 

On line help/tips/updates/manual 

Remote control with PDA or webpad 

Intellig�nt Student modelling tool for reporting and produ . 
custom1sed tasks 

Clng 

links between Workpieces 

Resource management with Internet browser 

Resources/lessons/ . . .  server 

Reporting (Crystal report type) :Users I teachers (logging + custom usage levels) 

Lin� with external software and resources within software (Auralia 
+ omposer notes + . . .  ) 

, . . .  

Remote control for diagnostics 

Security policies 

Multiple classrooms 

!Planning I scheduling 

Mobile EMis management 

B) SURVEY 2: RESULTS 

'E .2 � G) 
'0 lii 

8 

6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

� 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

1 
1 
0 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

c 
Cl) .9 G) � c Cl .9 c .c '0 "E 0 Cl 0 Ill G) 

'i: Cl) 'i: ...J E c -
ea ·  > Ill 'i: g .c � .... � >. &. Q. (J Cl) 0 0 � X X 

3 3 2 

3 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

3 2 

2 3 

2 2 

1 3 

1 3 

2 2 

3 

3 

1 1 
2 

2 

1 
1 

Please state how KAAN system benefits your teaching: 
• Students no longer had to share a keyboard and could work independently 
• Students could play with another person or as part of a larger group without having 

to move around the room 
• Music files could be shared 
• Teachers could monitor students and record their performances 
• The new systems appeared to be popular with both teachers and students 

• The new systems helped to improve students' compositions 
• Instruments were ready-to-use, less liable to be damaged, and used more effectively 

• Teachers could use other CAI or audio software with the whole class 

• Interaction with students was enhanced and more targeted to individuals or groups, 

rather than being general to the whole class 

----------------------------�------------�- 2�86�
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Alexandre Lassauniere Please state th� drawbacks a�d remaining issues of KAAN system: • Teachers still needed to orgamse themselves to deliver their lesson efficient!\ • The interaction with students using the system was good. Howe\·er. ti�1e w . sometimes wasted using the interface. Students then lost focus on the lesson a� teachers had to regain control to continue their lesson (although this was an improvement compared with teaching without the system) • Teachers used and interacted with the system in many different ways. some of which were not anticipated 

• Keyboards were used as primary instruments with KAAN system. A multitude of keyboard playing skills was taught, especially with new students (Year 7) 

C) INTERVIEWS: REVIEWS 

Music Teacher using a Keyboard system to teach music. 

• Why is a Keyboard useful to teach music? 
• Cheap 
• Lots of extras 
• Backing 
• Chords 
• Loads of voices 
• 2 students I instrument (only instrument allowing that) 
• No formal technique to START playing 

. ? • How effective a tool is a keyboard to teach mus1c. 
• Effective: allows students to do: 
• Single note melodic melody 
• Chords 
• Harmony 
• Multitrack sequencing . 
• Collaboration with somebody else -+ ensemble technique 

. h keyboard do well? (not in • What aspect of music teachmg does t e 
priority order) 

• Harmony . . . ds) • Selection of voices ( auditwmng soun 
h note higher than another • Visual side: key represents a note -+ can see w en 

. keyboard rather than • What benefits do you see from usmg a 
conventional acoustic instruments? 

• Headphones (no noise) . el • Sound quality not depending on skillllev 

• What teaching activities are perform 
• Melody learning 
• Composing 
• Improvising . 
• Some keyboard technique (fingenng) 
• Chord I harmony 

ed on a keyboard? 

_______ _:
•
�P�

l
�a�y:1·n�g�t�o�b�a�

c
�
ki�n�g;s����

f
PJpP.;

r
t1s
s
;m�o�urlth;---------------�-�2�8r.77 -
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• When you have new students learnin . . 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

th�ir knowledge on using keyboards?
g music With you, what is 

Vanable: 
• Best ones -+ give a simple melody to start "th h · 

difficult ones Wl t en give them more 
• Oth�rs -+ Differentiation: 3 types: 1. By outcome: same material to everybody M hi . 

h d . · ore a e are noticed as t ey pro uce more
_ m quantity or in quality u .  By Task: (se� music matters) : same task to everybody. Level assessed agamst set marks. 

111.  By Resources: different instruments I ability and more or less teacher help. 

• In the scope of your teaching, do you have to teach them how to play an instrument (for instance keyboard)? - In your teaching, do 
you teach students keyboard techmques right from the start? 
How important is teaching keyboard technique? - How much 
keyboard technique do you teach? 
Variable: 

• Schools with more able students or private schools will more likely give 
more emphasis on keyboard technique 

Note : the formal keyboard technique based teaching compared to a 
music piece based teaching is the same argument as notation compared 
to reading music 

• For your other teaching activities performed with keyboards, what 
basic knowledge on playing the keyboard do you require from the 
students to have? 

• In theory key stages 1 and 2 should bring music skills and key stage 3 
should bring material and repertoire. But as music is considered as optional 
in KS l /2, the skills have to be (re)learned in KS3. 

• There is no particular need to read/play on key?oard: but some schools 
teach keyboard methods. National curriculum IS flexible. 

• How do you teach them this basic knowledge? 
Variable : 

• Schools will teach keyboard technique (rhythm and pitch in any or?er) 

• Knowledge brought with pieces to play (Note: lames Bond theme 1� 
h 

favourite). For example teach music structure (binary I tem�ry) a
/
n
b . 

av�
d
a 

' -11 h how to play piece nng SI e 
minuet to listen/play -+ the teacher WI s ow 
knowledge on how to play it on a keyboard. 

. d 1 ter to accomplish tougher 
• Do you improve this basic knowle ge a 

activities? If yes, what do you teach them? 
F me teachers cant teach 

• Depends on students' background and culture. or
1
�0

t 
.' . pop/dance IS enmg 

notation but would emphasise more on 
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8.5. ITS System 

8.5.1. Tutoring Database System Analysis 

This section consisted of: 
A) Requ i re ments 
B) Top I Down Analysis 
C) Database Design - Tables Relationships 

A) REQUIREMENTS 

CAI SYSTEM:  

• Managem ent of Concepts: 
o Concept deta i ls · 
o Hiera rchy of Subconcepts 
o Order of Subconcepts 

• Management of Subconcepts: 
o Subconcept deta i ls  
o Lessons 
o Tasks 

• Management of Lessons and Tasks :  
o Lesson deta i l s  
o Task deta i ls  
o Param eters 
o Feedbacks 

ICAI SYSTEM :  

• Managem ent of Students: 
o Student deta i ls  
o StudentKnowledge 
o TeachingAction 
o StudentSessions 

• Managem ent of StudentKnowledge: 
o Subconcepts I Student . 
o Grade  h istory -+ learning curve I date or I StudentSesslon 

• Manage ment of TeachingActions: 
o TeachingAction deta i ls 
o Lesson 1 Student (task?) 
o Given tasks detai ls 1 o Given  tasks' answers (used to debug errors . )  

University of Portsmouth 
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B) TOP / DOWN ANALYSIS 
Appendices 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

ENTITIES: 

CAI SYSTEM :  
• Concept 
• SubConcept 
• Lesson 
• Task 
• Parameter 
• Feedback 

ICAI SYSTEM :  
• Student 
• StudentKnowledge 
• GradeHistory 
• StudentSession 
• TeachingActions 
• GivenTask 
• Answers 

ENTITIES RELATIONSHIPS: 

CAI SYSTEM : 
• 1 Con cept can contain MANY SubConcepts 
• MANY SubConcepts can follow MANY SubConcepts 
• 1 SubConcept can contain MANY Lessons 
• 1 Task ea n be set with MANY Lessons 
• 1 Lesson can have tasks with MANY Parameters 
• 1 Task can generate MANY Feed backs 
• 

ICAI SYSTEM :  
• 1 Student can have MANY StudentKnowledge 
• 1 StudentKnowledge can generate MANY GradeHistories 
• 1 Student can learn in  MANY StudentSessions 
• 1 StudentSession can generate MANY GradeHistories 
• 1 StudentSession can be l inked with MANY TeachingActions 
• 1 Student can be g iven MANY TeachingActions 
• 1 TeachingAction can generate MANY Given Tasks 
• 1 Given Task can get MANY Answers 

• 1 Subconcept can create MANY StudentKnowledges 
• 1 Lesson can generate MANY TeachingActions 

The MANY to MANY relationship ( in bold) will generate 1 extra table: 

• PreviousSC 
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TABLE RELATIONSHIPS: 

CA! SYSTEM : 

• 1 Concept can contain MANY 
• MANY SubConcepts can follow MANY 
• 1 SubConcept can contain MANY 
• 1 Task can be set with MANY 
• 1 Lesson can have tasks with MANY 
• 1 Task can generate MANY 

Concept SubCon cept PreviousSC 
Concept!D SubConcept!D � MainSCID 

+-- ConceptiD PreviousSCID 

--' 

Lesson 

Lesson!D 
SubConceptiD 
TaskiD 

.. 
Task 

Task!D 

ICAI SYSTEM :  

• 1 
• 1 
• 1 
• 1 
• 1 
• 1 
• 1 
• 1 

can have Student 
StudentKnowledge 
Student 
StudentSession 
StudentSession 
Student 
Teach ingAction 
Given Task 

can generate 
can learn in 

can generate 
can be l inked with 

can be given 
can generate 

can get 

University of Portsmouth 

MANY 
MANY 
MANY 
MANY 
MANY 
MANY 
MANY 
MANY 

� 

� 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

SubConcepts 
SubConcepts 

Lessons 
Lessons 

Parameters 
Feed backs 

Parameter 
Lesson ID 

Feedback 
Task!D 

StudentKnowledge 
GradeHistories 

StudentSessions 
GradeHistories 

TeachingActions 
TeachingActions 

Given Tasks 
Answers 
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• 1 
• 1 

StudentKnowledge GradeHistory StudentKnowledge!D 
� StudentKnowledgelD Student!D 

StudentSessioniD 

Student StudentSession 

Student!D StudentSessionJD 
� Student!D 

t 
TeachingAction Given Task 

TeachingActioniD GivenTaskiD 
Student!D 

� TeachingActioniD 
StudentSessioniD 

Subconcept 
Lesson 

SubConcept 

SubConceptl D 
... � 

� 

can create 
can generate 

StudentKnowled�e 

StudentKnowledge!D 
SubConceptlD 

Lesson 

LessonlD 
SubConceptiD 

MANY 
MANY 

... � ... 

ENTITIES ATTRIBUTES: 

*: Primary keys. 

• Student 
0 S_ID* AutoNumber 

0 S_Name Text 

0 S_Comments Memo 

0 S_Station Number 

0 S_SpeechSpeed Number 

0 SspeechEngine Number 

o S AutomationTimerTime Number 
• StudentKno�edge 

Number 0 SK_SC_ID* 
Number 0 K_S_ID* 
AutoNumber 0 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

Answer 

GivenTasklD 

� 

StudentKnowledges 
Teachi ngActions 

Teachin�Action 
TeachingAction/D 

Lesson ID 

SK ID --------�----�����h--------�-292922-
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�History 

0 GH_SK_ID* Number 

0 GH_Grade Text 

0 GH_DateTime* Date/Time 

0 GH_SE_ID Number 

• StudentSession 

0 SE_S_ID Number 
0 SE_ID* Auto Number 
0 SE_Start Date/Time 

0 SE_ Stop Date/Time 

• TeachingActions 

0 TA_S_ID* Number 
0 TA_L_ID* Number 
0 TA_DateTime* Date/Time 

0 TA_ID 
AutoNumber 

0 TA_LessonGiven Boo lean 

0 TA_ SE_ ID Number 

• Given Task 
0 GT _ParameterScript Memo 

0 GT _ParameterText Memo 
0 GT_TA_ID 

Number 

0 GT_ID 
AutoNumber 

• Answers 
0 A_ Try* 

Number 

0 A_Answertext Text 

0 A_AnswerScript Text 

0 A_Feedbacklevel Text 

0 A_ Feedback Text Text 

0 A_GT_ID* 
Number 

• PreviousSC 
0 PS_PreviousSCID* Number 

0 PS_MainSCID* 
Number 
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c) DATABASE DESIGN 

TA3.JD TA_)._ID TA_Oab>Tilloe TAJD _;! TA .......,._ J;:;! TA_SEJD 

Appendices 
TABLES RELATIONSHIPS 

Fig u re 8-16: Tutoring Database: Tables relationships 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

F_T,... F_�"ICe F _ Whalzu.td< 
F _SecJJoncoCorr«t� 

--- ----------------�--�����th�--------------�2!99�4 -
-
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8.5.2. 

description/Required prev 
achievement order c 
student can play any of the grven note 
natural or altered) 1 -

Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 

Knowledge El icitation on Music teaching {Results) 

task group 
ask group order 

Basic notes 
white keys 1 

ALT.: 
sharps 2 

ALT.: flats 3 

tasks 

recognise C 

recognise A and 
G 

recognise any 
note (except C) 

recognise C# 
recognise F#, 
G#, 0#, A# 

recognise 8# 
and .. E# · " 

recognise any 
sharp note· 

recognise Bb 
recognise Ab, 
Ob, Eb, Gb 

· .. :.·· 

reco9niseCf:> 
and Fb I ; - --

r�ognlse aM ' ·· 

flat note . . .. 
. ;"

.
; 

task 
order 

1 1 1  

1 1 . 2 

1 . 1 . 3 

1 .2 . 1  

1 .2.2 

1 .2 .3 

1 .2.4 

1 .3 . 1  

1 .3.2 

1 .3 .3  

1 .3.4 

I 
Prev 
task para m , lesson 

- IANY C !A ·c · note corresponds to the whrte kev iUS! BEFORE a group of 2 black keys 
.Note names go from A to G A 'A' note corresponds of the white key BETWEEN the second and it he thrrd black key of a group of 3 black keys A 'G' note corresponds of the white key BETWEEN 

- [ANY A or G the first and the second black key of a group of 3 black keys. 
You know how to play a 'A'. a 'C' and a 'G' note. A 'B' note would correspond to the white key 1 1 . 1  ANY note from A to G BETWEEN a 'A' and a 'C' note. a '0' note to the white key JUSt after a 'C ' key and so on up to a 

1 . 1 .2 Except C) 'G' key. After a 'G' key is a 'A' key. 

t\ sharp is represented with a hash.  A sharp note is a note a semitone ABOVE its named note. A 
semitone is any difference between 2 CONSECUTIVE keys. If a white key is followed by a black 
key, the difference between the 2 notes is 1 semitone. lt  is the same with a black key followed by 
a white key. The difference between 2 white keys separated by a black key is the called a tone. 
There are 2 exceptions: the difference between a 'E' and a 'F' note (represented with white keys) 
is a semitone as no black key is between the 2 white keys. lt is the same between a '8' note and 

1 . 1 . 3 ANY C# a 'C' note. C sharp is therefore the black kev ABOVE a 'C' kev. 
1 . 1 .3 A sharp note is a note a semitone ABOVE its named note. Therefore a F sharp is the black key 
1 .2 . 1  ANY F#, G#, 0#, A# ·ust after a 'F' key, a G sharp is the black kev iust after a 'G' key and so on. 

B sharp and E sharp are exceptions a re there is no black key just after a '8'  or a 'E'  key. The 
difference between a 'E' key and a 'F' key or between a 'B' key and a 'C' key is 1 semitone. As a 

1 .2 . 1  sharp note i s  a note a semitone ABOVE its named note, B sharp is i n  fact a 'C ' which is 
1 .2.2 \ANY 8# andE# represented by a white kev. lt is the same with E sharo, which corresponds to 'F'. 
1 .2 . 1  .. .. 
1 .2.2 
1 .2.3 !ANY flat note _ .. 

A flat is represented with a 'b'. A flat note is a note a semitone BELOW its named note. B flat is 
1 . 1 .3 ANY Bb therefore the black kev BELOW a 'B' key. 
1 . 1 .3 A flat note is a note a sen dtone BELOW its named note. Therefore a A flat is the black key just 
1 .3 .1  ANY Ab, Db,  Eb, Gb after a 'A' key, a 0 flat is the black key just after a 'D' key and so on. 

C flat and F flat are exceptions are there is no black key just before a 'C' or a 'F' key. The 

1 .3 . 1  
· difference between a 'E' key and a 'F' key o r  between a '8' key and a 'C' key is 1 semitone. As a 
flat note is a note a semitone BELOW its named note, C flat is in fact a '8' which is represented 

1 .3.2 iANYCporFb . · by a white key. it is the same with F flat, which corresponds to 'E'. 
1 .3 . 1  I ,, -. •. 

1 .3.2 
1 .3.3 ANY flat not!!.. · 
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PhD Thesis 
rdescri ption!Required/ 1 prev 
achievement orderj C /task group 

Student can play any I chord 2 I 1 

any note 

!Intervals 
(3rd + 5th) 

Major 
chords 

I 

Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 

task group 
order !tasks 

task 
order 

Prev 
task I param lesson 

recognise any 
note (without 

1 . 1 . 3  
4 /exceptions) 1 .4 . 1 

1 .2 . 3  !ANY note (without 
1 .3 .3  IB#, E# and Cb, Fb) 

1 

2 

recognise any 
note (with 
exceptions} 1 .4 . 2  !recognise 3 rd 
note above Note I 2 1 . 1  

2 . 1 .2 
2 . 1 .3 

recognise 5th \ 
note above Note 2. 1 . 4  

2 . 1 . 5  
2 . 1 .6 recognise any -T 3rd or 5th 2. 1 .7 

recognise C 

1 . 1 .3 
1 .2 .4  
1 .3.4 !ANY note 

1 .4.2 !ANY 3rd above C 
2 . 1 . 1  !AN Y  3rd above F.  G 
2 . 1 .2 P.,NY other 3rd 

2. 1 . 3  '.4NY 5th above C 

2 . 1 .4 ANY 5th above F, G 
2. 1 .5 ANY other 5th 

2 . 1 .6 �NY 3rd or 5th 

chord I 2.2.1 I 2.1 .7 \ANY C chord 

recognise G and 
F chords \ 2.2.2 \ 2.2 .1  \ANY G or F chord 

The third of a given note is 2 tones above that note. As a reminder a semitone is the difference 
between 2 consecutive keys and a tone is 2 semitones. Therefore the third of a 'C' note is a 'E' 
note. 
The third above a 'F' note is a 'A'. The th ird above a 'G' note is a '8' 
:The fifth of a given note is 7 semitones above that note, or 3 semitones a bove the third of the !given note. Therefore the fifth of a 'C' note is a 'G' note. 

The fifth above a 'F'  note is a 'C'. The fifth above a 'G' note is a 'D'  

jA chord is composed of 3 notes played simultaneously. These 3 notes are: the root note, the 
third and the fifth. The root note is the key of the chord name. As a reminder, the third is 2 tones 
above the root note and the fifth is 3 semitones above the third. Therefore a 'C' chord is 
composec1_of thE!_r_o_ot119!_e�·,Jhe third 'E' and the fil!� 'Q',_l/V/]i�h_gives 'C', 'E' and 'G'. 

'The root note of a 'G' chord is 'G ', its third is '8' and fifth is 'D', which gives 'G', '8' and 'D' for a 'G' 
chord. The root note of a 'F' chord is 'F', its third is 'A' and fifth is 'C', which gives 'F', 'A' and 'C' 
for a 'F' chord. 

recognise A, 8, 
D, E chords I 2.2.3 The root note is the chord name, the third is 2 tones above the root note. The fifth is 3 semitones 

2.2.2 IANY A, 8, D,E chord \above the third. The third and fifth can be sharp notes. re®gii�.�i'IY: : ,UNAL"teREO>; •.. M§lrlroooi-o . >, l 2.2.4 

recognise F# 
and 8b chords I 2.2.5 

����;�:S.i;��;¥; 2.2.3 1<3 anor<t :··" . .,, ; • •·· 

2.2.4 lf_NY F# or Bb chord 
rANY A#, B#, C#, 0#, 

recognise any E#, F#, G# and Ab, 

For a F sharp chord, either recover each note one by one (the root note is 'F sharp', its third is 'A 
sharp' and fifth is 'C sharp'), or recover a 'F' chord and INCREASE every note of this 'F' chord of 1 semitone. For a B flat chord, either recover each note one by one (the root note is '8 flat', its 
third is 'D' and fifth is 'F'), or recover a '8' chord and DECREASE every note of this '8' chord of 1 
1semitone. 

L TERED Major Bb, Cb, Db, Eb, Fb ,  Either recover each note one by one, o r  recover the unaltered chord and INCREASE every note 
chord Gb chord of the recovered chord for a sha root note or DECREASE eve note for a flat root note. _ _, 
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PhD Thesis 
:descriptionJRequiredl

1 
p 

'achievement ,order 

!I 
I 

rev c t 
ask group 

Minor 
Intervals 

Jrd + 5th) 

Minor 
chords 

Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 
ask group! r task Prev 

order tasks i 

recognise any 
Major chord 
recogn1se mmor I 
3rd note above 

3 Note 

recognise 5th 
note above Note 

recognise any 
3rd or 5th 

recognise Am 
4 chord 

recognise Em 
and Dm chords 

recognise Bm, 
Cm, Fm, Gm 
chords 
recognise any 
UNALTERED 
Minor chord 

recognise F#m 
and Bbm chords 

order task 1 _para m lesson 
I I 2 2 7 : 2 2 6  !ANY major chord 

I I The m1nor thlfd of a g1ven note 1S a normal (or maJor) t h ird decrease by 1 semitone. wh1ch is 3 I 2 1 7 �NY m1nor 3rd above semrtones above the g1ven note Therefore the mmor th Jrd of a ·c· note IS a 'E' note decreased of 
2 3 1 2 2 6 1.c 1 semrtone whrch g1ves 'E flat' 

2 3 2  

2 . 3. 3  

2.3.4 

2 3. 5  

2.3.6 

2.3.7 

2.4.1 

2.4.2 

2.4.3 

2.4.4 

2.4.5 

�NY m1nor 3rd above • F .  G 1.The m1nor thlfd above a 'F' note is a 'A flat' The third above a 'G' note is a 'B flat' 

!ANY other minor 3rd 
iANYminor 5th above The minor fifth of a given note is 1 semitone below the major 5th of that note, which is therfore 6 

2. 1 .3 c semitones above the given note. Therefore the minor fifth of a 'C' note is a 'G flat'. 

!ANY minor 5th above 
2. 1 .4 F, G The minor fifth above a 'F' note is a 'C flat' or '8'. The minor fifth above a 'G' note is a 'D flat' 

2 . 1 . 5  !ANY other minor 5th 

ANY minor 3rd or 
2 . 1 .6 minor 5th 

A min or chord is a major chord, which third is a minor third. 1t is notated like a major chord with a 
little 'm' or '-' for minor added to the chord name. To recover a minor chord, either find the root 
note, then the minored third (now 3 semitones above the root note) and the major fifth. Or 
recover the major chord, find the third and decrease it by 1 semitone. For a 'A minor', the root 

2.3.7 Any Am chord 
note is 'A', the minored third is now 'C' instead of 'C sharp' and the fifth is still 'E', which gives 'A', 
'C' and 'E' for chord 'A minor'. 

For 'Em', the root note is 'E', the minored third is 'G' (instead of 'G sharp') and the fifith is till '8', 
Any Em and Dm which gives 'E', 'G' and 'B' for chord 'Em'. For 'Dm', the root note is '0', the minored third is 'F' 

2.4.1 chord (instead of 'F sharp') and the fifith is still 'A', which i!ives 'D' ,  'F' and 'A' for chord 'Dm'. 

To recover a minor chord, either find the root note, then the minored third (now 3 semitones 
above the root note) and the fifth (now 4 semitones above the minored third). Or recover the 

Any Bm, Cm, Fm, Gm major chord, find the third and decrease it of 1 semitone. The third and/or fifth could be sharp 
2.4.2 chord notes. 

ANY Am, Bm, Cm, 
Dm, Em, Fm, Gm 

2.4.3 chord 

For a F sharp minor chord, either recover each note one by one (the root note is 'F sharp', its 
minored third is 'A' and fifth is 'C sharp'), or recover a 'F minor' chord and INCREASE every note 
of this 'F minor' chord of 1 semitone. For a B flat minor chord, either recover each note one by 

ANY F#m or Bbm one (the root note is 'B flat', its minored third is 'D flat or C sharp' and fifth is 'F'), or recover a 'B 
2.4.4 chord minor' chord and DECREASE every note of this 'B' chord of 1 semitone. 
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PhD Thesis Appendices Alexandre Lassau niere 

[description/Required prev task group( [ task [ Prev ' 
!achievement order C !task group order tasks : order ' !ask I param lesson 

\ 1ANY A#m. B#m. :c#m D#m E#m. 

1 'F#m. G#m and Abm. 
recogn1se any lsbm .  Cbm. Dbm 
ALTERED Mmor 'Ebm. Fbm. Gbm E1ther recover each note one by one. or recover the unaltered minor chord and INCREASE every 
chord 2 4 6 2 4 5 !chord note of the recovered chord for a sharp root note or DECREASE every note for a flat root note. 
recognise any 
Minor chord 2 4 7 2 4 6 !Any MINOR chord 

any recognise any 
major/minor minor or major 
chord 5 chord 2 .5 . 1  2 .4 .7  !Any m�min chord 

The chords you know comprise 3 notes and therefore can be played in 3 different ways caJJed 
inversions. An inversion determine which of the notes of the chord would be the lowest. The 
chords you learnt to play were learnt in their root position, that means that the root note was the 

recognise 1st lowest of the 3. A first inversion consists in playing the third first, then the fifth followed by the 
inversion and root note. For example a 'C' chord in its root position is 'C', 'E' and 'G'. Its first inversion is 'E', 'G' 

Inversions 6 root position 2.6 . 1  2.5.1  ANY 1 st inversion and then 'C'. 

A first inversion consists in playing the th ird first. A second inversion consists in playing the fifth 
recognise 2st first, then the root note followed by the third. For example a 'C' chord in its root position is 'C', 'E' 
second inversion 2.6.2 2.6 . 1  ANY 2nd inversion and 'G'. Its first inversion is 'E', 'G' and then 'C' and its second inversion is 'G', 'C'  and 'E'. 

2.6.3 2.6.2 ANY inversion 
A chord with 7th is a chord with 4 notes. The chord is notated as usual with a '7' added at the 
end. The chord is composed of the usual 3 notes of the major or minor chord plus the 7th. The 
root note is in fact the 8th of the chord, which means that the 7th is 1 tone below the root note. 
For a 'C7' chord, the chord is composed of the 3 notes of the 'C' chord, which are 'C', 'E' and 'G', 

recognise C7 2.5. 1 plus the 7th, which is 1 tone below the root note 'C' and is equal to '8 flat'. This gives for chord 7th 7 chord 2. 7.1 2.6.3 ANY C7 chord 'C7': 'C ', 'E', 'G' and 'B flat'. 
For a F sharp 7 chord ,  either recover each note one by one (the root note is 'F sharp', its third is 
'A sharp', fifth is 'C sharp' and 7th is 'E') , or recover a 'F7' chord and INCREASE every note of 
this 'FT chord of 1 semitone. For a 8 flat 7 chord, either recover each note one by one (the root 

recognise F#7 ANY F#? or Bb7 note is 'B flat', its third is 'D', fifth is 'F' and 7th is 'A flat or 'G sharp'), or recover a '87' chord and 
and Bb7 chords 2. 7.2 2.7.1 chord DECREASE every note of this '87' chord of 1 semitone. recognis� any . • · .: . ; Major chord with [ANY Major chord with 7th ·····. 2.7.3 2.7.2 7th ... · . · ·· .. · . . . · . 

. A 'A minor 7' chord, the chord is composed of the 3 notes of the 'A minor' chord, which are 'A', 
recogn1se Am? 'C' and 'E', plus the 7th, which is 1 tone below the root note 'A' and is equal to 'G'. This gives for 
chord 2.7.4 2.7.3 !ANY Am? chord _8:JO_rd 'A minor 7': 'A', 'C', 'E' and 'G'. 
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---·- ,�--
! 
:description/Required prev :achievement order C 
i 

I I 
I 

!task group! �ask group order tasks 
! task i order 

I 
recogn1se F#m7 ) 
and Bbrn7 
chords 2 7 5 
recognise any 
Minor chord with 7th 2 7 .6 
recognise any 
chord with 7th 2 .7 .7  
recognise any 

a'!}'_ chord 8 tal!9_ht chord 2 .8 . 1  

Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 
I 

Prev ' 
task para m lesson 

i For a F sharp mmor 7 chord. e1ther recover each note one by one (the root note 1s 'F sharp' . its 
mmore<1 third 1S 'A ' frfth IS ·c sharp' and 7th IS 'E ' ) . or recover a 'F mmor 7' chord and INCREASE I every note of th1s 'F m1nor 7' chord of 1 sem1tone For a B  flat mmor 7 chord. e1ther recover each 

: note one by one (the root note IS 'B flat'. rts mmored th1rd is 'D flat or C sharp'. fifth IS 'F' and 7th 
!Any F#m7 and Bbm7 1s 'A flat or 'G sharp') or recover a ·s mmor 7' chord and DECREASE every note of this 'B minor 

2 7 4 1chord 7' chord of 1 sernrtone 

�ny minor chord with 
2 . 7  5 7th 

2 7.6 any chord with 7th 

2 7 .6  any_ taught chord 

Table 8-6: Music Lessons and Concepts fro m  Knowledge [licitation 
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PhD Thesis Appendices 

8.5.3. Results 

s Date Ref Duration What have you learnt What was a problem ;How could it be improved 
I I 1 24/0 1 /03 \At 1 0' 

' 
z 2 2SI02103 8 1  5' 

Changes: ITS5 
-Debugging (function keys sometimes taken into account as responses) 
-speech speed available and saved againt a student 
-phonetic: wait for Duncan to give me a final version of the database 

3 28102103 C 1  53' -Names of notes( 1 ) 
-Semitones/tones 
-sharp 
-flat keys (half through) 

3 
3 28/02/03 01 8' Nothing(1) 

4 

-Could not understand -Should tell you what is 
Voice coming next 
-too fast -Should tell me when I could 
-did not tell me about go to the next stage 
notes at the start --> went -Needs an explanantion early! 
straight to Semitones(1) 

-Goes though it once -
needs repetition + 
explanations 
-Voice is difficult to 
understand 

-Get the explanations in 
sequence with the light (light 
first then talk then light off) 
-tell me that the note will light 
up (and what that means) 

-Repeat explanations(2) 

� -

University of Portsmouth 

Alexandre Lassauniere 

What was good or ;Anything else 
worked well I I 

'-lessons to be rev1sed 
' /-use other speech engine or use phonetic enhancement ! 

! I-Ab11ity to answer before the end of task speech 

-Bugs and Crashes to be solved 

-Lights were good -Needs an introduction to how it will all  work 
-Retry or repeat button -lntro to each section (NB: this may may be really required at 
(test) lesson 1 )  

( 1 ): Note names were written o n  the left side o f  the keyboard. 
That is why he passed through white notes easily in the 
knwoledge assessment. YC learnt to find notes because he knew 
where 'c' was + then YC looked ref to 'c'. 
-Briefing is little long 
-Shows control keys and where to avoid 
-Needs to tell you what you need to do + what is going on 

-keys lighting up ( 1 ): Alex thinks he learnt the white keys and then it  became too 
complicated with the semitone lesson.  He failed once or twice --> 
gave up 
(2): When the system thanks it is time to move on it needs to say 
'well done. You know . . .  Would you like to go further or to revise 
about what you have done.' 
-Needs confidence building 
-Needs to be given choice to revise (lesson for UC tests only 
played for revision) 
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PhD Thesis Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 

s Date Ref Duration What have you learnt What was a problem [How could it be improved What was good or ;Anything else 
·wori(ed well 

·, 

3 28102/03 A2 30' !-start 1s too complicated f-Needs a q uest1on 'do you want to continue?' and to show a light 
!-People tend to press any key once th1ngs delay too long 
!-Needs an mtro to say 'we w111 check what you understand, etc.' 
!-Can't understand Enghsh from computer 
1-For test1ng. we need to be able to hear what is going on 

I 
1-Needs to be shown a scale right at the beginning and tell 'we are 
'going to teach you . .  ,' in first lesson 
-Need to look at phoetic spelling of words to force the computer to 

5 say things correctly 

;hanges: ITS5->ITS6 
New lntro and transitions (Scale at beginning) 
speech engine fixes: waiting for Duncan 
-prepare function key labels and hide note names on l<.bd 

4 03/03/03 A3 3' -Kaan Bug still there 
-Rename New test to Continue Training 

I 6 -After test feedback offer next actions 
Changes: ITS6 
-renamed new test to Continue (training) 
-after test transition 

# 05/03/03 E1 # -first lesson should start with C 
-chords section needs more explanations 
-7ths should be referred to as intervals notes (1 note below an octave) 
-slower speech 
-Tasks need to be more musical 
-Some chords lessons are too difficult to introduce at this stage (leave them out) ALSO major intervals and chords not progressive enough 
-Could you introduce playing melodies as a test? Primary chords I key OR Teacher records in MIDI a simple 'perfect' melody that is played to student ==> autotest their 
performance (accuracy and notes) 
-remove tasks' 'note' 
-lesson/task transition: play it only once or twice a session 
-change script for text/note seq 
-2 lessons for semitone Gust change the range for the tests) 

7 -C flat and Fflat (E sharp and B sharp) can be left for afterwards (keys) 
changes: ITS6 ; ' 

-database scripts corrected (transitions and intros to debug) 
-lessons order changed {+ some ditched and some added) 
-after test transition changed . 

-
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PhD Thesis Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 
s Date Ref Duration What have you learnt What was a problem How could it be improved What was good or Anything else 

worked well 

5 07/03/03 C2 70' -fifth -Time to answer to short -Way to answer chords + -Transitions and -piece of paperused as notes 
-chord (add 5 to 1 0  sec) fingering (1 off) directives -did forget: semitones/notes 
-F# chord -Transitions to be smaller -pronounciation -function key l ighting -KA: not very good :feedback what level student is the same for 

(boring) -retry count OK only first time -Instead of Transition,  lesson tasks and SC/C tasks : feedback new level 
-lesson tasks (not OK for the test have system do it for 
necessary lesson type2) you automatically (if Notes: -pronounciation no answer for n -remove Cb, E# from tasks 
fingering needed for sec:give next -bug for any notes lesson {had to stop and restart) 
chords question) -replay lesson has no transition, retry did not work 
-way to answer chords -have channel 4 no volume work better 
missing ->:::2 param tests: long to get approved (removed 

followinggoodtries) 
-use of retry to count correct tries to be rethought -change keylighting interaction with text for intervals. do IN-CjT-
CjW-.51T-and its th ird EIN-El 
-Concept transition: key left lighting 

8 -Chord response problems: removed key sense 

5 07/03/03 F1 60' -third I fifth -boring and lost tim with -pronounciation -learnt new things and Notes: 
-concepts in English transitions: lost -fingering in different ways -been given system intra 

concentration (have only -button not to repeat -refresh memory -pb with first function key transition (about test keys} 
keys lighting upto do -repeat lesson option before -C transition much too long (could be in individual differences) 
transition + auto goto next testing -if give no answer --> auto retry 
test) -use habit capturing 
-"play twice if not -too slow for chris too attain correct level 
captured": play only a few -test giving/parameters: collection of parameters decreased after 
times new test not to give same param, refilled if empty and still not OK) 
-time was too much of a -students have to be more concentrated on teaching rather than constraint on function keys 

-some any .. SC/C to be ditched? -simultaneous chords played in seq: one at a time 
-pb with chris: learnt music in French and other way: changed his 
habits 
-Chord major 6 lesson is strange 

91 -Chord answering problems -- -- -- -����-�--_L____ - ----- -�--�-- - --�--------- ------ ---
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I 
PhD Thesis 

ls �Date ref ruration �What have you learnt !What was a pro�em 

Changes: ITS6->ITS7 
-removed E#, Cb etc from param and tasks 
-KaanKbd/Seq/buik:lseq: option to add or not allnotesoff at the end 
-retry/new test triesOK count 
-param giving 
-replay transition 
-transition cganges 
-database changes and added individual speech fields 
-bug f1xed with full K downgrade 
-real time scripting with 'a' replacing by 'an' 
-stop bug fixed -K update restored for lessons (seen) 
-tranistion between lessons and tests 
-time to respond changed 
-timer to use function keys with auto stuff 
-Added new voices 
9 6 1 3103103 C3 5' -Explanations too fast 

-Still not clear phonetically 
(with new voice) 
-Still no taught fingering 
-too many bugs 

Changes: ITS7 -Added script header S- to change speech speed relatively or absolutely -Added fingering lesson as part of 1 st lesson on chords 
-Corrected Learning cur\le bug 

--- - ·-

Appendices 
How could it be improved 

University of Portsmouth 

Alexandre Lassauniere 
'What was good or ;Anything else 
'WOrlled W&ll 

-not boring any more 
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PhD Thesis Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 
�-�s -1'0-ate Ref Duration rWhat have you learnt 'What was a problem How could it be improved What was good or Anything else W I wortted well 

'i, 17 1 1 4103103 F2 67' -Mtnor chords -Do not know when 1! IS a ,-Add a pause button for a -Huge 1mprovement .Notes 

I I -lnverstons lesson, test or whatever break wrth funct1on keys - >  : ·Chord term new for C hns 
, -7th -Ttmer to respond '-New vo1ce has no rhythm not bonng -Gtven Gb chord fa1led 10 KA l(funct1on keys) need to be 'needs to be more dynam1c - To show and practtce -F1rst transr!lon test --> new lesson not answered automatically 

1 0: 

lset aga1nst user (and :-1 fee l you understand THIS IS good as well as ;umped to ne.x1 lesson 
have 1t enabled or not) ; lesson, rf SC test --> tell let's repet1t1on :-'Crashed' when clicked on ne.x1 traimng and finger slipped to nex 
-Difficult to Remember ;oo an overall test on the lesson 
chord names for tasks --> !concept :-Use of Chord MaJOr (4) and (7)? Trans it1on to ne.x1 1esson--
do cycle as normal ,  rf no , �'>Offered to repla y  lesson but there was none (just for revising) . 
answer 5sec before the I /so rf there is only one option: do it 
end repeat task -Interval Minor BIG CRASH 

University of Portsmouth 

NEW SESSION a nswered OK minor chord (not seen) but failed 
with inversions. Note: no SC test for minor interval 
-Bug: retry test allowed a fter replaying lesson just after played 
!first time. 
-Interval Lesson: add root position = inversion 0 
-Chris had problems with inversions (to understand the concept) 
-Don't offer autoretry if OK 
-Allow plenty of time to respond from that lesson 
-Inversion tasks are difficult to remember ( 1 :  understand chord 
name, 2: remember inversion) -Inversion 3: add any inversion (only offered 2nd inversion) . IN 
GENERAL, review tasks and lessons to have generalisation 
coming quicker 
-Difference between Inversion 3 and 4? '-Add in intro to keep key pressed until system responds (take lot 
of time to recognise chords, uses lot of CPU) 
-Remove parenthesis from lesson scripts 
-Use of 7th (3)? 
-Start of 7th (4)? 
-Introduce Stop I Pause button at intro (have a play button as well 
(same button or another) 
-Tasks given with sometimes no space between param such as 
minor? 
-Not enough time to respond at the end 
-use of three last 7th? 
-add a transition after the last lesson 
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s 'Date 

7 1 5/03/03 

1 1  
changes: ITS7 

Ref 

G 1  

Duration /What have you learnt /What was a problem 

27' -White notes 
-Sharps and flats 
-Chords 

-Phonetic problems 
between A and E 
-nothing to repeat task 

Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 
How could it be improved /What was good or /Anything else 

-spoken 'Hand' in fingerings 
lesson 
-Voice could be better 
-Gives the same exercise 
sometimes (looks like a bug) 

worked well 

-Lesson progression 
-Can do more training 
if necessary 
-Lessosn are short so 
there is no problem to 
replay them and they 
are easier to 
assimilate 

Notes: -KA failed at semitones 
-First time asked for training: did not answer --> did it 
automatically: need to set timer longer??? 
-Peggy waited for some speech for the first transition without it 
-Bug in lesson script: F, F+F#, F# 
-SC Lessons go directly to test 
-CRASHED AT FLATS: function key pressed just after having it 
automated 
NEW SESSION: KA: semitones, sharps and flat OK. Failed at 
chords 
-problems if test was not understood: needed to be repeated 
-Went to chord without having been told about third and fifth--> 
need se test there 
-Replay lesson with no first test: offers retry test (none given) 
-Did not speed down for Major chord (2) 
-Major (4): no lesson but offered to replay lesson 

-Pause/Play function key (changed label on \<bds, + lntro modified for it + added a transition when PC!Used) 
•-Increased time 2 respond for chords and inversions 

.. . 

-Removed parentheses from lesson scripts · 

Last lesson transition · . ·· · ·· · 
. ···· -fixed crashed when l'jele_cted function key during I! functiOn key a.�toma\ion 

1-AddedAutomat\on Timer. settings · · 
· ·· •• .· . . . · ·· 

· 
.. 

· · 
· 

· 

-Replay lesson does notailow r,etry .. 
. 

. > .·.· .. • •• ... . • . • · · .  . . 

-Replay lesson changed t<)just Replay to allow also replaying tasks orders 
"Transition changed for SC/C lessons with auto goto test and some speech . 
-Lesson ret>ort · · · ·· · · 
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/S Date Ref 

8 1 6/03/03 IG2 

Duration !What have you learnt /What was a problem 

25' 

How could it be improved !What was good or !Anything else 
worked well 

Notes: -KA started with Chord Major and then direct to Chord Minor. 
Failed and went back to Minor third: failed 
-Replay used in KA TBC 
-Parenthesis to remove in lnterval ( 1 )  
-Peggy did not  have a lesson about 3rd and 5th --> problems to 
understand about 3rd minor 
-Relate intervals to chords and semitones/tones to intervals 
-Crash with pause on Chord minor 

NEW S ESSION: -KA started with tones and semitones! ! ! !  
-Replay does not always give same test 
-Problems with voice for AlE 
-Problems for P. to understand or remember lessons + a bit lost 
:with first transition with no speech 
-Crash @ sharp (3) paused and played back (debug bug 
appeared) 

1 21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-Doesn't put back play lesson into right mode 

:Changes: ITS7 
·-new pause setting: now resets correctly parameters . . 
-bug about inteNals (not being done): cl'\anged tones and semitones to se and minor interval to .. C . ... 

· . < < -pb with chords CRASI"!ING: player a�pted col with_>., nb of expected notesbut not test object: chang�d .·.· . .  . .. .. .. + . : . .. . . . t\ 
•·pb with chords NOT accepting easily new chords: happ�ned because,for SOf!'le reasons the collection givell by transserver had not correct number of nofes: now have it. filtered by kaankbd and read Its current noteon 
col ·kaankbds now di�ays·okno�s l)n aOfl otr•··· . �- _ -

9 121/03/03 IH1 \15' \Notes C, A and G !-Crash -add a 'no answer' button /·did what it was 
expected to do: teach 

Notes: 

1 3' 
9 .21 /03/03 11 31 '  -notes 

-sharps and flats 
-th ird and fifth 

14  
9 21 /03/03 J1 27' -sharp chords 

-expected longer lessons 
-voice was distracting 

-did not know answer in KA and waited for feedback ==> needed 
a 'no answer' response 
-crashed with lesson and keylighting with stop key 
-surprised to have no speech at the first transition with no speech 

-voice -keys lighting up -KA: problems with semitones/tones 
-go over again -lesson: a few mistakes ==> replayed lesson 
==>makes it easy -Bug (kreeze) when pressing to function keys at a time 

-interval major (1 ) too fast 
-interval major (3,6) : no lesson (revisions?) asked for transition 
with no speech (+offers to play lesson) 

-words she did not know -add gaps between concepts -replay I retry -speeds up at interval majar and minor ( 1 )  
o r  understand in lesson so that students -shows corrections -check script for chord minor (change - with minus and add a 
-chord playing have time to assimilate -key lighting space on (3) after last but 1 )  
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i ,S  'Duration 
'
What have you learnt 'What was a problem How could it be improve<! What was good or �Anything else 

L \ I worile<l W&ll 

' i9 /28' -fingenng for a chord i ·VOice needs gap -vo1ce -funct•on keys trtle :-what happens rf play a 2 note chords 

1 6  

1 0  09/04/03 B2 45' 

1 7  
1 0  09/04/03 02 25' 

1 8  

1 1  23/04/03 IK1 20' 

1 9  

1-chord w1th root as b or ;between sentences + -key lighting f�back at the easy and stays lrt on •-Interesting to put F# and Gb chords I# 1d 1ff1culty to understand 'E'  beg.nn ,ng add 'please look at -more verbal feedback :-KA fa 1led at chord maJOr(?) played 2 notes instead of 3 
-chord w1th 3 notes \ 'four g1ven' 'chord' the keyboard' + 'wel l  done' + 'I feel i-problems to understand drfference between new test and retry 

-interval: semitones, 
,third and fifth 
-chords 

-white keys 

-lots 

-rev1se I replay you understand the :-problems to answer chords 
lesson' i-played notes that were not function keys when waiting for 

-does not capture all the 
time response 
-voice 
asked twice to press 
some keys 

-voice 
-lighting keys with sun 

-repetition of transitions 

-fingering checking? 

I 
-did not crash 
-very easy, clear 
-checking concept is 
OK: good not sure 
yourself but feel 
confident the systems 
knows for you -KA is good to check 
and revise 
-lights 
-well done and 
encouragements 

-ability to train more to have it �-functions keys to go 
instinctive (instead of forward I backward 
counting) -easier interface with 

system: have control 
of learning 

-Level of lesson 
-Actual steps 
-testing 

University of Portsmouth 

!function key switches them off 
-after a revrsion. JUS! been offerred new tesVreplay 
-replay I revise needed on label 
-new session: minor third: thought has just been asked to naswer 
a chord 

-Answered by chance note name and fast then failed at 
semitones (but ok at lesson) 
-voice prolems with A and E 
-bug: check post notes I waiting for function key awaited 
-did not have instruction at beginning (told him about replay test 
(used it a lot) 
-for A flaVsharp use 'A' or Ah 
-answered very quickly (had to re-answer many times) 
-good to have following tests like F# and Gb 
-replayed three times first lesson for third and fifth 
-allow SC lesson replay if has been replayed at least once earlier 
-speed decrease too noticeable 
-change text of Major(6) 

-had to remove buggy check for awaited fct key as student kept 
pressing on bad keys, which froze system 
-voice changed 
-did not understand use of new I retry test and next lesson 
-pressed function keys before being asked for 
-trained a lot on white (3), few problems between G and F 
because from A upwards 

-too fast for system 
-pause lesson:system froze 
-asked for chord and answered 2 notes: problem 
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� -- -� �Date I i 1 

1 1  123104103 

20 
1 1 23104103 

2 1  
1 1  23/04/03 

22 
1 1  23/04/03 

123 

IRef 

L 1  

M 1  

N1 

01 

1 1  23/04/03 AS 

24 
' :C.:  

'"' 
,'·. ' ' ' ,  

!ouralion 

34' 

1 4' 

1 9' 

34' 

67' 

> ' : , 

lwhat have you learnt ,What was a problem I : ' I 
-keys ' -not checktng mtstakes ' -mterva ls :bugs 
-chords �-VOice 

I I 
-about herself -scared from technmology 

and system 
-thought she was not 
good enough to learn with 
it 

-white notes -could not understand 
semitone lesson 

' 
I 

-too fast, too general does 
not explain in details 
-voice 

-knew all before bul -could not check fingering 
reminded -chord capture 
-semitones/tones 

-altered chords -SCIC tests with no 
-minor chords lesson: no transition and 
-7th chords do nearly all the 
-minor 7th chords + same==> use? 
altered -chord capturing 

; . ' ' '  ' :  ' ' 
·, 

Append ices Alexandre Lassauniere 

How could it be improved What was good or :Anything else 
·wortted we-ll ' 

-3 rd 5th show tn lesson . Taught qutckly :KA fatled at sem1tones. but knew about notes (ref from C)  
counltng up w1th k e y  l•gh!lng -Small bits of :-fast lea rner 

knowledge to practtce -replayed MaJOr( 1 )  
on --problems wtth maJOr(2) always same e rror counted 2 semiton 

:mstead of 2 tones 
:-Moveme nt of hands showed that he tnes to find 3rd and 5th 
backward 

i 
-spent a long time on MaJ(6) 

I -No knowledge on Music 
-Changed voice on-line, crashed a nd did not have first session 
mtro 
-was very stressed and listened more than watched -KA: notes OK as was asked to play a C and answered a B 
(System fedback it was a B) and then asked to play a B 
-replayed semitones( 1 )  

-function keys -needed longer to -Do not understand principles of system at beginning (Changed 
learn more voice on-line, crashed and did not have first session intra, but 

understoof while playing) 
-guessed a nswers from semitones then replayed lesson 

-Should show what was -correct answer KA: failed at major interval 
played and bad then what is feedback -MI(1 ): remove 'notes' 
correct -lighting up -MI(3,6)+CM(4): bug : no lesson to play: offers test and lesson 
-lesson on fifth, if played a -time to look at what is with no lesson 
third do not feedback wrong wrong -Played his chords with left hand 
but (you played a third) -problems to play Bb chord 
-retry not necessary with tests 
with only 1 param 

-have offline training (use -feedback(well done is -KA: failed first at lnt M in, but ok with Chord maj 
pause button) during a very positive -IM(2) lesson: say Minor third of G practice session OFFERED especially when -Cmi(3) lesson: check .The 
by system so that students difficult: boosts -Cmi(3,4) offers lesson even with none 
can train freely. Have a timer confidence) -Cmi(6): to get an altered minor chord . . .  (also with major chord) 
to get studenst back on to -pressured and -Cmi(7) is d ifferent from Cmi(6) because it offers major chords as 
lesson every 5-1 0 minutes challenged: hard but well 

still wanted to carry on -Chord inversion(3): test have root pos, first inv and sec inv -function keys are -in inversion tests: hard to catch everything 
easy when understood -fingering with 7th 
-play and say instead 
of say and play· . 

•,, 

�-··-··"-·-� 
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PhD Thesis Appendices Alexandre Lassauniere 
5 Date Ref Duration What have you learnt What was a problem How could it be improved What was good or Anything else 

worked well 

1 2  25/04/03 P1 1 0' -semitones but forgot -need to give you an -speech and KA: failed on semitones (but has some Knowledge) 
(needed to replay advice on next action to keylighting 
lesson) do with function keys -good explanation at 

5 beginning 

1 2  25/04/03 P2 1 0' -passed through KA: failed on semitones but ok with whites =-> started at 
semitones semitones 

-problems with voice A and E 
-very fast to answer sharps: knew it? 

6 -used to the way it is teaching 
1 2  25/04/03 0 1  23' -notes -felt the system hated -voice (got stressed as -did teach me where -No knowledge on music 

him! needed to guess and notes were -pressed on base note and wanted to press notes until found 
-semitones lessons too answered badly) good one 
long -problems with semitones(2) and no way to get lesson . . .  lost 

motivation 
-NOTES: if can sit there without getting stressed, then it will teach 
you something. Doing it by myself would have mad it less 
stressful (perhaps with headphones). Did not understand 

27 semitone lesson 
1 2  25/04/03 R1 38' -chords -voice is annoying -repeat as you learn KA: failed at semitones 

-fingering hard to try==> -appraisal -use of first lesson/test? 
used own fingering -brings you to next -check it feed backs in b when task in b 

lesson when needed -watching hand on fifth showed counted number of white keys 
-enjoyed it instead of semitones 

-always have lesson replay 
-waiting for action after fingering 
-feedback correct chord need to stay longer 
-played chords with fingers 2,3.4 

28 -for F# and Bb chords used method: F then + 1  semitone and . . .  
1 2  25/04/03 S1 31 ' -intervals -too much talking -teach and do -warning with setting as he was much smaller 

-too long -clear -KA failed at int minor 
-had problems understanding function keys -1 think he knows about chords but not as taught here. Then some 

29 - - -- -- - L._ _ ___ _ __  - - - - -- � 
lessons will be new others boring. 
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